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WELDED SKINS FOR
A JET TANKER /

Boeing KC-135 spearheads the

^velded airplane era



Intricate double contour skin is fed into huge Federal spotwelder with unique positioning table, first of kind in aircraft industry.

ONE of America's most significant spotwelding de-

velopments is being perfected by the Ryan Aero-

nautical Company. It is the first spotwelding of large,

double-contoured aircraft panels under automatic posi-

tioning and welding control, to meet production require-

ments.

Deep-throated welding machines, including the largest

of their type ever built, are snugly nestled amidst posi-

tioning tables so huge they dwarf the machines themselves.

The gargantuan aspects of the equipment conform to

the demands of the project for which the installation is

being made—spotwelding the aluminum skins for aft

fuselage sections of the Boeing KC-135 Air Force jet

^ (Continued on Next Page)

Smaller assemblies for KC-135 aft fuselage sections, such as
stiffeners, are most efficiently spotwelded in this manner.

Operator lies prone while guiding panel to welder electrode
in first Ryan-made positioner during early development stage.
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Bustling Ryan assembly area shows "pickup" line where KC-135 fjselage section lower lobes are placed to finish work begun in jigs.

One operator, Lloyd Turpin, can check both sides of single

contoured skins being spotwelded, with a special TV set-up.

Previously another person had to watch spotwelds from below.

tanker-transport and the Boeing "707" commercial jet

Stratoliner. Totaling 60 feet in length, the two major sec-

tions comprise the largest structure ever subcontracted in

the aircraft industry.

The pushbutton features which enable automatic feed-

ing of the skins through the welding machines by means
of the positioning tables will speed production to meet the

urgent timetables of both the Air Force and the airlines.

With a large number of KC-135"s scheduled for de-

livery to the Air Force as companion tanker planes for

the Boeing B-52 eight-jet bomber, and firm orders for

1 34 '707's" from airlines throughout the world, the Ryan
battery of spotwelding giants assumes major importance.

Early in the KC-135 program, Boeing specified spot-

welding, in preference to riveting of skin assemblies, to

save production hours and to achieve a "cleaner,"

smoother surface with less drag and weight. Originally,

the plan was to spotweld only the comparatively easy-to-

handle single contour skins. But after Ryan received the

contract as supplier of the aft fuselage sections. Boe-
ing asked Ryan to develop a technique of welding double
contour skin assemblies. This posed an infinitely more
complex problem, involving pioneering advances in weld-

ing, metallurgy and fixturing.

In the beginning, Ryan built an experimental handling

device to carry the sections through the welding machines.



One of Ryan's first positioners used in welding KC-135 single

contour skins is checked by Harry Parker, assistant foreman.
New Sciaky welding machine, with 70-inch throat, is examined
by Cliff Whaley, electrical maintenance, during test period.

This employed a jackscrew leveling method, combined

with hand positioning.

Four jackscrews were mounted in an overhead set of

monorails. The jackscrews were attached to the welding

frame to hold it in position. The frame, holding the skins,

was manually moved from one spotwelding position to

the next—a slow and tedious process.

Ryan plant and methods engineers knew that this was

not the solution but a comparatively crude stopgap,

needed to turn out the first units in the time allotted while

the long-range production equipment was being developed.

This became a joint project of Ryan and General Riveters,

Inc. of Buffalo, N. Y.

General Riveters had for years concentrated on elec-

trically-operated automatic positioners for riveting. Now,
(Continued on Piige iO)

Positioning table installed to feed single contour aft fuselage skins into Sciaky welding machine is 27 feet long and 6 feet wide.



THE VERSATILE BULLSEYE

Special target roles for the Firebee

Equipped with radar reflector pod, a Ryan Firebee is mounted under the winq of an Air Force B-26 at Vincent AFB, Yuma, Arizona.

Army's "Nilte," anti-aircraft roclcet missile poised at White
Sands Proving Ground awaiting entry of Ryan Firebee into

firing range. Firebee is only target missile fast enough
to simulate enemy aircraft; can fly at speeds up to 600 mph.

WHEN compared to the mammoth Boeing B-52 jet-

powered bomber, the 17-foot. 1800-pound Ryan
Firebee target drone's size could best be illustrated by the

ancient Biblical story of David and Goliath. Using the

principle of radar reflectivity, Ryan engineers have made
it possible for the Firebee "David" to assume the magni-

tude of virtually any "Goliath" in aviation today. These

dimensional changes are seen on a radar screen when the

Firebee is called upon to play the role of an approaching

"enemy" bomber.

Radar works on the echo principle. A radar station

on the ground sends out a stream of electronic pulses.

When these pulses strike an airplane, they "bounce" back

to the ground station and produce a bright spot—or blip

—

on the radar scope, which is roughly comparable to a

television screen. However, radar energy reflected back
from a target is directly proportional to the targefs size,

and the maximum range at which a radar can "see"" a

target is directly proportional to the radar energy reflected

back from the target. Thus to achieve realism, radar

energy return from the Firebee must be increased if it is

to simulate an enemy bomber or fighter.

In order to effectively evaluate this nation"s arsenal of

ground-based and airborne weapons against high speed

enemy aircraft, the target used for testing these weapons
must have the same basic characteristics as the "enemy""

the missiles are attempting to destroy.

Ground early warning radar must be able to pick up
and track the Firebee target as it would, for instance, an

enemy bomber. Then, a friendly intercepting aircraft has to



be able to "lock on" a target with its radar, after being

vectored to the general target vicinity by ground radar.

In some instances to complete the intercept, an aircraft

rocket or missile must be able to "home" electronically

on the target after being fired.

Ryan Firebee engineers have "increased" the drone's

size by the ingenious use of radar reflectors mounted in

wing pods. The Ryan-developed reflector pods employ

specialized geometric design, and can be attached in vari-

ous positions on the Firebee wing for optimum radar

energy reflection.

When a stream of electronic pulses transmitted by an-

other radar strike the Firebee target, they are focused

directly into the reflectors, causing much of their energy

to be reflected back to the transmitting source. This in-

crease of electronic energy being channeled back to the

search radar permits the radar to "see" the Firebee at

greater ranges.

ASSIST ATTACKING WEAPONS
Some of the missiles in use by our military forces rely

on radar reflectivity to "home in" on a target. For in-

stance, an air-to-air missile fired by an intercepting air-

craft may approach the target from above and behind. It

follows, then, that the reflected radar energy from the

target must be directed outwards on a reciprocal course

to that of the incoming weapon. This directional reflection

is achieved by mounting the reflector pods on the Firebee

so that successful "attacks" may be made from abeam,

above or below the target.

For weapons making a stern approach, tail-facing re-

flectors are mounted in the tailcone of the Firebee. In

the case of a missile executing a head-on approach, for-

ward facing reflectors are mounted in wing tip pods.

Luneberg lens reflectors may be used in the place of

regular corner reflectors. The Luneberg lens acts much
like a magnifying glass, trapping and focusing energy on a

reflector surface, and then directing it back towards the

transmitting source. Constructed of durable plastic, the

lens is a series of concentric layers, reminiscent of the

many-layered "jawbreaker" confection of childhood days.

Alignment of reflected radar energy is not as critical with

the lens as with other reflectors, because it is a wide-angle

device, thus causing radar energy to be reflected back

over a much larger area.

Another method of amplifying target size—or extend-

ing the range at which a target can be "seen"—calls for

electronic pulses from a radar transmitter to trigger a

miniature radar, or beacon, in the drone. The beacon then

reflects back to the transmitting source a greater amount

of energy than it received, resulting in a larger blip on the

radar receiver screen. An antenna mounted in the beacon

picks up incoming radar pulses, and channels them to a

receiver also located in the Firebee target. The strength

(Continued on Next Page)

Infrared light mounted on Firebee (inset), approximates searing temperature of jet tailpipe for heat-seelting missile to liome on.



Radar reflector mounted in tailcone of Firebee. Reflectors increase range at which drone can be "seen" by receiving equipment.

Infrared flares attached to the empennage of Firebee. Flares

emit heat; enable heat-seeking weapon to home on Firebee.

Smoke generator on Firebee provides absolute identification

of target. Device is operated by remote control from ground.

of this incoming signal is amplified so that it triggers a

transmitter, which in turn sends the augmented signal

back to the ground or airborne receiver. One character-

istic inherent in the use of this method is the time lag in-

volved, which tends to distort distance computations and

must be compensated for.

INFRARED RADIATION

Radar reflector problems become increasingly complex

when different types of radars are employed in the same

weapons system. For instance, a ground search radar

might be operating at a low frequency, while the inter-

ceptor plane that the radar operator is vectoring toward

the target drone may have its "lock-on" radar function-

ing on a higher frequency. Frequently, the missile carried

by the intercepting aircraft will be of a heat-seeking type,

requiring infrared augmentation to home on.

A successful attack by a heat-seeking type of missile

is dependent upon the heat energy radiated by the engine

of the target, rather than by radar reflectivity. Because

the "enemy" bomber it may simulate could have as many
as eight engines, the Firebee requires infrared augmenta-

tion to do its job. The range of the heat-seeking missile

will increase proportionately to the amount of heat energj'

or infrared radiation given off by the target.

Infrared radiation is proportionate to the 4th fX)wer of

the absolute temperature of the object producing the radia-

tion. For instance, a large jet engine tailpijje operating at

500^^ Centigrade can be simulated on the Firebee by a

comparatively small flare or lamp operating at several

thousand degrees Centigrade.

There are certain advantages and disadvantages present

in both the flare and lamp systems of infrared augmenta-

tion. The lamp will burn continuously over long periods



Technician attaches radar reflector pod to Firebee wing. Pods
employ specialized geometric design, and can be attached in

various positions to give optimum radar energy reflection.

Officer charged with "in flight" safety responsibility of
missile watches board tracking missile's flight. His right

hand is ready to press the "destruct signal" if necessary.

of time, but produces heat radiation in a narrow beam.

The flare emits radiation in a wide arc, but will burn for

only a few minutes.

The lamp currently in use is the standard aircraft land-

ing light. It is mounted in the after end of the corner

reflector pod in order to satisfy the requirements of both

ground and airborne radar as well as those of the heat-

seeking missile. Flares used by the target are similar to

the parachute flares utilized in search operations. They

are triggered by a remote control operator from the

ground, who is instructed to ignite flares when the pilot

of the intercepting aircraft is in position for missile firing.

CAMERA COVERAGE OF MISSILE

Once the ground or air-to-air missile has been fired,

it is possible to obtain pictorial evidence of how close the

weapon comes to getting a hit on the target drone. Special

camera pods designed and developed by the Naval Air

Development Center, Johnsville, Pa., are used to photo-

(Continued on Page 33)

Wide-angle cameras mounted in pods on Firebee wing record missile track as it approaches drones. Cameras are remotely controlled.



THE JET!$ ARE COMING
Read^ or not, air travelers will soon be riding the jets

NOT generally realized is the fact

that both military and commercial

aviation benefit from all advances

made in air research and development.

Whenever there is an achievement

advance in military aircraft design or

capability, it is usually only a matter of

time before the same improvement is

incorporated in commercial planes.

Similarly, a successful private ven-

ture, such as the development of the

Boeing "707," has greatly accelerated

the production of the Air Force's first

jet tanker-transport, and resulted in

substantial savings to U. S. taxpayers.

One of the most recent examples of

this is jet flying. For a long time, we
arm-chair jet pilots have listened to the

roar of military jets as they maneuv-
ered overhead and wondered how it

felt to sweep through the sky at 600
miles an hour or faster. Even when
Britain built and put into service a

commercial jet transport, actual jet fly-

ing for most of us seemed as remote as

that first trip to the moon. Suddenly,

however, and largely due to the experi-

ence gained by American manufactur-

ers in building jet fighters and bombers,

the jet age for the average air-traveler

is upon us.

A prototype of Boeing's huge, lux-

urious jetliner, the "707," has already

had close to 600 hours in the air. De-

liveries of the first production models

will start in 1958, followed closely by

the Douglas DC-8 and later by Con-

vair's 880. Fifteen airlines, operating

over the major routes of the world, are

waiting to claim initial orders of ap-

proximately 300 of one or more of

these three new jet transports. With

such universal acceptance of the "jet

look" in commercial air service, it ap-

pears that soon a traveler covering

more than a few miles in any one trip

will find himself streaking toward his

destination in a jet. whether he's ready

for it or not!

From the point of view of the man
who really "flies by the seat of his

pants" — the passenger — how will

riding the jets differ from his experi-

ence in the piston jobs?

Bigger, better, smoother, quieter,

higher, faster, more economical—these

are the jets.

Taking the Boeing "707" as a typical

jetliner (since the "707" is the first

American commercial jet to take to the

air. its passenger facilities and flying

characteristics are already amply dem-
onstrated), let's translate the superla-

tives into particulars.

Perhaps the first difference an ap-

prehensive jet "first-timer" will notice

is the lack of an engine "warm-up"
period. A jet is ready to go as soon as

the pilot turns the switch. Depending

on how heavy traffic is at departure

time, a jet transport may take off as

(Continued on Page 10)
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In 1925, T. Claude Ryan started the nation's first regularly

scheduled year 'round passenger airline by converting an open-

cockpit Standard into a ten-passenger, single cabin plane.

Considered the ultimate, it presaged the modern airliner.

About the only thing the huge new "707" jetliner has in common
with early-day airliners is the stewardess who welcomes aboard
two of her possible 156 passengers. Airlines will get their

first "707's" in 1958, which cruise between 550 and 600 m.p.h.

Contrasting sharply with Ryan airliner interior (inset) is the "707" cabin with special lighting, air conditioning and upholstery.



Jet "power packages" for Douglas' DC-8 (shown here at Douglas Open House),

and aft fuselages for Boeing's "707," are being built by Ryan. Approximately 300

of these jetliners and Convair's 880 are already on order for fifteen airlines.

soon as passengers are aboard. In

fact, great effort will be made to avoid

even short delays on the runway be-

cause of the jets" appetite for fuel. A
jet passenger, therefore, will probably

have no more than settled in his seat

before the plane is underway, climbing

in a steep ascent at 300 miles an hour,

to 35,000-40,000 feet. Within 10 min-

utes, the jet is riding high—seven miles

up)—at a cruising speed of between

550 and 600 miles an hour.

About the time the jet passenger

looks down at the clouds below and

decides it's safe to unfasten his seat

belt, he receives his second surprise.

It's quieter. Jets quiet? Yes
—

"im-

pressively" so, according to T. Claude

Ryan, president of Ryan Aeronautical

Company, who describes the unusual

"silence" of the "707" as "more of a

'swish' than a roar ... a new low for

noise level in a commercial passenger

plane."

Herb Fisher, chief of the Aviation

Development Division of the Port of

New "York Authority, wrote in the

magazine SKYWAYS that the only

sound audible to a "707" passenger at

cruising speed is "a faint whistling of

the airplane moving through the air.

The engine sound, heard only in the

aft portion of the cabin, is a low-toned

note. He hears none of the pulsing,

throbbing turbulent air lashing against

the fuselage from propeller action."

A feminine reaction to the quiet was

expressed by Louise Lasker. Pan

American stewardess, who was delight-

ed to hear she would be one of the

first girls to serve as stewardesses on

PanAm's "707" fleet.

"There was just a cozy sound like

you hear in a warm house when a win-

ter wind is making a low whistle out-

side,'" Miss Lasker said. She also no-

ticed a lack of vibration which made it

possible for her to set full cups of

coffee on the galley table without spill-

ing a drop.

Herb Fisher also pointed out that

the absence of propeller vibration

meant greater comfort as well as con-

(Contittued on Page i2)

Lack of propeller noise and vibration make it possible for

jetliner passengers to read, play cards, eat and sleep in

home-like quiet and comfort, and adds to the safety factor.

"As uncomplicated as a broom hondle" is the way A. M. "Tex"
Johnston (left) chief of Boeing flight test, describes the
"707" flight controls to Richards Loeseh, senior test pilot.

10



NEW FIREBEE CONTRACTS
Air Flirt**'- aiiid I\^avy ordi-r.^i add $1.1 niillioii U» Firebee backlog

FOUR new contracts—two from the Navy and two

from the Air Force—have added $15,250,000 to the

backlog of Ryan orders for jet-powered Firebee target

drones, T. Claude Ryan, president, announced recently.

Involving hundreds of new units, these orders will step up

Firebee output, which is already on a volume production

basis.

These and other major contracts from both the Air

Force and the Navy will schedule production to mid- 1958

on current models. The Air Force and Ryan are also in

an advanced stage of flight testing a still higher-perform-

ance model of the Firebee, which is capable of even greater

altitudes, longer endurance, and higher speed than these

latest current models.

Accelerating output of Firebees coincides with their

entering operational use at an increasing number of Air

Force and Navy bases. Most recently, the Fleet received

its first Firebee target drones, to operate with Utility

Squadron Three at the Naval auxil-

iary Air Station, Brown Field, San

Diego County, Calif. Later, the

swift target drones will be delivered

to operational units on the East

Coast for support of the Atlantic

Fleet, and ultimately, Firebees will

be flown wherever the Fleet oper-

ates.

Known as America's fastest "fly-

ing bull's eye," Firebees will be the

first targets which can realistically simulate modern jet

fighters and bombers through jet-fast, evasive, extremely

high altitude action. Pilots, gunners, missile crews and

radarmen will be able to perfect the performance of

weapons systems and the techniques and skills of their

operation in an economical manner through the use of

the Firebees. Its versatile performance gives it wide ap-

plication to the most important target operations. Its

automatic parachute recovery system, which permits it

to be used over and over again, and the fact that target

evaluations can be made without direct hits, greatly en-

hances its economy.

Among the pilots who will particularly welcome the

use of Firebees are the Air Force pilots who tow targets

for fast interceptor planes to shoot at. Soon, Air Defense

Command interceptors will be firing new deadly rocket-

powered missiles in weapon proficiency training tests.

This poses an uncomfortable thought for tow plane pilots,

"Will I get shot down, instead of

the target, because the missile sought

out and destroyed the tow plane in-

stead of homing on the target

sleeve?"

Lt. Col. V. Garrison, director of

Operations at Vincent Air Force

Base, Yuma, Arizona, states, "We're

not going to take any chances with

this problem. That's one of the rea-

(Continned on Page 33)

Production of Ryan Firebees, powered by both Continental J-69 and Fairchild J-44 turbojet engines, is expanding due to new orders.

11



JET DUCTS
Ryaii-liiiilt exhaust ducts for

giaut Douglas C-i:t3A

are «v4»rld*s largest



//pYAN Builds Better" and, sometimes bigger. In pro-

l> duction for more than a year, the huge turboprop

tail-pipe assemblies which Ryan builds for the Douglas

C-133A cargo carrier are probably the largest exhaust

ducts of their kind. Nine-and-a-half feet in length and

two-and-a-half feet in diameter, these mammoth tubes

eject the engines' hot jet streams downward and safely

away from the aircraft's fuselage.

Ryan was one of the first companies to build turbo-

prop engine components, because the company designed

and built the Navy's first jet and turboprop planes. For

these revolutionary new aircraft, Ryan built many early

jet components, including tail-pipes, exhaust ducts, shroud

assemblies and the first successful afterburner produced

by private industry.

Successor to the famed C-124 "Globemaster," the

huge C-133A can carry payloads equivalent to twice the

normal cargo capacity of its predecessor. Powered by

four Pratt & Whitney Aircraft T-34 turboprop engines,

the new plane has a gross weight of 255,000 pounds com-

pared to the 185,000 pounds of the Globemaster.

Span of the high-wing plane is 179 feet 8 inches. Its

fuselage is nearly 153 feet long from the tip of its tail to

the radome in the nose, and is 16 feet in diameter. The

tail stands more than 48 feet from the ground, about the

height of a four-story building.

Although the plane is designed primarily for air freight,

its basic configuration can be modified easily to permit the

transportation of more than 200 troops. It can also be

(Continued on Page 36)

Employee seamswelds angles to after part of shroud section.

Angles act as "stiffeners;" help to prevent assembly warping.

Outer shrouds and tailpipe sections enter final assembly, inspector at left examines preliminary alignment of completed unit.

ill
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Major Arnold I. Beck, of WADC, is photographed during his "ascent" to 198,770 in Aero Medical Laboratory's altitude chamber.

WADC Wright Air Development Center

^vhere toni4»rroM*s projeets are born

M
I

1

NOT FAR from the site where the

Wright brothers fashioned their

first "aeroplane" more than a half cen-

tury ago, the laboratories of the Wright

Air Development Center now stand as

a symbol of man"s continued conquest

of the air.

Although its vast engineering facili-

ties are in many respects unique, the

Center's role extends far beyond the

Wright Air Development Center Head-
quarters, nerve center of a vast organi-

xation v^here every science vital to

military aviation is actively pursued.

actual conducting of research and de-

velopment projects. Throughout the

entire United States, the Center moni-

tors hundreds of contracts with scien-

tific and industrial plants, assisting and

evaluating their work. The Ryan X-13

VTOL "Vertijet" and Firebee jet tar-

get drone are two examples of projects

which WADC has actively pursued.

The center itself traces its beginning

back 40 years ago to 1917, when Mc-
Cook Field was established in Dayton,

Ohio as an experimental flying field for

the development and testing of mili-

tary aircraft. Ten years later, in 1927,

the field proved too small for the ex-

14



panding flight and development ac-

tivity. Anxious to keep the burgeon-

ing development center near the home
of the Wright brothers, the residents of

Dayton subscribed approximately

$400,000 to purchase and donate the

land that is now WADC at Wright-

Patterson Air Force Base.

During the 40-year span of its exis-

tence, the Center has contributed to

the development of virtually every air-

craft important to America's defense,

from the old Liberty-engined De Havil-

land bombers of World War I to the

giant jet-powered Boeing B-52 of to-

day.

Commanded by Brig. Gen. Thomas
L. Bryan, Jr., the Center is the largest

installation maintained by the Air Re-

search and Development Command.
Its 200-odd buildings, including labo-

ratories, wind tunnels, test stands and

hangars cover more

than four and a half

million square feet of

land. Altogether, the

Center represents a

basic research and de-

velopment investment

measured in hundreds

of millions of dollars.

Approximately 8,000

officers, airmen and

civilians comprise its

working force.

Utilizing a directorate organization,

each of the 12 major WADC labora-

tories is devoted to the development of

a particular portion of the complete

aircraft and missile, or is concerned

with a specific category of aeronautical

equipment or research. The Center's

present program includes research, de-

velopment and test of aircraft, guided

missiles, power plants, propellers, ar-

mament, materials, ground and air-

borne equipment, aero medicine, aerial

reconnaissance and avionics.

The final proof of a development's

worth lies in the actual flight testing,

and to this end exhaustive flight tests

are conducted to determine the future

value of new aircraft, equipment and

techniques. Although actual evalua-

tion of new aircraft is performed at

Edwards Air Force Base, Calif., typical

flight tests at Wright include such spe-

cial projects as in-flight refueling, para-

site fighters, aircraft towing, jet-assist

take-off and effects of extreme heat

and cold on aircraft. Flight testing is

(Continued on Next Page)

Anechoie chamber in WADC Communication and Navigation Laboratory is "room
without echo" used in the study of communication and navigation equipment.

High altitude test chamber is readied for jet engine performance tests at

Wright Air Development Center's Powder Plant Laboratory. Exhaustive tests

are conducted on both production and experimental engines at the Center.



Wright Air Development Center engineers run low temperature tests on experimental equipment in the Equipment Laboratory.

One million volt generator used for ra-

dio interference studies at WADC Com-
munication and Navigation Laboratory.

done on numerous aircraft components

such as engines, generators, super-

sonic propellers, aerial cameras and

drag parachutes.

New techniques are perfected for

radar air traffic control, completely

automatic take-off, flight and landing,

and aircraft stability and control. Used

in these tests are aircraft ranging from

the older, reciprocating engine types to

the latest production and experimental

jet models.

One of the Center's prime responsi-

bilities is the flight all-weather phase

testing. In order to determine the

ability of aircraft to fly under adverse

weather conditions, missions are flown

day and night, and under a variety of

weather conditions. Data taken from

these flights are compiled in a compre-

hensive evaluation of the plane's all-

weather capabilities and used as a basis

for operating instructions to all Air

Force pilots.

With jet-powered aircraft constitut-

ing the very backbone of the Air Force

today, enormous strides have been

made in the last few years toward the

development of supersonic high-alti-

tude airplanes. Unfortunately, pilots

of today are hard pressed to keep pace

with high-speed aircraft subjected to

great unknown stresses, and all too fre-

quently accidents are blamed on "pilot

error" by accident review boards. To
cope with this problem. Wright Air

Development Center has instituted a

major program in aero medicine. Con-
ducted by doctors of medicine, physi-

ologists, psychologists, anthropologists,

as well as engineers in mechanics, aero-

nautics, acoustics and electronics, the

program is designed to keep pilots

physically apace with the demands
made by today's planes.

The over-all scope of the work con-

ducted by the aero-medicine depart-

ment is indicated by a list of some of

the problems continually under investi-

gation. It includes:

Problems of emergency escape from

high-speed aircraft; rapid positive and

negative acceleration; effects of "g"

force in turns and dives; human reac-

tion time in operating aircraft controls

and equipment; protection against tem-

16



perature extremes; development of ef-

ficient survival equipment, physiologi-

cal effects of sound and many more.

One of the aero-medical laboratory's

more advanced projects is scheduled

to take place soon, when a five-man

crew will "fly" a five-day mission in a

grounded aircraft cabin. Purpose of

the flight is to obtain data on the kind

of conditions that might be encoun-

tered in the Air Force WS-I25A nuc-

lear powered bomber.

Individual efficiency and endurance,

as well as the ability of Air Research

and Development Command volun-

teers to live and work together in con-

fined quarters over a long period of

time will be closely observed.

The cabin is being built in a nose

mock-up, resembling a B-36, which

Convair Division of General Dynamics

Corporation used for another project

and then turned over to the Air Force.

Convair has one of the two Air Force

contracts for the nuclear bomber, but

is not involved in the endurance
project.

Lockheed Aircraft Corp., which has

the other airframe contract for the

WS-125A, will install a mock-up at its

plant in Marietta, Ga., for similar but

more extensive tests. The Lockheed

experiments, however, are not due to

get underway until summer.

In the tests at WADC, crew mem-
bers will wear no helmets or para-

chutes. They will be photographed,

constantly watched by two closed-cir-

cuit television cameras, and wired for

brain, heart and skin responses. All

conversations between crewmen and

test operators will be recorded.

Emergencies for the "flight" will be

simulated by changes in instrument

readings, placing a smoke bomb in the

air conditioning system or merely by

announcing one. Measurements will

be made of the time it requires crew

members to determine from flashing

panel lights that some action must be

taken, and the time it actually takes

them to complete the required action.

In its anticipation of future demands
upon the human pilot, the Wright Air

Development Center generally works

at about five years in the future, al-

though a few studies quite obviously

must be projected further. The aero-

medical department is concerned not

only with protecting the human, but in

keeping him reasonably comfortable to

insure his unimpaired efficiency.

(Continued on Page 34)

Fuel flowmeter calibration demands exact measurements. Under continual study
at WADC are turboprop, turbojet, ramjet, pulsejet, liquid and solid propel-

lant rocket engines; as well as reciprocating engines and nuclear propulsion.

Experimental machine gun gets cold weather test at the Armament Laboratory.
Today's aircraft carry weapons that must operate in sub-zero temperatures.



THE Ryan Navion—a kissin' cousin

of the famed F-5 1 North American

fighter—has added another "first" to

its long list of aerial achievements. It

was back in 1949 that 260-odd L-17

Navions were delivered to the Army
Ground Forces, for use as liaison, staff

and light transport planes. During the

Korean fracas, the plane performed

brilliantly as a liaison plane, and was

used extensively in artillery spotting

Daredevil
Ryan Navion: Airborne TV station -- jen

and as a close air support plane. It

even has the distinction of having made
two carrier take-ofTs, one of them
under combat conditions.

Now the L-17 Navion is being uti-

lized in a dual role: to transmit tele-

vised pictures from behind "enemy"
lines, and to test the effect of jet slip-

steams on light aircraft. For both of

its new missions, the Ryan Navions

have been converted to pilot-less. re-

Drone landing after tests designed to show effects of |et vortices

on light aircraft. Oscillograph in drone records attitude changes.

(Compiled from AVIATION WEEK by special permission)

Aviation Week Photos

Test Pilot Richard J. Followell of Eglin Air Force Base, Florida, operates the
ground control unit for Ryan QL-I? drone. Followell controls takeoff and
landing of drone, "mother" plane controls drone in air during experiments.

Drone control box is mounted in mother plane.
For safety, the drone is equipped for self-

destruction by operator in case of a mishap.



Drones
slipstream Guinea Pig

motely-controlled drones, and redesig-

nated QL-17s.

Recent Aviation Week Magazine

stories explained how QL-17s are be-

ing used to simultaneously receive and

transmit TV pictures of what can be

"seen" back of "enemy" lines. By re-

placing a two-man crew with avionics

equipment, the Army hopes to elimi-

nate the hazard of low-level behind-

the-lines reconnaissance as well as

speed the transmission of vital intelli-

gence data to field commanders.
The Navion drones and their TV

cameras are controlled from a portable

jeep-mounted ground station which in-

cludes three-axis drone controls and
the TV receiver and screen. The air-

plane is stabilized by a 42-pound auto-

pilot. The airborne TV camera's dia-

phragm opening, focus and viewing

Ryan 9L-17 TV drone, controlled from jeep-mounted station can reconnoiter behind
enemy lines, transmit bacic to ground commanders a televised picture of what it

sees. TV camera's focus and viewing angle also is controllable from jeep station.

angle are also controllable from the

ground station.

Temco Aircraft Corp. converted six

of the Ryan Navions into drones and

developed the portable ground station

equipment under the sponsorship of

the Army Signal Corps Engineering

Laboratories at Fort Monmouth, N. J.

Aviation Week reports that the com-
plete airborne TV station, including

camera, weighs 1 35 pounds. The radio

control equipment, operating also in

the UHF band, was developed by the

(Continued on Page 57)

Aerial view of control site shows drone, controller and Sikorsky H-34 helicopter used to transport control mechanism to test site.
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Fuel, spilling from wing tanks, is one of worst sources of aircraft crash fires, as shown by this crash of C-82 transport plane.

FROM the dawn of aviation history,

aircraft fires and their often disas-

trous effects have presented the avia-

tion industry with one of its most chal-

lenging problems. Fear of fire, whether

in flight or following a crash, is the up-

permost hazard in a pilot's mind, and

statistics released by the National Ad-
visory Committee of Aeronautics justi-

fies the pilot's apprehension.

Ryan has built a quantity of fire

prevention systems, designed by the

Walter Kidde Company, to eliminate

aircraft fires ignited by hot exhaust

manifolds. These systems evolved from

NACA tests and studies which un-

covered many important facts about

aircraft fires.

NACA STUDIES
Figures compiled by NACA indicate

Bob Bollinger, Ryan technician, makes
final adjustments on the turbine hood
clamp of exhaust system fitted with
stainless steel tubing and wire mesh
for dispersing fire-quenching coolant.

that from two to three times as many
fatalities result from accidents fol-

lowed by fire than when no fire en-

sues. In many accidents, the high

decelerations caused by crashes exist

for only extremely short periods of

time. Thus, substantial gains in per-

sonnel survival might be realized if

the fires accompanying crashes were

avoided. Toward this objective.

NACA"s Lewis Flight Propulsion Lab-

oratory engaged in a full scale study

of the aircraft crash fire problem.

Because preventing crash fires is

worthwhile only if airplane occupants

survive the crash impact. N.A.C.^ also

studied the hazards of impact. The
Lew is group staged a series of crashes

with wom-out Air Force and Naw
planes, carrying dummy passengers and
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NAVY PHOTO

Kidde test stand set-up for evaluatinq performance of fire

prevention system with turbine hood and exhaust stacks for
aircraft engine. Coolant is pumped from lower storage tank.

Jet engines also pose fire hazards due to the large areas
of hot metal involved. However, NACA tests show that a jet

engine can be full inerted with only 9 gallons of coolant.

sensitive instruments to measure forces

experienced by human passengers in

actual crashes.

KIDDE SYSTEMS

Closely following the NACA work,

the Walter Kidde Company designed

and developed a fire prevention system

for use with piston-engined aircraft.

This equipment was installed on a Fair-

child C-82 "Flying Boxcar" which was

crashed into a barrier at take-off speed

and with engines at full power. The
propeller struck first, landing gear was

wiped off and fuel tanks were ripped

open, spilling fuel and creating ex-

plosive mists as the plane skidded to

a stop on its belly. The Kidde inerting

system successfully prevented the start

of a fire in this crash, where in all pre-

vious crashes under similar conditions,

without an inerting system, a fire had

started.

With the success of these tests,

Kidde received additional contracts to

develop a complete fire prevention sys-

tem for the Fairchild C-119F cargo-

carrying aircraft.

RYAN EQUIPMENT
Basic NACA tests indicated that hot

exhaust surfaces were a prime source

of fires following a crash. Lubricating

oil, which has a low ignition tempera-

(Contimied on Next Page)

Obsolete crash-fire protected F-84 slams into crash barrier at 120 mph with engines running at full power. No fire broke out.
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C-82 hits barrier at full throttle, 110 mph. Fuel gushes out of broken wings onto hot engines, but inerting system prevents fire.

ture, generally caught fire first, and

would ignite the fuel. Ryan Aeronauti-

cal Company, with its extensive experi-

ence in exhaust systems manufacture,

was the logical company to build en-

gine fire prevention systems. Kidde

awarded Ryan a contract to build a

quantity of these systems for inerting

hot engine exhaust manifolds.

Basically, this equipment consists of

a series of small diameter stainless

steel tubing, which snugly hugs the ex-

haust system surfaces, and a blanket of

stainless steel wire mesh which is also

Six dummies "ride" obsolete transport plane through severe crash landing in a
test to obtain data en crash impact survival. Plane carries sensitive instru-

ments to measure forces exerted in crash. Note dummy seating arrangements.

fitted to the contours of the manifolds.

The tubing is 3/16 inch outside dia-

meter, fabricated from .028" gauge

stainless steel. It is perforated with

almost microscopic holes of only

.0225" diameter, on two-inch spacings.

Through the tiny orifices in this tub-

ing, a coolant, consisting of water with

salts added, is pumped from a storage

tank. Under 250 psi pressure, the

coolant is sprayed against the hot ex-

haust system metal, in case of a crash,

to vaporize and evaporate. As the

solution comes into contact with any

hot surface, above 240 degrees F, it

immediately evaporates into a dense,

inert atmosphere. This "steam cloud"

completely surrounds the exhaust sys-

tem, engine and nacelle and a major

part of the airplane itself. It cools the

hot metal surfaces and also prevents

combustible mixtures from coming into

contact with them until they have

cooled below ignition temperatures.

The system is designed so that the

entire cooling solution is discharged in

about 25 seconds. This time has been

shown to be the optimum to pre\ent

fires after crash impact. It adequately

cools the hot surfaces below the

ignition point of lubricating oil. .\fter

this period, the fuel mists generated

are usually blown away by the breezes

(Continued on Page i^)
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Ryan Navigator For Army

Look! Xo hands - - and no computationis, gronnd facilities or

wind data needed with new Ryan lightplane Army navigator

RYAN has developed a new self-contained electronic

automatic navigator, Model 103, for the Army Elec-

tronic Proving Ground, Fort Huachuca, Arizona.

"This new concept of navigation, coupled with new
air traffic control procedures, is expected to revolutionize

Field Army flight operations for years to come," an official

Army statement declared recently.

The Army made public disclosure of this project by

announcing that one of its Aviation Department pilots, 1st

Lt. Robert D. Fisher, made the first operational flight in

an Army aircraft using an experimental model of the Ryan
electronic navigator.

Fisher took oft" from Lindbergh Field in an L-20 De-
Havilland Beaver and flew to Fort Huachuca, passing over

Yuma, Gila Bend and Tucson en route.

Although he was on course the entire distance, Fisher

did not depend on any form of ground navigational aids.

Ryan's electronic navigator provided him with continuous

information on his exact position, as well as the course

to fly and the distance already flown toward his destina-

tion throughout the trip.

Ryan is in production on automatic navigator (AN/
APN-67) for the Navy, in a $5 million contract, as well

as a helicopter hovering detector (AN/APN-97) also for

the Navy, as outgrowths of its automatic navigator devel-

opment program. This navigation system has been used

in two major Navy projects—Admiral Byrd's "Expedi-

tion Deep Freeze" to the Antarctic, and "Project Magnet,"

which has been measuring the direction and intensity of

the earth's magnetic field.

The Army version of the navigator was installed in the

L-20 Beaver last summer. Later, Fisher and 1st Lt. Con-

rad J. Provencher flight-tested this experimental model

along the west coast, out to sea, and over the desert.

Afterwards, they agreed that the device would eliminate

(Continued on Page 35)
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Author at the controls of the world's smallest airplane—the WeeBee—is framed against the world's largest—the huge Convoir XC-99.

WITH the advent of VTOL aircraft, dynamic similar-

ity has become increasingly important. VTOL per-

formance is dependent upon propeller diameter or upon

the cross-sectional area of a jet stream. Without under-

standing the effects of dynamic similarity, propeller rat-

ings in thrust per horsepower may be misleading as a

design criterion in equating aircraft size to a desired

mission.

Dynamic similarity is the relationship between aircraft

of different size in which all elements affecting perform-

ance are in correct proportion. Dynamically similar air-

craft will exhibit performance which is to scale. Aircraft

which are simply scaled up or down in size are not dy-

namically similar for a number of reasons.

Suppose that the geometric size of an airplane is

doubled (span, length, propeller diameter, etc.). The
gross weight of the larger aircraft must now be eight times

(2'') the gross weight of the smaller, to maintain dynamic

similarity.

24

When the size of the power plant is doubled, the larger

engine will have 11.3 times (2^^) as much power as the

smaller. The flight speed, at the same angle of attack,

would be 1.414 (2"^) times that of the original aircraft.

If the ratio of any linear dimension of the larger to

that of the smaller airplane is called the scale factor "K."

then this factor has the following exponents if dynamic

similarity is maintained:

LINEAR DIMENSION K1

AREA KJ

VOLUME. WEIGHT, FORCE K3

LINEAR VELOCITY K0.5

ANGULAR VELOCITY K-0.5

LINEAR ACCELERATION Constant with size

ANGULAR ACCELERATION K 1

POWER K3.S



Introduced in the U. S. in 1938 by hydrodynaniicist

Ernest Stout, dynamic similarity has played a key role in

the use of flying scale models to develop eflicient seaplane

designs. To obtain accurate answers to complex dynamic

problems. Stout had self-propelled models built which

were not only dimensionally correct but which exhibited

gross weight, inertia, power, acceleration, dynamic forces

and moments to scale with full-scale prototypes. The
models then behaved exactly as full scale aircraft, re-

sponding to every known and unknown force in proper

magnitude, point of application, sequence and direction.

The treatment of certain fundamental design consid-

erations for VTOL aircraft, such as power loading, pro-

peller disc loading, etc., is more effective when examined

in the light of dynamic similarity. There is a definite

relationship between power loading (pounds of static

thrust per horsepower) and disc loading (pounds of thrust

per square foot of propeller disc area ) . This is expressed:

as the criterion to evaluate the general static thrust effi-

ciency of a propeller. This term can be misleading. The
thrust per horsepower depends principally on the disc

loading. The higher the disc loading the lower the thrust

per horsepower. As the size of the aircraft increases, the

disc loading increases if dynamic similarity is maintained.

Also, as the disc loading increases above the scale

value, which is the tendency with increasing size, the

solidity must increase to absorb the high horsepower per

square foot of disc area and still operate at an efhcient/

low blade angle. Thus instead of speaking of "pounds

of thrust per horsepower," it would be more significant

to use static efficiency, or "figure of merit"—a term which

is independent of size.

An examination of most successful aircraft will show
that they are dynamically similar within reasonable limits.

Using the scale factor previously indicated, the following

expressions can be derived to maintain dynamic similarity:

T (37.9) F. M. or '"

P
"

(T/A) '/^

T = static thrust in lbs.

P ^ power input to the propeller—horsepower

F. M. =: propeller static efficiency "figure

of merit" =
ideal BHP input _ (0.793)

^^^'^

actual BHP input C

A = propeller disc area in sq. ft.

A plot of this relationship is shown in Figure 1, in

which an airplane is operated at point "A." If the geo-

metric size is doubled, the new airplane is now operating

at point "B" (double the original T A) in order to be

dynamically similar to the original airplane. This means
that the larger airplane will operate at lower static thrust

per horsepower than the smaller.

The term "thrust per horsepower" has been taken by

propeller manufacturers and some propeller experimenters

W/S = K, W^/^

W/P = Kj/W'''*

T/A = K3 W^''^

WHERE
W = airplane gross weight in pounds

S = airplane wing area in square feet

P = airplane total brake horsepower
T = total static thrust in pounds

A = total propeller disc area in square feet

K, , Kj , Kj = constants

If plots are made of W/S, W/P and T/A versus gross

weight for a number of aircraft, a locus of dynamic simi-

larity can be drawn. Agreement of the statistical data

with this locus will indicate whether actual airplanes are

dynamically similar.

This analysis was made using the Aero Commander;
Bee Aviation QueenBee and HoneyBee; Beech Model 18,

Bonanza and Twin Bonanza; Bellanca Cruisair; Cessna

(Continued on Next Page)

Figure 1 : Power loading—disc loading chart. Figure 2: Wing loading—gross weight chart.
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Figure 3: Power loadings-gross weight chart.

170 and 310; Mooney Mite; Piper Apache, Tri-Pacer and

PA-18; Riley Twin Navion; Convair 340 and 440; Doug-

las DC-6B, DC-7C and C-124; Fairchild C-123B and

Lockheed Electra and 1049G as subjects.

Figure 2 reveals that airplanes from Piper Cubs to

Douglas C-124's are generally dynamically similar for

wing loading.

Figure 3 reveals that, for power loading, airplanes are

generally dynamically similar, but that there is greater

deviation from dynamic similarity here than for either

wing loading or disc loading. This deviation occurs with

the "light twins"—the Aero Commander, twin Bonanza,

Cessna 310, Piper Apache, and Riley Twin Navion. In

these aircraft a deliberate attempt was made by the de-

signer to yield level flight performance considerably better

than "scale" performance. He incorporated transport

cruise speeds in a small airplane, with the natural result

that he installed more power than scale power. The light

aircraft—Piper PA-18 and Cessna 170 come closer to

dynamic similarity because economy of operation was a

Figure 4: Disc loading—gross weight chart.
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greater consideration than high cruise speed.

Figure 4 reveals that, for disc loading, airplanes are

generally dynamically similar. Thus, as the size of the

aircraft changes, the disc loading changes, following fairly

well the laws of dynamic similarity. As the disc loading

changes, the pounds of static thrust per horsepower

changes. It is thus seen that simply using the term "pounds

per horsepower" is meaningless.

The term "figure of Merit" used by the helicopter

industry for years and now used by NACA in VTOL work

appears much more sensible. The greatest departure from

dynamic similarity again occurs for the light twins wherein

the installed power is greater, resulting in greater thrust

loading than for dynamic similarity.

It is significant that aircraft in the gross weight area

of the light twins—around 5000 pounds—offer the great-

est opportunity at this time for VTOL performance. This

Transition of VTOL aircraft from vertical to level flight

is studied at NACA with multiple photos of scale models.

is because they have higher installed power, required to

obtain higher speeds.

While actual aircraft follow the laws of dynamic simi-

larity, there are natural environmental conditions which

do not. These are:

1. Atmospheric pressure.

2. Strength of structural material.

3. Speed of sound.

These three factors are simply manifestations of the

fact that the size of the molecule and its juxtaposition

within the molecular framework of a solid or fluid remains

constant with size.

The constancy of atmospheric pressure regardless of

size influences, for one thing, reciprocating engine scale

considerations. The BMEP (brake mean effective pres-

sure) is subject to the same scale factor as wing loading

—the first power of the scale factor. The only thing that

limits BMEP, however, is the detonation characteristics
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of the fuel. It is advantageous from an engine specific

weight and specific fuel consumption to use the highest

compression ratio and thus highest BMEP possible. This

permits engines of small size to operate at the same BMEP
and same compression ratio as their larger counterparts

and, therefore, at higher than scale compression ratio.

Among other things, this explains why model airplane

engines develop more power for their weight than "scale"

power. And why it is not difficult to put sufficient power

into a model airplane, using conventional propeller and

aircraft structure, to cause it to climb vertically.

The strength of structural material remains constant

regardless of size. An illustration of how this works ad-

vantageously for smaller aircraft is evident from a simple

example. Consider a cylinder of aluminum supported at

its upper end. The stress developed at its point of attach-

ment has a specific value. If the size (diameter and

length) of this cylinder are doubled, the stress developed

at its point of attachment is doubled since the weight of

the cylinder is 8 times the original and the cross-sectional

area is only 4 times the original. If this higher stress

exceeds the ultimate allowable, the cylinder will fail at its

point of attachment.

This helps to explain why it is difficult, structurally,

to build a very large airplane, and why it is relatively easy,

structurally, to build a flying model. In the design of the

Convair B-36, for example, it was only through the use

of an unconventionally large wing and tail thickness ratio

(about 21% at the root) that the structural weight was

reduced to a practical level.

The speed of sound remains constant with size. Thus,

it is possible to operate a model propeller at the same tip

speed as that of full-scale aircraft without exceeding the

(Continued on Next Page)

Unique new hull of Convair's XP5Y-1 flying boat was tested with self-propelled, dynamically similar models under radio control.
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Full scale

Characteristics: B-3iA Bomber

Span 230 ft.

Gross weight 278.000 #
Max. indicated airspeed at sea level 260 mph

Rate of climb 700 ft./min.

Take-off distance 5,000 ft.

Propeller diameter 19 ft.

T.O. Horsepower per engine 3,000 bhp

Wing area 4,772 sq. ft.

Wing loading 58.3 #/sq. ft.

Power loading 15.45 #/bhp

No. of occupants (343)

BMEP of engine 230 psi

Stress (alum, tensile) 60,000 psi

Propeller Tip Mach No 0.80

Static thrust 75.000 #
Engine weight 3.500 #
Engine weight per horsepower 1.17

Specific fuel consumption 0.5

Dynamically Similar

Model—1/7 Scale

32.9 ft.

813 #
98 mph

265 ft./min.

715 ft.

2.72 ft.

3.33 bhp

97.5 sq. ft.

8.35 #/sq. ft.

40.6

1

32.9 psi

8,580 psi

0.30

219 #
10.2 #
3.07

3.5

Practical Model

1/7 Scale

32.9 ft.

813 #
190 mph

2,800 ft./min.

75 ft.

5.0 ft.

23.3

97.5 sq. ft.

8.35 # /sq.ft.

5.8 #/sq. ft.

1

230 psi

60,000 psi

0.80

1.000 #
23.3

1

0.8 #/Bhp-hr

Mach number limitation. This permits operating the

model at high engine speeds and reduces the propeller

gearing weight penalty necessary with large aircraft.

These considerations indicate that smaller aircraft are

generally more efficient in load carrying ability, etc. Ac-

tually, there are compensating influences which tend to

nullify this. Items such as engine accessories tend to re-

main independent of engine size. Structural efficiency

usually decreases with size because of such considerations

as the use of minimum gage material and the need for

keeping the structure simple. The size of the human pilot

remains constant with varying size aircraft. These com-
pensating influences, apparently, work to the effect that

actual aircraft, from Piper Cubs to the C-124, are gener-

ally dynamically similar.

An interesting comparison of the differences in per-

formance between a dynamically similar model and a

maximum performance model can be made by analyzing

1 /7th scale models of a Convair B-36A bomber, as shown

in Figure 5.

In the dynamically similar model, the scale engine

BMEP is l/7th that of the full-scale airplane. The only

factor which limits this BMEP, however, is the detonation

characteristics of the fuel. The BMEP of the model can

be the same as that for the full-scale airplane. This takes

place naturally because both compression ratio and atmos-

pheric pressure remain constant with scale. Thus, the

model can develop "K" times as much power (since power

depends upon BMEP) for the scale engine weight, physi-

cal size, etc. as its larger counterpart. In the practical

model, the power has been increased by the scale factor,

yielding 23.3 bhp per engine.

In the dynamically similar model, the scale stress in

the structure (including power plant structure) is 1 7th

that of the full-scale airplane. The actual allowable stress

remains constant with scale, however. This permits smaller

member sizes in the model than scale size, with accom-

panying reduction in structural weight. The increase in

power plant weight, in the practical model, is assumed to

just balance the reduction in structural weight permitted

by the constancy of allowable stress.

The propeller tip Mach number is limited to 0.8 in

the full-scale airplane. The dynamically similar model

tip Mach number is 1 7°^ that of full scale. However,

the model can operate at the same tip Mach number as

full scale, thereby realizing an advantage in not requiring

reduction gearing. In the practical model, the propeller

diameter was increased to a practical value.

Because of the increased power and propeller diam-

eter, realized in the practical model, the static thrust is

many times greater than true scale static thrust. This in-

creases general performance tremendously. Speed was

doubled, rate of climb multiplied by ten and take-off field

length considerably shortened.

It should not be concluded from this study that large

aircraft should not be built in favor of smaller aircraft.

An airplane designed to accomplish a specific mission

involving speed, range, cargo capability, etc.. might well

need to be larger in spite of the foregoing benefits of small

size.

For a research airplane, there appear to be definite

advantages in designing the aircraft to be as small as prac-

ticable. This is especially true in the case of \'TOL
aircraft.



High and mighty fast, the Ryan Firebee begins its record-smashing one hour, 44',2 minutes, 53,000 feet flight over Holloman ADC.

RYAN FIREBEE SETS

NEW RECORDS
THE newest, high altitude version of Ryan's Firebee jet

target drone has set an endurance and altitude record

at Holloman Air Development Center, Alamogordo, New
Mexico, it was announced recently by the Air Force and

Ryan.

An XQ-2B experimental Firebee soared to 53,000 feet

and remained in the air on remote control for 1 hour,

44'/^ minutes before it was recovered by its own parachute

release system which safely lowered it to the desert floor.

The operation was believed to have set world's records

in altitude and duration for drone missiles specifically de-

signed as targets, as indicated by officially released infor-

mation.

A unique feature of the flight, controlled by a new
auto-pilot developed by Ryan, was remote control of a IV2

minute powerless glide which followed 97 minutes of

powered flight. After fuel is expended in the XQ-2B, it

can be glided under remote control prior to parachute

release.

The engine used in this flight, part of the test program
being conducted at Holloman Air Development Center,

was an improved version of the Continental J-69 turbojet.

Ryan has built hundreds of Firebees for the Air Force,

Navy and Array and operational use of the missiles has

already been started as a means of realistic simulation of

high-speed jet planes in air-to-air and ground-to-ground

air gunnery, radar tracking and missile evaluation.

The XQ-2B is a higher performance version of the

operational Q-2A Firebees for the Air Force, incorporat-

ing a different jet engine, an improved control system and

a high altitude wing with increased area. The wing area

has been increased approximately one third, with a revised

leading edge and increased span. It operates at high sub-

sonic speeds. In addition to glide control, the improved

control system incorporates automatic climb and dive

features.

Recently, another Air Force Firebee established a re-

cord for remote-controlled flight by flying 152 miles out

from the control station and back—a round-trip total of

312 miles. This flight was made with a Q-2A Firebee,

from Eglin Air Force Base, Florida, with the Firebee flying

out over the Gulf of Mexico.

Still another outstanding mark—this time for "lon-

gevity"—has been set by two different Ryan Firebees,

an Air Force Q-2 and a Navy KDA-1, which have flown

a total of ten missions apiece. These drones were safely

recovered, by means of the Firebee's automatic parachute

recovery system, over both land and sea for continued use

at reduced cost per mission.
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NEW ENGIXEERIN4; BVILDINC;
UXDER COXSTHlICTlOX

Ryan has started construction of a new half million dollar Engineering
and Research Center which will provide a large increase in its research
and development facilities, as well as engineering offices, T. Claude Ryan,
president, announced recently.

The huge two-story, 340 foot long structure will contain a complex net-
work of laboratory equipment and instruments for use in chemical, metallurgi-
cal, instrumentation, environmental, physical, hydraulic and autopilot testing.
An engineering machine shop will also be included.

The building will be located parallel to the present main office building
at its west end. There will be a 17-foot separation between the two buildings,
which will be connected with an enclosed corridor section.

Because of giant equipment to be installed, a portion of the structure will
be an unobstructed high "bay" extending from the first floor to the ceiling
of the second floor. Some of the engineering offices now in the second floor
of the present main oflice building will be transferred to the new structure,
making available additional office space for other departments now expanding.

Among unique features will be automatically controlled sun louvers on the
southern exposure. An electric timer will control all louvers, which will rotate
in accordance with the time of day to exclude sun glare and excess heat. Tlie
timer will be changed twice a year to compensate for the seasons.

To keep the building's interior free of permanent partitions or cross brac-
ing for earthquake resistance, a series of concrete buttresses will be built on
the back side of the structure to resist earthquake shocks.

With an expanding plant population of over 6,000, Ryan's under-roof
facilities will pass one million square feet upon completion of the new Engineer-
ing Building.

WELDING SKINS FOR

A JET TANKER
(Continued from Page 3)

a new frontier was to be crossed with

the creation of the first electronically-

operated positioning tables for welding

machines in the aircraft industry. The
company had built tables for "Driv-

matic" riveting of wing structures,

using four-directional movement and
cam mechanisms for height and level

control. But due to the intricate con-

figuration of the KC-I35 skins, a new
system of "sensor-leveling" was re-

quired to achieve sensitive reactions to

electronic commands while guiding

bulky panels through the electrodes of

the biggest welding machines.
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Let's take a look at one of the mam-
moth Federal spotwelding machines
which will operate with the unique
positioning tables, for welding double-
contour skins. Three of these huge
welders have been installed; ultimately

a battery of nine will be in operation at

the height of the Boeing production
program.

The Federal welder's gaping, irregu-

larly-shaped throat measures 73 by 54
inches, greater than any other spot-

welder designed for certified structural

welding. The machine stands more
than 13 ',2 feet tall and weighs over
58,000 pounds. The three-phase uni-

polar 250 kva transformer, which sup-
plies 1 00,000 amperes of welding cur-

rent, weighs more than 25.000 pounds.

and required development of new con-
struction techniques. With this ma-
chine, crack-free welding of two
thicknesses of .091" aluminum sheet

can be accomplished with a uni-polar

schedule.

To serve the battery of nine such

huge welders at Ryan, a 2,000-kilowatt

electrical transformer has been in-

stalled.

One of the nerve centers of the po-
sitioning tables for this welder is the

sensor-head, a "black box" with four

protruding nylon sensing fingers. Func-
tion of the sensor-head is to control

the level positioning of the panel as it

passes between the electrodes, around
which the sensor-head is mounted.
Two of the sensing fingers govern ver-

tical motion, one controlling the right

elevating mechanism and the other the

left elevating mechanism of the frame
in which the panel is mounted. This
vertical motion is accomplished by
means of power operated screw jacks.

The other two sensing fingers con-
trol rotational motion about the long

axis of the panel by operating a tilting

mechanism consisting of hydraulic

cylinders rotate the welding frame in

which the panel is mounted.

The two end carriages are intercon-

nected by a longitudinal drive rack

used for longitudinal positioning of

spotwelds. Transverse positioning of

spotwelds is controlled by a transverse

drive mechanism.

To eliminate scratching of skins dur-

ing movement, the panel is automat-
ically raised Vs inch by electronic

control of the sensing unit. This levels

the skin assembly 's inch above the

electrode. Upon command to weld,

the skin is automatically lowered into

contact with the lower electrode, thus

avoiding any rubbing action.

COMMAND UNITS

A pendant is provided for control

of the carriage in manual increment

spacing and tape command operations.

Manual controls are used for loca-

tion of the first spotweld. for loading

and unloading operations, and other

motions requiring individual movement
by the operator.

Welding operations are normally

controlled by the tape command unit,

providing complete automatic position-

ing in all directions, with automatic

interlock between positioner and weld-
( Continued on Sext Page)



er. The increment spacer incorporated

in the controls serves a dual purpose:

1

.

For welding repetitive welds of

equi-distant spacing, such as stiffeners

on the skins, etc.

2. For assistance in preparing the

tape for tape command operations, in-

cluding spotwelds of varying distances.

To follow the curvature of the skin,

a tracing head is mounted adjacent to

the upper electrode of the welder. It

profiles against the edge of doublers

and stiffeners to provide uniform edge-

distance spacing. This operation per-

mits two-directional movement—one

being automatically controlled by the

tracer, while the other, by tape com-
mand, gives pre-determined spot spac-

ing positioning.

The punch-hole tape utilizes seven

command channels providing direc-

tional and spacing control. Ten dif-

ferent double-contour skin assemblies

are spotwelded each with their own
tape, which is in direct linkage to the

carriage through a Selsyn position

indicator.

For the single contour skins, Ryan
first built a manually-operated posi-

tioner consisting of a flat table de-

signed originally for roll-spotwelding

and providing longitudinal index spac-

ing. For spotwelding, a manual space

was built for the table. This is con-

trolled by a spacing bar attached to the

side of the table; a spring-loaded ball

fits into a notch in the spacing bar and
the indexing is performed notch to

notch by hand.

Ryan now has two such tables for

straight line spotwelding by Federal

welders, of somewhat lesser dimen-
sions than the giants on which the

double-contour skins are being welded.

The smaller Federals have throat di-

mensions 60 inches deep.

In addition, two General Riveter

panel tables have been installed for

single-contour skins. These index both

longitudinally and transversely with a

combination of electrical and hydraulic

controls. One table operates with a

Sciaky welder that has an exceptionally

deep throat for its type — 70 inches.

The other functions with a Federal

welder with throat dimensions of 60
inches depth.

These single contour positioning ta-

bles incorporate a counting system,

whereby the count is a predetermined

number of 1/10" increments, the space

Robert L. Clark, works manager, is

assuming responsibility for direction of

the manufacturing division.

Manilladuring
Uivision Cieiw

IVe^v Director

Robert L. Clark, works manager,
has assiuned full responsibility for

direction of the manufacturing div-

ision, G. C. Woodard, executive vice

president, announced recently.

Clark's experience covers all

phases of factory operations dur-

ing the more than 14 years he has
been at Ryan, and he is a veteran
of over 20 years experience in the

aircraft industry.

He was named works manager in

August, 1955. Prior to that time,

Clark occupied responsible positions

as assistant factory manager, me-
thods engineering manager, pro-
duction control manager, produc-
tion manager, wage and salary

administrator, and assistant to the

executive vice president.

He began his aviation career
with the Stinson Aircraft Company
of Wayne, Michigan. Early in

World War II, Clark was assistant

director of the Wayne aircraft

school, instructing employees in all

of the skills of aircraft production,
layout techniques and blueprint
reading.

In Januaiy, 1943, Clark came to

San Diego to join Ryan where he
assumed an expanding area of re-

sponsibilities.

between the spotwelds being multiples

of these increments.

A photoelectric cell counts light

spaces. When the predetermined num-
ber of light spaces has passed through

the counting relay, the movement is

stopped, automatically firing the weld-

er. A conventional switching system is

used for longitudinal and transverse

movement.

On the flat positioners for single-

contour skins, a television camera is

placed beneath the table as an inspec-

tion aid to determine if the spotweld

is maintaining required quality. The
t.v. receiver is in front of the operator.

On double-contour skin positioners,

t.v. cameras may be used to assist the

operator in controlling directional

movement.

Handling of the aluminum skins and
components of the size demanded in

the KC-135 and "707" projects is a

critical matter. The primary problem

is maintaining the surface cleanliness

necessary to attain the welding strength

and quality required to meet structural

and appearance specifications. Also

critical is the time limit between etch-

ing and welding. Welding must be per-

formed within 24 hours after etching,

the process in which surfaces are

cleaned of all oxides, grease and oil

to insure uniform cleanliness and elec-

trical resistance for spotwelding cur-

rent.

The massiveness of the parts aggra-

vates the handling problem. Skins must

be protected from fingerprints, oil, dirt,

etc. White gloves, special handling fix-

tures, coverings for parts while await-

ing welding, and close control through

date-stamping are among techniques

utilized.

The operators of the mighty Federal

welders and the double-contour posi-

tioning tables have a dual task. Basi-

cally, they handle two machines of

bulk and sensitivity—the spotwelder

and the positioner. They must be fully

familiar with clearance requirements,

know how to index and direct the han-

dling equipment with precision, and

handle the changing patterns of spot-

welders and differences in sheet thick-

nesses which are encountered.

The number of spotwelds in the huge
"46" and "48" aft fuselage sections of

the Boeing jet tanker-transports, is

staggering. Approximately 77,000 spot-

welds are required to join skins to

skins, skins to doublers and stringers,

and bulkhead components together.

Thus, electronically-fed automation is

a necessity in accomplishing such ex-

tensive, precise spotwelding tasks un-

der volume production conditions

within the allotted time after cleaning.
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Navy Undersecretary Here
This candid photo shows Undersecretary ot the Navy Thomas Gates,

fourth from left, a recent visitor to Ryan, as he observes a presentation

of VTOL (vertical take-off and landing) development by Ryan engineers.

Others at conference were, left to right, T. Claude Ryan, president; J. N.

Maclnness, of engineering military relations; Lt. O. N. Putman, aide to the

11th Naval District commandant; Capt. D. F. Kaufmann, aide to Gates; and
Rear Adm. C. C. Hartman, 11th Naval District commandant.

THE JETS ARE COMING

(Continued from Page 10)

venience aboard the jetliners. "Pas-

sengers on the "707" will find only a

slight, springy motion even in turbulent

air at take-ofl" or approach in hot or

stormy weather," he observed. "It

rides mountain turbulence in a man-

ner that seems to minimize the normal

jolts found in rough air."

To Claude Ryan the lack of vibra-

tion means greater safety. "Jet trans-

ports will be safer than today's con-

ventional transports by a wide mar-

gin," he predicts. "Vibration is one

of the main causes of structural fail-

ures and the limitation on the safe life

of any mechanism or structure. The
power plants of the jet age, not having

to contend with the strains imposed by

vibration, will be much more reliable

and long-lived than today's engines, as

will the intricate equipment and struc-

ture of the airplane itself."

In the air and safer than ever, Mr.

First-Timer can now look around and

see what other features the "707" of-

fers him. He stretches his legs and is

pleased to note that although he is in

the company of close to 1 50 other pas-

sengers, he personally has more room
than ever. Seating capacity and ar-

rangement will vary in the jets—even

in different models of the same "fam-

ily." Depending on whether the flight
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is tourist or first class, domestic or

overseas, 109 to 159 persons will ride

five or six abreast and still have greater

spacing between seats in wide 12-foot

plus fuselages.

Cantilevered, with legs under only

the second seat from the wall on each

side, each bank of "chaises longues"

has unobstructed leg room, specially

designed headrests, folding center

arms, foam rubber cushioning and lux-

urious upholstery in alternating color

combinations.

Each seat also has its individual

footrest and meal tray, and each row
has an overhead "passenger service

unit." No longer must a near-sighted

lady, too vain to put on her glasses,

peer at the blur of light at the end of

the cabin and wonder what the instruc-

tion panel says. In the "707" she'll

have a "No Smoking— Fasten Seat

Belt" sign directly over her seat, as

well as an individual stewardess call

button, reading light and air inlet. Pil-

lows, blankets and emergency oxygen

equipment are also tucked into the

portable service unit, which is suspend-

ed from the hat rack and can be shifted

about as seats are added or removed.

Working on the theory that the

"707" passenger must feel even better

than "at home," Boeing engineers visu-

alize the interior of the cabin, lounges,

galleys and powder rooms of the huge

transports decorated in a manner to

which most of us would like to become
accustomed. As an example of what

can be ordered by airlines purchasing

the huge planes (each of whom will

want custom interiors). Boeing con-

structed a luxuriously equipped "mock-

up" on the 8th floor of a Manhattan

office building. In the words of one

fashion authority, the mock-up's color

scheme of "shrimp, citron, sky blue

and grey is similar to the color ranges

used in the more advanced domestic

interiors of today." Around the win-

dows (which in themselves are an in-

novation, being numerous and so ar-

ranged that even the aisle seats have

a view), is "a palette of light, luminous

and in high-keyed tones."

While planning this striking decor,

however, the "707" interior designers

kept in mind the practical aspects of

running an airline. They specified re-

movable, washable plastic-laminated

panels for walls and ceiling. Snap-

fastened in place, the panels can be

taken out one at a time for mainte-

nance or replacement, making the deli-

cate, modern color schemes as utili-

tarian as drab interiors found in or-

dinary planes.

The generous quantity of windows

(double the conventional number) is

expected to be a "707" trademark.

Each window is equipped with two

shades to overcome a troublesome

problem occasioned by the high alti-

tude and speed of jets: namely, intense

and prolonged sunlight. In westbound

flights, for example, when the plane

seems to be traveling for hours on the

same track with the sun, special opaque

blinds allow passengers to catch a few

winks in comparative darkness. An-

other shade, smoke-tinted, permits

sightseeing without eyestrain. Care-

fully controlled air conditioning flows

through the windows" double panes,

up the walls and out through perfo-

rated grilles in the passenger service

units over each row of seats. Exhaust

air is silently withdrawn through grilles

at floor level. The resultant "ideal

weather" makes it possible for fresh

air fiends and draft-sensitive passen-

gers to ride side by side in perfect com-

fort.

The advantage a jet-rider is likely to

appreciate most, is speed. From the

time he is beguiled as a child by stories

of seven-league boots, man tries to de-

vise new ways to get places quicker.

In the "707"—and later in the DC-8
and 880—the man in a burn,- will find

(Continued on Sext Pjge)



THE JETS ARE COMING
(Coiilhiiied from Piige ^2)

himself in truly fast company. The
"707" prototype has already flown

non-stop from Seattle to Washington,

D. C. in 3 hours and 58 minutes, aver-

aging 592 miles an hour for a new
transcontinental speed record. It re-

turned non-stop to Seattle in 4 hours

and 8 minutes. This performance,

covering 4,780 nautical miles in 8

hours and 6 minutes total flying time

at an average 581 miles an hour, pro-

vides a serviceable measuring rod for

figuring flight times on other routes.

For instance, a San Francisco resident

bound for New York can safely anti-

cipate arriving in the Big City a bare

five hours after departure. In the

higher-powered "Intercontinental
707," designed for non-stop overseas

service, a Chicago man will be able to

step out onto Orly Field in Paris,

France within seven hours. A New
Yorker who suddenly gets a yen to ex-

change metropolitan melee for Latin

languor can be in Mexico City in 3

hours and 46 minutes. And a Los

Angelino who wants to sniflf the fresh

air of Denmark can be in Copenhagen
a little over IOV2 hours later.

Speed has many advantages. Among
them are greater reliability of weather

prediction and substantially less crew

fatigue due to shorter elapsed time be-

tween stops. But the benefit that may
entice many present day non-flyers into

jets will be the probability of lower

passenger fares. Shorter "turn-around"

times, all-weather operations (at high

altitudes, most storms can be safely

overridden) and increased passenger

capacity add up to greater operating

economy. Maynard Pennell, chief en-

gineer of Boeing's transport division,

predicts that this economy, if reflected

in lower fare structures, "will result in

a rapid increase in the amount of air

travel. More people will travel twice

as far because they can do it without

spending any more hours in the air

than they do now." The jet passenger,

he concludes "will arrive at his desti-

nation more quickly, more comfortably

—and more safely."

In short, the jet age is here—even

for the least ready of us, who will soon

be discarding our clay feet to fly at

4/5th the speed of sound—in the fast-

est jet transports in the world.
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Ryan Paid Visit By

Secretary of the Navy

Secretary of the Navy Charles

S. Thomas, at right, shown with Adm.
L. E. Gehres, Ryan personnel and
plant security manager, was one of

Ryan's distinguished visitors, re-

cently. He expressed interest in

Ryan's jet vertical take-off and
landing aircraft projects for adap-
tation to the Navy's specialized

THE VERSATILE

BULLSEYE

(Conlimied from Page 7)

graph the missile as it comes within

striking distance of the Firebee target.

Four special wide-angle moving pic-

ture cameras are located in each pod.

Cameras are mounted within the pod

structure so that their "angles of vis-

ion" overlap one another, thereby mak-

ing possible 360-degree filmed cover-

age of the missile once it approaches

the target zone. Camera magazines

contain sufficient film for photograph-

ing several missile intercepts. The
cameras can be triggered in timed

bursts by a remote control operator

from the ground station. Radar re-

flectors are located in the tailcones of

the pods.

Closely coordinated timing is neces-

sary when ground-launched or air-to-

air missiles are fired at the drone in

weapons tests, to insure that the

cameras will secure adequate evidence

of the missile's track. For example.

when the ground-launched missile is to

be fired at the Firebee, the remote con-

trol operator knows the course, speed

and altitude of the drone, in addition to

its position at the instant the missile

is fired.

By pre-determining the point of in-

terception at which the missile will

reach the target, the remote control

operator knows how long it will take

the missile to arrive at the "strike

zone." A few seconds prior to in-

tercept time, he can trigger the cameras

in the drone and obtain a photographic

record of the missile's track.

Closest point of approach to the

drone by the missile can be determined

by trigonometric calculations or by

image comparison. If photographs of

the missile's track are obtained by

more than one camera, distance from

the drone to the weapon at its closest

point of approach can be solved by

trigonometry. If pictures of the wea-

pon are secured by only one camera,

image comparison must be used. Na-

turally, if the missile scores a direct

hit on the drone, camera recovery is

problematical. In the case of a "near

miss," the weapon continues on to self-

destruction.

Small smoke generators are also

carried by the drone so that its posi-

tion may be located when it is beyond

optical sighting. In addition, they pro-

vide for positive identification of the

drone, thus preventing a "friendly"

plane inadvertently entering the danger

area from being fired upon. The gene-

rators use high pressure nitrogen to

dispense the smoke-emitting agent,

which is remotely controlled from the

ground.

FIREBEE CONTRACT
(Continued from Page 11)

son's why we're adding Ryan Firebee

target jet drones to our training opera-

tions here."

The 4750th Drone Squadron, com-

manded by Major James N. Brink,

was activated at Vincent AFB last

year as one of the first operational

Firebee units in the Air Force. Since

then, the squadron has flown more

than 40 missions to determine the best

procedures and techniques to use when
the Firebees enter the Air Defense

Command's training program.
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WRIGHT AIR

DEVELOPMENT CENTER
(CoHliwucl jroni Piigc 17)

While man has made rapid strides

in the designing and building of high

speed aircraft, he has remained fairly

constant insofar as his own physical

capabilities and limitations are con-

cerned. The pilot of today has reflexes

no faster than the pilot of World War
II, yet his aircraft is more than twice

as fast as the planes of that era. To
compensate for this, frequent mechani-

cal and electronic "assists" for effec-

tive aircraft control are necessary, and

to this end WADC established their

Flight Control Laboratory some two

years ago.

For a long time, problems of aero-

dynamic stability had been a responsi-

bility of WADC's Aircraft Laboratory,

as had the manual control and power

boost systems. Autopilots were as-

signed to the Armament Laboratory

because of the bombing and fire con-

trol systems. Cockpit instruments had

been assigned to the Equipment Labo-

ratory, with some of the navigation and

fire control instruments under the juris-

diction of the Communication and

Navigation Laboratories.

This divided eifort made sense in

the early days. Inherent stability in

aircraft was then a problem which the

aerodynamicist solved with ingenuity

and sheet metal. The power boost

equipment designer worked with hy-

draulics, while the autopilot engineer

specialized in electronics.

A trend towards convergence of

these once-separate arts was made
necessary by the needless duplication

of flight control equipment in an air-

plane, and the frequent incompatabil-

ity between equipment and controls.

C. R. Bryan, the Laboratory's Tech-

nical Director, states that under the old

system one airplane "ended up with

the equivalent of two and one-third

automatic pilots."

With the introduction of radar fire

control systems, theory and experience

indicated that a much improved air-

plane would result if the radar-com-

puted signals were fed directly into the

aircraft's autopilot, which then would
maneuver the plane into firing position

automatically.

However, the autopilots that were

then in existence were designed to hold

1
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General Baker

Tours Rraii Plaiii

Mai. Gen. Dovid H. Baker, at

right, director of procurement and

production for the Air Materiel

Command, Wright- Pa tterson Air

Force Base, is escorted into the

plant on recent visit to Ryan. With

him is Col. Paul H. Kemmer. USAF,

ret., executive advisor to the vice

president, engineering and military

relations.

a plane on a steady course, and were

poorly suited for the rapid maneuver-

ing necessary for a successful inter-

ceptor mission. A type of autopilot

was needed that would spend approxi-

mately 80 per cent of its time in intri-

cate maneuvers, and only 20 per cent

in the traditional autopilot function

—

that of keeping a plane steady and on

course.

Thus was born the idea for a new

type of autopilot; one which would

continuously monitor its own perform-

ance and deliver optimum results. This

specialized autopilot, which was to be

developed at WADC. was to be known
in the future as an automatic flight con-

trol system. The comparatively new
Flight Control Laboratory at the Cen-

ter has designated the development of

this system as one of its major goals.

In pushing aircraft through the

sound barrier, engineers have run into

the major problem of controllability.

As a result, new jet aircraft can not

accomplish their military purpose with-

out help from a stability augmentation

system, or to put it more simply, an

automatic flight control system. With-

out the aid of one of these systems, a

pilot in attempting to correct for an

airplane that was yawing or pitching

would probably get out of phase with

the planes' control system and throw it

out of control completely.

Under ideal conditions, an auto-

matic flight control system would have

all the "bugs" worked out of it, and

be ready when the experimental air-

plane makes its first flight. However,

it is virtually impossible to engineer a

stable flight control system without ob-

taining extensive data on the plane's

dynamics. Naturally, this data is not

available until flight tests are run on

the experimental airplane. A flight

control system that is satisfactory for

a swept-wing fighter, will not work at

all on a delta wing configuration.

Thus, a pilot must first fly the ex-

perimental plane at its more stable alti-

tude and speeds, obtaining stability

data for the design and adjustment of

the augmentation equipment. Even-

tually, flight control engineers have

enough data to determine how the aug-

mentation system performance must

be varied with speed, altitude and con-

figuration. All this is a time-consum-

ing, tedious process, often requiring

weeks of painstaking work.

The proposed automatic flight con-

trol system now under development

would do away with all the various

stages of flight testing, and would fur-

nish needed information on the plane's

characteristics in a much shorter period

of time. This would mean a greatly

accelerated testing program, which in

turn would introduce new aircraft into

the USAF inventory in much less time

than is now necessary.

Wright Air Development Center is

involved in the testing and evaluation

of many weapons. The manifold task

undertaken by the Center requires an

awareness of progress in a variety of

fields of progress. The Centers" per-

sonnel must keep current in all phases

of aerodynamics, propulsion, electron-

ics, materials, aero medicine, arma-

ment and the many related sciences uti-

lized in the advancement of these arts.

The facilities and personnel at

Wright Air Development Center are

dedicated to only one objective—to

insure that the United States will have

an Air Force second to none.
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RYAN NAVIGATOR

FOR ARMY
(Continued from Page 23)

manual navigation problems for avia-

tors and would be capable of navigating

a plane between any two points at a

given distance.

The Army lists the following advan-

tages of the Ryan automatic navigator

over conventional navigation methods

in use today:

1

.

Increases the flexibility and oper-

ation capabilities of Army planes

in their combat role. Require-

ments for complex aircraft traffic

control and navigation systems

are reduced.

2. Frees personnel previously need-

ed for installation, repair, and

operation of ground stations.

3. Reduces vulnerability to attack

by permitting the removal of

radio beams that might be used

by enemy planes.

The use of such self-contained navi-

gators will permit establishment of nu-

merous non-interfering tracks (aerial

highways) between airfields without

the requirement of radio beams or

other ground navigational aids at the

fields, according to the Army. Most
airfields now are connected with only

one radio navigational track—like a

single congested highway.

CRASH FIRE CONTROL
(Continued from Page 22)

almost always present.

The stainless steel wire used is 80-

mesh screen of .007" diameter wire

twill made by Cambridge Wire Cloth

Company. It is employed to achieve

better diffusing of the cooling agent

and to hold the coolant against the

hot exhaust surfaces.

Ryan "waffles" the screen with

special dies and presses which form a

continuous corrugated surface in it,

much like that of a miniature waffle

iron. These corrugations hold the

screen away from the hot metal of the

manifold and provide spacing and

channels through which the coolant

can freely flow around the exhaust sys-

tem. Ryan attaches both the screen-

ing and tubing to the exhaust system

ducts and collectors as well as to tur-

bine hoods, in the case of turbo-com-

pound power plants.

Air Force OfSicers View lt>aii X—13
The Air Force's key officer interested in promoting new ideas through

advanced research. Lt. Gen. Donald L. Putt, is shown here with civilian and

military members of his staff inspecting Ryan's X-13 vertical take-off and

landing plane project at Edwards Air Force Base.

W. T. Immenschuh, Ryan chief of test operations, at left, uses micro-

phone to describe X-13 flight test program, the X-13 Vertijets. and special

equipment. Others left to right, ore Richard E. Horner, Acting Assistant

Secretary of the Air Force (Research and Development); Gen. Putt, who is

Deputy Chief of Staff-Development; Maj. Gen. James Ferguson, Air Force

Director of Requirements, office of Deputy Chief of Staff-Development; Dr.

Courtland D. Perkins, Air Force Chief Scientist; Bruce Smith, vice president

engineering and military relations (partly hidden, behind Perkins); Paul F.

Bikle, technical director, Edwards AFB; and Col. J. P. Taylor, Executive,

Office of Air Force Chief Scientist.

The entire engine inerting system is

designed as an integral unit which will

remain with each exhaust system in the

event an engine were torn loose from

its nacelle by the crash.

FIRE HAZARDS

In addition to the hot exhaust sys-

tem, there are a number of other

sources of crash-caused fires, stem-

ming from the basic fact that aircraft

have certain "built-in" fire hazards.

Among these are the physical hazards

such as the combustible fuel, oil, hy-

draulic fluid and alcohol; the ignition

sources, which include electrical shorts,

electrostatic sparks, hot filaments from

broken lamps, engine backfiring, faulty

heaters, hot brakes and hot exhaust

surfaces; and the design hazards, in-

cluding improperly protected wiring,

weak fuel cells, improper placement of

oil coolers, batteries, wiring and land-

ing lights in engine nacelles or fuse-

lage.

Civil Aeronautics Board and Flight

Safety Foundation records indicate

also that in a large percentage of air-

plane crashes the fire which follows is

the largest contributor to the total

destruction of the airplane. In many

cases, where no fire follows a crash,

the major part of the airplane would

be salvable.

SENSING

The Kidde fire prevention system

has been developed to provide pro-

tection against all of these hazards.

Simply, the complete system consists

of three basic components, integrated

by a control system. These are the

initiating system, the inerting system

and the shut-off system.

The initiating system consists of a

number of sensing devices which are

placed at strategic locations in the air-

craft to detect crash-caused deforma-

tions or decelerations. Selective opera-

tion is obtained so that local damage

receives local attention within the air-

craft structure. The entire inerting

system goes into operation only when

the sensing system determines that

contact with the ground has been es-

tablished. A control unit takes the

signals from the initiating system and

activates the inerting and shut-off sys-

tems.

(Continued on Next Page)
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INERTING
When activated, the inerting system

releases the coolant, which is stored

in tanks under high pressure, and dis-

tributes it to the critical areas, such

as the engine exhaust systems. In the

case of a jet or turboprop-powered

aircraft, the coolant is directed to the

rear compressor stages, combustion

chambers, turbine section and tail-pipe

to reduce temperatures. The system

can also inject carbon dioxide into the

engine induction system, to inert fuel

within the engine, and actuate the

regular engine fire extinguishing sys-

tem.

SHUT-OFF
The shut-off system closes all fuel,

oil, and hydraulic fluid lines at the

firewall; shuts off fuel at the points of

ingress to the engines and seals off the

hot and cold air ducts at the heaters.

It also disconnects the battery, grounds

the main electrical conductor and shuts

down the generators. After the crash

fire prevention system itself has done

its job, the shut-off system then cuts

off all power to this facility.

The NACA tests indicated that both

piston and jet engine types are prime

fire ignition sources in case of crash

because they are high temperature ob-

jects located close to fuel tanks, which

are usually ripped open. Having no

propeller to strike the earth and stop

the engine, a jet power plant may con-

tinue to draw large quantities of air

through its heated interior and pose

an added fire hazard, if not inerted.

NACA studies showed that a typical

jet engine can be fully inerted with as

little as 9 gallons of water.

IMPACT TESTS
NACA experiments with actual air-

craft, which were fitted with dummy
passengers and crashed, disclosed that

carefully designed seats could substan-

tially reduce impact loads sustained by

passengers. Built of strongly elastic

materials, these seats flex in any di-

rection and recoil at a decreased rate

after impact. In this way, the peak

impact loads are reduced and spread

over a longer period of time. In ef-

fect, this "forgiving" seat may absorb

as much as three fourths of the power
of the impact. At the same time, the

structure is strong enough to resist

breaking and is free of sharp points

which could injure vital parts of the

body.

Survival studies show that passen-
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gers must be protected against flying

objects and must be held in seats

firmly enough to avoid being thrown

against dangerous obstacles. But rigid

seats with strong floor attachments can

transmit death-dealing "g" forces to

occupants.

NACA tested both flexible and rigid

seats in transport aircraft crashes

which were staged to occur at speeds

of 110 miles per hour. The dummy
passengers in the flexible seats sus-

tained less than one-third the peak de-

celeration experienced by the dum-
mies in the rigid type seats.

JET DUCTS
(Continued from Page 13)

used as a hospital plane to carry both

litter and ambulatory cases.

Ryan's role in the construction of

the behemoth consisted of basic design

and manufacture of the tail-pipe as-

sembly. In collaboration with Douglas

engineers, final design was attained and

construction of the tail-pipe assemblies

got underway.

Basically, the tail-pipe assembly pro-

vides a jet thrust outlet for the searing

exhaust gases generated by the power-

ful T-34 turboprop engine. Known as

a tail-pipe and shroud assembly, the

unit actually contains three component
parts.

In addition to the stainless steel tail-

pipe, the assembly contains an inner

reflector shield plus the outer shroud.

Purpose of the light-weight aluminum
reflector shield is to provide for an air

passage between the tail-pipe and outer

shroud. By maintaining a continuous

stream of cool air throughout the unit,

shroud temperatures are substantially

lowered resulting in less danger of heat

damage to the nacelle structure.

Slightly curved to conform with the

nacelle structure, the assembly is fab-

ricated by means of electric resistance

seam welding. Ryan is a specialist in

this modem, weightless method for

joining metals.

Constructed of extremely large and

thin sheet metal, problems of wrinkling

and distortion were encountered. Thus

in the various stages of assembly, care-

ful handling and the use of padded fix-

tures were required in the movement
of the component parts from one stage

to another.

Each of the four huge engines pow-
ering the C-133A develop approxi-

mately 6,000 shaft horsepower on take-

off. Nearly 90 percent of the engine's

power is delivered to the giant 18-foot

propellers through three-stage turbines.

The cabin is pressurized for high

altitude operation, and contains a heat-

ing system sufficient to comfortably

heat 30 average homes. In addition,

self-contained equipment makes the

C-133A independent of ground engine-

starting devices in any chmate. A
small battery starts auxihary gas tur-

bine engines, which in turn supply

compressed air for starting the main

power plants.

Two loading doors provide access

to the 90-foot long cabin floor, which

is at truck-bed height. Virtually aU

military vehicles can be driven through

the main door at the rear of the fuse-

lage.
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DAREDEVIL DRONES
(Continued from Page 19)

Babcock Engineering Co., which pro-

duces miniature radio control equip-

ment for model airplane builders.

Maximum range of the airborne TV
transmitter is approximately 45 miles.

One of the TV drones carries a safety

pilot, because test flights are conducted

over heavily populated East Coast

areas. However, other TV-equipped

drones undergoing tests at the Army
Electronic Proving Grounds, Fort Hua-

chuca, Ariz., are being flown without

safety pilots.

A lightweight ground radar is used

to keep tab on drone positions when

they are beyond the line of sight.

In another recent Aviation Week
story, the magazine reports that the

Army and Air Force are probing the

violence and duration of turbulence

created by jet aircraft on take-off in a

series of experiments that may have a

revolutionary effect upon air traffic

controls.

Under the engineering direction of

the Army Aviation Board at Fort

Rucker, Ala., a Navion drone is being

flown at 110 mph through the wingtip

vortices of an F-lOO fighter and a B-47

medium jet bomber to determine the

duration, characteristics and intensity

of the turbulence caused by jet planes.

Climax of the tests being conducted

here will involve subjection of the

drone to sonic shock waves in flight.

In interceptions, witnessed by Avia-

tion Week, it was clear that under

proper conditions the drone can be

rolled as much as 50 or 60 degrees

from its normal attitude when it hits

vortices within four or five seconds

after the generating aircraft has passed.

At 1,000 feet altitude, with an auto-

pilot, the condition is quickly correc-

ted. At a low altitude with a human
pilot, the aircraft would be in danger

of crashing.

Operating at an altitude of 1,000

feet in the still air of early morning,

the jet USAF planes have been laying

smoke trails through which the Ryan
QL-17 drone is flown. The drone car-

ries a 12-channel osciUograph to re-

cord changes in acceleration on three

axes; roll, pitch, yaw and airspeed and
altitude. No conclusions have yet been

published, pending study of the re-

corded results.

The Army's interest in the project

goes back to an accident that occurred

in Canada early last year. At that

time, a de HaviUand "Otter," taking off

from an airport soon after a CF-100
jet fighter, was wrecked. Three men
were killed.

The conclusion of the accident in-

vestigation was that powerful vortices

left in the wake of the jet fighter were

violent enough to wrap the Otter's

wings around the fuselage in mid-air.

Later, a second Otter crash was attrib-

uted to a flap valve malfunction. Be-

cause of this, some discredit was cast

upon the results of the first crash probe.

It did serve, however, to spur interest

in the vortice problem.

A fundamental paradox already un-

covered in experiments with the F-lOO
is that the wingtip vortice is most tur-

bulent when the generating aircraft is

in take-off configuration. At relative-

ly low airspeed, flaps down and in

climb attitude, the spinning column of

air is most severe. As the forward

speed buflds up, there is less danger of

turbulence.

This phenomenon has led to con-

flicting opinions among the experts on

which design factor is most important

in creating the condition. One school

holds that the wing loading is crucial;

another maintains that gross wing area

determines the amount of turbulence.

In the present experiments, the

F-lOO and B-47 were chosen to help

solve this problem. Beech Aircraft

Corp. has done some research on this

aspect of the vortices as a threat to

light aircraft and Beech engineers are

cooperating with the Army in the Eglin

tests. Reportedly, a Beechcraft Bo-
nanza broke up under strange circum-

stances in crossing the path of a B-47
in flight.

For the Eglin tests, the F-lOO is

flown by Capt. Roscoe Tanner of the

Air Force Operational Test Center of

the Air Proving Ground Command.
Tanner's jet is equipped with six smoke
tanks under the wings, each holding

12 two-minute grenades. He can lay

a two-minute path with each tank.

Flying at about 200 knots, wheels

and flaps down, he lays a smoke trail

across the anticipated path of inter-

section. Earlier the Ryan QL-17 drone

is put into the air by a ground oper-

ator, then taken over for control by

a mother plane, a Beech L-23. From
this aircraft, the drone operator directs

the intersecting plane into the smoke
trail left by the F-100.

The drone's oscillograph can be

turned on and off by the operator in

the Beech L-23. Interceptions are

made at right angles to the vortices

and at a 45-degree angle. For a third

test, the F-100 passes under the drone

and cuts up sharply in front so that the

QL-17 hits the turbulence while flying

parallel to the vortices.

In this approach, it is possible to see

that a marked longitudinal pitch in the

plane occurs. In addition to the oscil-

lograph record, visual observation of

the intercept is made from a Hiller

H-23 helicopter which hovers about

1,000 feet from the scene.

For safety, the drone is equipped for

self destruction in case of mishap. It

will dive into the ground if the mother

plane loses control. In addition, the

F-100 carries live ammunition and

could shoot the plane down in case of

emergency.

Aviation Week states that in a theo-

retical formula devised by Beech engi-

neers, the load imposed on the drone

increases in direct proportion to the

speed and lift generated by the F-100.

A 90-degree penetration of the vor-

tices will increase the up and down

loads. An angular penetration will

duplicate this, but add severe rolling

movements. The Eglin tests may prove

the accuracy of the Beech formula.

Some experts believe that such fac-

tors as temperature and humidity, as

well as wind, may have an effect upon

the severity of the vortices. None of

those factors have been finaUy deter-

mined, so a small aircraft may go

through the vortices safely. However,

small variations in the speed, elapsed

time interval, altitude and other factors

could result in critical loads on the

intercepting aircraft.

Beech engineers have estimated, for

example, that a sonic boom generated

125 feet under one of their light air-

craft by a plane hitting Mach 1.5

would be critical for the tail and can-

opy. Pressure created by the boom
would be in the neighborhood of 75

lb. per square foot. The Beech 95

Travel-Air, for example, has a tail de-

signed to take a load of 67.5 lb. per

square foot. It is anticipated that re-

sults of the Eglin tests in this area will

be classified, presumably because the

phenomena could be used as a weapon.
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STRAIGHT UP:
SHORTEST WAY
INTO THE SKY

KVAS LEADERSHIP m VTOL, achieved in close

cooperation with the military services, is based on
2V4 million man-hours of research devoted to the

development of Vertical Take-Off and Landing
Airplanes.

The Ryan Vertijet type, developed under spon-
sorship of the Air Force, is the world's first jet-

powered VTOL airplane. It is designed to take off

straight up ... fly and land ... on a column of jet-hot

gas ! This concept combines flashing jet performance
with the capability of taking off and landing at zero
air speed. It eliminates the need for runways, air-

ports, flight decks.

In the subsonic range, Ryan is developing its

Vertiplane type for and in close technical coopera-

tion with the Army and Navy. Designed to be as

agile as a helicopter, it will have the speed and per-

formance of fixed-wing aircraft. The Vertiplane will

use large propellers and wing flaps to deflect air

downward . . . enabling it to take off straight up.
Ryan's capability in this revolutionary new field

is based on 9 years of intensive research and test to

solve the major problems which lay in the path of

VTOL flight. Ryan's success is making possible out-

standing benefits to military and commercial a\-ia-

tion. Tamorrow's jet fighters can be widely dis-

persed—go into immediate action. Almost every
naval vessel can become an "aircraft carrier." The
mobility of military and commercial air transport
can be increased by freedom from fixed airports.

Engineers will find a challenging future with outstanding opportunities at Ryan.
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RYAN Vertijet
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Chief Test Pilot Peter Girard completes his final
check of Ryan Vertijet as plane is elevated to a
vertical position by Ryan ground service trailer.

Trailer bed is in vertical position
and X-13 is suspended from launching
cable as engine roars at full power.

The hook is released and the Ver-
tijet "backs" away from trailer as
it hovers on invisible gas column.



OPENS JET VTOL ERA

IP, hovers, flies, lands vertkally on a column of jet-hot gas

EDWARDS AIR FORCE BASE, CALIFORNIA—The U. S.

Air Force Ryan X-13, world's first Vertijet (vertical take off and

landing jet airplane), has demonstrated successfully its remarkable

ability to take off straight up, make the transition to high speed

horizontal flight, then back to vertical hovering for a zero speed

landing, it has now been officially disclosed.

Under the hush of military security, the revolutionary Air Force

VTOL research craft, first of an entirely new class of high-per-

formance jets, has been flying for more than a year at the Air

Force Flight Test Center. First flight was December 10, 1955,

piloted by Peter F. "Pete" Girard, chief engineering test pilot for

Ryan Aeronautical Company, San Diego, designers and builders

of the X-13. First complete VTOL flight in full operational se-

quence was made by Girard on April 11, 1957.

The announcement highlights a pioneering project started years

ago as the first VTOL aircraft development program anywhere in

the world. Although Ryan's work in jet VTOL predates that of

others both here and abroad, it has not previously been fully identified

due to security considerations. (Continued on Next Page)

mm
Moving sharply away and entering "up
and over" movement, Vertijet is only
moments away from horizontal flight.

Still in an upright position, the Verti-

jet continues to make slanting turn to-

ward the conventional position of flight.

Pilot is in complete control of Vertijet as plane commences transition to horizontal
flight. This is a graceful process, in which the plane pivots neatly as a ballerina
then arches up and over. Helicopter hovering in background acts as the "chase plane."

Vertijet has completed its first quarter
turn as Test Pilot Girard prepares to en-

ter transitional phase to horizontal flight.

I" 1
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Back over field, Vertijet tilts slowly
toward sky prior to let-down for landing.
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Sponsored under different phases by both the U. S. Air

Force and Navy, with the technical support of the Na-

tional Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, the history-

making Ryan project establishes U. S. leadership in the

field of jet VTOL development with a carefully planned,

completely successful program designed to fill one of the

most vital current needs of the military services.

Recognizing the value of an all-jet plane designed to

take off and land vertically, yet capable of higher mili-

tary performance than propeller-driven VTOL planes,

the Air Research and Development Command of the Air

Force contracted with Ryan for its first Vertijet in 1953.

The X-13 research plane is an advanced development of

work the Ryan organization has been doing in jet VTOL
research since 1947 for the U. S. Navy Bureau of Aero-

nautics.

The Vertijet, in contrast to flying test beds which

have flown in this country and abroad, is a complete, full-

scale, piloted airplane and as such is the first aircraft

capable of fully proving out these new principles of flight

in actual use. It was designed from the outset on radically

new principles specifically as a jet VTOL airplane and

not merely as a flying test bed. Rising and descending

on a column of seething exhaust gases, it depends solely

upon thrust from its jet engine for both direct lift and

high speed flight.

Where other companies developed the more conven-

tional turbo-prop VTOLs (Convair XFY-1 and Lock-

heed XFV-1 ) which literally screwed themselves up into

the air with huge contra-rotating propellers. Ryan tackled

the radically different problem of sustaining a jet plane

under full control when there is no propeller to push air

back over conventional aerodynamic control surfaces. In

(Continued on Page 26)

X-13 descends in completely vertical at-

titude as it approaches its trailer bed.

In seeming contradiction of the laws of gravity and aerodynamics, the Verti-

jet backs downward toward the ground in its amazing landing technique. The
massive blowtorch of its tailpipe blows up dust as it advances across field.

This photo was taken just seconds before comple-
tion of the first hook-on landing of a jet VTOL
aircraft in aviation history as plane nears cable.



FLY BY - - From out of nowhere, Vertijet streaks by photographers in horizontal flight. For the first time
photographers are able to "shoot" a jet plane flying horizontally after making vertical take-off.

Test Pilot Pete Girard watches signals of ground crew as
he delicately maneuvers Vertijet toward cable. Trapeze
arm of cable snaps up and engages hook on nose of X-13.

Vertijet settles gently against trailer bed which is then lowered
to a horizontal position. Girard cuts the throttle, and one of avia-
tion's historic flights—vertical to horizontal and return—is over.



As Chief Engineering Test Pilot Peter Girard makes last-minute instrument checks, ground service trailer elevates X-13 for flight.

V-DAY! APR
"Vertijet Dar" produces tension a

by Keith Monro

Looking like a giant bat, the Vertijet is suspended in ver-
tical position from steel launching cable. To left of pic-

ture, test pilot Girard can be seen ascending ladder to en-
ter cockpit of X-13. Note trapeze-like suspension system.

Art Akers, at left, electronics specialist, mokes last min-

ute check with test pilot Girard. At nose of plane, left to

right. Rex Howard, supervisor of Ryan mechanics at Edwards;
Gerald Tonne and Paul Williams, both instrument engineers.



IN fiction and movies, it is considered

corny plotting if a World Series is de-

cided in the ninth inning of the seventh

game, if the multi-million-dollar deal

hangs in doubt until the last possible

day. But sometimes in real life mat-

ters arrange themselves in such melo-

dramatic fashion. So it happened with

Ryan and the Vertijet.

Ryan's vice-president for engineer-

ing and military relations, Bruce Smith,

had come back from Washington with

significant news from the Air Research

and Development Command. A meet-

ing was scheduled for April 12 in one

of the guarded chambers of the Penta-

gon. At that meeting the Tactical

Systems officers would outline the

latest thinking on jet VTOL to higher

commands.

It would be "most helpful," accord-

ing to the ARDC information, if

movies of a demonstration of the Ryan

X-13 Vertijet's complete flight se-

quence could be shown at the April

12 presentation. The corollary seemed

clear; if the flight had not been ac-

L 11, 1957
d^vards Air Force Base

Early morning pre-flight test conference is held at Edwards. Seated on

desk in foregroHnd is Lou Everett, test pilot. Continuing on, left to right,

William Wagner, Rex Howard, Perry Row, Dave Gossett, Art Akers,
and the man around whom the entire conference is centered—Pete Girard.

complished by that date and movies

could not be shown, a big opportunity

might be lost.

The Pentagon knew that Ryan had

first suggested the theory of a jet

VTOL a decade ago, had won Navy

contracts in the late 1940's to investi-

gate the problems involved, and had

contracted with ARDC in 1953 to

build and fly a research Vertijet. If

after all these years the company hadn't

flown a full demonstration, the meet-

ing on April 1 2 would be likely to draw

unfavorable conclusions.

But at six o'clock on the morning

of April 11, the demonstration flight

(Continued on Next Page)
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Ryan Aeronautical Co. President T.

Claude Ryan inspects cockpit con-
trols and instrument panel of the
Vertijet at Edwards Air Force Base.

Col. Paul Kemmer, left, executive
advisor to vice president Bruce
Smith and Joe Cannon, Ryan flight

inspector, view flight of Vertijet.

Bruce Smith, vice pres., engineer-
ing, W. T. Immenschuh, chief of

test, and C. A. Ackerman, project

engineer, with model of Ryan X-13.

Ground crew men William White,
control system engineer; M. R. Shir-

ley, technician, and Dove Murphy,
design engineer, view X-13 flight.



Discussing transition of Vertijet ore left to right, Norman P. Eljrem, de-

sign engineer; C. A. Berner, group engineer; O. A. Levi, fliglit test

engineer, R. J. Cormier, instrument teclinician and test Pilot Girard.

X-13 looms In background as test pilot Girard and

Gerald Tonne confer. With back to camera are Art

Akers, electronics, and project chief H. L. Braasch.

of the Vertijet had still not taken place.

Only a few hours remained in which

movies could be printed and flown to

the Pentagon in time for the meeting.

The plane would have to fly that day,

or else.

It was scheduled to fly. Everything

seemed ready. But in the complicated

hell of flight testing research aircraft

you can seem within inches of your

goal, then slide back out of reach.

For months the 45 men in the Ryan

hangar had thought they'd be ready

almost any day for the big flight. But

delays had kept cropping up.

The infuriating and frustrating thing

was that none of the delays were due

to bu2s in the design. Not a single

Unusual head-on photo shows Task Veloci-

ty Measuring Unit on nose boom of plane.

The device was developed io measure ang-
les of attack and sideslip at low speeds.

Sun is barely over horizon as Girard pre-

pares for epochal flight. Steel coble
from which plane is suspended when ver-

tical can be seen at lower right of photo.



serious problem had arisen because

the plane was a jet VTOL.
The bugs had all been plucked out

during years of prehminary design and

testing by engineering groups under

Robert L. Fuhrman, chief of the En-

gineering Techincal Section, and Her-

man Braasch, chief of the Airplane

Section. To setde one problem, for

example, they had to solve six simul-

taneous non-linear equations strewn

with thirty non-linear aerodynamic

terms. Then project engineer Charles

Ackerman had taken a group to the

desert test center with the plane, and

pushed through the foreseeable rede-

sign work which is part of every re-

search test program.

Yet in all the months at Edwards
Air Force Base the Vertijet had some-

times spent less than a half-hour a

week in the air. A crane had dropped

the plane, and repairs took eight days.

A hangar fire set them back five

weeks. The normal snags and post-

ponements of a flight-test program

came oftener than usual.

For days on end William T. Immen-
schuh, Ryan's cautious chief of test

operations, would not risk a flight be-

cause of wind. (Pipe-smoking and

outwardly calm, Immenschuh bit

through nearly a dozen pipestems

during testing). Often when pilot

Peter F. Girard checked his cockpit

buttons and dials just before takeoff

he found one not quite needle-fine, and

the program stopped for adjustments

which took hours. Once a fuel leak,

noticed as the plane moved down the

runway, cost them four days. There

were as many as three aborts in a

single day, with Pete already in the

seat.

Still, until March 29 the Ryan men
felt sure of beating the deadline. By
that time the Vertijet had rehearsed

the various phases of its demonstra-

tion flight, in piecemeal fashion. All

that remained was to pull off its tem-

porary under carriage, affix a steel

hook permanently in its belly, and
practice hovering while the hook was
on the trapeze cable of the ground
service trailer. Then Pete could lift

off, fly around once and hook on
again. April 12 was two weeks away.

Plenty of time.

But that afternoon a trailer accident

(Continued on Page 28)

History is made as tlie "liigh sign" is signaled to Girard marlcing tlie end of
first fliglit, as Ryan X-13 hoolis onto cable. Pilot's seat on the Vertijet
is rotatoble through 45-degree angle, allows pilot greater ease of control.

Jubilant Ryan personnel extend con-
gratulations to Girard on success-
ful completion of historic flight.

April 11. 1957 marked initial X-13
transition from vertical flight to
horizontal, back to vertical flight.

Pete Girard, center, confers with
flight test crew and other key per-
sonnel. Left to right, clockwise,
ore Perry Row, W. T. Immenschuh, H.
L. Braasch, Maurice Shirley, Paul
Williams and Art Akers, all of Ryan.



Chronology of World-Wide VTOL Development

|\ y/lN Aeronautical Company began vertical jet flights with an unpiloted test

vehicle six and a half years ago—on October 20, 1950. Due to military security

considerations, no disclosures have been permitted until recently.

When the Ryan Vertijet successfully demonstrated its phenomenal ability to

take off vertically, make the transition to high speed horizontal flight, then back

to vertical hovering for a zero speed landing, the company's leadership in the prom-

ising VTOL field was clearly established.

The following chronology of VTOL developments in this country and abroad,

was compiled from the most reliable sources available. However, it must be pointed

out, the information obtained on other than Ryan projects cannot be guaranteed

with the same accuracy.

APRIL 24, 1947
Navy awards Ryan a contract to ex-

plore the feasibility of reaction control

for jet aircraft.

1949
Simplified scale model VTOL research

vehicle flown by NACA in free flight

tunnel at Langley Aeronautical Labora-

tory.

OCTOBER 20. 1950
Ryan vertieo/ test rig lifts H%e\f off ffce

ground for first time. Motion in all

three planes and its vertical position

is controlled remotely by pilot on
ground.

MARCH, 1951
Convair and Lockheed awarded Navy
contracts for development and construc-

tion of turboprop powered VTOL air-

craft.

MAY 31, 1951
Ryan test vehicle makes world's first

free hovering jet flight. Vertically-

mounted J-33 engine is equipped with
jet reaction controls, a simple control

system and flown by remote control.

SEPTEMBER. 1952
Ryan conducts first free hovering flight

with its improved test vehicle, incor-

porating improved controls, revised jet

reaction controls and a simulated delta
wing.

AUGUST. 1953
With cooperation of the Navy, U. S. Air
Force awards Ryan a contract to de-

sign, fabricate and flight test two
X-13 jet VTOL research planes.

AUGUST. 1953
First tethered flight of British Rolls-

Royce "Flying Bedstead" jet VTOL test

vehicle. Hot gases of two fixed Nene
turbojets are deflected into two pipes
pointing downward to allow vertical

take off in horizontal attitude.

NOVEMBER 24. 1953
World's first piloted hovering jet flight

is made by Ryan's chief engineering
test pilot, "Pete" Girard, in vertical

test vehicle equipped with temporary
controls and a "saddle" for the pilot.

JANUARY 20, 1954
Fabrication of first X-13 Vertijet be-

gins in Ryan's San Diego plant.

MARCH 15, 1954
First photographs and information on
Convair XFY-1 and Lockheed XFV-1
VTOL turboprops released by the De-
partment of Defense.

MARCH 31, 1954
First remotely controlled vertical flight

of VTOL research vehicle used by
SNECMA (French nationalized aero-

nautical engine company). Like the

Rolls-Royce "Flying Bedstead." this is

basically a flying powerplant.

JUNE 2, 1954
First press demonstration of tethered
vertical flight of Convair XFY-1 VTOL
at Moffett Naval Air Station. Calif.

JUNE 18, 1954
Major General Albert Boyd, famed Air
Force test pilot, flies Ryan vertical

test vehicle during visit to Ryan plant.

AUGUST 3, 1954
Rolls-Royce "Flying Bedstead" makes
first free hovering flight.

AUGUST. 1954
Convair XFY-1 makes first free vertical

take off at Moffett Naval Air Station.

NOVEMBER 2, 1954
Convair XFY-1 makes first transition

from vertical to horizontal flight, then

back to vertical hovering flight for

letdown and landing.

NOVEMBER 16. 1954
Bell Aircraft Corporation flies VTOL
"test vehicle" in controlled hovering

flight, taking off and landing in a hori-

zontal attitude. In this concept the jet

engines (not the plane) rotate from ver-

ical to horizontal.

DECEMBER 10, 1955
Ryan X-13 mokes first conventional
take off and flight at Edwards Air
Force Base, Calif. Piloted by test

pilot Girard, plane was equipped with
temporary tricycle landing gear.

MAY 28, 1956
First hovering flight of Ryan X-13
equipped with temporary structure of

tubing to allow tail sitting. Girard
climbs, hovers and moves X-13 side-

ways while simulating "hook-ons" to
wire stretched between two uprights.

OCTOBER. 1956
First in-flight photographs released show-
ing French SNECMA test vehicle oper-
ating below 115 foot gantry in hovering
flight controlled remotely.

NOVEMBER 28. 1956
Ryan X-73 mokes world's first jet VTOL
transition flight above Edwards Air
Force Base, Calif. Girard demonstrates
transition from conventional flight to
vertical hovering, then bock to con-
ventional flight.

DECEMBER, 1956
British Short SC-I \TOL makes its first

taxiing trials at Belfast. Plane is powered
by five Rolls-Ro\ce turbojets. two for
lift and three for forward flight. Tran-
sition from level forward flight to ver-
tical lift is to be controlled by a com-
puter acting as an autostabilizer.



APRIL n. 1957

Ryan X-13 demonstrates full cycle of VTOL op-

eration. Test pilot Girard lifts X-13 clear of

its ground service trailer, climbs vertically and

transitions to conventional flight, then back to

hovering and a vertical landing attitude for a

"hook-on" to the service trailer.



X-13 TEST PILOT

r ETER Frank Girard, 38, chief en-

gineering test pilot at Ryan Aero-

nautical Company, is dean of Ryan's

test flight crews. He is the world's

most experienced jet VTOL pilot.

Girard has flown almost all types of

aircraft, from B-24 bombers to flying

boats to jet fighters and helicopters.

In addition to his flying skill, Girard

is an accomplished aeronautical en-

gineer and is a registered mechanical

engineer (State of CaUfornia). Prior

to devoting his full time to test work

on the Ryan X-13 jet-powered vertical

take-off plane, he was chief aerody-

namics engineer at Ryan, having start-

ed his employment at the company in

1946 as a research laboratory analyst.

Girard also did experimental test

flying of the Ryan Navion four-place

executive and military liaison plane.

As chief aerodynamicist and later as

chief of preliminary design, he worked

on supersonic missile projects, a turbo-

jet cohvertiplane project, a jet trainer

proposal, and various versions of

Ryan's famed Firebee jet drone mis-

sile, as well as on Ryan's Vertijet and

Vertiplane projects.

With a Bachelor of Science degree

in mechanical engineering from the

University of California. Girard turned

to aviation 13 years ago, when he

learned to fly as a civilian in St Louis,

where he was an aeronautical engineer

for Curtiss-Wright Corp. He entered

the Air Force in World War II. and

as a second lieutenant, flew B-24
bombers in the Central and Western

Flying Training Commands during his

2^2 years' service.

Three years ago. Girard placed sec-

ond in a class of 36 at the Navy's

most "exclusive" aviation school, for

civilians as well as military personnel,

the test pilot training division of the

Naval Air Test Center at Patuxent

River, Maryland. During a 5' 2-month

gruelling course of instruction. Girard

was either attending ground school,

flying planes, or making reports 12 to

13 hours a day. 6' 2 days a week. He
was one of five civilian pilots in com-

petition with Navy, Marine and Coast

Guard officer pilots up to the rank of

commander and major—many of them

combat veterans of Korea.

(Continued oh Page il)
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Dr. Courtland E. Perkins, Chief Scientist,

U. S. Air Force, photographed during a
recent technical X-13 briefing at Ryan.

''A Historical Fliglit

of

Great Significance"

Tiie Ciiief Scientist ni tiie IT. S. Air F<»rce,

Dr. Courtland E. Perkins, speaks of the

tactical potential (»f the Ryan Vertijet

//I
IT IS interesting to note that our research and

development program in this area (some sort of a

tactical supersonic fighter or fighter-bomber with

vertical take-off and landing capability) has been

yielding excellent results. The research and de-

velopment program at Ryan involving this category

of aircraft has been very successful indeed and may
well be that ingenious solution that leads to a re-

quirement that I alluded to at the beginning of this

talk.

"It is a considerable coincidence that the Air

Force at 6:00 o'clock this evening released the in-

formation on the initial flight test program of the

Ryan X-13 Vertijet. This program, under study by

Ryan since 1947, is focused on the problems of

VTOL for a straight jet fighter making use of the

fact as I mentioned earlier, that the increased thrust/

weight ratios required for supersonic speed lead to

an improved capability for obtaining VTOL.
"The tactical possibilities for such aircraft are

of course very large indeed and the Air Force is ex-

tremely interested in considering the possibilities

for using such aircraft. Ryan's research airplane has

been correctly optimized for VTOL by removing its

landing gear altogether thereby considerably reduc-

ing its take-off gross weight. It lands by engaging

a nose hook to a wire on a ground handling truck.

Probably the most severe technical problem solved

by Ryan was that of its hovering and transition sta-

bility which it has done with great success by auto-

matic means. It has also solved very nicely the

whole transition problem of vertical to horizontal

flight and with the results of this program in hand
the whole field takes a tremendous forward step.

"This program, a major cog in the Armed Forces

research airplane-test bed program in VTOL, has

been an unqualified success and we can all only hope
that the rest of this research program goes as well.

Certainly, if it does, we can anticipate a program of

serious procurement in these areas.

"I would like to congratulate Ryan at this time

for their fine effort and I can only regret that I was
unable to show you the film of its complete transi-

tion flight made a little over a month ago at Edwards
Air Force Base. In this film, the X-13 took off from
its wire in a vertical attitude, transitioned immedi-
ately with no fuss to high horizontal flight speeds,

transitioned back to the vertical and hung itself back
on its wire again—truly, a historical flight of great

significance. This first complete VTOL flight in full

operational sequence was made by Ryan test pilot

Peter F. Girard at Edwards Air Force Base on April

11th, not quite a month ago.

"This aircraft points up again that for optimum
VTOL capability one, in many cases, must not com-
promise with an STOL capability with an overload.

This aircraft is optimum for VTOL without its land-

ing gear and, therefore, it has no STOL capability

other than landing on its belly.

"Any firm decision on the part of the Air Force
to proceed with this type of airplane hinges very
much on the complete analysis of this test program
and the extrapolation of the results to an operating
weapon system. You can rest assured that if these

results show that a great capability can be acquired
without excessive cost or complexity it will force its

own priority in our weapon system program."

This is an excerpt from a speech given by Dr. Perkins before

the American Helicopter Society, May 9, 1957, at the Shera-

ton Park Hotel, Washington, D, C.
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OFF TO

THE HUNT

The Firebee iis always the hunted at Vincent Air Force Base

Technician atloches radar reflector pod
to Firebee wing. Reflector pods employ
specialized geometric design, and give
Firebee optimum radar energy reflection.

JET-TO-JET, air-to-air, near sonic

combat simulation is a daily game
played in deadly earnest in the skies

above the wastes of the Arizona desert.

The quarry — the elusive, highly

maneuverable Ryan Firebee, the jet

drone target aircraft of the 4750th

Drone Squadron, Vincent Air Force

Base, Yuma, Arizona.

The hunters—Air Force pilots, train-

ing against a target that can realistically

simulate jet aggression from the air.

Pilots who are sharpening their skills

for the kill in answer to any challenge

to our national safety.

The mission of the 4750th Drone

Squadron, simply stated is to . . . "pro-

vide remote controlled drone target

aircraft in support of the initial guided

air-to-air rocket training program."

The proficiency with which the

4750th has discharged its obligations

to the Air Defense Command can be

measured in statistics.

Activated on January 1, 1956, as

the first operational Firebee Squadron

in the Air Force they received their

first two Firebee drones on January

the 24th as Q-2 Firebee number 1558

was uncrated. This drone is still fly-

ing and now has ten recoveries.

Ground handling equipment arrived

shortly thereafter and classes on drone

components, assembly, and recovery

continued under the guidance of Ryan
engineers.

Two months after the first person-

nel began training under a cadre of

seven officers and men indoctrinated at

HoUoman and Eglin. the first engine

run up was effected.

Six months after activation, the

squadron accomplished an air launch,

successful flight, and recovery.

One year after activation the squad-

ron set as it's goal, two successful

launches a day. every day. on a sus-

tained basis.

Not bad for a one year old!

Equipment-wise, the original B-26

launch airplane has increased to three.

The initial allocation of ten Q-2 Fire-
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bees has been increased to thirty. Tents

and temporary hangar structures have

been superseded by permanent bar-

racks and a gleaming new group of

maintenance hangars and offices, fac-

ing on a central work area.

Handling carts, test equipment and

tools are the best and newest. From
aircraft to jo-block the Air Force be-

lieves in furnishing the best equipment

to do the best job.

Personnel, officers and men, perform

a with the alert, self-

confident efficiency of

a well-led, well-trained

) unit.

The high morale of

the 4750th Drone
Squadron is that of a

group of men who be-

lieve in the importance

of what they are do-

ing, and are proud of

the way that they are

doing it.

operations at Vincent

15^'
^^9

Major J. N. Brink

Commander

4750th Drone Sq.

Vincent Air

Force Base

Yuma, Arizona

The day's

start yesterday.

Before the Squadron secures in the

evening, six Firebees, flight-ready, are

on the line.

(Continued on Next Page)

Confinental J-69 jet engine mounted on portable engine run-up test stand. A
complete engine check can be made with the engine mounted on this stand prior

to installation in Firebee. The Firebee engine weighs approximately 350 lbs.

Firebees are hauled to flight line on converted hydraulic bomb loaders. Note radar reflector pods mounted on wings of drone.
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Gleaming red <9-2 drones mounted in wing launching racks of B-26 "mother" plane. Drones are launched in flight at 200 knots IAS.

The three white painted B-26's,

each carrying two gleaming red Q-2's

are fueled, checked out, prepared for

early take-off. By the time the sun has

touched the first peak of the Choco-

late Mountains, purposeful groups of

men are moving to their varied tasks.

Command holds a briefing session for

airborne, ground control and recovery

personnel, maintenance begins the

never ending job of preparing for to-

morrow, as line crewmen converge on

B-26, H-21 and 0-2 for a last minute

re-check before flight time.

Terse telephone calls co-ordinate

tower, range safety, ground control,

radar and recovery units. Word is

passed to the flight line, pilots and air

crewmen man their planes, propellers

turn, hesitate, and blur into invisible

force as engines roar alive.

The B-26 rolls to the head of the

runway, earphones crackle clearance,

and moments later the launch plane is

a receding dot in the sky, reaching for

operational altitude.

At Colfred site the radar antennae

of ground control begin to pulse in

their search for the Firebee on its

launch plane, then with steady concen-

tration lock on as the B-26 approaches

the rocket range and begins pre-launch

check at 15,000 feet.

At the Air Base, a harsh rattle of

commands over a loud speaker has

(Continued on Page il

)

Air Force technicians install J-69 Con-
tinental jet engine in Firebee nacelle.

Engine change on drone is easy to make.

H-21 "flying banana" helicopter hovers ever landed Firebee as technicians stand by
on ground. Helicopter will return drone to maintenance area, where it will be re-

conditioned and prepared for another flight. Parachute system lands drone safely.

.^^



Minutes before taking off from San Diego for St. Louis, Lindbcrgli posed for this historic photo. John van der Linde, now Ryan
factory manager, is shown atop plane fueling it through funnel. Lindbergh's San Diego-St. Louis flight established new record.

SPIRIT BEHIND the SPIRIT

The sixty days that made aviation history

ON MAY 20, 1957, the 30th anniversary of Charles A.

Lindbergh's epoch-making flight from New York to

Paris was observed. Aviation has made vast strides in

the three decades that have elapsed since the Ryan-built

"Spirit of St. Louis" successfully completed the historic

non-stop flight.

Lindbergh's feat in spanning the Atlantic electrified

the entire world, and served to convince skeptics who
thought it couldn't be done that the airplane was indeed

"here to stay." Unbounded optimism was reflected

throughout the nation, and the trickle of dollars hitherto

invested in aviation by cautious speculators became a tor-

rential flood.

In the flowery vernacular of that era, newspapers

devoted reams of copy to the intrepid "Lone Eagle" who
"dared defy the elements in his frail craft." The world's

largest insurance firm—Lloyd's of London—refused to

quote any prices on Lindbergh's chances to cross the At-

lantic. The concern's underwriters believed "the risk was

too great."

But back of this flight which launched the modern air

age, was a fateful, feverish 60 days in San Diego. This

marked the period of construction of the "Spirit of St.

Louis," a rush job for the virtually unknown air mail

pilot who was soon to thrill countless millions of people

by his exploit. The "obscure manufacturing company"

that built the plane was known as Ryan Airlines, Inc.. and

the total staff included only 35 men and women.
It was a company "new and small and not well

known," but Lindbergh was just about at the end of his

resources, and time threatened to defeat him if he didn't

obtain a plane soon. Virtually all of the major, well-

established manufacturers either wanted too much money,

(Continued on Page 17)
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Forty - six - foot wing of "Spirit of St. Louis" is gently lowered onto truck for transportation to Ryan field at Dutch Flats.

Instrument panel of "Spirit of St. Louis" shows airspeed in-

dicator, tachometer, turn and bank indicator and clock. The
periscope aperture, which was the plane's only means of for-

ward visibility, can be seen at the upper left of the panel.

16

The "Lone Eagle" posed for this picture just before leaving

Son Diego for St. Louis on May 10. 1927. The Wright "Whirl-
wind" J-5-C engine was rated at 225 horsepower, and featured

an all-metal propeller. Metal nose spinner was hand-formed.



had design ideas that didn't coincide with Lindbergh's, or

reserved the right to decide who would pilot their plane

for the Atlantic crossing.

Lindbergh's plea for a single-engined plane to An-
thony Fokker, famed builder of combat planes for the

German Air Force during World War L was emphatically

refused. Fokker believed that the flight could be made
only in a tri-motor plane, and at the time was constructing

one for the late Rear Admiral (then Commander) Richard

E. Byrd, who was also planning an attempt to conquer

the Atlantic. Lindbergh believed that the safety factor

in a three-engined plane was no greater than that of a

single-engined craft. If one engine stopped over the ocean

the other two would be unable to get the plane back to

land. And with three engines, the chances of failure were
three times that for only one engine.

A single-engined Wright-powered Bellanca monoplane
owned by Columbia Aircraft Corp., was out of the ques-

tion, as Columbia reserved the right to select the crew
that would make the New York-Paris flight.

In San Diego, on February 3, 1927, T. Claude Ryan,
founder of Ryan Airlines four years previously, was hand-
ed a telegram by his secretary, Georgia Mathias. Although
Ryan had sold his interest in the company two months
before to his partner, B. F. Mahoney, he had stayed on
temporarily as general manager. The telegram, which was
to set into motion a chain of events opening a new era

in American life, read:

"CAN YOU CONSTRUCT WHIRLWIND ENGINE PLANE
CAPABLE FLYING NONSTOP BETWEEN NEW YORK AND
PARIS STOP IF SO PLEASE STATE COST AND DELIVERY
DATE"

Mahoney was out of town at the time, so Ryan called

in the company's first full-time engineer, young Donald

Hall, who had been hired only a few weeks before. After

some rapid calculations, they sent this reply:

"CAN BUILD PLANE SIMILAR TO M-ONE BUT LARGER
WINGS CAPABLE OF MAKING FLIGHT COST ABOUT SIX

THOUSAND WITHOUT MOTOR AND INSTRUMENTS DE-
LIVERY ABOUT THREE MONTHS"

A further exchange of telegrams revealed that the

plane could be constructed in 60 days if necessary, and

required "a fifty percent deposit." Lindbergh came to San

Diego on February 23, 1927, and a price of $10,580 was

agreed upon, including the new Wright J-5 Whirlwind

engine, well within Lindbergh's budget of $15,000.

Lindbergh had heard of the phenomenal performance

attributed to the Ryan M-1 and M-2 monoplanes, used

in flying mail on the West Coast. The M-1 was an open

cockpit plane, powered by either the 150 h.p. Hispano-

Suiza engine or the Wright 220 h.p. J-4B. The "Spirit of

St Louis" was to have a wingspan of 46 feet, as con-

trasted to the 36-foot span of the M-1. In addition, the

fuselage of the "Spirit" was to be longer, due to the

increased gas load it must carry for the flight.

The plane was designed with no forward visibility,

and through the years this seeming drawback has caused

the greatest number of questions.

It was realized that the greatest element of risk in the

flight (assuming the engine didn't fail over the Atlantic)

would be encountered on take-off, due to the extremely

heavy fuel load.

Not long before construction was started on the

"Spirit of St. Louis," two Frenchmen, Captains Nungesser

and Coli, who were attempting a New York-Paris flight,

were killed when their plane crashed at the end of the

Roosevelt Field runway on take-off. The fuel tanks were

located behind the pilots, and the impact hurled the tanks

forward from their mountings, crushing the Frenchmen

against the engine.

In order to eliminate this hazard, the two internal fuel

tanks were placed forward of Lindbergh, with the cock-

(Continiied on Page 18)

A smiling Lindbergh (inset) Is shown at controls of the "Spirit of St. Louis" as plane is flight tested over San Diego bay area.



Final assembly of the "Spirit of St. Louis" was completed at Ryan Flying Company field, Dutch Flats. San Diego, on April 28, 1927.

pit being moved back aft of the center of gravity. Lind-

bergh was, of course, able to see out the side windows on

a forward angle for landing.

An atmosphere of tension pervaded the small Ryan

factory as actual construction on the plane got underway.

Lindbergh was everywhere, peering over the workmen's

shoulders and checking every move they made. Frequently

he would go out to Dutch Flats (Ryan Airlines field) and

ify one of the Ryan M-2 planes to learn the characteristics

of high-wing monoplanes.

Sixteen and eighteen-hour workdays became common-
place as the entire factory rushed to meet the 60-day pro-

duction deadline. From the East Coast came ominous

reports. Multi-engined aircraft being prepared to make
the transatlantic flight were being demolished while under-

going flight tests. Rene Fonck's Sikorsky; Commander
Byrd's Fokker; Lieutenant Commander Noel Davis' Key-

stone—all had met with disaster. Four men had been

killed and three were injured.

In late April the plane was ready, and on April 28,

1927, exactly 60 days after work on the "Spirit of St.

Louis" began, Lindbergh test-flew the plane over San

Diego Bay. On May 4, the base of operations shifted to

the old Camp Kearney abandoned parade ground. Here

the heavy load tests were performed with fifty gallons of

gas being added for each succeeding take-off.

Although he had planned to fly the airplane with loads

up to 400 gallons, Lindbergh decided against further test-

ing after the 300-gallon mark had been passed. Landing

with the heavy gas loads placed a terrific stress on the

tires, and Lindbergh feared that a blown tire would end

the entire project at Camp Kearney.

On May 10, 1927, with all his bills paid. Lindbergh

stopped by at the Ryan factory to bid goodbye to the men
and women whose intense zeal and devotion to their jobs

had created this airplane in the seemingly impossible time

of 60 days. He left North Island at San Diego, for St.

Louis, and landed there 14 hours and 25 minutes later.

It was the fastest flight ever made from the West Coast.

Ten days later, on May 20, "Slim" Lindbergh kept

his date with destiny, enshrining himself and the valiant

"Spirit of St. Louis" forever in Aviation's Hall of Fame.

AERIAL VIEW OF RYAN FIELD—DUTCH FLATS SPIRIT OF ST. LOUIS" — SPECIFICATIONS

Length 27' 2 feet

Span 46 test

Wing Area 319 sq. feet

Gross Weight 5250 lbs.

Range .....• 4110 miles

Fuel Capacity 450 gals.

Engine Wright "Whirlwind" J-5-C

Rated Horsepower 225 h.p.

Total Engine Displacement .... 788 cu. in.

Compression Ratio 5.2 to 1

Actual Flight Distance, New York-Paris 3610 miles

Elapsed Flying Time 33 hrs., 30 min.

Average Ground Speed 107.75 mph
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Scorching, solid wall of flame shoots across desert as huge liquid fuel Aerojet-General rocket engine is tested at full power.

IVe¥¥ test facilities provide more dependable equipment

by Forrest Warren, Project Engineer and Lawre>ice E. Anderson, Senior Test Engineer

Ryan Aeronautical Company

Maurice E. Kelly, environmental test technician, checks automatic temperature
controls of temperature-humidity-altitude test chamber. Chamber has capability
of automatically providing and containing temperatures from —100° to -j-325°F.

OPERATION of high speed aircraft

and guided missiles under ex-

treme environmental conditions creates

major problems for the aviation in-

dustry. Basic design of an aircraft or

missile takes into consideration wide

ranges of temperature, caused by alti-

tude and airspeed, and in many in-

stances an exhaustive series of tests

must be made to insure that design ob-

jectives have been met.

To keep abreast of these demanding
requirements, the Ryan Aeronautical

Company laboratory facilities have

been expanding under a long range

plan. New equipment capable of sub-

jecting components to a tortuous range

of environments is currently in use.

More equipment will be added soon

with the opening of Ryan's new En-
gineering and Research Center.

(Continued on Next Page)
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Firebee electronic and autopilot equipment
undergoing rigorous final check prior to in-

stallation in target drone. Equipment of
this type is subjected to unusually severe
temperature changes due to high altitude at-
tained by Firebee missile while in flight.

Technician Maurice Kelly checks controls of
Genisco acceleration machine. Simulation of
the high "g" forces produced by aircraft
or guided missiles maneuvering at supersonic
speeds can be reproduced by unit. The
accelerator can simulate forces up to 75 "g."

Most of us are aware of the effects

of weather in our everyday life. In

cold weather, the automobile cooling

system may require the adding of an
antifreeze compound to keep the radia-

tor water from freezing; the crankcase

oil may tend to thicken and the lubri-

cation qualities of the oil may be re-

duced. During rainy weather, the

moisture in the air may cause the front

door of the house to swell and stick.

A change in altitude may cause erratic

operation of an automobile engine,

traveling high in the mountains, if the

engine has been adjusted to run

smoothly at sea level.

These phenomena, which may be

termed "environmental effects," are

amplified a hundred fold in the daily

operation of aircraft and missiles.

Temperatures may range from 130^F
or higher at sea level to a minus 80"F
at altitudes of 35,000 feet and above.

The expansion and contraction of

different alloys, due to these tempera-

ture changes, may cause binding of

bearings, shafts, etc. The heat en-

countered during high speed aircraft

and missile flights may cause exces-

sive overheating of electronic compon-
ents. This is usually followed by faulty
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operation of electronic equipment and

may result in the loss of the aircraft or

missile. The shock impulses of missile

launchings and repeated landings of

aircraft together with structural vibra-

tion induced by engine operation and
aerodynamic loads can easily be trans-

mitted to electronic equipment and

cause mechanical or electrical failure.

To determine whether a component,

system, or in some instances a com-
plete aircraft is capable of operating

under the wide variety of environments

to which it may be exposed, and to in-

sure reliable operation in these environ-

ments, a complete series of environ-

mental tests are usually conducted on

newly developed equipment.

The government, being the prime

purchaser of aircraft and guided mis-

siles, is continually collecting data on

environmental conditions encountered

during field operations and experi-

mental guided missile firings. These

statistics form the basis for test speci-

fications which are used as a design re-

quirement in a majority of government

contracts. As a contractual require-

ment, the manufacturer is responsible

for conducting environmental tests and

submitting test results.

An example of these requirements

are the following tests parameters,

taken from Government Specification

MIL-E-5272A which is one of the

most widely used environmental test

specifications

:

1. High temperature — 50 hours

soak at plus 160°F.

2. Low temperature — minus

80°F storage, minus 65° opera-

tion.

3. Altitude with temperature —
70,000 feet at minus 65° F op-

eration.

4. Humidity—• 360 hours at 95%

.

5. Vibration — Approximately 10

hours at frequencies up to 500
cycles per second.

6. Shock — 30 "g"

7. Acceleration

8. Sand and Dust

9. Fungus
10. Explosion

1 1

.

Salt Spray

12. Sunshine

13. Rain

14. Immersion

To conduct these tests in the field,

where the environments are provided

by nature, would be an impossible

(Continued on Page 32)

Medium weight shocl< machine, used in producing shocic similar to that absorbed
by an aircraft while landing. Equipment up to a maximum of 400 pounds can be
mounted on the 34-inch square table. An electric motor raises, releases table.

Laboratory temperature
humidity test chamber
has a temperature range
of zero degrees Fahren-
heit to 200°F and a rela-

tive humidity range of

20 to 95 percent, also
utilizes automatic pro-
gramming control simi-

lar to that of altitude
chamber.

McDonnell F3H-2N is slammed off steam catapult aboard USS Forrestal during re-

cent carrier trials. Complex electronic equipment contained in this type of

plane is subjected to severe shock while the aircraft is taking off or landing.
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!$TRE§S-FREE PLATING
Xickel jsulfamate bath lengthens metal life

by Edward Calderon, Process Engineer, Ryan Aeronautical Company

Author Edward Calderon (left) and Ryan Chemist Paul Weeland operate nickel sulfamate electro-plating bath at Ryan Laboratory.
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A NICKEL sulfamate bath, which

includes the characteristics of

stress-free deposits and high tensile

strength is used extensively in nickel

plating operations at the Ryan Aero-

nautical Company's Engineering Lab-

oratories. Using a metal "build-up" ob-

tained from the bath, Ryan chemists

have salvaged valuable components,

which otherwise would have been un-

usable, for afterburners, ramjet and

rocket engines fabricated from stain-

less Inconel-X and alloy A-286.

In general, nickel deposits have been

plagued with high values of internal

tensile stress, which have been record-

ed as high as 60,000 psi, from all

chloride and high chloride Watts baths.

Excessively high tensile stresses can

cause peeling, cracking, crazing, warp-

ing, bhstering, distortion, shrinkage

and even complete destruction and

failure of plated metals, either as struc-

tural units or as protective coatings.

Not only do high tensile-stressed

plated coatings fail within themselves,

but they also induce premature fatigue

failure of the underlying base metal up-

on which they are deposited. Fatigue

failure caused by electroplating has be-

come a major problem within the air-

craft industry, where premature failure

cannot be tolerated at any cost. These

same stresses can also lead to the phe-

nomenon known as "stress corrosion,"

which accelerates corrosion of many
structures having decorative plate, such

as automobile bumpers and bumper
guards.

Nickel deposits from the nickel sul-

famate electrolyte have in general a

very fine grain structure, resulting in

deposits that are smooth, ductile, and

have a slight sheen in appearance. The
color is much whiter than any deposits

containing chloride, thus indicating a

higher purity of nickel without chlorine

inclusion. Tensile strength ranges from

60,000 psi to 130,000 psi, depending

upon the conditions under which the

bath is operated. Correspondingly, duc-

tility ranges from 30% elongation in

two inches to a low of 6% elongation

at a hardness of 550 VHN. Hardness

can be controlled within the range of

200 VHN to 550 VHN with reproduc-

ibility by varying the operating

conditions.

When depositing nickel under com-
pressive stress, the nickel sulfamate

bath exhibits exceptional leveling pow-

er. Brush surface analyzer measure-

ments have indicated a reduction in

surface roughness from 120 micro-

inches RMS to seven microinches RMS
for a plate 5x10-^ inch thickness.

It has been conclusively proven that

plated coatings containing tensile

stress cause premature fatigue failure

from stress cracking. Since the major-

ity of fatigue failures originate at the

surface, any weakness of a surface

condition can be detrimental to metal

life under fatigue conditions. The air-

Edward Calderon is shown with jet

engine bearing housing prior to

immersion in the nicliel sulfamate
bath, which lengthens metal life.

Ryan metallurgist Al Raney checks hardness of nickel plating deposit with the

Knoop micro-hardness tester. Ryan uses bath for all nickel plating operations.

Chief Chemist Bernard W. Floersch
illustrates examples of embrittle-

ment failure in components utiliz-

ing conventional plating methods.

craft industry, in particular, is con-

cerned with effects of plated coatings

upon reduction of fatigue strength of

steel. Watts or chloride nickel plating

baths rendering deposits with high ten-

sile stress, can cause as much as 46%
reduction in the fatigue strength of

underlying steel. Nickel deposited com-

pressively by the bath under discus-

sion causes no strength reduction and

in some cases improves fatigue

strength.

The most important phase of build-

(Continued on Page 50)
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GO£0 FIREBEE

The indestructible Firebee thai refused to sink

by Colo>!el Barton M. Russell. Conimandew 5205th Drone Squadron

Hdqts. Air Proving Ground Command. Eglin Air Force Base, Florida

-r^^as^

U. S. AIR FORCE PHOTOS

THE 3205th Drone Group has a new
figurehead or symbolic emblem at

the entrance to Field 3 on Highway 85,

at Eglin Air Force Base, Florida.

It is "Old 69."

And thereby hangs a tale of a Ryan
Q-2A "Firebee" Drone Missile that

stayed afloat in the Gulf of Mexico for

10 days; or nine days and 23 hours

longer than the designed expectancy.

By way of explanation, the Q-2A is

the first turbojet vehicle designed pri-

marily and solely for drone operation

by remote electronic control. Before

its advent, most drones in use were

propeller driven target planes or con-

versions of B-17's or F-80's. But the

Q-2A is built without manual con-

trols or cockpit. It has no landing gear

but becomes airborne by being released

from a "mother" plane. It is operated

electronically from the ground and its

position is constandy pinpointed on a

radar scope.

After becoming airborne, the Q-2A
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Colonel Barton M. Russell, Commander of

the 3205th Drone Group, poses in front

of "Old Sixty-Nine," the new symbolic
emblem at Eglin Air Force Base entrance.

flies for more than an hour with its

own fuel system. Then, by means of

a drag chute and parachute combina-

tion, it will set down gently on either

land or water.

With empty fuel tanks, the plane is

designed to stay afloat for an hour,

which is time enough to permit patrol

and crash boats to make recovery, if it

lands in the Gulf.

And thafs what makes the story of

"Old 69." It was on its second mission

over the Gulf of Mexico and made a

routine parachute drop into the water.

Seas on that day, however, were too

high for a recovery and "Old 69" was

given up as lost. But 10 days later, a

pilot spotted "something red" in the

water. That something was "Old 69"

still floating, but too badly damaged
by corrosion ever to fly again.

So we decided to use it as a symbol.

It marks the entrance to Field 3 and at

the same time, is a striking emblem of

the diversity of the mission of the Air



The Q-2A has no landing gear and is launched in flight from
under the wing of a B-26. Photo illustrates how Eglin Air

Force Base airmen attach drone to wing of the "mother" plane.

Before the advent of the electronically-controlled Firebee,

most drones in use were propeller driven target planes or

conversions of B-17s or F-80s "flown" by o ground operator.

Proving Ground Command and the

rugged stamina of the Q-2A.

The 3205th Drone Squadron has

authorization for 10 of the Q-2A type

drones, but as the QF-80's and QB-
17"s become inoperative, the authoriza-

tion may grow larger.

The Q-2A flies at near the speed of

sound and is "constantly under con-

trol" while in the air. If its electronic

connection with the director plane is

interrupted for eight seconds or more,

the drone takes charge of its own drop.

First the drag chute, then the para-

chute opens and the Q-2A drops.

If it lands on water, the recovery is

made by boat. If on land, the recovery

is made "the hard way." First, search

crews under Capt. Eric B. Barrow and

1st Lt. Patrick J. Corrigan spend hours

—and, sometimes days—locating the

drone. Frequently the next step is cut-

ting down trees and building some

semblance of a road out of the woods.

Back on Field 3, the Q-2A goes into

its own inspection, maintenance and

repair shops. Damaged parts are re-

placed, the plane given a final inspec-

tion and it is ready for another mis-

sion. Some of the drones have already

flown as many as seven missions, dam-

aged parts being repaired and replaced

after each drop.

Minor damage to Firebee is repaired by Airmen James C.

McClanahan, left, and Douglas Fuess. All repair and parts
replacement work on the Q-2A is done in squadron repair shop.

Douglas Fuess. left, John Milanese, center and Patrick Apo-
daca are shown making last-minute electronic check on Fire-

bee prior to flight. B-26 will launch the drone in flight.
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RYAN X-13 YERTIJET

(Continued from Page 2)

the hovering maneuver, the turbo-prop

hangs suspended from its whirhng pro-

pellers in much the same manner as a

helicopter does. The Ryan Vertijet,

on the other hand, uses an unseen

column of gas for its only support as

well as its only source of control while

hovering.

Most unusual feature of the X-13,

and the key to jet VTOL flight, is its

ingenious jet reaction control system,

developed and perfected by Ryan en-

gineers to provide complete control of

the airplane during hovering and near-

zero speed flight. This method was
necessitated by the obvious lack of

normal air flow over the aerodynamic

control surfaces at these extremely low

speeds.

The principle behind jet reaction

controls is basically quite simple.

Necessary control forces are developed

by jet engine exhaust deflection and

thrust (throttle) variations.

In addition to jet reaction controls,

the plane is equipped with a conven-

tional aerodynamic control system to

provide control in conventional flight.

The pilot operates both systems from

the usual stick and rudder pedal cock-

pit controls.

Another unique feature of the Verti-

jet is the method utilized for take off

and landing. The plane does not have

a conventional landing gear, nor does

it have the landing struts and casters

usually associated with the "tail sitter"

type of VTOL airplane.

Instead, it has a single hook
mounted beneath the forward fuselage

which engages a trapeze-like mechan-
ism built into the bed of a specially

designed ground service trailer. Like

the familiar dump truck, the bed of

the trailer is hydraulically lifted into

the vertical position to receive the air-

plane, then lowered to transport it

away in the horizontal position.

No scientific curiosity, the capability

demonstrated by the X-13 in flights

at Edwards emphasizes the validity of

this radically new principle of flight.

Little military knowledge is required to

comprehend the advantages promised

by tactical aircraft based on this con-

cept.

Unlike conventional combat planes

which need prepared landing fields

with ever-increasing runway lengths,

or Navy aircraft carriers with power-

ful launching catapults and retrieving

mechanisms, jet VTOL fighters would

be able to take off and land tail down
in an area half the size of a tennis

court.

This ability to operate from small,

open areas provides a new dispersion

capability, the only way a combat
force can survive the initial enemy
blow in a land theater. In naval opera-

tions VTOL fighters could be dis-

persed within a task force, relieving

large attack carriers of all fighter (de-

fense) aircraft and thereby doubling

their capability to support attack (re-

taliatory) aircraft.

It also means mobility. VTOL air-

craft could move into a combat thea-

ter in days instead of weeks because

they do not require the construction of

new runways or the repair of those

bombed out by the enemy. This work,

incidentally, would be impossible if

the enemy established control of the

air at the start of hostilities.

Weight, too, is an important factor

favoring the VTOL fighter. Shedding

the dead weight related to wheeled

landings not only helps make vertical

take off a reality, but also frees the

airplane design from any configura-

tion compromises for the landing and

take off phase of flight. Under this

concept, it becomes possible for the

first time to design the complete air-

craft solely for the airborne phases of

its operation. The designer gets a

"cleaner" airplane, and can make use

of the weight saved by putting it back

into the aircraft in the form of power

plant and fuel to give the plane higher

performance. Supersonic performance

could also be improved.

Ryan engineers have expressed great

confidence in the basic concept of

leaving all equipment associated with

normal take off and landing on the

ground. True, this means more equip-

ment on the ground or deck of a ship,

but that's the trade-off which should

be willingly accepted in order to

achieve the higher performance in the

air. Why, they say, drag around a lot

of excess weight not associated with

the air combat mission when that

weight can be left behind?

The extremely high thrust-to-weight

ration inherent in the design of the

Vertijet type airplane promises com-

bat capabilities beyond those possible

with current supersonic fighters. The

excess of thrust over weight would

give the airplane outstanding climb,

acceleration and maneuverability char-

( Continued on AV.v/ Page)
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RYAN X-13 YERTIJET

(Continued from Page 26)

acteristics, thus increasing effectiveness

in attack and reducing its vulnerability.

The X-13 research plane, for example,

has demonstrated extremely high rates

of climb during its Edwards tests.

Taking the weight out of the air-

craft has a direct bearing on costs as

well. The military services will be able

to choose between ( 1 ) lower cost for

equivalent performance, or (2) higher

performance for equivalent cost.

In the Ryan-Air Force design, lift

is provided entirely by a Rolls-Royce

Avon turbojet engine in the 10,000-

pound thrust class.

The basic principle of jet thrust lift

has been experimented with in the

United States and abroad for some

time and several test rigs have lifted

themselves in controlled hovering

flight. Under its Navy contracts, Ryan
has been running hovering tests with

such a device for more than six years

in a screened-off outdoor testing area

at the company's San Diego head-

quarters.

World's first piloted hovering jet

flight was made by test pilot Girard in

the Ryan test rig in 1953. Testing

with this vehicle is continuing, with

flights being made by Girard and other

pilots, both civilian and military.

The X-13 has proven to be quite

easy to fly. In fact, Ryan feels that

very little additional training will be

required for pilots qualified in the

operation of conventional jet aircraft.

Experience to date indicates that quali-

fication to fly a jet VTOL may not

take nearly as long as helicopter train-

ing does at this time. The controls

are conventional—the usual stick and

rudder pedals—plus, of course, the

throttle which assumes more import-

ance for vertical flight.

For a jet plane, the Ryan X-13 is

relatively light since, to fly straight up,

the weight of the plane during vertical

take off must be less than the thrust

provided by the jet engine. Simply

constructed, the plane is designed

purely for research in VTOL opera-

tion and has operated at moderate alti-

tudes and speeds. The capability of

very high combat performance exists

in jet VTOL design but is not required

in the research plane.

A temporary tricycle landing gear

i, /,,,, (/,t,i Jiy.clnin iIh S.iil D/cMu S/J/f Collect R.O.I.C. I>inf^r.,iii

luii^iMuLiIl ijJi-l L^Jti-j uii rtctiiing j R)'.iii L-17 Nario/i far flight j.imituriz.h

tion. Left to right, Air force Lt. Kenneth E. Langland, Air Force Ccipt. Willislon

L. Warren (in flight suit); Cadet Major Eric F. Walker, and Cadet Lt. David 0.

Stoddard.

Ststtf^ College Gets RTan L-17

.4 Ryan L-17 Navion of the type

used for liaison, observation, artil-

lery spotting, and other functions

in the Korean War, has been de-

livered to the San Diego State Col-

lege Air Force R.O.T.C.
Stale College was the first of

188 colleges and universities with

Air Force R.O.T.C. programs to be
assigned a training plane. A large

number of these educational insti-

tutions will receive L-17"s to be
used for familiarization and orien-

tation rides by R.O.T.C. cadets.

"The 315 enrolled in the Air

Force R.O.T.C. program here will

get the 'feel of flying" through
regular rides in the L-17," Col.

Lloyd A. Walker, professor of air

science at the college, said.

was installed during the initial flight

tests at Edwards to effect take off and

landing in the normal manner while

conventional flight characteristics were

investigated. The landing gear was

then removed and a temporary struc-

ture of tubing installed to allow "tail

sitting" so the plane could be climbed,

hovered and maneuvered in the ver-

tical attitude. The first such flight

was made on May 28, 1956, followed

by simulated "hook-ons" to a nylon

rope stretched between two upright

steel towers.

Another X-13 delivered to Edwards

was also equipped with conventional

landing gear and used to explore tran-

sition from medium speed conventional

flight to hovering vertical flight at alti-

tude. Girard completed the first such

demonstration November 28, 1956.

Then the landing gear on this plane was

removed and the nose hook installed to

permit take off and landing on the

trapeze of the ground service trailer.

The history-making flight demonstrat-

ing the full cycle of VTOL operation

took place April 1 1, 1957, with Girard

again at the controls.

The stubby fuselage of the Vertijet

is little larger than the plane's engine.

Its delta wing was chosen for its fa-

vorable flight characteristics in transi-

tion, as well as high speed, high alti-

tude operation. Shoulder-high, the

wing has small fins at the tips. The

vertical tail surface is swept back,

appearing very large in proportion to

the wing.

Length of the plane is approximately

24 feet; wing span about 21 feet; and

height 15 feet.

The X-13s built for the Air Force

test program are continuing in flight

test status at the Air Force Flight Test

Center. Currently, Ryan is working in

the field of tactical VTOL aircraft de-

sign for both the Air Force and Navy.
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Fred P. Laudati, Boeing Airplane Company' s vice president-manufacturing

(center), conferred with Ryan officials recently on progress of the KC-133 pro-

duction program. Left to right, Robert L. Clark. Ryan U'orks manager: Harry T.

Hodgetts. factory controls manager: Laudan: John ran der Linde, factory manager;
and Jack O'Neil. assistant superintendent of manufacturing at Boeing, who is now
stationed at Ryan.

Boeing-KTaii Teamwork Help« !^peed

Output of KC:-135 Fuselage Units

Teamwork between Boeing and Ryan personnel in produelion,
nielhods engineering, inspection and engineering liaison departments has
been a principal factor in meeting the Air Force's critical needs for KC-
135 jet tanker-transports.

As output of the giant aft fuselage sections for the KC-135 accelerates,

Boeing men work side by side in the Ryan plant with their Ryan counter-
parts in the day-to-day coordination essential for smooth production plan-
ning.

Ever since the KC-135 program was started at Ryan more than 2*2
years ago, specialists also have travelled in a constant stream between
San Diego and Boeing's Seattle plant to maintain closest possible coordi-
nation on this high priority project.

Top production executives of both plants periodically confer at either
plant. For example, a recent conference at Ryan brought to San Diego
Fred P. Laudan, Boeing vice president-manufacturing, and Frank L.

Dobbins, material manager of the Seattle division.

A Boeing representative, Robert J. Walsh, has been at Ryan so long
that many employees believe he is a Ryanite. He recently celebrated his
sixth anniversary as Boeing's quality control representative here. This is

the longest period of time any representative of a Ryan customer has
been stationed here.

Last year, Welsh was presented an honorary Ryan five-year service
pin, the first individual not on the Ryan payroll to receive such an award.
"We consider him and the other Boeing personnel here as part of our
own 'family','" says A. S. "Bill" Billings, Ryan quality control director.

Other Boeing personnel at Ryan include Jack O'Neil, assistant superin-
tendent of manufacturing who is in charge of Boeing groups except en-
gineering and quality control; C. W. Farrell, who is assigned to industrial
engineering; Harry .Schoonmaker and Don Stanton, engineering liaison;
and Roy Devlin, tooling.

A large portion of the $92 million backlog announced in Ryan"s
annual report is devoted to K(M35 production, including a §17 million
"follow-on" contract recently finalized. This represents the largest quan-
tity of units since K(M35 work was launched at Ryan.

Meanwhile, work is proceeding in the Ryan plant on fuselage sections
for the "707" Jet Straloliiier, Boeing's commercial jet transport, with the
first "707" unit slated for delivery to Seattle soon. Peak production rate
on components for these 600-miIe-au-hour jetliners is scheduled for some
time in 1*)59. but first deliveries to airlines will take place next rear.

Y-DAY! APRIL 11, 1957
(Continued from Page 7)

broke the newly-installed struts which

would hold the plane away from the

trailer bed. Fashioning a new set of

struts took until April 8, even though

the hangar crew worked a 70-hour
week. Suddenly time was running out.

As they often had before, they

cursed their cumbersome ground
trailer. They knew by now that a

much smaller, simpler trailer would
have served just as well; and that in

actual combat a jet VTOL wouldn't

need a trailer at all, but could perhaps

simply hook onto a cable stretched

between trees. Nevertheless, to be on

the cautious side, they'd ordered this

extra-strong rig for experimental pur-

poses, and temporarily they had no

other to use.

On the morning of the yth the plane

was ready, vertical on the trailer (the

flat bed of which tilted up like a dump
truck). Pete fired the Vertijet for a

final practice. He would ease up and
down, staying hooked to the cable

just to check everything. He could

fly the big demonstration an hour later.

But in this "final" practice the plane

didn't handle right. The accelerometer

had gone ape. They put in a new one

and tried it that afternoon. It didn't

work right either.

The only other accelerometer which

would fit the Vertijet was probably in

the hangar stockroom. Hours of des-

perate searching established that it

wasn't. At eleven that night it was lo-

cated in San Diego, and engineers

Bill White and Dave Murphy set out

with it on the 200-mile drive to Ed-
wards. At four the next morning Rex
Howard's crew of mechanics began in-

stalling it. At 10:10 a.m. Pete made
another "final" test on the cable. The
plane still didn't handle quite right.

This accelerometer didn't work either.

Accelerometer repair usually takes

days. But they would play the hand

to the last card. Immenschuh loped

across the field to warm up the com-
pany Navion. He would fly to San

Diego and try to bring back an ac-

celerometer in working order within

the next 36 hours.

But just before he took off. a yell

went up from the crowd of technicians

around the X'ertijet. "Never mind! It's

okay!"

(Continued on Sext Page)



Art Akers, a Ryan expert on elec-

tronic systems, had discovered that the

accelerometer was installed at a wrong

angle. It had three protruding ears,

all identical, which fitted into three

identical sockets deep within the plane.

It would go in smooth and snug in

any of three positions. But only one

of the three was right.

This may have been the cause of

their earlier accelerometer woes. To
remove and reinstall it properly re-

quired pulling out big chunks of the

airplane. April 12 would have passed

before they were ready for another

flight. So they had tried putting it in

blind, by feel alone, without remov-

ing the mass of tubes and wires that

hid it from view. A mistake had been

easy to make.

This time Akers got it right. Pete

made a fourth tryout on the cable.

When he climbed out he turned up a

palm. "It's ready," he said. But the

wind was far too strong to fly that

afternoon, for a first flight, Immen-
schuh decided. The Vertijet had been

tested in stronger winds, but the final

test was so crucial that he was extra-

conservative.

So they came to the finish line. Be-

fore dawn on the last day before the

Pentagon meeting, they packed into

the Operations room for briefing on

the demonstration flight.

Nobody smiled or joked. Carroll

Berner, who would quarterback the

whole team while the plane was in

the air, briskly reviewed the flight

plan. After take-off there would be

a fly-by for photographers" benefit.

Then the plane would come around

again, translate to vertical, and hook
on. There were calm questions and

answers.

At last Immenschuh said in a ut-

terly expressionless voice, "All right.

Let's go." Everyone stood up and be-

gan moving toward the field, talking

loudly, with a seeming lack of all

tension.

The hand was dealt and the blue

chips were on the table. If the cards

fell right, Ryan might move closer to

the inner circle of prime military con-

tractors. If the cards fell wrong, jet

VTOL development might be post-

poned for years. Nobody let them-

selves think of the consequences to

Pete Girard if the cards fell wrong.

Girard, a slim man with a neat

mustache, waited quietly, hands in the

pockets of his tattered old khaki fly-

ing suit. Out on the hardstand the

crewmen were administering a kind

of extreme unction to the Vertijet.

They checked its intricate parts for

the last time, and one by one climbed

down reluctantly. The fire trucks

were waiting, and the ambulance, and

the big crane. All six stations of the

test team had radioed in to report

readiness.

At 6:55 Pete was in the cockpit

and preliminaries were over. A me-
chanic closed the canopy and jumped
down. Pete touched a switch. A
whine like a buzzsaw built into a

vicious sizzling.

The yellow trailer began to tilt up

like a drawbridge, raising the Vertijet

toward vertical. The jet engine rose

to a stentorian roar. Now the plane

dangled from the cable. Pete applied

throttle and the X-13 rose to the top

of the cable's limit as controls were

given a final check.

Then came a fantastic sight. The
plane stood on its tail of gas, bellow-

ing and straining upward. The hook

Army Air Chief Here

Maj. Gen. Hamilton H. Howze,

right, Director of Army Aviation,

conferred recently with Bruce Smith,

!eft, vice president-engineering and

military relations, and Frank Fink,

vice president and chief engineer.

Howze is interested in Ryan's "Verti-

plane" project, lightweight auto-

matic navigators for Army use, and

Firebee drone missiles.

was released and for the first time the

Vertijet was clear of the cable. It

sidled away, pivoted as neatly as a

ballerina, then arched up and over like

a diver coming off a springboard.

Suddenly it was in horizontal flight,

shrinking fast to a silver triangle, then

a speck. It was gone.

Then the bystanders saw that there

was trouble on the trailer. Men were

struggling savagely with its trapeze

cable arm. Evidently it wouldn't lock

properly.

The plane howled out of nowhere,

streaked low over the photographers

and vanished again. Technicians still

tinkered with the trapeze arm. This

was a contingency which hadn't been

discussed; but the means were at hand

to meet it.

Over the loudspeaker came Carroll

Berner's voice, loud and confident,

talking for the pilot's earphones. "I

think you'll be better off on number

two trailer, Pete. Land there instead."

Far out across the field the reserve

trailer was ready, with cable up. Then

the Vertijet was back over the field.

It tilted slowly toward the sky, and

its airspeed slowed until it seemed

doomed to stall. Finally it stopped

moving forward altogether. Its tail

hung down vertically.

The plane stood motionless and up-

right in mid-air, seeming to defy the

laws of gravity and aerodynamics.

Now it was backing down toward the

ground, and the massive blowtorch of

its tailpipe blew up cyclones of dust

as it advanced across the field, walk-

ing upright like a man. A coil of

thick thermocouple cable on the hard-

stand rose and swayed like a cobra

when the downblast neared it. Pebbles

zipped into the air like bullets.

Balanced on its clouds of dust, the

Vertijet kept coming, slow and steady

and sure, toward the reserve trailer. It

moved into position with its steel hook

poised a foot above the cable.

The man in the crow's nest beside

the cable pressed the button to the

trapeze arm up, and the cable caught

the hook. "You're on," Berner's voice

said.

The Vertijet settled gently against

the vertical bed. Pete cut the throttle

and the jet unwound like a tired siren.

One of aviation's historic flights

was over. The films would be enroute

to the Pentagon that afternoon.
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Aeronautical Experts Visit Ilerc^

This high level group of aeronautical experts, the Technical Advisory

Panel on Aeronautics Steering Group, recently studied Ryan's pioneering

development of vertical take-off aircraft, automatic navigators, target

drone missiles, and other projects. The Group advises the Assistant Secre-

tary of Defense, Research and Development, on the emphasis to be placed

on various research and development programs.

Left to right, Paul H. Kemmer, Ryan military relations; Robert S.

Sargent, P. B. Taylor, William L. Littlewood, chairman, who also is vice

president of American Airlines; I. M. Nestingen; Thomas Carroll, Dr. Allen

Puckett, Comdr. Lawrence Kurtz, USN, Dr. James Lipp, Lt. Col. William W.

Hill, Jr., USA, Abe Silverstein, E. J. Barlow, James O. Spriggs, and Dr. H.

Guyford Stever, of Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

STRESS-FREE PLATING
(Continued from Page 23)

Up work lies in bringing undersize pro-

duction parts or wornout machine tools

up to correct size again. With the para-

mount present-day problems of mater-

ial scarcity, it becomes necessary to

salvage parts rather than scrapping

them.

Sulfamic acid, used in the bath, is

a white, crystalline, inorganic solid. It

is non-hygroscopic, and non-volatile.

In addition, it may be safely and con-

veniently handled and stored which

should be of great interest to safety

engineers. In strength, it is very sim-

ilar to sulfuric acid, as is its chemical
nature. The difference between their

structural compositions can be illus-

trated as follows:

SULFURIC ACID
o
II

OH — S — OH

SULFAMIC ACID
O

NH, — S — OH

O O

The substitution of one of the hy-

droxyl (OH) groups of sulfuric acid for

the amido (NH,. ) group gives to sul-

famic acid many of its unique proper-

ties which reflect in the superior quali-

ties of electrodeposits obtained from

its metal salts in aqueous solution.

Sulfamic acid is moderately soluble in

water. It produces solutions which are

highly acid and compares in pH range

with those of the three common min-

eral acids; nitric, sulfuric and hydro-

chloric.

The metal salts of sulfamic acid are

extremely soluble, and in many in-

stances are the most soluble metal salts

known to science. Sulfamic acid is

monobasic and will react with metals,

oxides or carbonates to yield the cor-

responding metal sulfamate by replace-

ment of one hydrogen atom associated

with the hydroxyl group.

COMPOSITION OF BATH IMPORTANT

A convenient method of preparing

nickel sulfamate can be obtained by

the reaction of a solution of sulfamic

acid with nickel carbonate, as seen by

the following equation;

Ni CO, -1- 2NH,,SO.,H ->
Ni'(H.NSO,)2 ^ H,0 -r CO„

The nickel sulfamate bath presently

being utilized at Ryan is controlled to

the following composition and speci-

fications:

Nickel SuKamate 60 oi./gal

Nickel Metal Equivalent 12.2 oz./gal

Boric Acid 4 oi./gal

Anti-pit Agent (Wetting Agent) 0.05 oi./gal

pH ot Bath 3.0-4.5

Temperature 100- 140" F

Density . 29 - 3 I ' Be' ( Baume')

Agitation Cathode bar movement, solution

circulation or both

Anode efficiency 100%
Cathode efficiency 98-100%

It is extremely important to accur-

ately measure and precisely control the

pH of the bath. As the pH increases,

the compressive stress in the deposit

and hardness increases as does the

throwing power. Sulfamic acid is used

to lower the pH, while nickel carbon-

ate raises the pH. In addition, the bath

temperature must be held to close

limits in order to consistently obtain

the desired properties of the deposited

metal. The hardness of the deposit de-

creases with increase in temperature

within the temperature limits of the

bath.

By means of precise physical, chem-

ical and electrochemical controls of the

processing, the following properties

and characteristics are obtained:

1. Stress-free deposits

2. Nickel deposits of high chemical

purity

3. Improvement to fatigue strength

of underlying base metal

4. Excellent grain structure and

ductility

High level action for easy buffing

High tensile strength

Excellent corrosion resistance

Hard deposits with good ductility

Heavier, harder, more ductile de-

posits without build-up of trees

and nodules

Ductile deposits with controllable

compressive and tensile strength

From an inspection of the physico-

mechanical properties of the nickel as

deposited here in our modem labora-

tories, the aeronautical engineer has at

his disposal a powerful, \ersatile tool

to assist him in his design and produc-

tion problems.

10.
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XI 3 TEST PILOT

(Continued from Piige 10)

Girard has also done much routine

test flying on classified projects in-

volving such aircraft types as the

P2V Neptune, F-86 and T-33. Re-

cently, to get the "feel" of vertical

take-off operation, he underwent Navy
helicopter training at Ream Field,

Imperial Beach, California.

As far as is known, Girard is the

first person to pilot a jet-powered VTO
machine. He climbed aboard and flew

Ryan's jet VTO tethered test vehicle

for the first time November 24, 1953.

A native of Monterey, California,

Girard is married to the former Leslie

Gehres, daughter of Rear Adm. Leslie

E. Gehres, USN, ret., famed skipper of

the aircraft carrier Franklin, and Mrs.

Gehres of La Mesa. Mr. and Mrs.

Girard have two sons, ages two and

one. They reside at 4210 Black Moun-
tain Road, La Mesa, California.

OFF TO THE HUNT
(Continued from Page 14)

triggered the organized chaos of a

scramble, and in a matter of minutes

F-89's and F-102's are scorching the

atmosphere.

Pre-launch check out of the Firebee

has been completed as the count down
begins, "Ten-nine-eight-seven-six-five-

four-three-two-one—launch!", and the

Firebee drops away from the B-26 in a

graceful curve.

It loses altitude for a moment then

climbs to 20-30-35-40,000 feet, ac-

celerates to Mach .8 to Mach .85 and

begins its elusive game of stratospheric

hide and seek with the questing fighter

planes.

A turn with a tactical diameter of

10,000 yards under these conditions

makes the Q-2 a difficult airplane to

chase, a complicated one to track down
on radar, and a wicked adversary to

kill.

During the next hour the steady

hand of the pilot at the controls of the

Firebee—at ground control, Colfred

site, 45 miles away—has put the tar-

get through its operational paces and,

mission accomplished, has guided the

(Continued on Page 32)

Electronic Xavigator Serveis

In XavT Projcci --AKOWA"

The AN/APN-67 automatic elee-

Ironif navigator, developed by Ryan
and llie Navy's Bureau of Aero-
nautics, has been selected for use
in the Navy's "jet stream" re-

search program, known as Project
AROWA.

Precise navigation is an import-
ant requirement for scientific ex-
ploration of the fast-flowing layer
of air which flows from west to

east at altitudes of 35,000-40,000
feet above the earth.

Recently, a Douglas A3D twin-

jet allack-boniber from the Naval
Air Test Center at Patuxent River,
Maryland, was fitted with the Ryan
APN-67 electronic navigator to pur-
sue this "jet stream" research. The
most advanced system of high speed
navigation, the APN-67 is also be-

ing used by the Navy in Project
Magnet, which measures the di-

rection and intensity of the earth's

magnetic field, and Expedition
Deepfreeze, in connection with
Polar explorations during the In-

ternational Geophysical Year.

Frequently used by east-bound jet

aircraft for free rides, the jet

stream is a seasonal phenomenon of

shifting habits. Project AROWA
will probe the velocities, directions,

altitudes and other characteristics

of this body of air, using the elec-

tronic navigator, to better deter-

mine its nature and correlate it

with weather data.

Project Officer for Project

AROWA is LCDR Edward H. Doo-
lin USN, who is also commander
and pilot of the Navy's .A3D.

Other members of the crew are Lt.

L/. Cdr. EJir.in/ II. D,.,.!,,,. USN.
(center) plane co/i/ma/ider and project

officer for Project AROWA, confers

with Ryan electronics engineer Charles

N. Bates (right) and co-pilot Lt. Stuart

G. Madison. USN. near Nary A3D
assigned to Project AROWA. From
Naval Air Test Center, Patuxent, Mary-
land, the twin-jet attack bomber has

been fitted with the Ryan APN-67 navi-

gational system at San Diego, for use

in exploring the "jet stream."

Stuart G. Madison, USN, and Tech.
Sgt. R. L. Butts, USMC.

Navy Douglas A3D twin-ni .iii.ul humber, assigned by Naval Air Test Cen-

ter, Patuxent, Maryland, to Pro/ecr AROWA, arrives at Lindbergh Field to re-

ceive Ryan APN-67 electronic navigator. Using this most advanced system of high

speed navigation, the AiD will explore the characteristics of the "jet stream."
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OFF TO THE HUNT

(Continued from Page 31)

drone to the recovery area and com-

manded parachute deployment.

As the Firebee floats slowly toward

the desert floor on its 70 foot recovery

chute, control alerts the helicopter re-

covery unit and an H-21 "Flying

Banana" flails its way toward the point

of recovery.

Landing alongside the drone, the re-

covery crew secure the parachute, affix

the external drone sling to the Firebee,

and the recovery helicopter takes off

for Vincent, the Q-2 suspended be-

neath.

At this same time, high in the sky,

out of sight, out of sound, another

duel in the sun develops as hunter and

quarry chase and evade, search and

elude, close and kill—or escape.

—Edward Hayes

PLANNED TORTURE
(Continued jrom Page 21)

task. The simulation of these environ-

ments within the Ryan laboratories is

now possible with the recent installa-

tion of specialized environmental test

equipment. The expanding laboratory

facilities program will provide Ryan
with a complete facility for subjecting

Ryan-designed equipment to all en-

vironmental conditions found in the

world.

The equipment presently installed

includes a temperature-humidity-alti-

tude test chamber. With a test volume

of 48 cubic feet, this chamber has the

capability of automatically providing

and controlling any temperature be-

tween a minus 100°F and a plus

325°F. The temperature can be auto-

matically controlled within a plus or

minus two degrees F. The pressure in

the chamber can be reduced to the

point where it is possible to simulate

an altitude of 100,000 feet, within 30

minutes. To provide an environment

which is comparable to actual operat-

ing conditions, both the simulated alti-

tude and temperature may be produced

simultaneously.

A two-stage compound refrigera-

tion system, utilizing 25 horsepower,

creates the low temperature operation,

while a 16,000 watt heater is operated

to raise the temperature in the chamber

up to 325 °F. Relative humidity can

be controlled from 20-95%.
One of the most remarkable fea-

tures of the test chamber is the auto-

matic programming instrumentation.

Utilizing pre-cut cams to provide the

desired temperature versus time con-

ditions, a 24-hour predetermined tem-

perature or humidity cycle test may be

automatically conducted and recorded

without manipulation of control
switches.

A similar temperature-humidity test

chamber with a temperature range of

zero degrees F to 200°F and a relative

humidity range of 20-95% is also

available for conducting tests. This

chamber also utilizes the automatic

programming control feature of the al-

titude chamber.

The turbojet and rocket power

plants of today and the future are creat-

ing a new regime of vibration to which

aircraft and missile equipment must be

subjected. Present aircraft and missile

test data indicate vibrations at a fre-

quency ranging up to 2,000 cycles per

second. Typical of the advanced equip-

ment in the Ryan laboratories is a large

electrodynamic vibration tester. This

unit is essentially an overgrown dyn-

namic loudspeaker in which a speci-

men mounting table is connected to the

moving voice coil in lieu of a cone. By

varying the current in the voice coil

and the frequency of the current, both

the amplitude and frequency of vibra-

tion can be readily controlled. The
vibration excitor has the force capa-

bilities of vibrating a 250 pound object

at 10 "g".

A feature of the vibration control

is the ability of the unit to automati-

cally maintain predetermined limits of
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vibration amplitude and frequency. A
scheduled addition which will be in-

corporated into the vibration console

is the multifrequency shake or complex

wave control system. This system will

utilize magnetic tape recordings of ac-

celerometer outputs during actual test

flights, which will be fed back into the

vibration shaker to provide a realistic

vibration test of component going into

a known vibration environment.

The "whirling dervish" of the test

laboratory is the acceleration machine.

Simulation of the high "g" forces pro-

duced by aircraft or missiles maneuver-

ing at high speed can be achieved with

this machine. Mounted on a counter-

balanced arm, the equipment is rotated

at a high RPM to produce specified

constant accelerations. Provisions are

made through slip rings for operation

of electrical and hydraulic equipment

during tests. Objects up to 25 pounds

may be subjected to accelerations of

75 "g's."

A visitor's first look into the en-

vironmental laboratory reveals one ma-

chine which, at first glance, closely

resembles the famed French instru-

ment of execution, the guillotine. This

is the medium weight shock machine,

used in producing shock similar to that

absorbed by an aircraft while landing.

Equipment up to a maximum weight of

400 pounds can be mounted on the

34" square table. An electric motor

lifts the table and test specimen to a

calibrated height. A similar electric

release allows the table to drop on a

sand bed which produces a force simi-

lar to the shock encountered by a

landing aircraft.

To all outward appearances, the

table is stopped instantaneously. How-
ever, the lower portion of the table

which comes in contact with the sand

is so designed as to apply a uniform

force of known duration. In this way.

repeated tests can be conducted with

consistent results. .A complete range

of accelerations is available as re-

quired, by varying the drop height and

the area of material under the table

contacting the sand.

When the installation of all the pro-

posed environmental equipment which

will ultimately be located in the new

Engineering building is completed,

Ryan will be able to simulate in the

laboratory almost any environment

or combination of environments that

might be found anywhere in the world.
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Mounted on the wing rack of a Navy P2V patrol bomber, a Ryan KDA-1 Firebee is readied for air launch at NADC, Johnsville, Pa.

NAVY ORDERS $4 MILLION

MORE RYAN FIREBEES
14 1

AN additional quantity of Ryan KDA-1 Firebee jet tar-

get drones has been ordered by the Navy in a contract

exceeding $4,000,000, T. Claude Ryan, president, an-

nounced recently.

The new order closely follows other Firebee con-

tracts, announced in February, for $15,500,000 from the

Air Force and Navy. Orders for these swift, highly ma-
neuverable drone missiles for the armed forces require

expanded production schedules well into 1958.

Known as the "flying bull"s-eye" which most closely

simulates the fast, high altitude flight of enemy jet

fighters and bombers, the Firebee provides realistic target

practice for defense crews. Remotely-controlled from the

ground, the Firebee has become operational in the Air

Force and is being adapted to use with the Fleet on both

the Pacific and Atlantic Coasts. They are replacing rela-

tively slow, piston-engined drone planes, or towed type tar-

gets which no longer realistically represent the enemy. The
Firebee can be recovered by a parachute system and used

repeatedly for target practice missions.

One of the advanced model Firebees has flown to

53,000 feet altitude and remained aloft 1 hour, 44V2

minutes to establish new performance marks for this type

of aircraft. Other Ryan Firebee drone missiles have flown

as far as 152 miles from their remote control ground

station. Some of the Firebees have made as many as 15

operational flights, each time being successfully recovered

by the parachute system.

Technicians test run a Ryan KDA-1 Firebee. Power plant

for Navy drone missile is Fairchild J-44-R-20 turbojet

which develops 1000 pounds of thrust at sea level. Fire-

bee is also designed for use with Continental J-69 turbojet.
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NOW! AUTOMATIC NAVIGATION
FOR GLOBAL JET FLIGHT

An advanced system of aerial navigation, with
the speed and precision demanded by high
speed jet flight, has been developed by Ryan
under sponsorship of the Navy's Bureau of

Aeronautics. Using continuous-wave radar, in

which Ryan is a recognized leader, the Ryan
AN/APN-67 navigator will enable fast-flying

military planes and future commercial jetliners

to travel to any point on the earth's surface

with new accuracy and speed.

Instantaneous in operation, the Ryan navigator

gives the pilot his position (latitude and longi-

tude), ground speed, ground mileage, drift

angle and ground track in continuous, readable

form. No computations are necessary. The
equipment is compact and self-contained. No
ground facilities are employed—no wind infor-

mation or aerological data are needed.

This significant contribution to jet navigation

is typical of the work which Ryan and the mili-

tary services are accomplishing in other fields

of electronics research such as supersonic mis-

sile guidance for the Air Force and helicopter

hovering devices for the Navy.

Electronics engineers will find a challenging future \rith ontstanding opportunities at Ryan

^14 1
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WHAT THE VERTIJET
CONCEPT MEANS!

In question and answer style, Bruce Smith, Ryan Vice

President, Engineering and Military Relations, explains

the advanced concept embodied in the design of the Air

Force-Ryan X-13 Vertijet and the advantages it brings to

military flight.

BRUCE SMITH

Q. In aerial warfare, will there be tactical advantages to

taking: off straight up and landing; straight down?

A. Obviously. VTOLs won't need big airfields, so they

can be dispersed more widely, and can get upstairs sev-

eral minutes faster for interception. But let's not go at

this backwards. We didn't tackle the VTOL project be-

cause someone wanted to take off and land vertically.

Q. Then why did you tackle it?

A. We tried to visualize future aircraft requirements of

the Defense Department. A plane will be needed, let's

say, that must fly at X speed; it must have Y range; it

must operate at Z height. No plane flying today can meet

those requirements. All right, how do we design a plane

which will meet them? How do we add power, fuel, bombs
without making the plane slower, heavier and clumsier?

I RANGE

z ALTITUDE

Q. This led you to the VTOL concept?

A. Yes, indirectly. Because we asked ourselves, "What

are today's planes carrying that they don't need? What
can we strip off to make tomorrow's planes even lighter

and cleaner yet higher-powered?" An answer occurred to

us: "Everything connected with take-off and landing

—

wheels, flaps, actuators, structural cut-outs and all the

other heavy equipment needed only to help it get off and

onto the ground." In other words, we set out to design a

plane with nothing but its airborne mission in mind.

Q. How much weight could you save by doing this?

A. About 10%. With that much dead weight pulled out.

we could build in 10% more "live" weight—more power

and performance.

Q. Then of course the question would arise, how could

such a plane get off the ground and onto it again?

A. Of course. And the answer was, vertically.

Q. How long did it take Ryan to work out the configura-

tion, control and stabilization systems for jet >TOL?

A. Roughly seven years. About all we deserve credit for

is unwavering persistence. Shortly after our concept had

reached the stage of ground testing in the backyard, the

Navy approached us with ideas for propeller-driven

VTOLs, and asked whether we'd be interested in building

one. We had to decline with thanks, because we couldn't

associate the idea of a prop-driven aircraft with the high-

speed, high-performance missions we thought would be

demanded of future planes. So the Na\T got the planes

built elsewhere. For awhile Ryan seemed to lag at the



tail-end of the VTO parade. But we thought our slant

would pay off eventually, so we kept plugging.

Q. What is the present status of prop-driven VTOs?

A. They are museum pieces. Everyone now agrees that

a plane with a propeller is too slow for modern combat.

Q. Did the Navy give any encouragement to your jet

VTOL project after you declined its proffered propeller

design?

A. Yes, it awarded us research and development con-

tracts with no deadline, so there was no pressure for the

haste which sometimes causes mistakes. BuAer kept en-

couraging us without nagging. And when its funds ran

out in 1953, it made the Ryan test vehicle available to

the Air Force for further development.

Q. When you developed the X-13 and tested it at Edwards
AFB, what difficulties did you encounter?

A. None that arose out of the plane's unique design.

We ran into several delays which weren't due to the plane

at all—a hangar fire, a trailer accident, a crane dropping

the plane—that sort of headache. But there wasn't a

single problem which arose because the plane was a

VTOL. I think this shows that the long years of prelimi-

nary design and backyard testing were well spent.

Q. The X-13 represents a radical new departure in air-

craft design. Is this design flexible enough so that it

might be the forerunner of all jet VTOL fighters?

A. Yes. We now have designs for a high-performance

supersonic Vertijet fighter or fighter-bomber for either

the Navy or Air Force.

Q. Will it be an odd-looking plane?

A. You might think so—we all did, in the early years

—

but to the surprise of everyone concerned, the design

evolved into a configuration very much like that of to-

day's fighters. If you saw our Vertijet fighter in level

flight you wouldn't guess it was a VTOL. It doesn't

look distorted or compromised at all, unUke the X-13

which of course is a research airplane not designed to

go anywhere or fight anybody.

Q. Has the Navy or Air Force awarded Ryan a produc-

tion contract for VTOLs?

A. Not at present. Nor can we guess when this is

likely to happen. I don't think anyone in the Defense

Department can guess either. There are no precedents

nor historical background to guide it in deciding whether

it should go into VTOL production and there are many

factors to consider which we have not encountered. We
know that many individual officers and civilians in and

above the Navy and Air Force are enthusiastic supporters

of the VTOL concept; but literally thousands of factors

have to be considered in such a far-reaching decision.

Until all have been fully considered and solutions reached,

there will be no decision.

Q. Which is the more likely development: tail-sitter

VTOLs, or VTOLs equipped with a belly hook for take-off

and landing from a cable?

A. The latter. Remember, we're thinking in terms of a

plane's airborne mission. This mission would be handi-

capped by the framework around the tail needed for a

tail-sitter. Incidentally, we also found in testing that the

tailpipe's downblast creates serious problems if it gets as

close to the ground as would be needed in tail-sitting.

Q. The X-13's ground trailer looks heavy and cumber-

some. Would such big ground equipment limit a VTOL's
strategic usefulness?

A. Certainly it would. But the X-13's ground trailer

turned out to be vastly heavier, larger and more costly

than we needed. The ground equipment for a combat

VTOL will look more like a pitchfork with a cable

stretched between the tines.

Q. You mean that a VTOL fighter could hook onto, or

take off from, nothing but a taut cable without a trailer?

A. Right. Stretch a heavy nylon rope between two

palm trees or two buildings, and there's your VTOL air-

field.

Q. Wouldn't a jet VTOL have to carry so much fuel for

take-off and landing that its range would be sharply

limited?

A. No. Actually a VTOL needs far less time, and less

fuel, than a conventional jet plane for landing and taking

off. Movies which show the X-13 in vertical hover for

such a long time are misleading, because in actual opera-

tion it wouldn't hang around nearly so long.

Q. Tomorrow's combat conditions may demand high

supersonic speed ranges. Do you figure that Ryan's com-

bat Vertijet could go very fast in level flight?

A. Yes. Because of the weight saved in eliminating all

landing apparatus, and because of the great excess thrust,

a jet VTOL should fly faster both horizontally and verti-

cally than any plane now in the air.

Q. To knock down a bomber like Russia's Bison, a fighter

might have to climb to 9 miles. Do you think a combat

Vertijet will go this high?

(Continued on Next Page)
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A. Certainly. Furthermore, it will get up there faster

than any plane which has to take time for a horizontal

take-off. By the time a conventional jet is airborne at

the end of a 15,000-foot runway, a Vertijet starting at

the same instant will be 15,000 feet high, or considerably

more. Foi the first 12,000 feet it will have climbed straight

up at supersonic speed.

Q. We hear that a Bison can shake off most fighters by

going into a turn too steep for them to matdi. Wliat about

potential maneuverability of VTOL fighters?

A. They will be more maneuverable than today's fight-

ers, because landing requirements won't dictate their

wing sizes. Their turning radius will be about one-fourth

that of current hot fighters—which means a VTOL could

turn inside a conventional fighter about four times in one

360° turn.

them, and everything else which goes into laying down

the great air bases now needed for jet bombers and trans-

ports.

y
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Q Could a VTOL fighter carry rockets or guided

missiles?

A. Yes, it could carry any armaments a conventional

fighter can. Remember, its configuration is approximately

the same.

Q. Could small VTOLs be used for a variety of opera-

tional assignments?

A. Our ideas for iet VTOLs don't cover the whole spec-

trum of military aviation. We have research and develop-

ment projects in the works for level-lift vertiplanes to

operate in lower speed ranges for reconnaissance and

rescue missions, anti-submarine duty, and other errands.

Q. Do you foresee VTOL bombers and transports?

A. In the present state of aeronautical engineering, I

don't think we can build a big bomber or transport for

nose-up take-off or landing. But big planes should be

able to go straight up or down in level lift, by means we

are now developing for our Vertiplane.

Q. Would there be tacticai advantages in doing this?

A. Aside from the time saved in take-offs and landings,

there would be great logistic gains. Planes could be

widely scattered at small bases, instead of concentrated

at a few fields with huge runways. We'd save all the

manpower, gravel, sand, concrete-mixers, ships to carry

Q. Would VTOL fighters and bombers require more, or

less, instrumentation than conventional types?

A. I don't see any difference.

Q. Would they be more expensive to design, and to build

in quantity, than conventional types?

A. It would be about a stand-off, but if anything the

VTOLs should cost a little less.

Q. Would maintenance problems be more complex for

VTOLs?

A. No, they'd be reduced, because there are fewer

things to maintain on a VTOL.

Q. Is vertical landing a higlily complex, delicate, danger-

ous maneuver?

A. It's almost a pushbutton operation. When our test

pilot, Pete Girard, wants a transition from vertical to hori-

zontal or the reverse, he simply dials it. Our test vehicle

in the factory yard has been operated by numerous pilots,

some of them quite unskilled. One Air Force flight sur-

geon, who isn't a professional pilot at all, took it up and

handled it as smoothly as anyone.

Q. Could a jet VTOL land or take off in high winds?

A. Yes. We've proven in flight testing at Edwards that

it can jump off or hook on in winds from any direction.

Q. In other words, a jet VTOL is a safe plane to fly?

A. As safe as any other jet, and probably safer. Re-

member, when a conventional jet comes in for horizontal

landing, at some point it's committed. It can't feel around

close to the ground. The pilot has to make up his mind

fast, and he can't change it at the last moment, no matter

what unexpected trouble may develop on the runway.

But a VTOL pilot is never committed. He can drop

down, feel around, back off, and angle his way gendy in.

Q. Do yoii think small private planes may ever be jet

VTOLs?

A. I wouldn't imagine so. Jet VTOLs will probably re-

main too expensive for private owners.
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The Ryan X-lSVertiJet has opened a netc

realm of faster fiight - - freed from rantrays. Its

sueeessfui derelopwnent teas achiered in four

major steps: /I/Test Vehicle, /2JHorizontal Fliffht,

/3/ Vertieal Flight, (4) Transition and Hover.





1PHASE

TEST VEHICLE

REVOLUTIONARY concepts are likely to have modest

beginnings. An offhand remark by an engineer that

a Ryan plane of World War II vintage, the Navy Fire-

ball, "might, given a chance and a little boost, climb

straight up," was not considered portentous at the time it

was made — in 1945.

But the germ of an idea didn't die. It nagged at the

minds of other engineers, who doodled out of thin air

sketches of the impossible — a jet vertical take-off and

landing plane. It was when they realized that before too

long, aircraft jet thrust was expected to exceed weight,

that they began asking, "Why not a VTOL plane?" Ryan

was off and running ahead of the pack in the race to create

a pure jet vertical take-off and landing plane.

The enthusiasm of such Ryan engineers as Bruce

Smith, now vice president, engineering and military rela-

tions; Herman Braasch, chief of aircraft projects; William

Immenschuh, chief of test operations; Charles Ackerman,

VTOL project engineer; and Ed Sly, test cell supervisor,

proved contagious. The VTOL "bug" had infected the

(Continued on Page 6)

A simple steel tubular structure (still

used) provided support for first of the
jet reaction control systems installed

on test vehicle predecessor to the X-13.

Before test vehicle was built, this twin duct configuration of jet re-

action controls was evaluated in horizontal position with jet engine
during tests conducted as part of original feasibility study contract.

In early phases, test vehicle's remote control panel

consisted of control stick and throttle mounted on
work bench behind glass front 40 feet from platform.



PHASE 1 TEST VEHICLE

Results of this test

on jet reaction con-
trol nozzle for after-

burning jet engine are
being applied to de-
signs of possible fu-

ture tactical version
of the Ryan X-13 Ver-
tijet concept.

In newest cockpit, with tilted seat to simulate X-13

arrangement, Girard checks out Navy Comdr. M. Beebe.

Main "umbilical" connector con be seen, upper left.

First cockpit built on test vehicle enabled test

pilot Pete Girard to sit upright atop engine's for-

ward end. Cockpit was made of junked fuel tank.



1PHASE A TEST VEHICLE

Navy, and in April of 1947, Ryan was awarded a con-

tract to "explore the feasibility of reaction control for

jet aircraft."

At the start, it was a paper job. The studies were

made with a conventional jet engine, the Allison J-33,

in a conventional horizontal test stand mounted on six

force rings. Schemes that were investigated included

eyelids on the main tailpipe; separate rotatable nozzles

using compressor bleed air, tailpipe gas bleed or an

auxiliary compressed air source; vanes in the jet exhaust,

and small rocket motors which could be rotated.

The engineers made computations which bolstered

their confidence. On paper, and based on jet reaction

in a horizontal position, they were able to show that

adequate control forces were available to permit hover-

ing flight. But it was still a matter of mathematics,

rather than demonstrative proof.

By 1949, the engineers realized it was time to apply

the principles to hardware in the vertical position. As
an amendment to the basic study contract, the Navy
authorized construction of the first of the test vehicles

with which the engineers and test pilots, Pete Girard

and Lou Everett, later proved that you can take a jet

plane straight up, accomplish a horizontal transition,

return to vertical and "walk" upright back to a receiving

platform.

The framework, which is still being used in an ad-

vanced form, was a simple steel tubular structure which
(Continued on Page 30)
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Maj. Gen. Albert Boyd, of Air Research and Develop-
ment Command, facing camera, "flew" vehicle in 1954,

as President T. Claude Ryan, right belowr, watched.

Girard keeps hands off controls to

show control system stability as the

vehicle hovers above its platform.





PHASE 2
HORIZONTAL FLIGHT
THE second phase of Vertijet development occurred

when the Air Force, with the complete cooperation of

the Navy, initiated a research jet VTOL aircraft program.

As a result, in August of 1953, a contract was awarded

Ryan by the Air Force covering construction and flight

testing of jet VTOL research aircraft, which were later

designated as the X-13 series.

The basic design of the X-13 incorporated a simplified

aerodynamic configuration, and little attention was devoted

to obtaining minimum drag characteristics. The Ryan de-

sign section, under D. H. Williams, and the technical divi-

sion, led by R. A. Fuhrman, decided that the X-13 would
use the delta wing because of its generally favorable charac-

teristics through the transition to vertical flight as well as

its applicability to high speed fighter type aircraft.

Selection of a suitable engine to power the X-13
proved difficult, as there was no American engine readily

(Continued on Page 32)

Girard and crew chief Rex Howard confer prior to

tal<e-off using convenlional fixed tricycle landing gear.

Ryan test pilot Peter Girard stands alongside X-13 in head-on view of plane. Nose boom devices measure sideslip at low speeds.
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3PHASE

VERTICAL FLIGHT

As the deadline for vertical flight testing approached,

the several support components for the airplane

reached their final stages of construction. The tricycle

landing gear on the X-13 was removed, and the plane was

fitted with its "pogo" tail-sitting gear. Constructed under

the guidance of the Ryan design section, the gear was

fabricated of tubular steel and given extensive tests to de-

termine shock absorbing efficiencies and structural strength.

Simultaneously, the ground service trailer built by the

Fruehauf Trailer Company to Ryan specifications had been

deUvered to Edwards Air Force Base. The vehicle had

been designed as a platform from which the X-13 could

be launched and recovered while in a vertical attitude. The

trailer was used initially in the hovering phase of flight

testing, where it greatly facilitated ground handling and

rotation of the X-13 to and from the vertical position on

the Pogo rig.

It was at this point that an external fire, started by an

accidentally shattered light bulb igniting spilled jet fuel,

resulted in damage to the plane which delayed the flight

testing program for approximately six weeks. No perm-

anent impairment was sustained by the X-13 however,

(Continued on Page 32)

X-13 equipped with tubular steel "pogo" tail-sit-

ting equipment approaclies cable for a simulated

hook-on. Pennants on cable aid pilot's visability.

With jet reaction control system in operation, pilot hai
absolute control of X-13 as airplane translates forward.

Hovering in vertical attitude, Vertijet demon-
strates spot landing technique. Landing with-

in an accuracy of two feet is routine for X-13.
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PHASE 4
TRANSITION and HOVER

NOVEMBER 28, 1956 was an important day in the

annals of the Ryan Aeronautical Company. It

marked the day that Test Pilot Peter Girard was to at-

tempt the first transition from level flight to a completely

vertical hovering attitute, then back to horizontal flight

in a jet-powered aircraft.

Already the X-13 had proved itself as a milestone in

aviation history. It had achieved conventional and hover-

ing flight. Now, with the stage set far above the burning

sands of Edwards Air Force Base, the time had come to

realize the ambitions of the engineers and technicians who
had visualized this day back in 1947.

The operational advantages of jet-powered VTOL
aircraft would be numerous. In Air Force tactical opera-

tions, they could be deployed anywhere in the world,

with a degree of mobility and dispersion hitherto unattain-

able with conventional fighter aircraft. At sea, task force

speed and maneuverability would be tremendously in-

creased, since launch and recovery could be initiated with-

out the carriers turning into the wind as they are required

to do with airplanes now in existence.

With the conventional tricycle landing gear back on
(Continued on Page 33^

Vertijet hangs motionless in space as
first jet VTOL transition in aviation
liistory is made far above Edwards AFB.

Witl< H-21 lielieopter acting as cliase

plane, X-13 begins exit transition
from vertical to conventional flight.
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Law of gravity is apparently defied as
Vertljet completes transition from hor-

izontal flight to vertical hovering.

Opposite page: After transition, Verti-

jet makes low altitude hovering approach
to trailer to simulate nose hook landing.
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"Pentagon brass today saw the incredible . . . defies gravity . . . sits on its tail . . . rises like a shot . .
." Chicago Duih Tribune.

Flanked by T. Claude Ryan (right) and Bruce Smith (left),

Peter Girard meets awed press after X-13 Pentagon flight.

WASHINGTON HAII^i

X-13 amazes VIP's, solons, officials\

GASPS of admiration by VIP's and the press and public

accompanied the spectacular flights of the Ryan X-13

Vertijet, on July 28 and 30, during the Air Force's Golden

Anniversary celebration in the nation's capital.

A crowd of 100,000 watched in amazement Sunday,

July 28 as Peter Girard, Ryan chief engineering test pilot,

took ofT vertically, transitioned to horizontal flight at 75

feet altitude for a high-speed run, then switched back to

vertical position for the deftly performed hook-on landing

on the ground service trailer.

Two days later, before an invited group of top-ranking

sw jet . . . beside the Pentagon ... to give bug-eyed military officials a glimpse of the future . . Nti. \oiti H^.-... I.
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military officials from all services, civilian Pentagon

employees and members of Congress, Girard again demon-

strated the Vertijet's capabilities at the river entrance to

the Pentagon, commemorating the 48th anniversary of the

final acceptance flight of the first military aircraft by

Orville Wright and Lt. Benjamin D. Foulois on July 30,

1909.

These were the first public displays of the revolution-

ary new technique of all-jet VTOL flight — performed

three and one half months after Girard, under conditions

of secrecy, made the world's first complete cycle transition

from vertical-to-horizontal-to-vertical flight at Edwards

Air Force Base, California.

The Washington, D. C. performances were hailed as

an aviation milestone by Lt. Gen. Donald L. Putt, Deputy

Chief of Staff, Development, U. S. Air Force. Addressing

the VIP's at the Pentagon demonstration. Putt declared:

"The performance of the X-13 is quite remark-

able even to the extent that to some, 'seeing is not

quite believing.' But I believe we are witnessing a

trend of things to come. The Ryan company is to

be commended for its successful achievement.

"The X-13 is a research aircraft project started in

S RYAX VERTIJET
I unique Pentagon flight

1953 to explore the possibilities and problems involved

in vertical take-off and landing aircraft.

"While the X-13 itself is not a combat aircraft,

I am sure that it is quite obvious it has all the advan-

tages inherent in a combat airplane that would com-

bine the vertical performance of the helicopter and

the horizontal flight performance of the conven-

tional jet aircraft.

"The elimination of the need for large areas for air-

fields and long runways, the capability for easy dispersal,

greatly increased mobility and decreased reaction times,

are just a few of the many advantages to be gained.

"There are still many unsolved problems but recent

development of small high thrust, low weight engines have

brought us a step closer to a combat capability. This

does not mean that aircraft having this capability will

appear in operational units today or tomorrow. They are

still sometime in the future.

"It does mean, however, that we have established

the feasibility of such an aircraft and that operational

planners may now include this capability in their

plans for manned aircraft of the future. The Air

Force is continuing its development of vertical and

short take-off landing aircraft."

Another military leader, Lt. Gen V. J. McCaul, Marine

Corps' Director of Aviation, later expressed hope of early

tactical development of such a plane to reduce the prob-

lem of acquiring and maintaining airfields behind enemy

lines.

"Even the brass hats rubbed their eyes" Los Angeles Times.

"Amazing Vertijet . . . spectators could hardly believe their

eyes . . . service leaders were impressed" Wasly'ington St,n.

"To some seeing is not quite believing." Gen. D. I.. Putt, USAF.

"Shoots up into the air . . . levels off . . . whips off in level

flight . . . lands vertically . . . hangs itself up" Wash. Post.
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Compact, easy-to-read electronic navigator gives pilot precise information, "pin-points" him anywhere in the world automatically.

ffPIN-POIXT'' NAVIGATOR
Ryan's APlS/67 automatic navigator is revealed

as lightest^ simplest, most compact
navigator for global jet flight.

Carl Gottwald, assistant chief of elec-

tronic projects, with the integral anten-
na — transmitter-receiver of new unit.

FIRST details of a unique system of

"electronics intelligence," which ful-

ly meets the navigational requirements

of high speed, jet-powered flight, have

been released by the U. S. Navy and

Ryan Aeronautical Company.
Based on more than 10 years of

concentrated research, Ryan and the

Navy have perfected the most advanced

continuous-wave radar Doppler sys-

tem, and the equipment for its opera-

tion, that is available for aerial navi-

gation.

Designated AN APN-67, the sys-

tem is the ligluesr automatic electronic

navigator in production. The Navy
version weighs only approximately 200
pounds, and other versions, including

Ryan"s Model .107 and the airline ver-

sion, weigh as little as 100 pounds or

less.

The new navigator is also the simp-

lest system available, requiring no

special adjustments. It uses a single

antenna and less tubes and components

than any other. The need for adjust-
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ing components has been "designed

out" of the system.

The most compact navigator avail-

able, the AN/APN-67 has been
sub-miniaturized, transistorized, and

designed to use functionally complete

modular units with advanced etched

circuits. It has been designed to be

compatible with the 2ATR spaces
required by airlines.

It is jast. Data is gathered instan-

taneously and continuously and auto-

matically reduced to visual display. No
manual computations are needed.

The Ryan navigator is highly accu-

rate. It not only "pin-points" the pilot

over distant global destinations but

keeps him "on course" with precision.

It is a complete system, providing

all navigational data, including latitude

and longitude, ground speed, desired

and actual ground track, drift angle,

ground miles traveled, and course

error.

Since the unit is self-contained, it

requires no ground facilities or aero-

logical data, and operates over oceans

and ground terrain in all weather.

The unit is available. It is in pro-

duction for the Navy, and is "here"

in both principle and hardware.

The navigator has been proved out

in actual flight test in military patrol

and attack aircraft, and has passed the

Navy's stringent OPDEVFOR (Op-
erational Development Force) tests.
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APN-67 automatic navigator uses two radar beams, directed from port and star-
board, and aimed aft of tlie airplane. System uses narrow-beam continuous-wave
radar for better over-water effect, and better radar echo effect at less power.

The APN-67 is the most reliable

automatic navigator available. It does

not require adjustments, contains the

least number of components of any

navigation system, and is based upon
continuous-wave radar, inherently the

most direct and reliable method of ob-

taining Doppler ground speed data in

flight.

RADAR SYSTEM
The Ryan APN-67 consists of a

radar system and a computation sys-

tem. The "front end" of the equip-

ment is a continuous wave (C-W)
radar set which transmits only two

narrow beams of microwave energy to

the ground and receives back scattered

microwave echoes. The radar system

employs a low-powered transmitter,

combined with zero-beat superhetero-

dyne detection techniques.

(Continued, on Next Page)

Space-saving control console and instrument panel of the automatic navigator.
Commercial version, designated Model 107C, is designed to give airline op-
erators additional economy due to precise navigation in long-range flights.
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Examining control panel in vertical set-up are Owen Olds (left), chief elec-
tronics engineer, and Carl Gottwald, assistant chief of electronic projects.
Map on easel shows course of U. S. Navy flight which proved system's precision.

Since, instantaneously, an aircraft

has a component of velocity along the

line-of-sight from the receiver-transmit-

ter to the ground, the frequency of the

echo energy is shifted from that of the

transmitter by the Doppler frequency.

Because the Ryan APN-67 employs

continuous wave techniques, the trans-

mitted energy is concentrated at a sin-

gle frequency, rather than being spread

over a broad spectrum of frequencies.

such as results from pulsed transmis-

sion. Also the serious "altitude hole"

problems encountered in pulse-Dop-

pler radar do not affect a C-W system.

Continuous wave techniques, com-
bined with narrow beam widths, result

in a single, extremely narrow echo

spectrum from each beam, displaced

from the transmitted frequency by the

Doppler shift. The Doppler signals are

determined directly by a zero-beat su-

perheterodyne detection system. The
detected Doppler shifts are measured
and used in a data stabilizing compu-
ter, together with information normally

available within the aircraft, to provide

precise measurements of aircraft
ground speed components. These com-
ponents are then integrated by a navi-

gational computer to provide present

position and other outputs of the sys-

tem. Special features of the APN-67
computer are automatic corrections for

both compass deviations and magnetic

variation.

The receiver-transmitter (R-T) in-

cludes in a single integral package

the system's only microwave generator,

waveguide, a reflector, a radome, and
the two microwave crystal detectors.

The microwave generator is a special

Varian klystron which provides fre-

quency stability and ruggedness in a

compact envelope incorporating an in-

tegral cooling jacket.

Its output is divided between two
antenna feeds within the R-T, and a

small portion is fed to the two crj'stal

detectors. The reflector forms the two

radiation beams and receives the ech-

oes returned from the earth. The two

signals which lie in the audio range

have finite band widths because the

incidence angles are not the same for

all parts of the antenna main lobes.

The major function of the dual-channel

Radar determines ground position data, which is fed into computers, and transmitted into visual indicators or remote controls.
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Course deviation indicator is only

dial pilot needs to watch. "Zero-
ing" needle keeps airplane on course.

This compact analog computer, one of

two in the "67," automatically calcu-
lates distance traveled, drift angle.

Precise, continuous calculation of
airplane's present position and course
deviation comes from this computer.

Signal Data Converter is to measure

the center frequency of each Doppler

spectrum corresponding to the center

of each antenna beam, and to provide

outputs suitable for the analog compu-
tation system.

Each Signal Data Converter chan-

nel is effectively an amplifier plus a

very narrow-band filter and an analog

output device. This filter searches the

band for possible signals, then tunes to

and tracks the power-center frequency

of the received Doppler spectrum. Al-

though equating power-center to beam-
center frequencies involves certain

small errors which depend upon the

antenna beam width and the type of

terrain below the aircraft, the compu-
tation system provides compensation

for these effects. The system is cali-

brated for over-land operation, and a

manually-operated switch changes cali-

bration for over-sea operation.

The Signal Data Converter incorp-

orates circuitry which automatically

transfers the computation system to

memory operation in the absence of

sufficient echo signal strength. The out-

put of the radar system consists of

synchro signals, corresponding to the

port and starboard Doppler frequencies.

Contrary to common belief, it is not

necessary to use two separate antennas

to discriminate received energy from
transmitted energy. One of the unique

design features of the Ryan APN-67 is

its ability to transmit and receive two
continuous wave radar beams using

only a single receiver-transmitter. An-
other design feature is that the receiver-

transmitter is a sealed black box, with

no moving parts and no adjustments.

Also, unlike other systems, the radome
is furnished as an integral part of the

Ryan equipment.

COMPUTATION SYSTEM

The computation system removes

from the Doppler signals those com-
ponents not produced by aircraft hori-

zontal ground velocity, computes the

navigational parameters and presents

(Continued on Page 26)

Signal Data Converter feeds port and
starboard Doppler shift signals to
drift angle, ground miles computer.

Flush-mounted for minimum wind-drag,
antenna is divided, serves both port
and starboard sides at the same time.
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From original structure on harbor tidelands (sawtooth-roofed structure at left), Ryan has expanded to this vast plant on 49 acres.

The 1957 storr at Rran has been one of

EXPLOSIVE GROWTH
THIRTY-FIVE years ago a young Air

Corps Reserve flier. T. Claude
Ryan, opened an aerial sightseeing

business with one war-surplus "Jenny"

on a postage-stamp sized field along

San Diego's waterfront.

In that barnstorming era. the idea

that this one plane would prove the

foundation of a multi-million dollar en-

terprise seemed preposterous. But the

pattern gradually began to emerge

—

Huge Boeing KC-135 fuselage section-
on round-the-clock schedules at Ryan—
have been major factor in expansion



from sightseeing to regularly scheduled

airline service to conversion of old

planes into commercial transports, and

finally to creation of Ryan aircraft from

original, trail-blazing concepts.

Growth has been the Ryan story for

these 35 years—a steady growth based

on long-range projection of company
needs. Occasionally this growth has

been in explosive, mushrooming bursts

to meet urgently pressing production

demands. Such has been Ryan Aero-

nautical Company's experience in

1957.

Record peacetime activity has cata-

pulted Ryan over the magic 1 million

mark in square feet of useable factory

and storage space at its San Diego

headquarters on Lindbergh Field.

A new self-contained assembly plant

has been acquired in Torrance, Cali-

fornia, in the Los Angeles metropolitan

area.

A shop with highly specialized ma-
chinery has been purchased in Ingle-

wood, California.

And, expansion plans are still being

formulated in the wake of a substan-

tial employment surge which has

levelled off at just above the 8,000

mark, less than 900 short of the all-

time peak reached in World War IL

Ryan's wide diversity exerts con-

stant pressure on plant space. Pro-

In this giant temperature, humidity and altitude chamber installed in new
Engineering and Research Center, Ryan-made equipment undergo tests which
guarantee reliability under adverse conditions in actual aircraft use.

duction ranges from the largest as-

semblies ever subcontracted in the air-

craft industry (the 60-foot aft fuselage

sections for the Boeing KC-135 Air

Force jet tanker-transport and 707
commercial Stratoliner) to the small

black boxes of the completely auto-

matic electronic navigator for military

and commercial aircraft. Between

these extremes are Ryan's own air-

frame projects, the Air Force's X-13
Vertijet, the Army's Vertiplane, the

Air Force's and Navy's Firebee jet tar-

get drone missile; the power packages

and pylons for the Douglas DC-8 Jet-

liner; the myriad of components for jet

engines, exhaust manifolds for piston

engines, rocket engines, etc.

To cope with the great variety and
number of projects, Ryan has sought

fullest utilization of the tideland area

on which the San Diego plant is located

at Lindbergh Field. Walls have been

(Coiiliniied on Next Page)

Night view of Ryan's new $500,000 Engineering and Research Center for engineering personnel and latest in laboratory facilities.



Ryan officials confer on assembly line for Firebee jet target drone missiles, speedily set up in newly acquired plant at Torrance.

literally pushed back, and building ex-

tensions have been constructed to the

space saturation point.

A steel two-story extension to the

principal subassembly building, provid-

ing an additional 28,800 square feet of

floor space, was no sooner completed

early this year than a major decision

was reached to erect two large struc-

tures for centralization of activities

which have experienced phenomenal
expansion—engineering and tooling.

Today, a handsome new Engineer-

ing and Research Center, containing

On a 27-acre site in the Los Angeles Harbor area, this self-contained plant adja-
cent to the Torrance Municipal Airport offers Ryan a potential for expansion that
could more than double present capacity for assembly work on major projects.
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43,300 square feet in two levels, and

an imposing Tooling Fabrication Build-

ing, also two stories high and with

45,000 square feet, have gone into

service.

The half-million dollar Engineering

and Research Center brings together

most of the 1,100 employees with

engineering and related skills under

one roof, improving efficiency and

economy of operations.

All laboratories are located on the

first floor, thus centralizing testing and

research activity which had been con-

ducted in various areas of the plant.

These include chemical, metallurgical,

instrumentation, environmental test,

physical test, hydraulic and auto-pilot

laboratories, and engineering research

machine shop. Most of the olfices are

on the second floor of the structure,

which contains as one of its unique

features automatically controlled sun

louvers on the southern exposure. .An

electric timer controls aU louvers,

which rotate in accordance with the

time of day to keep out sun glare and

excess heat.

(Continued on Page iO)



VERTICAL FLIGHT
by Dr. Coiirtland E. Perkins, Chief Scientist, U. S. Air Force

" K LTHOUGH there is a relatively

/» small program in helicopters

and VTOL and STOL aircraft in the

Air Force, this does not mean that this

will always be so. First of all, we must

all keep in mind that great ingenuity of

design concept will develop new re-

quirements of themselves and those in-

terested in these fields within the Air

Force look with hope toward the broad

research and development program in

the area of VTOL for a new concept

that may within itself develop an Air

Force requirement.

"It goes without saying that we all

would like to have a flying machine

This article is a condensation of the

speech given by Dr. Perkins before the

American Helicopter Society. May 9,

1957, in Washington, D. C.

that could take off and land vertically,

operate at long range and travel at

high cruising speeds. Up until very

recently, these requirements have been

extremely incompatible. The high

specific weights of the internal com-
bustion engine as well as the very low

thrust available at high speeds with the

propeller led to a VTO solution

through the use of a large diameter

(Continued on Next Page)

. . the X-13 took off from its wire in a vertical attitude, transitioned Immediately with no fuss to high horizontal flight speeds .

.
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"...a highly efficient airframe mal<in9 the maximum use of boundary layer control, high performance flaps, and thrust line inclination.'

rotor or rotors and to the helicopter as

we have known it up through the

Korean War. The heHcopter, which is

the most efficient flying machine for

vertical take-off and landing, as well

as for hovering, suffers aerodynamical-

ly from low L D's and rotor mechanics

that limit seriously both its range and

cruising speed potential. In spite of

these handicaps, the helicopter has

found a firm spot for itself in both mili-

tary and commercial flight due to its

MACH NUMBER

supremely important capability in ver-

tical take-off, landing and hovering.

"In man's pursuit for ever-increasing

performance, he has been searching for

ways and means for achieving the ver-

tical take-off and landing capability

presently available to the helicopter

and, at the same time, to design around

the areodynamic and mechanical diffi-

culties inherent in this machine. The
advent of the lightweight gas turbine

which will do great things for the heli-

copter at the same time is leading us

to a different avenue of approach,

namely, the VTOL and STOL air-

plane. We see that the old problem con-

fronting the designer with an internal

combustion engine may possibly be

circumvented and that with ingenuity

of design the requirements for \TOL
speed and range may be becoming

quite compatible. The large thrust

available from these lightweight power

plants make it possible to achieve ver-

tical or short field take-offs with con-

"The helicopter . . . suffers oerodynamical-
ly from low L D's and rotor mechanics."

Chart compares 'copter, Vertiplane, jet.
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Chart shows that "helicopter is most effi-

cient flying machine for vertical take-
off and landing, as well as for hovering."

figuration designed for high speed as

well as long range. An example of this

might be the gas turbine-propeller air-

craft designed as a cargo carrier op-

erating with ranges in excess of 1000

miles at cruising speeds of about 300
knots and a capability of vertical take-

off and landing. We also see that in the

area of the supersonic fighter, the

thrust required to achieve supersonic

speeds will almost permit the capability

of vertical take-off and landing. All of

this places just over the horizon a

whole new array of possible aircraft

solutions which may generate a whole

new family of requirements within the

Armed Forces.

"We continue to view as our ulti-

mate objective the possibility of an

aircraft that can cruise or fight at high

speed, can operate at relatively long

range and at the same time operate off

unprepared fields. The present day

controversy rages along the lines of

how unprepared the fields can be and

how far we should go towards the

HELICOPTER

PROPELLER WING

JET

purely vertical take-off and landing

airplane and especially how much will

this capability cost us?

"We can see the possibility today of

combining the lightweight gas turbine

with a highly efficient airframe making

the maximum use of boundary layer

control, high performance flaps, thrust

line inclination and other design means

in order to achieve extremely short

field performance. There is no ques-

(Continiied on Page 29)

. the helicopter has found a firm spot . . . due to its supremely important capability in vertical take-off, landing and hovering.'
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WHAT IS DOPPLER?
Doppler, simply put, is this: Waves of energy (sound, light, radio)

seem to have higher frequency when projected from a source that is

moving toward an observer and lower frequency when the observer is

moving away from tlie radiating source. The amount of change is pro-
portional to the relative change in motion between observer and source.

In the illustration, a trumpet note has true pitch for the fisherman
who is motionless. To the cyclist, the same note seems to be lower pitched,
because less waves are reaching his ears per second. To the faster moving
locomotive engineer, the note is still lower in pitch. To an observer ap-
proaching the trumpeter, the note would sound higher in pitch.

A microwave transmitted from a radar set acts in the same way. If the
transmitter is moving, as in an airplane, the frequency of the radar beam
wiU be changed when it is reflected back to the airplane. This change
can be measured with split-hair accuracy and used to find the airplane's
speed over the ground.

The phenomenon is called "Doppler Effect" because it was first
noticed by Johann Christian Doppler, an Austrian mathematician who
published a paper on it in 1842.

At its soiu-ce, sound or light energy is emitted as waves, and spreads
out from the source as do ripples when a stone is dropped Into a still

pond. When the ripples approach an observer, he gives the rate at which
they approach a value. Light waves are "green" or "red"; sound waves
become "high notes" or "low notes."

Doppler reasoned, however, that if an observer were moving away
from or toward the source of energy, the value he would assign to the
ripples would change in proportion to the rate of speed of the observer.

That Doppler was correct in his reasoning has been confirmed count-
less times, and the Doppler Effect is today the basis for many important
measuring devices in electronics, including Ryan's APN-67.

"PIN-POINT" NAVIGATOR
(Continued from Page 19)

them in either visual or electrical form,

or both. It discriminates the signal ele-

ments produced by irrelevant aircraft

motion, such as pitch, roll, climb and

descent, and determines ground speed,

ground miles and drift angle directly.

With the addition of heading data, the

system goes on to compute the earth

referenced parameters (latitude, longi-

tude, ground track, course deviation,

true heading, North-South and East-

West miles).

For versatility, the system has been

designed as a few basic units plus a

number of accessory components which

may be added in varying combinations

to meet the exact requirements of
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specific applications.

Amplifiers, gear trains, differentials,

function cams, multipliers, transmitters

and motors typical of electromechani-

cal analog computers comprise the

building blocks of the computation

system. The electrical outputs are syn-

chro shaft positions which are propor-

tional to either changes in, or the ab-

solute value of, the various naviga-

tional parameters. The visual outputs

are displayed by pointers or counters,

whichever is appropriate.

OPERATION
The principal units of the system

are the Receiver-Transmitter, the Sig-

nal Data Converter, the Ground Miles

and Drift Angle Computer, and the

Navigational Computer. A power sup-

ply, cooler, amplifiers, junction box

and remote indicators are also in-

cluded.

The complete system is operated by
controls on the Control Indicator pan-

el. The "Power Off" switch turns the

system on; position fixes and desired

track are set in by means of the selec-

tor and slew control. The indicators

are activated or stopped during a fix

set-in by means of the "Ind-Reset"

switch. The "Land-Sea" switch alters

the system calibration to compensate

for the difference in back-scattering

between land and average sea.

APPLICATIONS
For the human navigator, continu-

ous information on the aircraft's posi-

tion, in longitude and latitude, desired

and actual ground track, ground miles

traveled, drift angle, ground speed and
course error are displayed on dials

and counters. For the pilot, a single

course error indicator is the only in-

strument he needs to take him to any

destination in the world. By keeping

the needle of this instrument at "zero,"

he flies his desired ground track with-

out regard for wind or drift.

The Ryan APN-67 and related

equipment has far-reaching importance

for both military and commercial air-

craft of all types. It is now being used

in aerial magnetic survey work, with

the Navy's "Project Magnet." to more
accurately determine the intensity and

direction of the earth's magnetic field.

And, a special version of the equip-

ment is being used with helicopters in

ASW work as the means for providing

all weather capability to these rotary-

winged aircraft.

Knowledge of present position,

whether in latitude and longitude, grid

miles or range and bearing coordinates,

is a basic requirement of all missions.

One obvious military benefit is the

ability to report accurately the loca-

tion of a contact in the patrol ASW and

AEW missions. This permits the weap-

on delivery-type aircraft or ships to

accurately locate the contact site with-

out the need for detecting aircraft to

remain in the area. The ability of

minelayers, bombers and fighter-bomb-

ers to precisely locate a target is greatly

enhanced, as is the value of reconnais-

sance and magnetic survey informa-

tion, when it can be pin-pointed in

terms of latitude and longitude.

AIRLINE BENEFITS

A commercial version of the Ryan

(Continued on Sext Page)



automatic navigator has been con-

ceived especially to meet airline needs.

It provides an accurate solution to the

long range navigational problem in a

lightweight, compact package. It pro-

vides information concerning ground

speed, drift angle, present position and

destination position in degrees of lati-

tude and longitude, great circle course

and distance to destination, course er-

ror, wind speed and wind direction.

Knowledge of ground speed and

drift angle also permits advantage to

be taken of prevailing winds, resulting

in increased speed and range. To the

military, this means increased mission

capabilities. To the airlines, it means
greater economies based on savings in

fuel and time enroute, more accurate

ETA's and reduced stack time at air-

ports. In addition, continuous, accu-

rate knowledge of position and track

can mean the difference between a

routine flight and a disaster.

Airlines, preparing to install jet-

liners in their systems, are keenly in-

terested in the commercial versions of

the Ryan automatic navigator because

of their need for a fast, automatic,

light-weight system to guide their

flights over long distances. Jet flight

requires a navigational system which

will unerringly maintain a fast-flying

plane "on course" all the way to its

destination, because of the greater

speeds and higher fuel consumptions

involved.

Another welcome benefit, which the

Ryan navigator system brings to pilots

and navigators, is freedom from con-

tinuous computations. With all com-
puting automatically performed, the

pilot and navigator are relieved of this

time-consuming and diverting occupa-

tion just when they need the freedom

most — while flying a higher speed

aircraft which permits less time for

complex deductions.

EARLY WORK
The fact that ground speed and

drift angle data are particularly im-

portant navigational parameters has

long been recognized. Early efforts to

determine them electronically began

more than 20 years ago at the Naval

Research Laboratory. In June, 1933,

a project was established at NRL for

the development of radio navigational

devices, with particular emphasis

placed on means for the measurement

of ground speed and drift angle. This

work lead to a report in 1945 cover-

ing tests which demonstrated the feasi-

bility of a Doppler type ground speed

indicator.

Basically, this pointed the way to

the use of some means for measuring

the shift in frequency (Doppler effect)

which occurs when radio waves are

transmitted and reflected from objects

(aircraft and ground) which are mov-
ing with respect to each other. Pulse

type radar had been brought to a high

point of development during World

War II as a means for obtaining range

information. On the other hand, air-

borne continuous wave radar tech-

niques were little known and suitable

equipment, such as microwave genera-

tors and microwave detectors, had not

been developed. Thus, it was natural

that many companies, interested in the

development of Doppler navigational

equipment, would choose to pursue

their work with pulse type radar.

C-W RADAR
In 1946, Ryan electronics engineers

were searching for a suitable "electro-

nic brain," or guidance system, for the

Ryan Firebird — the Air Force's first

air-to-air missile. Because the missile

was relatively small, a compact light-

weight electronics package was needed.

Ryan turned to serious consideration

of continuous wave radar principles to

(Conlinned on Page 28)

R€AF TO GET FIREBEES

Use of the Ryan Firehee target

drone missile will be extended to

Canada, it was indicated recently
after a delegation from the Royal
Canadian Air Force visited the
plant for a 10-day spares provis-
ioning conference.

Purpose of the conference with
Ryan executives was to determine
the type and quantity of spare parts
required for maintenance of the
Firehee in military use.
An undisclosed number of KDA-

1 model Firebees (similar to that
used by the U. S. Navy) will be ac-

quired by the Royal Canadian Air

Force, it was reported. Dates of
delivery were not revealed, nor were
any other details of the drones'
prospective assignments.
The Canadian spares provision-

ing "team," which flew here from
Ottawa, was comprised of 14 men.
Two in the group were civilians

representing The Fairey Aviation
Co. of Canada, Ltd. The R.C.A.F.
men included specialists in engines,
supplies, installation in the "Lan-
caster" mother plane, electrical pro-
jects, telecommunications, and
ground handling.

Alembfis of a Royal Cum n i i I me delegation which conferred with Ryan
officials recently regarding fpiiei pioi if/oi?ing of Firebees to be used in Canada are.

standing, left to right, G H Sintth electiical project officer; ]. Dick, ground
handling specialist; A. E. Suthetland dtone specialist officer; J. G. McManus, Lan-

caster installation; ]. R. Dupuis scaling and scheduling; John F. Martin, Fairey

Aviation Company of Canada, Ltd. representative; Squadron Leader Arthur E. Falls,

chairman; G. O. Emison, Ryan assistant project engineer; and A. W. McKenzie,
telecommunication specialist. Kneeling, left to right, are Ryanites—R. J. Heckman,
spare parts liaison, contract administration; H. E. Brown, supervisor, contract spares,

contract administration; V. F. Wilcox, spare parts analyst, contract administration;

and A. W. Kilmer, production liaison, production control.
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Offic/Js M shipment of first 707 jft f/isehtge from Sun Diego .ire. left to right.

Arthur B. NorderniJii, Siiiitj Fe Railway freight itgent: E. M. ]i'\ttson, Ryan traf-

fic general supervisor: J. L. Corti. Boeing traffic seriice supervisor; and Ed G.

Stubbs, Santa Fe freight agent.

FIRST 707 IWIT SHIPPED
Completion of the first aft fuse-

lage section ever built in San Diego
for a commercial jet airliner was
announced recently by Ryan.
The giant, 40-foot long, 3-ton

section, containing 36 windows, an
aft entry door, a galley door, and
two cargo doors in its two decks,
was shipped Jidy 10 to Boeing Air-

plane Company, Seattle, for mating
with other units of the first pro-
duction plane of the 707 Jet Strato-
liner series.

"This marks a major milestone
for aircraft production in San
Diego, inasmuch as this is the first

fuselage section designed to carry-

passengers in the forthcoming Jet
Age of air travel," T. Claude Ryan,
company president, said.

Ryan has extensive contracts with
Boeing to build the aft fuselage
units, a project expected to con-
tinue into the 1960's. Boeing has
orders for lijl of the swept-wing.

600-mile-an-hour planes from 13 of
the world's leading airlines, with
the Stratoliner delivery scheduled
for late next year to Pan American
World Airways.

Ryan's Stratoliner work is being
performed concurrently with pro-
duction of aft fuselage sections for
the Air Force's in-flight refueling
jet tanker-transport, the Boeing
KC-135. Dehveries of KC-135 sec-

tions have been under way since De-
cember, 1955, and production is

being gradually accelerated. The
Stratoliner orders came after the
KC-135 contracts, and for more
than 2V2 years, Ryan has been en-
gaged in the biggest tooling pro-
gram of its history. Much of the
hiring surge of the past year, which
has sent the payroll over the 8,000
mark, only a few hundred short of
the all-time employment record set

in World War II, is due to the KC-
135 and 707 production buildup.

'PIN-POINT" NAVIGATOR
(Conlimied from Page 1'

)

develop such a system. The Ryan
APN-67 automatic navigator is the

result of a team effort involving the

Navy's Bureau of Aeronautics, Ryan
Aeronautical Company and several

subcontractors, principally Varian As-

sociates and the Kollsman Instrument

Corp. The teamwork covers a period

of more than five years.

The basic reason that Ryan elec-

tronics engineers looked to continuous

wave radar, in 1946, to solve their

missile problem was because C-W ra-

dar ofTered inherent advantages. Pulse

type radar transmits energy in inter-

mittent spurts, or pulses, then stops to

"hear" the returning echoes between

the pulses. Continuous wave radar can

transmit and receive simultaneously

and continuously. This permits more
accurate information to be obtained

within a time interval, because more
electronic data is handled. It permits

lighter weight equipment because less

power is required for comparable per-

formance. One factor which demands
that pulse radar employ more power
is the substantial waste of energy in

side band dissipation involved in pulse

type operation.

Believing that continuous wave ra-

dar principles ofTered the most direct,

although most difficult, route to air-

borne Doppler type systems, Ryan en-

gineers set out to advance the state of

the art. In 1948, Ryan engineers be-

gan working with Varian Associates

on the task of developing a microwave
generator suitable for a C-W airborne

Doppler radar. Out of this effort, a

new klystron transmitter, representing

a major contribution to modern mirco-

wace techniques, was created.

Working with the Kollsman Instru-

ment Corp., Ryan subcontracted the

development of a high precision elec-

tromechanical computing system for

the APN-67, which is beheved to be

the most accurate of its type. Many
other important components, necessary

to the use of continuous wave radar

equipment of this type, have been de-

signed and produced within the Ryan
electronics laboratory.

The first APN-67 to fly was an ex-

perimental unit constructed by the R.

F. Research Branch of the Naval Re-

search Laboratory in 1951. Flight

tests of the first unit, as well as the

earlier experimental devices, led the

Airborne Equipment Division of the

Navy's Bureau of Aeronautics to award

a development contract to the Ryan
Aeronautical Company. A second con-

tract to develop and build pre-produc-

tion prototype systems was let in 1953.

A contract for production of the APN-
67 was awarded in early 1955.

ERRATUM

In the last issue of the Ryan Re-
porter, it was erroneously stated in

the article entitled "Spirit Behind
the Spirit" that the French aviators.

INungesser and Coli, were killed

while taking off from Roosevelt
Field when their plane crashed.
.Actually, the two fliers were lost at

sea while attempting to fly non-
stop froni Paris to New \ork.

\S e wish to thank two readers of
our publication. Messrs. Lauren D.
Lyman. Vice President. United Air-

craft Corp. : and Edward E. Slattery

.

Jr.. Chief. Public Information, Civil

Aeronautics Board, for calling our
attention to this error.
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VERTICAL FLIGHT
(Continued from Page 25)

tion but that it is possible to achieve

an extremely large reduction in take-

off and landing requirements by appli-

cation of the present state-of-the-art.

"It does not seem impossible to de-

velop cargo aircraft with our present

know-how to achieve take-offs and

landings over 50 feet obstacles in dis-

tances of 500 to 1000 feet. There is

also no question but that these air-

planes would be of tremendous value

to the Armed Forces as logistic sup-

port aircraft if available.

"Despite our present ability to de-

velop aircraft with high cruising speeds,

relatively long range, and excellent

short field capability, we still must

face up to the fact that in many in-

stances the Armed Forces will desire

hovering ability and true vertical take-

off and landing performance.

"We must remember that for air-

planes requiring long hovering times,

the rotored helicopter is the most effi-

cient solution while at the other end

of the spectrum, fighter aircraft, re-

quired to operate supersonically at

high Mach numbers and with vertical

take-off capability, can be solved by

a configuration using the direct turbo-

jet.

"Probably the area of largest in-

terest, as far as requirement is con-

cerned for the general class of turbine-

propelled VTOL or STOL aircraft

within the Armed Forces, is the medi-

um weight cargo utility airplane op-

erating in the 300 knot cruising range,

with a range of 1000 miles plus.

"... we also feel that some sort of

a tactical supersonic fighter or fighter-

bomber with vertical take-off and land-

ing capability may be desired in the

near future. It is interesting to note

that our research and development pro-

gram in this area has been yielding

excellent results. The research and
development program at Ryan involv-

ing this category of aircraft has been

very successful indeed and may well be

that ingenious solution that leads to a

requirement that I alluded to at the

beginning of this talk.

"It is a considerable coincidence that

the Air Force at 6:00 o'clock this eve-

ning released the information on the

initial flight test program of the Ryan
X-13 Vertijet. This program, under

study by Ryan since 1947, is focused

on the problems of VTOL for a straight

jet fighter making use of the fact, as I

mentioned earlier, that the increased

thrust weight ratios required for super-

sonic speed lead to an improved capa-

bility for obtaining VTOL.
"The tactical possibilities for such

aircraft are of course very large indeed

and the Air Force is extremely in-

terested in considering the possibilities

for using such aircraft. Ryan's research

airplane has been correctly optimized

for VTOL by removing its landing

gear altogether, thereby considerably

reducing its take-off gross weight. It

lands by engaging a nose hook to a

wire on a ground handling truck. Prob-

ably the mo"t severe technical problem

solved by Ryan was that of its hover-

ing and transition stability which it has

done with great success by automatic

means. It has also solved very nicely

the whole transition problem of vertical

to horizontal flight and with the results

of this program in hand the whole

field takes a tremendous forward step.

This program, a major cog in the

armed Forces research airplane-test

bed program in VTOL, has been an

unqualified success and we can all

only hope that the rest of this research

Miss Firebee" Honored

When personnel of the 4750lh
Drone Squadron at Vincent Air

Force Base, Yuma, Arizona, dis-

covered a movie star in their midst,

they promptly designated her "Miss
Firebee of 1957" (the 4750th flies

the remote-controlled, jet Ryan
"Firebee" target drone missiles

over the Arizona desert). She is

Phyllis Kirk, featured with Jerry
Lewis in Paramounl's "Sad Sack,"
a Hal Wallis production to be re-

leased next December. Wliile Miss
Kirk was on location in the vicinity

of Vincent Air Force Base, Major
James Brink, 4750th Drone Squad-
ron commander, presented her a
model of the "Firebee" as a
souvenir of her title.

program goes as well. Certainly, if it

does, we can anticipate a program of

serious procurement in these areas.

"I would like to congratulate Ryan
at this time for their fine effort and I

can only regret that I was unable to

show you the film of its complete

transition flight made a little over a

month ago at Edwards Air Force Base.

In this film, the X-13 took off from its

wire in a vertical attitude, transitioned

immediately with no fuss to high hori-

zontal flight speeds, transitioned back

to the vertical and hung itself back on
its wire again—truly, a historical flight

of great significance. This first com-
plete VTOL flight in full operational

sequence was made by Ryan test pilot

Peter F. Girard at Edwards Air Force

Base on April 1 1th, not quite a month
ago.

"This aircraft points up again that,

for optimum VTOL capability, one
must not compromise with an STOL
capability with an overload. This air-

craft is optimum for VTOL without its

landing gear and, therefore, it has no
STOL capability other than landing

on its belly.

"Any firm decision on the part of

the Air Force to proceed with this type

of airplane hinges very much on the

complete analysis of this test program
and the extrapolation of the results to

an operating weapon system. You can

rest assured that if these results show
that a great capability can be acquired

without excessive cost or complexity it

will force its own priority in our weap-

on system program.
".

. . there are a healthy number of

possible requirements for vertical take-

off and landing as well as short field

take-off and landing aircraft within the

Armed Forces and these requirements

are, at present, backed up with a very

sophisticated development program
contributed to heavily by the Air Force,

the Army and the Navy.
".

. . we may need both STOL's and

VTOL's and it may not be practicable

to solve all of our logistic cargo air-

plane problems with one type. This is

a field which is about to develop rapid-

ly not only along familiar lines but

into a whole new area of interest with

many impacts on both military and

civilian flying. It is a field where in-

genuity of concept and design com-

bined with a clear view of application

will have a large pay-off in the im-

mediate future."
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Thae two Air Force pilots, Capt. H. P. Hniierwadel. at left, and Capt. Robert M.

White, at right, are being checked out by Pete Girard, center, Ryan chief engineer-

ing test pilot, in the tethered test vehicle within Ryan plant. This is "ancestor," on

which Ryan developed principles of vertical flight over a period of several years.

X - 13 CHECK - OUTS BEGUN
Two Air Force pilots who will fly

the Ryan X-13 Verlijet have started

their familiarization with the revo-

lutionary new plane by operating its

immediate "ancestor," the tethered

test vehicle on which principles of

vertical flight were developed for

several years.

Located in the Ryan plant the ve-

hicle is being "flown" in tethered

flights by Capt. Robert M. White
and Capt. H. P. Hunerwadel, of the

Edwards Air Force Base Flight Test

Center.
After a prescribed number of

check-out hours in the test vehicle,

they will go through various stages

of check-out and evaluation with

the X-13 itself at Edwards before
making a full-cycle vertical take-

off, horizontal transition and back
to vertical landing.

Tlie test vehicle, in various con-

figurations, has been "flying"

secretly from its platform for more
than six years—since May 31, 1951,
when it made the world's first free

hovering jet flight within tlie limits

of the tethering cables.

In succeeding years, a simulated
delta wing, a pil«t seat and con-

trols were incorporated into tlie test

veliicle, and on November 24, 1953,
Pete Girard, Ryan's chief engineer-

ing test pilot, made the world's first

piloted hovering jet flight. The fol-

lowing year, Maj. Gen. Albert Boyd,
famed military test pilot of the Air

Force's Air Research and Develop-
ment Command, flew the vehicle.

EXPLOSIVE GROWTH
(Continued from Page 22)

space and strategically located adjacent

to the Torrance Municipal Airport in

the Los Angeles Harbor area. For-

merly occupied by National Electric

Products Corp., manufacturers of elec-

trical conduit, the Torrance facility is

located on a 27-acre site which offers

a potential for expansion that could

more than double the present capacity.

Speedy transfer of tooling and other

equipment from San Diego made pos-

sible the start of operations in July,

only a few weeks after acquisition of

the plant. The Torrance division's

principal function will be assembly of

such jobs as the Firebee. on which

work is already in full swing. Later,

assembly operations on other major

projects may be established at Tor-

rance, with all engineering and fabri-

cation work remaining in San Diego.

No sooner were the Firebee jigs and

fixtures removed from San Diego than

the space was immediately absorbed by

tooling for the Douglas DC-8 pylon

main assemblies, and subassemblies for

the pylon, the support structure be-

tween the jet engine pod and the wing.

Machining of some parts for the

Boeing and Douglas projects is being

performed in a large, modem machine

shop acquired by Ryan in Inglewood.

California, because of its specialized

equipment, particularly three-dimen-

sional profiling machines capable of

duplicating aluminum aircraft parts

from templates or plaster or wooden

models. The Inglewood facility also

has the horizontal and vertical mills,

lathes, drill presses, saws, and sand-

blasting equipment.

The battle for space never seems to

cease at Ryan, where employees work

in a supercharged, dynamic atmos-

phere of constant expansion.

More than 600 employees can be

accommodated in the Tooling Fabri-

cation Building, just 100 feet beyond

the Engineering and Research Center

at the west end of the plant. The

structure houses the making of jigs,

fixtures, dies, templates, form blocks,

and some plastic tooling.

The massive space requirements of

such projects as the Boeing aft fuselage

sections and the Douglas DC-8 power

packages and pylons has made it neces-

sary for Ryan, for the first time in its

history, to seek additional major plant

facilities elsewhere.

The company was fortunate in

acquiring a well-maintained factory

containing 137,000 square feet of floor

PHASE T

TEST VEHICLE
(Continued from Page 7)

provided a support for the engine, a

taUpipe and the remainder of the jet

reaction control system. .'\ set of struts

for landing and take-off in tethered

flight was built. The J-33 engine, now

modified by Ryan for vertical opera-

tions, was mounted atop the frame-

work, which became essentially a test

bed in vertical position.

The test vehicle was initially oper-

(Continued on Se.\l Page)
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ated from a remote control station, in

which were a control stick and a throt-

tle. The station was little more than

a work bench with a glass front about

40 feet away from the vehicle, which

was mounted on a raised steel grating

that permitted exhaust gas to be de-

flected down and away.

A set of "umbilical" cables was con-

nected to the test vehicle. These in-

cluded a fuel line, electrical line, two
hydraulic lines for the throttle, and a

safety cable. The vehicle was installed

in a set of gimbel rings which limited

the pitch, roll and yaw motions, yet

permitted travel in vertical attitude of

about eight to ten feet. The structure

rode up and down on dual steel tracks

that restricted sideways motion.

The first tests were with a straight

tailpipe, permitting engineers to de-

termine an adequate thrust for hover-

ing, to test engine response to changes

in throttle settings, and to learn if the

theoretical plane could maintain alti-

tude. From the data acquired in this

manner, the complete jet reaction sys-

tem was installed and proof was ob-

tained that the vehicle could be hovered

and controlled within the limits of the

gimbel supports. On October 20,

1950, the test rig lifted itself off the

platform for the first time and danced
in all three planes of motion as the

ground pilot remotely controlled it.

The dual tracks and gimbel ring sys-

tem were then removed, thus freeing

the vehicle, and on May 31, 1951, the

rig made the world's first free hovering

jet flight by remote control. The stabi-

lization system had been installed to

allow control of the vehicle in attitude

and position.

Further improvements were made in

the vehicle as Ryan engineers plunged

forward into the unknowns of vertical

take-off and landing flight problems.

A new tailpipe was installed, the con-

trol system was improved, and for the

first time the test vehicle began to take

on the shape of an airplane when a

simulated delta wing was affixed to

the "fuselage." At the same time, a

crude cockpit was built atop the engine,

primarily to give the engineer who rode

in it the "feel" of this new flying posi-

tion. The test vehicle remained under

remote control.

"We were working under an ex-

tremely limited budget, as the early

study contracts were for relatively

small sums," Ed Sly recalls. "There-

fore our basic philosophy had to be:

Get the research job done as inexpensi-

vely as possible.

"We obtained hardware where we
could find it — in surplus stocks or in

our own 'back yard' at the plant. It

was a matter of constant scouring for

various components. The tailpipe was
fabricated here, and we used com-
mercial storm drain grating, which was
built into the steel platform."

Further refinements in the test ve-

hicle were effected, and Ackerman and
Girard made several captive "flights"

in it under remote control by an opera-

tor at the control station. They were

the "guinea pigs" who made sure that

no carbon monoxide accumulated in

the cockpit area, and that it was not

uncomfortable to sit in while in verti-

cal attitude.

"The original cockpit was made
from a rejected fuel wing tank from a

B-47 bomber," Sly said. "From a

Ryan Navion, a bucket seat was sal-

NEW LIGHTWEIGHT

SUITS ADOPTED

m.i
a
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New aluminized suits and alumi-

num helmets have replaced the
twice-as-heavy asbestos suits used
by stand-by emergency crews on
duty during tether-flying of the
Ryan vertical take-off and landing
test vehicle in the plant's testing

area.
The suits, worn here by R. J.

Snyder, left, and B. G, Haynes, me-
chanics, engineering research, weigh
6 pounds each, including aluminum
helmet, and reflect heat better than
the bulky, 12-pound asbestos suits.

vaged. Later, we removed a seat from
a mockup which had been built for

cockpit evaluation, reinforced it, and
installed it in a newly fabricated cock-

pit at an angle to simulate the visibility

comparable to that anticipated in the

actual plane in vertical position."

Later, controls were placed in the

cockpit, the jet reaction control con-

figuration was changed, the stabiliza-

tion system further improved and a

new tailpipe installed. On November
24, 1953, Girard made the world's

first piloted hovering jet flight, con-

trolling the vehicle from the early crude

cockpit atop the engine while sitting

on a piece of plywood to which his

safety belt was attached. This was
before the comparative luxury of the

Navion bucket seat and later, the rein-

forced seat from the mockup.

Success of this flight led to use of

more permanent controls in the cock-

pit, which was also equipped with a

tachometer and a tailpipe temperature

indicator. Tension took over the test

cell area with every "flight" of the

vehicle above its platform. A second

safety cable was installed to permit

lifting the pilot and the seat off in an

instant during an emergency, such as

fire from a broken fuel line (which

never occurred).

"We did have fires though," Sly

recalled, "especially during the early

tests. They were small, but potentially

dangerous fires which occurred im-

mediately after the engine was shut

down, due to trouble with the oil sca-

venging system. This situation was cor-

rected by installing electrically operated

scavenger pumps to remove the oil

from the rear bearing.

Mechanics in asbestos suits stood by

constantly, and occasionally, Ryan's

chief of fire prevention, M. J. Peter,

extinguished the small oil fires with a

long fog nozzle attached to a carbon

dioxide bottle.

After four years of "flying" the test

vehicle to prove the VTOL principle,

Ryan was awarded — in 1953 — an

Air Force contract to build the X-13
jet VTOL research planes. But the test

vehicle did not go into mothballs.

While the research planes were being

built, its control systems and other

components were checked out first in

the test rig. Girard and Everett de-

veloped their flight techniques in the

vehicle.

(Continued on Page 32)
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Even today, months after an X-13

successfully made the world's first full-

cycle flight of a jet VTOL, the test

vehicle is as busy as ever. In it, Air

Force pilots are being familiarized with

this radical new method of flying be-

fore they are assigned to the X-13's at

Edwards Air Force Base.

In the history of this most sweeping

challenge to conventional areodyna-

mic principles since the Wright broth-

ers flew, the test vehicle, predecessor

to the X-13, holds an imperishable

place.

PHASE 2

HORIZONTAL FLIGHT
(Continued from Page '))

available at that time with sufficiently

low specific weight without the use of

an afterburner that would prove adapt-

able. Since weight was a critical prob-

lem in the jet VTOL concept, it ap-

peared for a while as if the program

had reached a stalemate. At this point,

Herman L. Braasch, Chief of Aircraft

Projects, learned about the British

Rolls-Royce Avon engine. The engine

provided a static sea level thrust of

10,000 pounds, and required very little

modification by the engine manufac-

turer to make it suitable for extended

vertical operation. Installation of the

Rolls-Royce engine into the X-13 air-

frame came under the supervision of

W. W. Vyvyan, Chief, Power Plant

Section.

Fabrication of the first X-13 began

on January 20, 1954. Just two months

prior to this time, on November 24,

1953, the world's first piloted hovering

jet flight had been achieved by Ryan

Chief Engineering Test Pilot Peter

Girard. The improved test vehicle with

its simulated delta wing had previously

been flown by remote control with con-

siderable success, but for Girard's

flight, a pilot seat and controls were

mounted on top of the vehicle. A fur-

ther revision, incorporating an airplane

type cockpit with a tilted seat to com-

pensate for the vertical attitude was

made a short time later.

The first Vertijet arrived at the Air

Force Flight Test Center, Edwards

Air Force Base, in the fall of 1955.

The flight test program was arranged

in a logical step-by-step manner, lead-

ing to the final demonstration of verti-

cal take-off and landing from the

ground service trailer. The initial phase

employed a fixed tricycle landing gear

for the purpose of evaluating the char-

acteristics of the airplane in conven-

tional flight.

Extensive taxi tests on the X-13

were conducted over a period of time.

With each successive series of tests,

speed was gradually increased until the

airplane was on the verge of becoming

airborne. These tests served to deter-

mine general handling characteristics

with respect to control harmony, re-

sponse and elTectiveness.

On December 8, 1955, a pre-flight

check and weight and balance tests

were conducted on the airplane, with

the first flight scheduled for the morn-

ing of December 9. Because of high

winds, operations were postponed un-

til the morning of the 10th.

At 0915 on the morning of Decem-

ber 10, 1955, test pilot Girard lifted

the X-13 off the ground for a flight of

approximately seven minutes' duration.

Although the take-off and climb ap-

peared normal, difficulty in controlling

the airplane in level flight was ex-

perienced due to pitching, lateral and

directional oscillations which were ob-

served by the pilot when attempting

pitch and roll commands.

In an effort to minimize the cause

of the trouble, the technical section un-

der Bob Fuhrman, Earl Hinz, and

George Smith resumed testing back at

the Ryan plant with the tethered test

vehicle and the VTOL flight simulator.

From results obtained, it was deter-

mined that a simple roll and yaw dam-

per system was necessary for the X-13

in order to make it easily controllable

in level flight. Clyde Cordner, Chief of

Development Laboratories and Engi-

neering Shops, put the project on a

"rush" basis, and by December 26,

1955, the damping system was installed

on the X-13.

Shortly thereafter, flight testing was

again resumed, with an immediate in-

crease in the dynamic stability of the

airplane being noted. All take-off and

landing characteristics of the airplane

were normal and satisfactory, and the

drag chute employed in landing the

plane assisted in obtaining a rapid de-

celeration during the rollout.

With the airplane stable and safe in

conventional flight, it was time to pro-

ceed to the next, and highly important,

phase of flight testing — vertical flight.
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PHASE 3

VERTICAL FLIGHT
(Continued from Page 11)

and the plane once again entered the

final stages of preparation for hovering

flight.

Elevons and rudder were removed

to accommodate the temporary Pogo

rig, and the cockpit instrumentation

was modified to include the equipment

necessary for calibration of the control

system.

On May 28, 1956, the first hovering

flight of the Vertijet, equipped with the

Pogo configuration, took place. From

the very outset, the airplane was found

to be stable in pitch, roU and yaw, and

had very accurate altitude controlla-

bility.

With the pilot's seat rotatable

through a 45 degree arc, the plane felt

"comfortable" and initial flights aver-

aged three to five minutes in duration.

Vertical take-off and landing tests

using the temporary tail-sitter type of

landing gear actually had a dual pur-

pose: One was to evaluate the per-

formance of the jet control system dur-

ing vertical flight and to adjust the

various parameters in order to secure

the best performance; the other was to

determine maneuverability and hand-

ling characteristics, develop piloting

techniques, and investigate visibility

requirements in approach and landing

patterns.

Initially the airplane was flown at

altitudes of less than 50 feet, while

horizontal speeds were held below 30

miles per hour. Spot landings to an

accuracy of six inches were accomp-

lished, while spot landings within an

(Continued on Se\l Page)
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accuracy of two feet were routine.

As a prelude to an investigation of

approach patterns and simulated hook

landings, a practice "belly hook" was

installed on the under side of the air-

plane. A horizontal line was then

mounted between two fifty-foot towers,

with colored pennants hung from the

line at evenly spaced intervals for visi-

bility aids. The cord supported 10

feet of one-inch manila rope at the

center to simulate the cable of the

ground service trailer.

The plywood belly hook on the air-

plane was fitted with a gravity dis-

engage mechanism to prevent acci-

dental lock-on of the X-13, and tests

to investigate proper approach patterns

and simulated hook-on landings were

begun.

Generally, the approach began 1 ,000

to 1,500 feet from the twin towers, in-

to the wind and at an altitude of from

100 to 300 feet. The X-13 approached

in a forward slip condition to within

six to eight feet of the hook-on line,

then rotated slightly about the longi-

tudinal axis, and moved forward slow-

ly to achieve the simulated hook-on.

Thus the third phase of flight test-

ing the X-13 was brought to an end
with both the major objectives of the

hovering test program having been

accomplished. The first involved proof

of the design and functional check-out

of the airplane in the hovering mode.
The second objective involved deter-

mination of handling characteristics.

development of pilot technique, and

simulation of landing approach and

hook-on maneuvers.

The results of the tests proved more

than satisfactory. It was with un-

bounded confidence that the team of

Ryan specialists moved onto the fourth

phase — transition from horizontal to

vertical and return.

PHASE 4 14'*
TRANSITION and HOVER

(Continued from Page li)

the X-13, the plane was adjudged

ready for the fourth phase — the tran-

sition.

Early in the afternoon, weather con-

ditions declared perfect for the all-

important test, a group of engineers

and technicians gathered in the brief-

ing room of the Ryan test facility

at Edwards. Flight test engineers Perry

Row and Ozzie Levi quietly outlined

the mission and specified procedure to

be followed in detail. Bill White, Car-

roll Bemer and Rex Howard gathered

their individual groups of engineers,

controls, instrumentation and mainten-

ance experts around them for a final

examination of all that had been so

carefully and tediously prepared pre-

viously.

Ryan test pilot Lou Everett, as-

signed to fly as observer in the F-86

chase plane got off the ground first,

followed closely by a prop-driven T-28

with Ryan photographer Ed Hayes
aboard, who would record pictorial

evidence of the epoch flight.

At twenty-three minutes past two

o'clock, with the usual morbid comple-

ment of crash and fire trucks on hand,

the X-13 rolled smoothly down the run-

way and hurtled into the air, the cyno-

sure of all eyes at vast Edwards Air

Force Base.

Flashing quickly to a specified alti-

tude, the delta-winged X-13 com-

menced its approach on the assigned

heading. Slowly the angle of attack

increased as the nose of the plane

pointed skyward. Finally, incredibly,

it hung motionless and alone in the

sky, its wings flashing in the reflected

sunlight. For what seemed like an

eternity, the Vertijet appeared to bal-

ance on its now-visible column of ex-

haust gases.

This was the moment everyone had

been waiting for. Then in one grace-

ful, swooping maneuver, the airplane

that seemed the epitome of poetry in

motion, made its exit transition from

vertical to horizontal and roared off

towards the horizon leaving the ob-

serving helicopter far behind.

Minutes later the plane descended

to a landing on the lake bed at Ed-

wards, with the nose-high touchdown

that is typical of delta-winged aircraft.

The X-13 proved what its designers

had long believed, and the last, most

important test, had been successfully

met. "Veni. Vidi, Vici!"

COVER PHOTO: Ryan X-13 transi-

tion by Fairchild Sequence Camera.

SUCCESSFUL CLIMAX!
The four phases of jet VTOL development and testing de-

scribed in this issue of Ryan Reporter series of articles were cul-

minated on April 11, 1957, when the Ryan X-13 Vertijet success-

fully completed the first jet VTOL mission—from vertical flight

to horizontal and return—in aviation history.

Operating from its specially designed ground service trailer,

the X-13 released itself from the trapeze-like cable from which it

was suspended, transitioned immediately into horizontal flight, and

in the space of a few seconds had disappeared from view. After

streaking across the field in conventional flight for the benefit of

photographers, the Vertijet commenced its exit transition back

to vertical hovering.

Gradually letting down, the X-13 "walked" towards the ground
service trailer literally standing on its tail. Rotating slightly

around in longitudinal axis, the plane's belly hook engaged the

cable, and the X-13 settled gently against the trailer bed. One of

aviation's most historic flights was over.
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another reason why RYAN BUILDS BETTER

JET-FAST "ENEMY"
FOR GUIDED MISSILES

Advanced versions of the Ryan jet-powered

Firebee target drone— with increased speed and

altitude performance— are in quantity produc-

tion for the Armed Services. Developed for the

Air Force, Navy and Army, the hard -to -hit,

hard-to-destroy Firebee is providing a realistic

yardstick for measuring and perfecting our

nation's missile defense system.

A versatile "birdl' the Firebee can be fitted

with wing pods to carry additional fuel ... a

warhead . . . specialized photo or television equip-

ment. With special reflective devices, it presents

a realistic radar image of full-scale "enemy"
aircraft.

Launched from the air, the Firebee is elec-

tronically controlled from air or ground for

flights of over 150 miles radius. When its mission

is completed, the Firebee is flown "home" and

its automatic parachute floats it gently to earth

or sea so it can be recovered and flown over and

over again.

Firebees are in operational use by the Air

Force (Q-2A) and the Navy (KDA-1^ and

Model XM21 has been supplied to the Army.

Engineers will find a challenging future with outstanding opportunities at Ryan

14 1
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X-13 Vertijet

AERODYNAMIC
RESEARCH

IT'S A long rocky road—that road from first thought to

first flight—full of hairpin curves, stop signs and road-

blocks. And when the airplane under consideration is a

pioneering never-built-before job like Ryan's X-13 Ver-

tijet«~, the road in some places wanders clear off the map.

In fact, in designing the Vertijet, Ryan engineers had only

a vague notion of just where the road began. Everyone

knew that a jet VTOL airplane was possible, but no one

had ever designed one.

Ryan's chief engineering test pilot Pete Girard, then

chief aerodynamicist, and four others—Bob Wesselhoff,

Jay Moses, Steve Hall, and Bill Schult—knowing that a

delta-wing configuration held more promise than the con-

ventional wing, "doodled" out a basic airplane. That basic

wing concept stood up well.

It stood up well enough to run the first roadblock—wind

tunnel tests—with ease. As with any new aircraft design,

some changes were necessary, but the airplane that's flying

today is essentially the same airplane that went into the

(Continued on Page 25)

Control-line tests, with hydrogen-peroxide rocket

motors providing thrust, gave valuable data about

new plane's hovering and transitioning abilities.

Giant fans in Langley Field wind tunnel frame one-fifth scale
model of Ryan X-13 Vertijet as scientist makes final adjustment.

Model of Vertijet, with rudder removed, "flies" in nose-high attitude during aerodynamic stability tests in low-speed wind tunnel.





X-13 Vertijet

ELECTRONIC
SIMULATION

DESIGN of the X-13 VertijeH' presented Ryan en-

gineers with a formidable set of problems dealing

with control characteristics, such as elevator and aileron

response, trim response rate, phase lag between stick

and surface displacements, and breakout force, to name
a few. In addition, design elements critical to the trans-

itional phase between horizontal and vertical and back

again had to be considered.

Fortunately, Earl Hinz, then Ryan Group Engineer,

in charge of stability and control, and George Smith, in

charge of airplane systems development, had some

mathematical whiz kids working for them in Engineer-

ing Computing — a bank of lightning-fast electronic

'brains". These computers — two "GEDA" (Goodyear

Electronic Differential Analyzers) and two "PACE"
(Electronic Associates Precision Analog Computer

Equipment) units — whipped through the amazingly

complex equations in a fraction of the time that would

have been required by calculating machines and math

experts.

(Continued on Page 26)

In Ryan's rotatable cockpit, Bion Henderson puts the X-13

through its paces in simulated VTOL flight. Electronic

computers control cockpit motion and record flight data.

Cockpit seat tips forward as full-scale mock-up is put in

hovering position by pilot. Mock-up could rotate from
nose-down to nose-up positions, could also roll and yaw.

Analog computers—electronic "whii kids"—set up by Harry Han;sn and A. J. Simpson, solved complex problems in X-13 design.





X-13 Vertijet

POWERPLANT
TESTS

WHEN Pete Girard, Ryan's chief engineering test

pilot, backed the X-13 off its yellow trailer, ho-

vered vertically a few feet from the ground for a mo-

ment, and then whipped into horizontal flight, Ryan

engineers had won a big bet. They had bet that the

Rolls-Royce engine which they had selected for the

X-13 would carry the plane from vertical to horizontal

flight, and that it would perform satisfactorily at any

altitude, from on-the-deck level up.

These stakes were high—a man's life, several million

dollars, and a major breakthrough in aeronautical

Business end of X-13's powerful jet engine gets attention

from Ryan test engineers as engine is set up for punishing
fifteen-liour vertical run in Ryan mammoth concrete cell.

As X-13 jet engine roars in rigorous performance and endurance
tests in Ryan test cell, technicians in soundproofed control

room check engine controls, gather data from instrument panel.

science. Ryan Power Plant Section Chief Wes Vyvyan

had to make certain it was not a gamble, that it was a

sure thing.

To make sure, his group, working with the Test Oper-

ations Group, qualified the Rolls-Royce powerplant in

Ryan's unique jet engine test cell. This massive structure,

a concrete "U", can handle jet engines with thrusts up to

35,000 pounds, and can test them in either the vertical or

(Continued on Pag,e 26)

Vertijet, being readied for its first flight, gets final instrument check-out prior to engine and airframe ground acceptance tests.
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Stril(in9 view from ISO-foot rocket launching tower shows World War II B-17 bomber suspended between towers at range of 2800 feet.
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The KTan Firebee is ealibraled f«»r

luiss-distanee niisisile scoring

Mobile rocket launching tower has slot-

ted rail launcher 70 feet in length, ad-
justable both in elevation and aiimuth.

THE RANDSBURG Wash Test Ac-
tivities Center, located in the arid

wastes of the Mojave Desert, not far

from Death Valley. California, plays

a unique and vital role in the develop-

ment of products related to national

defense.

Situated 23 miles southeast of the

U. S. Naval Ordnance Test Station at

China Lake, California, the facility

marks the only place in the nation

where targets varying in size from the

Ryan Firebee jet drone missile to a full-

size B-29 bomber can be suspended

as high as 150 feet above the ground

for use as targets in rocket firing and

fuze tests.

Although there are four permanent

ranges at the Randsburg Wash facility,

only one of these, the rocket target

range, is independent of the other test

areas. The rocket range is designed pri-

marily for tests of air-to-air rocket and

guided missile fuze sensitivity and pat-

tern, and for obtaining accurate trajec-

tory information. On this range, it is

possible to simulate rocket and missile

launchings from airplanes against other

airplane targets.

In flight, the Firebee presents a

highly elusive, near-sonic target for

both ground- and air-launched mis-

siles. Because it is smaller than a full-

scale airplane, many "near misses"

scored against the Firebee would de-

stroy enemy bombers or fighters in an

actual combat situation. To determine

the proximity of these near misses, the

Air Force requested Ryan to install

miss-distance scoring equipment in the



Firebee.

A series of tests was initiated at the

Randsburg Wash facility to indicate

conclusively the accuracy of the in-

stalled scoring equipment in measur-

ing the distance in feet by which a

missile fired at the Firebee misses its

intended target. Actual in-flight tests

are scheduled to be conducted at the

Air Force Missile Development Test

Center, New Mexico, in the near fu-

ture.

Ryan engineers employ two meth-

ods of measuring the distance by

which a missile goes wide of its in-

tended target. One means is a recent

development of the electronics divis-

ion of the Ralph M. Parsons Company,
Pasadena, California. This company
was recently awarded a contract by

Ryan to supply five of their PARAM I

(Parsons Active Ring-Around Miss

Indicator) systems, one of which was
used in the initial tests at Randsburg
Wash. The remaining four systems will

be included in the tests to be held at

AFMDTC, N.M.

Briefly, the PARAMI system con-

sists of a target transponder mounted
in the Firebee, a missile transponder,

and receiving and recording equipment

with direct decimal read-out of mis-

sile-target distance versus time. For
the Randsburg Wash tests, the Parsons

Company modified 10 HVAR rocket

warheads in order to install the an-

tennas, wiring and mounting plate for

the missile transponder.

Three-hundred foot wooden suspension tower looms in baclcground as Firebee is

elevated for tests. PARAMI system transponder is mounted in pod on wing, and
will transmit pulse at different frequency than transponder mounted in rocket.

The transponders in the Firebee

and rocket each transmit a signal

pulse at a different frequency which

is received by and triggers the other

transponder, thereby forming a "ring-

around" loop. To reduce the "ringing

frequency," a delay is built into the

Firebee transponder, with the fre-

quency shift corresponding to the sep-

(Continiied on Page 29)

Technician adjusts ground recording station

console. Unit records distances digitally

in ranges of 10, 100 and 1000 feet, on tope.

HVAR rocket mounted on slotted rail rocket launcher contains antennas, wiring

and mounting plate for missile transponder in lieu of warhead. A total of 10

rockets were used in test. Lights atop poles are used for night operations.



RAMJET ON THE READY LINE

Ryan-built combustion chambers in ramjets of

Boniarc IM-99 give new interceptor missile high

ahitude and supersonic speed for defense task

RYAN experience is fabricating high-temperature

components to precision tolerances is paying off in

high performance in first-Hne defense aircraft and ex-

perimental missiles. Ryan-built combustion chambers

are used in the massive Marquardt ramjets which power

the Bomarc, a supersonic high-altitude anti-aircraft

missile now being built by Boeing Airplane Company in

quantity. Ryan chambers also go into the Marquardt

engines in the Lockheed X-7, a high-performance mis-

sile test bed.

Because of its few moving parts and its apparent

simplicity, the ramjet has been dubbed the "flying

stovepipe." Its appearance is deceptive. The combus-

tion chambers present some highly complex fabrication

problems. The four circular sections which make up

the unit have different thicknesses and tapers, yet all

must mate perfectly. Adding to the difficulty is the

fact than N-I55 alloy, from which the sections are

made, has a definite "spring-back" tendency. Internal

welds must be controlled to within .010", in order not

to disturb exhaust flow, and overall length of the unit

(more than seven feet) must be held to within .030".

Handling tough problems in metal for high-tem-

perature performance is not new for Ryan. Drawing

upon a decade of experience in "hot-parts" work, Ryan
research teams first began looking into ramjet problems

in 1944. First project to reach a successful conclusion

was a ramjet combustion chamber for use with heli-

copter blades.

Ryan engineers also realized the possibility of better

utilization of the tremendous amounts of unused o.xygen

present in the exhaust streams of turbojet engines, and

applied the basic theory of the ramjet to turbojet thrust

augmentation. In April, 1946, Ryan demonstrated the

first commercially-built afterburner in the United States.

Ramjet plus turbojet is a good combination, as is

ramjet plus rocket. The ramjet has one serious draw-

back. It can't get off the ground under its own power.

Once moving at flight speed, however, the ramjet slips

Booster rocket sends Bomarc IM-99 screaming for altitude

in test shot. After booster burns out, two ramjet engines
hurtle missile at supersonic speed through rest of journey.



Welder joins combustion chamber sections for use in X-7 "silver splinter." Supersonic vehicle tests ramjets, other missile components.

into high gear and far outstrips the conventional jet. The
turbojet reaches its upper hmits at about Mach 2, where

the ramjet is just getting started. Ramjet upper Hmits

range about Mach 6, well past top turbojet speed.

Secret of the ramjet's success is the fact that it doesn't

need moving parts to suck air into the combustion cham-
ber, once it reaches high speed. As the ramjet hurtles

through space, air rushing into its intake cone is com-

pressed, and heated well above the flash point of the ram-

jet's fuel—which eliminates the need for either compressor

turbines or ignition systems. Explosion of the fuel-air

mixture, as with the conventional jet, gives the ramjet its

forward thrust. The big difference is that the conventional

jet is limited by the ability of its compressor turbine to

withstand the heat and centrifugal forces imposed at the

high velocities and high rpms at speeds above Mach 2,

while the ramjet has no limitations on its ability to take

in and compress air.

As one engineer stated it, "the faster a ramjet goes,

the faster it will go."

Huge Ryan-built ramjet combustion chambers—"flying stovepipes"—get highly critical final inspection before shipment to Marquardt.



FIREBEE GOES VTOL
4750th Drone Squadron perfects 'copter pickup for Firebee

BY EDWARD L HAYES

/'IT'S NOT because it's easy, it's not because you want
I to do it, it's because it's the mission assigned," is the

way a crew member described the H-21 helicopter re-

covery operation of the Ryan Firebee Q-2 Drone Missile.

This Air Force operation is a daily routine with the

4750th Drone Squadron at Vincent Air Force Base, Yuma,
Arizona.

The desert is a lonely place, dispassionate, aloof, piti-

less. East and South of Yuma, bounded by the Mohawk
Mountains and what the Mexicans call the Gran Desierto

lies as desolate and blistering an area as exists in the

United States. It is a land of rock and sand, oven heat

and rattlesnakes, thirst and silence.

It is the operational area of the recovery crews of the

Rotor blades flail the air as H-21 "Flying Banana" helicopter eommenees recovery of Firebee (circled) 1800 feet above sea level.
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4750th Drone Squadron. Q-2 Firebees wear as many as

sixteen parachute decals, signifying missions accompHshed.

This insignia of service completed is possible because the

Firebee is a rugged bird, capable of use, recovery, repair,

and re-use again and again. A capability which would be

useless without the ability of the recovery crews to find

the Firebee and bring it back. A tough job, destructive

to men and equipment.

Originally Firebee recovery was made by trucks, guided

over the desert by radio instructions from chase planes

circling overhead. This bone-rattling method was arduous

and time consuming. Common sense indicated that there

must be an easier method of recovery, and the H-21 heli-

copter, with a lift capability greater than the empty weight

of the Q-2A, seemed the answer. Initial recovery proced-

ures using the H-21 included disassembly of the Firebee

for stowage within the helicopter fuselage.

Yankee ingenuity and Air Force know-how combined
to originate and perfect an easier, simpler way to retrieve.

The result was an external suspension bridle, which, at-

tached to the cargo sling of the H-21, permits recovery

with minimum time expended and no major disassembly

at the site of recovery. There are two types of recovery

according to Air Force nomenclature — "routine" and
"hairy". The routine recoveries have been planned, the

Firebee guided to a predetermined area, and an accurate

fix has been transmitted to the helicopter, hovering on
station. This recovery is usually in the clear, on flat land

and involves only standard procedure.

On occasion, fuel depletion or loss of command carrier

will cause automatic parachute deployment. Could be, you
have a general idea where it went in. Then again the de-

sert, in a grim mood, may make you work for your money.
The Firebee might be under a cliff overhang or down a

narrow canyon. The parachute could be a mile away or

circled around a cactus. Then it's a matter of search, back
and forth, back and forth. Eyes probing every square foot

of terrain. All hands, bodies hanging over space, looking

(Continued on Page 30)

Prior to inaugural of "Helicopter Delivery Service," old meth-

od of drone retrieval was time-consuming, tedious. In this

photo, crane unloads drone from truck at Vincent AFB hangar.

Members of 4750th Drone Squadron prior to 100th drone
flight. Standing, from left; S/Sgt J. Young, T/Sgt D. Ferguson
and Lt. R. Searing. Seated, M/Sgt S. Lawson, T/Sgt K. LeBlanc.

Technicians ready Firebee for rapid helicopter trip back to
Vincent AFB. Decals painted on side of the drone indicate
Firebee has completed three flights with parachute recovery.

Technicians complete repairs on Firebee following recovery.

After return to operational status, drone is launched from wing
of "mother plane" in flight, and is remotely controlled.



Mahogany and Durol model of Ryan X-13 Vertijet gets final check from scientists

before start of wind tunnel tests at Langtey Field. Tests determined spin and
tumbling characteristics, proved that Ryan basic design concepts were sound.

XACA
FLIGHT TESTS
A VTOL MODEL*

BY POWELL M. LOVELL. JR.

National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics

*The first flight tests which included transition of a VTOL aircraft, these

investigations aided in the development of the Ryan X-13 Vertijet.

Scientists fly free-

flight model through

all phases of

VTOL flight

IN 1955 and 1956. NACA conducted

a series of flight tests on a delta-wing,

vertically-rising airplane model, pow-
ered by two 5-horsepower electric mo-
tors turning 14.25-inch diameter con-

tra-rotating propellers in a duct 4 feet

long. The model had modified delta-

wing and vertical-tail surfaces with con-

ventional flap-type elevon and rudder

controls for use in forward flight. Pitch

and yaw controls for hovering flight

were provided by eyelids at the rear of

the fuselage, which deflected the jet.

Roll control was provided by air routed

from the main duct to differentially-

moving nozzles near the wingtips.

About ten per cent of the air was bled

off from the main duct to the nozzles.

Three "pilots" were used to control

pitch, roll and yaw respectively, and

located as shown on Page 14. The
pilots were located at positions which

gave them a good vantage point for ob-

servation and controlling the particular

motion with which they were con-

cerned.

The flight tests consisted of take-offs

and landings, hovering and transition

from hovering to unstalled forward

flight. In the transition flights, which

covered a range of angle from about

90 degrees to 10 degrees, the effects

of various artificial lateral stability de-

vices were determined. The results of

the investigation were obtained from

both the pilots" observations and opin-

ions of the stability and controllability

of the model and from time histories

of the motions of the model prepared

from motion pictur.; records of the

flights.

HOVERING

The model could be flown smoothly

and easily in hovering flight and could

be maneuvered to any desired position.

The jet-reaction controls provided good
controllability and the model could be

moved fairly rapidly from one position

to another and restored quickly to a

steady-flight condition.

The motions of the model in pitch

and yaw were \ery stead\'. Since the

stabilitv was not studied in detail, it is

12



not known whether the model had un-

stable pitching and yawing oscillations

such as had been experienced previous-

ly with propeller-driven models. It was

clear, however, that the model did not

tend to start an oscillation as quickly

as the propeller-driven models and was
consequently easier for the pilots to

fly. The rolling motions, as would be

expected, seemed about neutrally sta-

ble. The model seemed easier to fly in

roll than the propeller-driven models

previously tested because the random
torque fluctuations which had been ex-

perienced with the unshrouded pro-

pellers of propeller-driven models were

much less severe with the shrouded

propellers of the present model.

TAKE-OFFS AND LANDINGS

Take-offs could be made very easily;

in fact, they were easier to perform

than for any of the propeller-driven

vertically rising airplane models tested

by the Langley free-flight tunnel sec-

tion. The model took off vertically with

very little control required. For all

these take-offs, the controls were trim-

med for hovering flight before the start

of the tests.

The model could be landed fairly

gently on a predetermined spot on the

ground with little difficulty. No de-

crease in stability or controllability was
noticed when the model neared the

ground.

FORWARD FLIGHT

The forward flights made in the test

section of the Langley full-scale tunnel

which represented slow, constant-alti-

tude transitions covered a range of

angle of attack from about 90 degrees

down to 10 degrees. Some preliminary

flights were made with both the jet-

reaction controls and the flap-type con-

trols operating for roll, pitch, and yaw.

These tests showed that for the high-

speed portion of the transition the use

of both sets of controls resulted in ex-

cessive control moments and conse-

quently in overcontrolling. All later

flights were therefore made with only

the eyelids operating for yaw and pitch

controls. Both the nozzles and elevons

were used for roll control, however,

because it was found that the nozzles

alone did not provide sufficient rolling

moment for control at the angles of

attack at which the tendency toward

the rolling and yawing divergence was
encountered.

Half the forward flights made with-

out automatic - stabilization devices

were unsuccessful because the model

diverged in roll and yaw at angles of

attack between about 50 degrees and

60 degrees despite the efforts of the

pilots to stop it. In all cases, divergence

started with the model rolling to the

left about 20 degrees or 30 degrees,

flying in a sideslipped attitude for a

short time, and then diverging in yaw
to the right. Divergence could not be

studied in detail because of speed-con-

trol limitations in the Langley full-scale

tunnel. Minimum steady airspeed avail-

able was 25 miles per hour which

corresponded to an angle of attack

of 33 degrees; thus, when airspeed

reached a minimum steady-state value,

the model had already passed through

the critical angle-of-attack range.

The reasons for divergence have not

yet been definitely ascertained but

some of the factors which probably

contribute to it are known. A rapid

change in roll trim between hovering

and low-speed forward flight existed

which may have been caused by asym-

metry in the model or by a change in

propeller torque due to increased in-

flow velocity as the model went into

(Continued on Next Page)

Multiple exposure photograph shows free-flight model transitioning successfully from vertical to horizontal flight in wind tunnel test.
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Electric contra-rotatinq ducted fans gave
free-flight model power for tolce-off, hov-
ering, transitional and horizontal flights.

"Eyelid" nozzle at rear of fuselage deflec-
ted fan air stream, provided pitch and yaw
control of model during hovering flights.

forward flight. Divergence in roll was

undoubtedly aggravated by this change

in roll trim, which caused difficulty in

controlling the model because the pilot

could not trim the controls quickly

enough. Another contributing factor to

divergence might have been the nega-

tive dihedral effect. If the model pos-

sessed negative effective dihedral at

these high angles of attack, any sideslip

introduced by control deflections or by

rolling of the model about its body
axis would have caused it to tend to

diverge in roll. Divergence in yaw fol-

lowing roll could have been caused by

static directional instability. Force tests

of a similar model have indicated the

likelihood of static directional insta-

bility at very high angles of attack.

In some cases it was possible to

complete the transition if the model
happened to be flying very steadily as

it passed through the critical angle-of-

attack range in which the strong diver-

gent tendency was encountered, and

if this critical range were passed

through rapidly.

In the unstalled flight range, the lat-

eral motions of the model were easy

to control and in most cases the roll

Sketch of free-flight test setup shows position of three "pilots" — one each for yaw,
pitch, and roll — as scale model is flown at end of slack safety cable. Motion pic-
ture cameras record movements of the model during all phases of <he test flights.

pilot could quit controlling the model

and the yaw pilot alone could control

the lateral motions. The model tended

to wander but the yaw pilot could stop

it at any time he desired. The lateral

motions could not be controlled satis-

factorily with the roll controls alone in

the unstalled flight range because of

the adverse aileron yawing moments.

The pitch and power controls were

somewhat difficult to coordinate since

variations in thrust also changed the

pitching moment because the center of

gravity was not on the thrust axis. De-
spite the coordination difficulty, how-
ever, the model could be flown

smoothly in pitch at the higher speeds.

At times the model seemed to have sta-

bility of angle of attack since, at con-

stant tunnel airspeeds, it could be

flown hands-off occasionally for a short

period of time without any indication

of a tendency to diverge.

ARTIFICIAL STABILIZING

Roll damper. — The roll damper
which moved the elevons greatly im-

proved the stability in both the critical

angle-of-attack range (50 degrees to

60 degrees ) and at high speeds so that

all the transition flights attempted with

this device installed were successful.

Apparently the roll damper reduced

the tendency of the model to sideslip

by keeping it steady in roll about the

body axis. During the high-speed por-

tions of these flights, the roll pilot had

to apply very little control. The flights

with the roll damper installed were

much smoother than for any other

condition covered in the investigation.

The yawing motions which existed with

the roll damper operating were similar

to those obtained in flights made with-

out any automatic stabilization but. in

these cases, the roll and yaw pilots

found that, although a slight tendency

to diverge was still evident, the model
could be controlled fairly easily in the

critical angle-of-attack range. The roll

pilot was able to trim the model for

level flight early in the flight and then

could stop flying the model and let the

yaw pilot alone control the lateral mo-
tions at high speeds. This procedure

was followed in most of the flights be-

cause of the excessive roll control at

high speeds.

Yaw damper.—When the yaw dam-
per with a manual override was used

to operate the yaw eyelid and the rud-

(Conliniieii on P-ige ^2)



Powerful new General Electric J-79 turbojet gets final check from G.E. technicians. Arrow points out Ryan-built engine support frame.

G.E.'S VERSATILE J-79 JET
Ryan experience meets tough challenge in fabrication of engine support frame

THE General Electric J-79 jet engine, known to com-
mercial users as the CJ-805, is another example of the

application of skill and experience to the manufacture of

precision parts for high temperature service.

For several years, Ryan has been fabricating the en-

gine support frame for this powerplant.

Composed almost entirely of high strength corrosion-

resistant steel, the turbine support presented highly com-
plex problems in fabrication and assembly. Tolerances

were extremely critical—for example, the diameter of the

frame, which is over thirty inches, had to be held to

±.002 inches, and many of the internal parts had to be

held within .001 inches.

The unit is made up of over 90 separate parts, in

varying quantities. Critical to successful assembly was the

careful placement of parts within the assembly. The piece

is so constructed that minor errors in placement can be

compounded as work progresses.

Careful and precise aging and stress relieving had to

be maintained, and welding the heat treated components
into position required a high degree of skill in welding

techniques. All in all, the project presented as complex a

job as Ryan has ever carried through to successful com-
pletion.

The J-79, which is rated at 10,000 pounds thrust

without afterburner, features variable inlet guide vanes

and variable compressor stator blades, which considerably

reduce the incidence of compressor stall.

The new jet has proved its worth and shown some of

its tremendous power in the Lockheed F-104, the Con-
vair B-58, and the Grumman Fll-IF.

Support frame spins on massive Bullard vertical lathe as Ryan
machinist Bertil Lindsten watches. Tolerances on frame were
critical, requiring extreme care in fabrication and machining.
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". . . initial equipment consisted of a war-surplus 'Jenny' ... a shipping crate for an 'office', and an improvised runway . .
."

FROM ''JEXXY" TO VERTIJET
Glimpses into history at five -Tear intervals tell of Rran's 35 rears

of pace-setting progress in aviation

". . . Ryan purchased six Standard biplanes from the government,
and rebuilt them into five-place passenger planes. Schedules
called for one-and-a-half hours flying time to Los Angeles . .

16

". . . Ryan purchased Donald Douglas' first Cloudster, a three-
cockpit, eight passenger biplane. Ryan converted [it] to a

ten-passenger cabin job, |a| modern-type passenger plane . .
."



1922

THE New York Giants, the New
York Yankees, and the Hall-Mills

murder were front-page news in 1922.

Miller Huggins' Yanks lost to John
McGraw's Giants in the World Series,

four games to one. Rudolph Valentino

was featured in "Blood and Sand,"

and tailors advertised suits with flask-

sized hip pockets.

Army Lt. James H. Doolittle, stop-

ping only at Kelly Field in San An-
tonio, flew cross-continent from Florida

to San Diego, at a little better than

100 mph. Rear Admiral W. A. Moffett,

Navy BuAer Chief, estimated that 200
mph was the top limit for planes, be-

cause no pilot could stand the strains

imposed at higher speeds. An Army
pilot flew at 248 mph a week later.

In October, T. Claude Ryan, an

Army-trained pursuit pilot, who had
been flying forest fire patrol duty, op-

ened a flying business in San Diego.

His initial equipment consisted of a

war-surplus "Jenny" purchased through

Major Henry Arnold (General "Hap"
Arnold of World War II fame), a

shipping crate for an "office," and an
improvised runway near the seawall

of San Diego harbor.

A year later, Ryan purchased six

war-surplus Standard biplanes from
the government, and rebuilt them into

five-place passenger planes. At first

used for sightseeing, they later became
the "Ryan Airlines, Inc." fleet, which
flew its first trip on March 1, 1925.

Schedules called for one-and-a-half

hours flying time between Los Angeles
and San Diego, with a one way fare

of $17.50.

A short time later, Ryan purchased

Donald Douglas' first Cloudster, a

three-cockpit, eight passenger biplane.

Ryan, as he had with the Standards he

had bought from the government, con-

verted the Cloudster to a ten-passenger

enclosed cabin job, one of the first

modern-type passenger airplanes in

this country.

The Ryan company's next big step

was the design of the M-1, a high-

wing monoplane. With an eye to cap-

turing the market opened up by the

government's action in releasing air

mail contracts to private concerns, Ry-

an designed an airplane specifically

for the purpose. At the time, Army
fliers were carrying airmail in war-

(Continued on Next Page)

RYAN'S 35th ANNIVERSARY

", . . and the fact that the M-1 had set records on an airmail survey route be-
tween Los Angeles and Seattle, assured the success of the speedy little plane,
and Ryan built and sold 23 of them, on unprecedented number at that time . .

."

No. 631 _
fXiahl (Tertlflcate

13\fis Is lo (Urtift BMi

$2.50

has seen San Dieg^^ra the air on a WONDER AIR FLIGHT over

the City and surroundings.

RYAN FLYING COMPANY

Wk. n. niJ^ FTown by Pilou-
I [j \,bi/^/^^

". . . Ithe Standard biplanes were] first used for sightseeing . . . later became
the 'Ryan Airlines, Inc.' fleet, which flew its first trip on March 1, 1925."

". . . had been impressed with the M-1, asked Ryan Airlines to adapt an M-1 to
the Lindbergh specifications. Three months after Lindbergh placed his order,
the N-X-211 . . . became the most famous airplane in the history of aviation."
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RYAN'S 35th ANNIVERSARY

". . . remembered the exacting lessons and
rigorous methods used by the U. S. Army,
and applied these in teaching . . . students."

Ill I ^V

"Exhaust manifolds [with] a patented ball-

and-socket joint . . . would eventually be
used in most piston engines in the [U.S.]"

time de Havllland biplanes, powered

by 400 lip Liberty motors. Ryan
proved hiis plane's ability to carry more
cargo, faster and more economically

by decisively beating a souped-up D-H
in a match race with Lt. Oakley Kelly,

famed Army ace who had been the

first to fly across the continent non-

stop.

This race, and the fact that the M-1
had set records on an airmail survey

route between Los Angeles and Seat-

tle, assured the success of the speedy

little plane, and Ryan built and sold

23 of them, an unprecedented number
of a single model at that time, for any

manufacturer.

1927

Queen Marie of Rumania was tour-

ing the United States, and the United

States Marines were touring Nicaragua.

Ex-Marine Gene Tunney defeated Jack

Dempsey in their first title match. You
could get the details from the first radio

to use house current, an eight-tube af-

fair that cost $575.

Francis X. Bushman and Billie Dove
were the movie idols of the day, "Gen-
tlemen Prefer Blondes" opened on

Broadway, and "Abie's Irish Rose"
threatened to run forever.

Several teams of flyers—the most

famous of their day—were making

preparations to fly the Atlantic non-

stop. In April, an unknown American
pilot, flying by himself, would lift a

Ryan single-engine monoplane off sog-

gy Roosevelt Field on Long Island, and

land in Paris 33 hours later, to capture

the $25,000 Orteig prize, and move
aviation a giant step forward.

The flight was the sum of years of

planning on Lindbergh's part, and two

months of hectic work on the part of

Ryan Airlines, Inc. employees, plus the

inherently good design of the Ryan
M-1. Lindbergh had been impressed

with the performance of the M-1 as a

mail carrier, and, convinced that one

engine in a good aircraft offered more

safety than two or more in the flight

across the Atlantic, asked Ryan Air-

lines to adapt an M-1 to the Lind-

bergh specifications.

Three months after Lindbergh placed

his order, the N-X-2I1. the "Spirit of

St. Louis," with "Ryan" on the rudder,

became the most famous airplane in

the history of aviation.

1932

President Hoover, in an effort to

stop the nation's economic skid, had

announced the formation of the Recon-

struction Finance Corporation. Father

Cox's Army, a symbol of the skid,

marched into Washington from Pitts-

burgh, stayed a peaceful day, marched

out again.

The movies offered Hell Divers,

Daddy Long Legs. Little Caesar and

Trader Horn, with Edward G. Robin-

son, Clark Gable. Wallace Beery,

Greta Garbo, and John and Lionel

Barrymore. George Gershwin's great

eventually graduated more than 10,000 cadets from flying fields in Son Diego, hiemet, California and Tucson, Arizona
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spoof of politics

—

"Of Thee I Sing"—

•

opened on Broadway.

Wiley Post and Howard Gatty went

around the world in eight days in their

Lockheed "Winnie May." Amelia Ear-

hart was awarded the Distinguished

Flying Cross for becoming the first

woman to fly the Atlantic alone. The
autogiro was being demonstrated all

over the world, and the huge flying

boat, DOX-12, arrived in New York

from Germany.
Claude Ryan, in the years since

Lindbergh's epic flight, had turned

temporarily from the aircraft manufac-

turing business, and had developed a

successful agency for the sale of Sie-

mens-Halske engines. The Siemens en-

gine, manufactured in Europe and dis-

tributed in America as the Ryan-Sie-

mens, was an air-cooled radial engine,

which Ryan felt to be a natural com-

petitor to the OX-5, a water-cooled

job then in wide use. Ryan's success as

a salesman may be measured by the

fact that, in only a few months, the

Ryan-Siemens was being used by sev-

enteen American manufacturers.

Ryan's greater interest lay with his

Flying School, however, and after re-

linquishing his interest in the Siemens

engines, he devoted full time to the

School. Ryan remembered the exact-

ing lessons and rigorous methods used

by the U. S. Army, and applied these

in teaching Flying School students.

His methods were so successful that

"The spectacular "Dragonfly" made its appearance. After take-off runs of

less than 350 feet, using full wing flaps and leading edge slots, the plane

could make a . . . vertical descent, rolling perhaps only 50 feet on landing."

the Ryan Flying School was one of the

first to receive high ratings from the

U. S. Department of Commerce. The

School attracted students from all parts

of the country, and from abroad, as

well.

In 1931, the Ryan Aeronautical

Company was organized, and the Ryan

Flying School became the Ryan School

of Aeronautics.

1937

Franklin D. Roosevelt entered his

second term, after almost submerging

Kansas Governor Alf Landon, and

Jesse Owens almost submerged the

(Continued on Next Page) ". . . producing afterburners and other jet

engine components for [the] famous, dur-

able J-47. [the] J-57. and [the] J-46 . .
."

"The Fireball was the world"s first jet-plus-piston engined airplane . . . first plane to use tricycle landing gear on carriers
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. . using giant welding machine stations and automatic fix-

tures for liigh-speed production woric on Boeing KC-135 aft

fuselages and other large structure welding production . .

".
. . Ryan research in [electronics] covers pilotless aircraft,

supersonic guided missile systems, electronic navigators and
helicopter ground speed indicators for anti-submarine warfare"

Hitler Youth Movement with his per-

formances in the Olympics in Berlin.

War stared out at the world: Spain

was in the convulsions of civil conflict;

Italy had invaded Ethiopia; Japan had

invaded China and had sunk the U. S.

gunboat Panay; Hitler eyed Czecho-

slovakia. In America, Margaret Mitch-

ell wrote of a long-ago war in "Gone
With The Wind." In England, for the

first time in her history, her sovereign

abdicated his throne.

Amelia Earhart, attempting an

around-the-world flight, disappeared at

sea off New Guinea. Another woman
flyer, former Ryan student Jacqueline

Cochran, set a woman's world speed

record of 292 mph.
Ryan continued to pace aviation

growth. Recognizing the need for a

more advanced trainer than was then

available, he introduced in 1933 the

Ryan S-T, a low-wing all-metal air-

plane specifically designed for pilot

training. The sleek, highly maneuver-

able plane won instant approval and

acceptance. Its popularity necessitated

the expansion of the Ryan facilities, an

uncommon step in the days of the

Depression. (Continued on Page 27)

has grown from a tiny beginning to on industrial complex spreading over ... fifty acres, with more than a million square feet.
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THE JET VTOL CONCEPT
APPROXIMATELY 10 years ago,

the U. S. Navy, concerned with

the need for drastically shorter take-

off and landing distances, asked the

Ryan Aeronautical Company to con-

duct studies to determine a feasible

method of controlling jet propelled

aircraft at zero speed. At that time,

the large weight penalties paid for

catapulting and arresting carrier air-

craft were well recognized. In spite of

optimizing aircraft design to meet

these requirements, carriers were be-

coming larger and larger, and small

carriers were becoming useless. Ver-

tical take-off and landing offered tre-

mendous promise not only aboard

small carriers, but also aboard many
other types of naval vessels.

The advantage offered by vertical

take-off and landing was not confined

to sea-borne operations, but was equal-

ly promising for shore-based activities.

Since a large percentage of the year-

round Naval flight operations are con-

ducted from shore bases, the possi-

bility of eliminating their dependence

BY HERMAN L BRAASCH
Chief, Aircraft Projects Section

AND R. A. FUHRMAN
Chief, Technical Section

on long concrete runways was very

attractive. In forward area operations,

conducted by the U. S. Marines, some
method of overcoming the "runway
barrier" was vital for the wider disper-

sion required for survival under nuc-

lear attack.

The design of today's high speed

naval aircraft is greatly compromised
by the retention of conventional land-

ing gear, catapult and arresting pro-

visions, flaps, slats, actuating mechan-

isms, doors, and related equipment.

Significantly increased performance

can be achieved through elimination

of these items. Rarely has the aircraft

designer had the opportunity to take

such a bold step forward. For the first

time, airplane design may be opti-

mized for the air-borne mission with

a minimum penalty for take-off and

landing. Many other advantages exist

for vertical take-off and landing in

sea-borne operations. Some of these

include

:

1) Ability to conduct flight opera-

tions without changing ship
course or speed.

2) Ability to launch and recover

numerous interceptor aircraft

simultaneously.

3) Ability to disperse a high per-

formance fighter defense to small

ships of the missile defense zone

and in the path of the expected

threat.

4) Ability of aircraft to head imme-

diately in desired direction of at-

tack, regardless of ship heading.

5) Increase effectiveness of new
Forrestal-class carriers by mov-

ing defensive fighters to smaller

ships and make room for addi-

tional attack aircraft.

In order to provide vertical take-off

the net lifting force at zero speed must

(Continued on Next Page)
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at least equal the gross weight. This

force could be supplied by several

means in a jet-propelled aircraft. Some
of the possible approaches are illus-

trated above.

In (A) and (B), airplanes in the

normal horizontal attitude are power-

ed by engines with a net thrust greater

than the gross weight. To provide ver-

tical take-off capabilities, the thrust

vector is rotated by rotating either the

entire engine or the tailpipe. It should

be noted that the resultant force must

act through the center of gravity.

Weight and aerodynamic compromises

are inherent in both types and, in the

case of the rotated tailpipe, thrust

losses result.

For (C), the necessary lifting force

is provided by special lifting engines

separate from those used in normal
flight. Here again it is, of course, nec-

essary for the resultant lifting force to

act through the center of gravity of the

airplane, and power plant weight and
volume penalties are paid.

All of these conceptions and com-
binations thereof have been studied in

this country and abroad. Although

they appear feasible and may be de-

sired for certain applications, they in-

variably result in a heavier airplane

than that illustrated for (D). This is

particularly true where the mission re-

quirements dictate a thrust loading for

combat which is compatible with the

static thrust requirements for vertical

take-off. .\nalyses have indicated tliat

aircraft designed for the fichter or
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fighter-bomber missions would gener-

ally fall into this category. Case (D)

employs the vertical attitude concept.

Here the same propulsion system is

used to provide the necessary thrust

for vertical take-off and for conven-

tional flight. Further, the position of

the propulsion system relative to the

airplane remains fixed. This configura-

tion allows more freedom in terms of

engine location and aUows the engi-

neer to design the airplane for the ac-

tual in-flight mission requirements.

WEIGHT AND THRUST
Consider the weight and thrust re-

lationships peculiar to the type of air-

craft that takes off and lands in the

vertical attitude.

It is obvious that the thrust weight

ratio must be at least equal to 1. It

has been determined from analyses of

the take-oft' and hovering problems

that a take-off thrust-weight ratio equal

to 1.05 is a reasonable minimum to

provide adequate acceleration and

maneuverability. The important par-

ameter, however, is the required ratio

of engine rated thrust to airplane gross

weight. In this respect, each individual

aircraft and mission requirement poses

a separate problem and it is not pos-

sible to generalize completely. How-
ever, when hot-day performance, pos-

sible operation at altitudes above sea

level, installation losses, maneuvering

and acceleration requirements are con-

sidered, the engine sea level rated

thrust must be about 25% to 30 Tf

greater than the airplane gross weight.

(Continued on Next Page)

The Washington Monument looms in background as the Ryan X-13 Vertijet stands mo-
tionless on its toil just a few feet above the ground in a recent demonstration before
Pentagon officials. Photo plainly shows supporting column of seething exhaust gas.

U, S, AIR FORCE PHOTO



JET YTOL CONCEPT

(Continued from Page 23)

The weight breakdown typical of

the present stable of conventional

fighters is shown in Table I. It should

be noted that the military load is fixed

by requirements. Values shown are

typical of a fighter in the 20,000 to

30,000 lb. weight class. We will now
determine how much the percentage of

engine system weight must be in-

specific weights of about 0.20 are now
in advanced stages of development.

Many of the small turbojet engines

now undergoing development were de-

signed with specific weights as low as

0.12. Therefore, if we presume the

VTOL fighter being studied will have

an engine whose specific weight is

0.20, the engine weight to gross weight

ratio becomes

Wen, W,„, T
— . = X — = .26

W T W

Table 1. Weight Breakdown
|

of a Typiccil Fighter

ITEM ITEM WT./GROSS WT. |

Engine 0.21

Structure 0.28

Equipment 0.13

Fuel 0.32

Military Load 0.06

where

:

W
specific weight of power

plant = .20

creased in order to provide VTOL cap-

ability and from what areas this in-

crease can be obtained. Turbojet pow-

er plants in the medium size class with

— = ratio of engine rated thrust

W to gross weight = 1.3

From these values it is seen that

for practical VTOL it is necessary to

increase the engine weight over that of

present fighter types by about 5% of

the gross weight. Presuming that the

over-all weight of the VTOL airplane

should not be greater than present

3

thrust available /

VTO airplane /

/

thrust available

conventiona

mach number

conventional types, those areas where

weight savings are possible will be

examined.

First of all, the weight of military

load as has been indicated is estab-

lished by mission requirements and

will be assumed to be the same for the

VTOL fighter as the conventional type.

Fuel weight is determined primarily by

range requirements and, since a sacri-

fice in range is not desirable, it will be

presumed that the fuel weight percent-

age must remain essentially constant.

There is a possibility of some saving

in the area of equipment weights; how-

ever, these would be small in compar-

ison to the required reduction. In the

area of structural weight, some obvious

opportunities for weight saving exist.

The conventional fighter carries a

great deal of "dead" weight through-

out its mission to satisfy the take-off

and landing problem. This includes

such items as landing gear, catapult

and arresting provisions, flaps, slats,

drag chute and, possible, boundary

layer control devices. None of these

items are necessary in the jet VTOL
airplane. It is necessary to add some

items to satisfy the particular VTOL
alighting problem but an examination

of actual cases indicates a structural

weight saving of at least 4% by leav-

ing out those items peculiar to con-

ventional take-ofi and landing and re-

placing them with only those items

necessary for VTOL take-off and land-

ing. The remaining 1 % of our weight

saving should come from improved

structural design and such savings as

are possible in the equipment area

through miniaturization and other

technical improvements.

Table II presents a comparison of

the weight ratios of the present-day

Table II. Weight Comparison

of Typical and VTOL Fighters

ITEM WT. GROSS WT.

CONVENTIONAL VTOL |

ITEM FIGHTER FIGHTER

Engine 0.21

Structure 0.28

Equipment 0.13

Fuel 0.32

Military Load 0.06

0.26

0.235
0.125
0.32

0.06

Pig. 1. Typical altitude performance ( (d 45,000 ft.) of VTOL and conventional airplanes.
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con\entional fighter and a possible

\TOL fighter. Note that the weight of
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military load is still 6% of the gross

weight. Siiice this weight is fixed, the

jet VTOL fighter for the same mili-

tary load will weigh essentially the

same as the present-day conventional

fighter but will have about twice the

thrust. Part of this increased thrust

potential is, of course, due to improve-

ment in engine "state-of-the-art." The

change in weight distribution appears

well worth the effort when it is con-

sidered that "dead" weight items such

as landing gear, structure, etc., are be-

ing traded for the "live" weight of an

engine. It is now possible to design

the airplane completely from the stand-

point of the mission flight require-

ments. For example, no longer must

wing loading be dictated by take-off

and landing considerations.

If the ratio of thrust to weight of the

jet VTOL is estimated to be 75%
greater than that of present supersonic

fighter aircraft, radical changes in air-

plane performance will result.

Figure 1 illustrates typical thrust

required and available for two types

of jet aircraft: present conventional

and VTOL. The two are assumed to

weigh the same and to be at the same

s t a t e - of - the - art aerodynamically.

Therefore, the thrust required should

be essentially the same. The large

margin of excess thrust for the VTOL
airplane is very evident. Rate of climb,

acceleration, and maneuverability are

all functions of this excess thrust. The

rate of climb even at moderate speeds

is several times that of the current

conventional type and the acceleration

capability is increased by an order of

magnitude at the high speeds. Gener-

ally speaking, the VTOL fighter will

be speed limited by engine and/or

structural characteristics only and not

by drag through a wide range of oper-

ating altitude. The maximum speed

will be attained after a very brief ac-

celeration with a small expenditure of

fuel and excess thrust will be available

even at top speed for both maneuver-

ability and acceleration. This thrust

is essential for the maximum speed to

be useful to the fighter and for the air-

plane to be able to turn and maneuver

without suffering excessive speed loss-

es. The VTOL thrust characteristics

would be evident in a higher operating

ceiling, shorter time to climb, and

smaller steady state turn radius. This

is, therefore, power that is useful to the

pilot, power that will improve the com-

bat effectiveness of the airplane.

It has been shown that these per-

formance characteristics can be pro-

vided in an airplane using engines

which are becoming available at the

present time. There are further possi-

bilities of using clustered small engines,

now in the development stage, of even

lower specific weight which will result

in either a lighter airplane or one cap-

able of carrying additional fuel or mil-

itary load.

It is seen that, due to the high

thrust to weight ratio, the jet VTOL
airplane enjoys exceptional advantages

over the conventional type with the

present level of thrust loadings. These

performance advantages can be ob-

tained without decreasing range capa-

bility. In order to realize the same per-

formance characteristics in conven-

tional airplanes, a thrust loading com-
parable to the VTOL would be re-

quired. Since the conventional air-

plane requires additional items of

weight to satisfy the take-off and land-

ing problem, a much larger airplane

would result if this thrust loading were

provided.

Presented at the National I.AS.
—Naval Aviation Meeting, Au-

gust 5-10, 1957, at San Diego,

California.

X-13 AERODYNAMIC

RESEARCH
(Continued from Page 1)

wind tunnel.

Using a 1/7 scale model, made of

mahogany and Dural, Steve Hall ran

hundreds of hours of low-speed tests,

to determine the usual six components

of aerodynamic forces and moments

—

pitch, yaw, roll, drag, lift and side

force—and to determine location of

control surfaces. Stability of the air-

plane as it "went over the hump" in

transition from vertical to horizontal

flight was another problem.

At one time, a small horizontal tail

was fixed to the top of the vertical sta-

bilizer, but design improvements ruled

it out. At another time, the vertical tail

was extended aft of the wing trailing

edge, and tests proved that the exten-

sion didn't help. The rudder area was

changed, and the ailerons, when the

horizontal tail was removed, became

elevons.

So far, so good. Now the road be-

gan to meander a bit. Under the nor-

mal aerodynamic forces, the airplane

has necessary stability about all three

axes. No one knew what reactions it

would have to jet control forces, and

there was little previous history on any

kind of vertical take-off aircraft.

To get the answers, Ryan turned to

the National Advisory Committee for

Aeronautics. The aerodynamicists took

the idea back to Langley Field, Vir-

ginia, where NACA operates the Lang-

ley Aeronautical Laboratory. There

NACA scientists set up free-flight and

spin and tumbling characteristics, using

1/5 scale models.

Driven by two 5 h.p. electric motors,

contra-rotating fans in the free-flight

model's fuselage provided thrust simi-

lar to jet thrust. No attempt was made,

however, to duplicate the gyroscopic

action of a jet engine. The little plane

hung from a slack safety cable, and

was guided by three "pilots"—one each

for pitch, yaw, and roll control.

Tests indicated that some sort of

automatic yaw and roll dampers would

be necessary, but that the basic design

was sound—the airplane would make
the transition from vertical to horizon-

tal flight smoothly. (Full details of the

test will be found on Page 12).

Next, the NACA group borrowed

a hobbyists technique. Many model

plane enthusiasts fly their craft in cir-

cles at the end of a taut tether line,

allowing closer control and keeping

crashes at a minimum. The NACA
team, to allow a greater degree of free-

flight, added some refinements. In ad-

dition to the control-line, they used

a slack safety cable, attached flexible

control cables, and hung the whole

thing from a crane set on a circular

track, which in turn rested on concrete

posts. The tests took place in a grove

of trees, which served as an effective

wind break.

The model was powered by hydro-

gen-peroxide rocket motors, which

more nearly simulated jet action than

had the electric-motor driven fans in

the wind tunnel tests. A small gyro-

scope was installed to simulate the gy-

roscopic action of a jet engine.

The wind-tunnel tests, backed up

the control-line tests, proved out the

aerodynamics of the design conclusive-

ly. The aerodynamics team had picked

the right road.

® Registered Trade Mark
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X-13 ELECTRONIC

SIMULATION
(Continued from Page i)

Further help in providing a final

analytical check-out of the X-13's au-

tomatic stabilization system came from

the facilities at the Naval Air Missile

Test Center at Pt. Mugu, California.

Both the computers at Ryan and

those at the NAMTC were backed up

by flight simulators — ground-borne

cockpits equipped with full controls

and instrument displays to indicate

every airplane movement. These sim-

ulators helped to solve one of the most

pressing problems of all—and poten-

tially one of the most dangerous. No
one had ever flown a jet-propelled

vertical take-off airplane, and regard-

less of the way it's done in the movies,

no airplane manufacturer is going to

risk an invaluable test pilot and a multi-

million dollar airplane, of a type that

had never been flown before, without

having first given the test pilot a large

dose of flight control familiarity.

The simulators duplicated every re-

action of the actual airplane, and let

pilots practice handling the X-13 con-

trol system until flying it became as

easy as "handling a helicopter", as

Pete Girard put it. And, according to

one engineer, "The only thing that gets

hurt when you fly a simulator into the

ground is your feelings."

The computers and flight simulators

have the added advantage of being able

to isolate various airplane attitudes and

movements. In actual test flights, sev-

eral factors affect airplane perform-

ance simultaneously, reducing chances

of detecting any single erratic action.

Pilot training also got a big assist

from a full-size cockpit mockup. The
mock up, complete in every detail, was

an important item in pilot familiariza-

tion, and in determining various angles

of visibility.

The mock up was mounted on a

universal gimbal mount and was cap-

able of approximately 1 10 degrees tra-

vel in pitch, and 40 degrees travel in

roll and yaw. The movements of the

mock-up were controlled by the pilot

in the cockpit. As in the X-13, a ro-

tating seat, operating through a 45-de-

gree arc, was provided.

The mock up completed the pilot

familiarization facilities. It allowed the

pilot to orient himself in a cockpit

Navy Air Chief Here

Rear Adm. Albert E. Dixon, chief

of the Navy Bureau of Aeronautics,
discusses Ryan vertical take-off and
landing plane development with
Bruce Smith, vice president, en-

gineering and military relations,

during recent visit to plant while
in San Diego for the National Naval
Aviation Meeting.

exactly like the cockpit installed in the

X-13, and gave an indication of pilot

position as the X-13 passed from ver-

tical to horizontal flight.

(K) Registered Trade Mark

X-13 POWERPLANT TESTS
(Continued from Page 5)

horizontal position.

As with any jet engine, the manu-
facturer had guaranteed that the bare

engine would develop a specific thrust.

Vyvyan's group had to determine that

enough thrust was still available after

the "hardware"—inlet ducting, nozzle,

pumps and generators — had been

added to the engine. In addition, it had

to be demonstrated that the Ryan
parts, which together with the engine

made up the total installation, would

safely withstand the brutal beating

given to the parts in actual flight.

Prior to the actual engine test, proof

tests of Ryan components showed

weaknesses in the complex and vitally

important nozzle system. After several

weeks of intensive development testing,

these difficulties were ironed out. The
engine, and its accessories, were ready

for the grueling 25-hour run in the

test cell.

Power Plant and Test Section

Groups placed the jet in the test cell

in the horizontal position. For five

hours, it roared at speeds varying from

idle to maximum thrust. Following the

horizontal tests, the engine was hung
tail-down in the test cell, and run in

this position for fifteen hours at vary-

ing speeds. Then the engine was re-

turned to the horizontal test and run

for another five hours.

Engine performance deterioration

was slight. The first hurdle—reliability

—was cleared. The engine, and the

Ryan equipment, took all the punish-

ment the engineers could give it and

still could take more.

While the tests were being run, strain

gauges attached to Baldwin load cells

were transmitting information concern-

ing available thrust. After subtracting

the power necessary to operate con-

trols, fuel pumps, generators and other

components, and after accounting for

power losses due to the induction sys-

tem nozzle and compressor bleed to the

roll system, the engine still possessed

enough power to send the .\-13 zoom-
ing straight up or to hold it in a hover-

ing attitude.

The second hurdle—sufficient pow-

er—had been cleared. The Rolls-Royce

engine was right, and it was reliable.

One more test remained. Ryan en-

gineers had to know how the complete

airplane, and its equipment, reacted to

engine vibration and heat. To find out.

they tied the X-13 down in front of an

exhaust deflector and ran the engine

at various power settings from idle to

maximum thrust.

Checks were made on airframe cool-

ing characteristics, on engine noise

levels, initial engine operation, emer-

gency shutdown procedure, and on

the control and hydraulic systems.

As expected, certain small items

needed redesign. The compressor bleed

valve louvers weren't strong enough;

the engine oil gauge had been calibrated

improperly; the generator warning light

was not conveniently located; and it

was noticed that the lower aft section

of the fuselage "canned" at high r.p.ms.

These were minor items. The louvers

were redesigned; the engine oil gauge

recalibrated; the generator light reposi-

tioned; and stiffeners were added to

the fuselage. No other defects in the

engine or in the airplane were found.

The Ryan teams saw their bets pay

off on April II. 1937. when Pete Gi-

rard. after proving the ship, hung it

back on its cable and cut the ensine.
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FROM "JENNY" TO YERTIJET

(Continued from Page 20)

In 1936, Tex Rankin, then aviation's

top stunt flyer, won the International

Acrobatic Championship flying a stock

model Ryan S-T. Rankin's competi-

tors flew craft specially designed and

built for stunt flying. A similar per-

formance, to be repeated five years in

a row, was turned in by Anesio Am-
aral in the Aero Club of Brazil civil

aviation contests.

By 1937, several foreign countries

recognized the worth of the plane as

a military trainer, and ordered modi-

fied versions. Orders came from

Mexico, Honduras, Guatemala, and

the Union of South Africa, among
others.

Another Ryan success included the

establishment of a Metal Products Di-

vision. This new function, which

eventually became a major part of the

Ryan structure, manufactured high-

temperature engine components and

specialized sheet metal parts for air-

craft manufacturers. Exhaust mani-

folds, utilizing a patented ball-and-

socket universal joint which effectively

damped engine vibration, would even-

tually be used in most piston engines

built in the United States.

1942

Americans became familiar with

Bizerte and El Alemein, Guadalcanal

and the Solomon Islands, endured

blackouts and meatless Tuesdays, ra-

tion stamps and gasless cars. The Al-

lies would shortly push Hitler's North

Afrika Corps into the sea, and the

U.S. Navy would end Japan's domina-

tion of the sea in a bitter fight, against

tremendous odds, at the Batde of Mid-

way.

In 1939, as the air arm of the

United States continued to expand,

Ryan was designated as one of nine

commercial flying schools to aid in

the Army pilot training program.

Using Ryan training planes, the Ryan
School of Aeronautics eventually

graduated more than 14,000 cadets

from flying fields in San Diego, Hemet,

California, and Tucson, Arizona.

One top-notch plane that remained

on the scene was Ryan's famous S-T.

After more than thirty years the Army
Air Corps discarded the biplane as a

primary flight trainer, and ordered the

Ryan S-T in quantity.

The new versions, modified to meet

military demands, were designated as

the PT series by the Army, and as the

NR by the Navy. Ryan was to build

more than 1300 of them, and also ship

them to China, the Netherlands East

Indies, and Australia, and other for-

eign countries.

Stunt flying and air races passed in-

to memory. Aerobatics had become a

method of survival, not a sport, and

combat pilots flew P-38's and P-40's,

instead of S-T's and GeeBee's.

In 1940, Ryan had contributed an-

other "first" to aviation. The spec-

tacular "Dragonfly," one of the first

STOL airplanes, made its appearance.

After take-off runs of less than 350

feet, using full wing flaps and leading

edge slots, the plane could make a

practically vertical descent, rolling per-

haps only 50 feet on landing.

As the war progressed, Ryan, asked

by the government to devise a training

plane which would not cut into the slim

stockpile of strategic materials, de-

veloped a bonded plywood low-wing

trainer, the PT-25. Only a handful of

the unique craft were built, however,

since the shortage of critical material

eased before production started.

An even more spectacular Ryan ad-

vance during the war years was the

famous Ryan FR-1 "Fireball," which

racked up a considerable number of

aviation "firsts." The Fireball was the

world's first jet-plus-piston engined

airplane, the first plane to use tricycle

landing gear on carriers, the Navy's

first jet plane, and the first single-

engined aircraft to use a full-feather-

ing prop. The Fireball, pulled by a

conventional piston-type engine and

propeller, and pushed by a jet engine

in its tail, combined the advantages of

both. A refinement of the Fireball,

known as the "Dark Shark," was the

Navy's first turbo-prop plane, the pis-

ton engine having been replaced by a

turbine engine driving a propeller.

The war years also saw the wealth

of experience in airframe components

prove its value. From the Ryan plant

poured thousands of wing sections for

B-24 "Liberator" bombers. Ryan also

turned out gun turrets and a myriad of

the other items required in the war

machine.

1947

After 14 years of drought, the Re-
publican Party assumed control of

Congress. General George Marshall

became Secretary of State, and formu-

lated the Plan that bears his name.

James V. Forrestal, air enthusiast and

Secretary of the Navy, became the

first Secretary of Defense. "Henry V"
and "The Best Years of Our Lives"

won "best film" awards, and Bikini

gained fame, not only as a tiny Pacific

atoll, but also as an amazingly tiny

bathing suit.

During the war, Ryan facilities had

expanded tremendously. Now one of

the country's foremost producers of

engine components, Ryan strengthened

its position by continuing its advances

in the design of the engine exhaust sys-

tems.

A major development was the use

of augmentor tubes in engine exhaust

systems. Rather than channeling ex-

haust gases directly outside of the en-

gine nacelle, Ryan engineers placed

the exhaust stacks at the bellmouths of

augmentor tubes which led into the

engine firewall. The resultant vacuum
drew cooling air across the engine

even at ground idling speeds. The aug-

mentor exhaust system gave more ef-

ficient engine cooling and permitted

"cleaner" nacelle design by eliminating

the ring of cowl flaps.

Another development was a design

which utilized the thrust generated by

piston-engine exhaust. By employing

the energy available in the exhaust as

thrust, horsepower and speed were in-

creased considerably. The new design

went into production for many air-

craft manufacturers and more than a

thousand Convair-Liners now use the

system.

1947 also saw the groundwork laid

for the development of the Air Force's

first air-to-air missile, the Firebird.

Plans were also started on the Firebee,

a pilotless drone target plane, which

was later to go into quantity produc-

tion for both the Air Force and the

Navy.

The Navy, impressed by the argu-

ments of several Ryan engineers, gave

Ryan the go-ahead on an extremely

difficult problem—an airplane capable

of vertical take-off and landing. Solu-

tion of the problem was to take ten

years, and was to culminate in the

(Continued on Next Page)
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successful flight of the X-13 Vertijet,''

world's first jet-powered VTOL air-

plane.

Ryan also returned to the manufac-

ture of planes for business and private

use. The North American Navion de-

sign, which bore a startling resem-

blance to the Ryan S-C, an enclosed

cabin craft first produced in 1937, was

acquired from North American Avia-

tion. Highly popular with civilian fly-

ers, the Ryan Navion was ordered as

an "off-the-shelf" item by the Army,

who dubbed it the L-17, and used it as

a personnel carrier, scout plane, and

courier.

1952

The Republicans completed the po-

litical reconstruction begun six years

earlier by installing Eisenhower in the

White House. The reconstruction did

not include the removal of Harry Tru-

man's balcony. In England, Prime

Minister Winston Churchill reassumed

control as Queen Elizabeth II ascend-

ed the throne. Preparations were being

made to explode the hydrogen bomb

at Eniwetok, and the West won a maj-

or propaganda victory as thousands of

Chinese prisoners of war in Korea re-

fused repatriation.

Ryan, like most aircraft manufac-

turers after the war, had retrenched in

1947 and 1948, but had come boom-

ing back by 1952, partly due to the

pressures caused by the Korean con-

flict. The work force, reduced to 850

in 1947, swelled to more than 5000,

and plant facilities were expanded to

keep pace with the ever-increasing

backlog.

Ryan's years of pioneering and re-

search in "hot-parts" products, sheet

metal components, and more recently,

electronics, pushed the company into

the top ranks of aircraft manufactur-

ers. A major factor in the growth of

new business was the ability and will-

ingness of the company to diversify.

Ryan's engineers examined metallurg-

ical phenomena, delved into electron-

ics, studied VTOL flight problems,

while Ryan production men devised

new manufacturing methods and de-

signed and ordered huge new machines

to speed production.

By 1952, Ryan was producing after-

burners and other jet engine compon-

ents for General Electric's durable, fa-

mous J-47, Pratt and Whitney's J-57,

and Westinghouse's great J-46. Piston

engine exhaust systems were being

shipped to Continental for use in

General Patton medium tanks, to Boe-

ing for use in the B-50, to Douglas for

use in the DC-6, and to Convair for

use in the 240 Convair-Liner.

Airframe facilities were turning out

mammoth fuselage sections for the

giant KC-97 stratofreighters, and huge

external fuel tanks, the largest ever

built, for B-47 bombers. Ryan met the

challenge of producing these fuselage

sections and tanks by designing and

installing some of the largest machin-

ery ever built for airframe component

production.

Ryan's success with the Guidance

system for the Firebird led to contracts

for electronic devices, including a pre-

cision automatic radar navigation in-

strument, later to be known as the

AN/APN-67, and to research work in

helicopter hovering devices for anti-

submarine warfare.

Production of the four-place Ryan
Navion had reached well into the hun-

dreds, as the Army found the plane in-

creasingly useful. The demands placed

upon Ryan production facilities by the

Korean conflict, however, caused pro-

duction of the plane to be stopped.

1957

The Democrats chipped away at the

Republican reconstruction job by cap-

turing control of Congress, although

Eisenhower kept control of the White

House. Russia lost control of Hungary

for a short and bloody time, and lost

prestige and importance all over the

world. B-52 bombers, (with Ryan
components) refueled in mid-air by

KC-97 tankers (more Ryan compon-

ents), circled the globe in less than

one-twentieth of the 80 days required

by the legendary Phileas Fogg. "My
Fair Lady," a musical adaptation of

Shaw's "Pygmalion," became such a

success that the previously simple act

of getting tickets to a Broadway show

became an art, a science, and a nation-

al joke.

The Ryan components on the his-

tory-making B-52 bombers were only

a small part of total Ryan output. Ry-

an research and production covers an

amazing amount of diversified prod-

ucts. Plastics, ceramics, titanium, pil-

oted and pilotless aircraft, missile

guidance systems, electronic naviga-

tors and ground speed indicators, thin-

wall ducting, and various machining,

welding, and forming techniques are

all part of Ryan's interests.

In the electronics field, Ryan has

developed a high precision automatic

navigator (AN APN-67 and Model

107C), a helicopter ground speed in-

dicator (AN/APN-97), essential to

the precise hovering necessary for sub-

marine detection, and is developing

supersonic missile guidance systems.

In the jet and piston engine field,

Ryan is producing jet engine compon-

ents, afterburners, rocket motors, ram-

jet engine assemblies, components for

turbo-compound engines and exhaust

manifolds.

Jet engine work also includes the

production of ready-to-install jet pow-

er packages. In work are contracts for

complete engine pods and pylons for

Douglas Aircraft's DC-8 jet airliners.

The units will adapt to the various con-

figurations necessary to house the

Pratt & Whitney Aircraft J-57 and

J-75, and the RoUs-Royce Conway
turbojets.

Ryan engineers are using giant weld-

ing machine, stations and automatic

fixtures for high-speed production

work on Boeing KC-135 aft fuselages

and other large-structure welding pro-

duction. Coming closer to realization,

due to Ryan research in welding air-

craft structures, is the all-welded air-

plane.

The U. S. Navy and the U. S. Air

Force have awarded Ryan contracts

for research work in titanium and ti-

tanium alloys. Ryan is presently de-

veloping manufacturing methods for

fabricating commercially-pure titani-

um in sheets for aircraft application,

and is building test structures—wing

sections, engine cowls, and firewalls

—

for evaluation tests.

Ryan's long history of experience in

stainless steel fabrication, and espec-

ially in exhaust system manufacture,

gives the company an unmatched posi-

tion in the field of research into thin-

wall ducting. With the advent of the

jet engine, thin-wall ducting, able to

withstand 900" F and velocities in ex-

cess of the speed of sound, has become

a "must' in airplane fabrication.

"Better methods" has always been a

keyword at Ryan. In the past five

years, Ryan has installed some of the

largest metal fabrication and welding

machines in the country, has used

(Continueii on Se\t Page)



FROM "JENNY" TO YERTIJET
(Continued from Page 28)

closed-circuit TV in novel applications,

and is in constant search for new ma-

chinery and methods.

Ryan achieved a major break-

through in aeronautics in 1957 when

the Ryan X-13 Vertijet rose from its

supporting cable, hovered a moment,

arched up and over into horizontal

flight, and then moved back into the

vertical position and hooked itself onto

its wire. It was the first jet-propelled

vertical take-off and landing in history.

Still under security wraps, but due

to fly soon, is the Ryan Vertiplane, ''

a propeller-driven VTOL airplane.

The Vertiplane has drawn upon the

experience gained in designing and

testing the sensational "Dragonfly" of

17 years earlier.

One of the two pioneer aircraft com-

panies in the nation still headed by the

man who founded it, the Ryan Aero-

nautical Company has grown from a

tiny beginning to an industrial com-

plex spreading over nearly fifty acres,

with more than a million square feet

of engineering and manufacturing space

in San Diego, and with an additional

plant in Torrance, California.

At the start of its 36th year, Ryan

holds an enviable position in the Am-
erican aviation industry. As aviation

moves swiftly forward, Ryan will con-

tinue to pace its progress, as it has

for 35 years.

® Registered Trade Mark

NEAR MISS
(Continued from Page 7)

aration of the target and missile an-

tennas. This "ringing frequency" is

monitored by the ground station, a

computer corrects for the calibrated

time delays in the target and missile

transponders, and the miss-distance in

feet is recorded on paper tape to-

gether with the timing pulses.

TEST FIRING PS!OCEDURE

For the tests conducted at the

Randsburg Wash range, a Firebee Q-

2A drone was suspended at an eleva-

tion of 150 feet above ground between

two wooden target towers. These

target towers are 300 feet high and
are located 350 feet on either side of

the range centerline. The especially

Htit /J /Ih crtw which lainnhed ihe }OUlh Q-2 /W Lirati druiu nrtr ihe AFMDC
riuige recently. From left to right they are S/Sgt. Efreti Jaurequi, flight engineer;

S/Sgt. E. R. Motter, forward observer; M/Sgt. R. A. Faraci, assistant airborne drone
controller; Captain C. B. Merritt, direct airborne controller and Lt. Col. T. B. Swanson,
pilot. The drone can be seen under the belly of the B-26 aircraft.

Rran Firebees Exceed 300 - Flight Mark
The Ryan "Firebee" jet drone target missile has snceessfully com-

pleted 300 research and development flights at the Air Force Missile De-
velopment Test Center, Holloinan AFB, at Alamogordo, New Mexico.
The long list of snccessful flights dates back to 1951, when test crews
from the Ryan plant commenced checkouts of the missile. Air Force
technicians took over control of the testing in June, 1954, at which time
107 flights had been conducted.

The Firebee flies at near sonic speeds with performance character-
istics similar to those of modern American jet fighter aircraft. Remotely
controlled from the ground, it can maneuver evasively at varying speeds
and altitudes, to provide a challenge to the skill of gunnery experts and
accuracy of guided missiles.

Approximately half the size of a jet fighter, the Firebee drone
missile is a mid-wing, all-metal pilotless aircraft with sharply swept-back
wings and tail surfaces. Grossing 1800 pounds the airframe has a span
of approximately 12 feet, a length of 18 feet, and is nearly six feet in

height.
The missile incorporates a two-stage parachute recovery system,

which serves to decelerate the drone from high speeds and lowers it

safely to the ground without damage to the electronic equipment inside,
thus enabling the drone to be used on numerous successive flights.

Captain C. B. Merritt, chief of the drone systems branch, was the
direct airborne controller for the 300th mission, and W. F. Fisher served
as ground remote controller.

Many improvements have been made in the Firebee since its first

flight back in April of 1951. Captain Merritt cited increases in operating
altitude, additional engine thrust, and improvements in the command
guidance system as examples.

adapted HVAR rockets were fired

from the top of a 150-foot high mo-
bile launching tower. The tower has

a slotted rail launcher, 70 feet long,

which can be adjusted both in eleva-

tion and azimuth. The wooden tar-

get towers are located 2800 feet down-
range from the end of the launcher

rail.

Firing is controlled from the ar-

mored control room on the 50-foot

level of the launching tower, with

sequential timers to control the vari-

ous operations, such as the firing

cycle, zero time and timing. The Firebee

target was suspended by non-metallic

manila and nylon lines midway be-

tween the two towers. Secondary lines

were used to prevent the Firebee from
dropping to the ground in case of a

HVAR rocket cutting a primary sus-

(Continned on Next Page)
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Dudley C. Sharp, Assistant Secrelary of the Air Force for Materiel, is shown
center, as he prepares to leave the Ryan plant following recent conference with

T. Claude Ryan, president, and Bruce Smith, vice president, engineering and mili-

tary relations, at right in photo. At left is Sharp's executive aide. Col. E. T. Schmid.

Air Foree Asst. Seeretary at llYan

Most of the major adjuslnients

in Air Force procurement policies

for the foreseeable future have
been effected, it was indicated dur-

ing the recent visit to the Ryan
plant of Dudley C. Sharp, Assistant

Secretary of the Air Force for Ma-
teriel.

In discussions with T. Claude
Ryan, company president, and

Bruce Smith, vice president, en-

gineering and military relations, it

was brought out that nothing fur-

ther of major significance is an-

ticipated with regard to cutbacks
or stretchouts. Meanwhile, the na-
tion's defense requirements are be-

ing closely surveyed in relation to

availability of funds for the armed
forces.

NEAR MISS

(Continued from Page 29)

pension line. This actually happened

when round number six was fired,

with the Firebee dropping about 20

feet. However, it sustained no dam-

age and the tests were continued.

The terrain is level between the

launcher and target towers, and con-

tinues level past the towers to about

8,000 yards downrange. At about

9,000 yards downrange from the tar-

get towers, the valley rises into a

mountainous region which presents an

effective wall rising 3,500 feet above

the valley floor. This wall eliminates

any danger from ricocheting of un-

spent rockets or missiles and, in addi-

tion, facilitates recovery of any com-
ponents that have a high security

classification.

CAMERA COVERAGE OF MISSILE

To furnish additional data on miss-

distance, Ryan engineers also designed
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a wingtip pod which was installed on

the right wing of the Firebee. contain-

ing a Traid 500 camera. The camera

was equipped with a 165-degree wide-

angle lens, facing to the beam. Re-

motely controlled, the camera was trig-

gered at the exact instant a rocket

was fired from the launching platform.

By measuring missile image size, en-

gineers could estimate the distance of

the rocket from the target as it passed

abeam of the firebee.

The especially designed wingtip pod
actually served a dual purpose: It

demonstrated the ability of a camera

to photograph missiles at high speeds,

and also showed the capability of a

single-camera scoring system to pro-

vide miss-distance information of rock-

ets fired at the Firebee.

In addition, three Bowen CZR-1
cameras were used to provide photo-

graphic coverage of the tests. Lo-

cated at various stations along the

range, the Bowen cameras serve to

collect data on velocity, acceleration

and trajectory of the missile as it

speeds toward the target.

The tests conducted at the Rands-

burg Wash facility will assist in cali-

brating rocket - target miss - distances

obtained by the PARAMI and single-

camera scoring systems with cor-

responding distances obtained from
camera instrumentation of known ac-

curacy, using range timing for corre-

lation.

FIREBEE GOES YTOL
(Continued from Page 11

J

till they are half blind from the glare.

After endless time your earphones

shout "There's the Q 2

A !", or words to that effect. You
talk quietly to yourself as you survey

the scene.

The Firebee rests near the topmost

ridge of 1800 feet of bare rock. The
complication: the parachut; has col-

lapsed on the orher sid; of the divide.

Outcroppings, approximately 110 feet

apart guard each end of the ridge.

This requires some thought and
planning. It's late in the day. You circle

the scene and head for home.
You reach the field. You gather with

your pilot, co-pilot and fellow crew

members. You kick it around till oper-

ational procedure is worked out. You
head for home and a good night's sleep.

You're going to need it.

Next morning, 4:00 A.M., you're

back at the field. You scald yourself

awake with a cup of coffee, take your

place in the H-21.

Not much is said, but a lot of think-

ing is going on.

A little before five you're airborne

and hammering through Telegraph

Pass. Moments later the helicopter

turns across the desert toward the

mountains, you're back o\er the

grounded Firebee, time. 5:25 A.M.
^'ou circle. Each man painstakingly

surveying his part of the operation. .A

few minutes later you land in the val-

ley, the rotors idle to a stop, the desert

closes in.

This is one mountain you've got to

climb. You get to it. foot by foot, rock

by rock.

There's no vegetation to hang to.

(Cofititmed on .NV.v/ Page)



You make it in a four footed scramble.

You climb into the rising sun. Things

begin to heat up. Even in good con-

dition, you find yourself panting.

You reach the top. The H-21 coughs

into life, lifts toward the mountain, in

a few minutes the water jug and tools

are lowered. Not simple, because the

H-21 in flight is over 86 feet long, and

44 feet wide. With local geography

as it is, a slight error in movement

stacks six tons of helicopter into an

already overcrowded space.

Nothing unusual happens, and as

the H-21 soars away, you turn to the

job at hand.

The tail assembly is removed. The

parachute is secured to prevent acci-

dental entanglement in the helicopter

rotors. The risers are attached to the

Firebee. The H-21 returns to pick up

the Q-2.

A fifty foot webbing strap has been

attached to the H-21 cargo sling. It

keeps the helicopter as far away as

possible from the dangerous outcrop-

pings. As the H-21 slowly descends to

position, the webbing quickly snaps to

the lift bridle of the Firebee, "hoist

away" is signalled to the pilot. Even

a normal lift off is tense enough.

This one, with everything against it,

is really hairy.

The helicopter takes up the slack,

hovers stationary for a moment, the

engine tachometer builds up to 2700

R. P. M., manifold pressure indicates

5 1 .5 inches, maximum lift capability

for the H-21.

The webbing strap tightens to its

full fifty feet, leaves the whirling rotor

blades dangerously near the rock pin-

nacles closing in.

The Firebee lies motionless as the

engine labors against the drag of the

inert mass of the Q-2, rotor blades

slash nearer and nearer to disintegra-

tion.

The roar of the engine fills the cleft

you stand in, you squint, dry-throated,

as small stones, pebbles, sand, and dirt

pelt against you, click against your gog-

gles, fill your ears, nose pockets, and

shoes with a gritty residue.

Abruptly the Firebee lurches and

lifts clear.

The H-21 grabs altitude, hovers, de-

scends to the valley floor, in a few

minutes has gently deposited the Fire-

bee and is on its way back for another

load.

By this time the full impact of a

desert day has hit. You feel the oven

heat, down in your lungs. You begin

to breath shallow, move slowly.

Now, you begin to think, maybe
you've got it made.

The webbing strap drops, the pre-

pared tail assembly is attached. It's

lifted off, deposited alongside the Fire-

bee.

The parachute is bundled securely,

you gather around the water jug for

a couple of cupfuls before the climb

down.

You take off your cap, take a final

cup of water, pour it over your head.

The coolness runs off your chin, soaks

into your sweat-wet shirt.

You watch the parachute disappear

into the helicopter, followed by the

tool bag, the water jug, you begin the

scramble downhill.

Back down in the valley, the auto

pilot components, guidance equip-

ment, wing tips are removed. The tail

assembly is re-installed on the Firebee.

The suspension bridle is affixed and

fastened to the helicopter cargo sling.

The H-21 hovers to a position di-

rectly over the Q-2 with all lift cables

slack then slowly rises vertically for a

clean lift off.

In flight, four safety release me-
chanisms, two manual and two elec-

trical, guard against malfunction or

breakage in the lift bridles which

might endanger the recovery heli-

copter.

You hang in the doorway, lean

against your harness, hand on the re-

lease trigger, watching the Firebee.

The face of the country below you
changes from flat sand and mesquite to

jagged rocky slopes guarded by sagu-

aro cactus sentinels. A house or two

flows into and out of the landscape as

the emptiness gives place to the green

geometry of irrigated fields.

A grove of orange trees grows

larger as you lose altitude, automobiles

move along a highway beside the Air

Base as the helicopter hovers into

position, the Firebee lightly touches

down on the taxi strip.

You pull the release mechanism and

the Firebee is resting free, the respon-

sibility of maintenance.

You sit back and fumble for a cig-

arette.

It wasn't easy. You didn't want to

do it. You did. It was mission as-

signed.

Air F«r«'«' FirohflMvsi I'aww i>lajj<»r .^Iil«'«tif4»ii«v«i;

A major milestone in Ryan Firebee operations was passed recently when
this jet drone missile, shown suspended from "mother" plane, flew the 100th

9-2A mission of the 4750th Drone Squadron at Vincent Air Force Base,

Yuma, Ariz. The maintenance crew, shown prior to the flight, is left to

right, Charles McGinley, Edward Clark, Harry Strain, Thomas Lewis and
Richard Kozlowski. Note nine parachute decols on Firebee, denoting that

many recoveries.
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NACA FLIGHT TESTS

(Continued from Page 14)

der was held fixed, the tendency toward

a lateral divergence in the low-speed

portion of the transition was reduced

somewhat but was not eliminated. The
model sometimes diverged at angles of

attack of about 50 degrees to 60 de-

grees in spite of the pilot's efforts to

control it. At high speeds the flights

were much smoother than when no

automatic stabilization was used. Ap-
parently the stability of the Dutch-roll

motion was increased by the yaw dam-
per to such an extent that the motion

was not excited so easily by the roll

and yaw controls.

The use of the yaw damper opera-

ting the rudder (no override was used

in this system ) and manual control of

the yaw eyelid did not cause any no-

ticeable improvement in the divergent

tendency during the low-speed portion

of the transition, probably because of

low rudder effectiveness in this high

angle-of-attack range. The flights were

smoother at high speeds, however, than

when no automatic stabilization was
used. This improvement at high speeds

apparently resulted from the increase

in damping of the Dutch-roll motion

provided by the damper.

Elevon actuators.—Additional effec-

tive dihedral was provided by a vane

pick-up operating a proportional-con-

trol actuator which deflected the ele-

vons differentially when the model
side-slipped. No override was provided

in this control system and the roll pilot

had manual control only of the nozzles.

With this system in operation, the lat-

eral divergence in the transition range

was not materially improved and the

behavior at high speeds was made
much worse than when no automatic

stabilization was used. The flights were
characterized by rolling oscillations be-

tween about plus or minus 20 degrees

angle of bank. At high speeds these

oscillations became violent and were
very difficult to control. Usually the

oscillations at high speeds caused loss

of control and the model had to be

retrieved with the safety cable.

Rudder actuators. — Additional di-

rectional stability was provided by the

vane pick-up operating a proportional

control actuator connected to the rud-

der. No override was provided with this
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system and the yaw pilot had manual
control only of the yaw eyelid. The
lateral divergent tendency at low

speeds was not materially improved,

probably because the vertical tail and
rudder were blanketed by the wing so

that the rudder was relatively ineffect-

ive. This system reduced the yawing
motions at high speeds but it caused

the rolling oscillation to become very

pronounced at high speeds as was the

case when artificial dihedral effect was
used.

EDITORS NOTE:
To determine the effects of wing posi-

tion and vertical tail configuration upon
the dynamic stability and control charac-

teristics of the model, additional tests were
conducted with a modified model. These
tests were directed by Powell M. Lorell.

Jr. and Lysle P. Parlett. of the NACA staff.

The basic model, with high-wing

configuration and triangular vertical

tail mounted on top of the fuselage,

was modified for one series of tests by

adding a vertical tail below the fuse-

lage. For another series it was modi-

fied by removing the original vertical

tail, adding a tail below the fuselage,

and inverting the model to make it a

low-wing configuration. Tests on these

models were similar to those conducted
with the basic model. 1 8 ^

The investigation consi^d of flight

tests to determine the stability and con-

trol characteristics of the two modified

configurations for comparison with the

previously determined characteristics

of the high-wing and top-mounted-tail

configuration. In addition, force tests

were made of all configurations flight

tested, including the basic and a tail-

off configuration.

HIGH-WING FLIGHTS

All the transition flights attempted

with the high-wing configuration with

both top- and bottom-mounted vertical

tails were terminated by an uncontrol-

lable rolling divergence at very low air-

speeds. The use of artificial damping
in roll did not provide any noticeable

improvement in this divergence. In all

cases the records show that the model
diverged in roll at an angle of attack

between 60 degrees and 70 degrees

against full control. The airspeed at

which the roll divergence occurred was
approximately 13 knots.

The force test data show that at high

angles of attack the model had un-

stable variations of rolling and yawing

moments with roll and yaw angles. The
high degree of negative effective di-

hedral was evidently the cause of the

divergence. The configuration with

both top- and bottom-mounted tails

had less directional instability than the

basic configuration but was still more
unstable directionally than the tail-off

configuration. The bottom-mounted tail

was the cause of the large negative di-

hedral effect.

Although no attempt was made to

fly the model without any vertical tails,

it would appear from the force-test da-

ta that this configuration may have had
better low-speed stability characteris-

tics than the top- and bottom-mounted
configuration. Of course, at the low

angles of attack during the transition

flight, the top-and bottom-mounted tail

configuration becomes less unstable di-

rectionally whereas the tailless config-

uration becomes more unstable.

(Continued on Next Page)
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LOW-WING FLIGHTS

With the low-wing configuration

with a top-mounted vertical tail, no
successful transition flights could be

made without automatic stabilization

because of an unstable lateral oscilla-

tion which became uncontrollable at

an angle of attack of about 60 degrees.

The use of artificial damping in roll

and yaw provided a considerable im-

provement in the flight characteristics

but the pilot still lost control of the

model occasionally. With a roll dam-
per installed, the flights were very

smooth provided the pilots did not ag-

gravate the lateral oscillation by im-

proper use of roll or yaw control. Re-
placing the roll damper with a yaw
damper made the model slightly easier

to fly, and a larger percentage of the

attempted flights were successful with

the yaw damper operating than with

the roll damper operating. Near the

end of the flight-test program after the

pilots had gained experience in flying

the model, successful transition flights

could be made consistently with the

yaw damper operating.

Force-test data show that the model
had unstable variation of yawing mo-
ment with angles of yaw and roll and
that it had large stable variations of

rolling moment with angles of yaw and
roll. Other data show the high positive

dihedral effect associated with the low-
wing and top-mounted vertical-tail con-

figuration. The Dutch roll oscillation

was probably caused by this high posi-

tive dihedral effect combined with the

directional instability.

The controls and motions of the

model are referred to in conventional

terms relative to the body system of

axes; that is, the rudder of the vertical

tail and the deflection of the jet to left

or right by the eyelid produced yaw
about the normal body axis; differential

deflection of the elevons and the jet

nozzles in the wing produced roll about
the fuselage axis; and simultaneous up
or down deflections of the elevons and
deflection of the jet up or down by the

eyelid produced pitch about the span-

wise axis.

TEST SETUP

In most flights, the jet-reaction con-
trols were operated by flicker-type

(full-on or off) pneumatic actuators.

These actuators were equipped with an
integrating-type trimmer which trim-

med the control a small amount in the

NEW ADDRESS-
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direction the control was moved each
time a control deflection was applied.

With these actuators, a model becomes
accurately trimmed after flying a short

time in a given flight condition.

The take-off, landing, and hovering

tests were conducted in a building

which provided protection from outside

air currents. The forward-flight tests

were conducted in the Langley full-

scale tunnel. Essentially the same test

setup was used in all tests. -^ - o
A safety cable was used ti'prevenr'

crashes in case of a power or control

failure or in the event that the pilots

lost control of the model. A safety-

cable operator adjusted the length of

the cable to keep it slack during flight.

The power and control cable con-

sisted of plastic tubes, which provided

air for the electro-pneumatic control

actuators, and electric wires, which

supplied power for the motors and car-

ried the remote control signals to the

control actuators.

In take-offs, landings, and hovering

flight, the eyelids were deflected plus

or minus 4 degrees from the trim posi-

tion for yaw and pitch control and the

roll nozzles were deflected plus or mi-

nus 60 degrees. For forward flight, the

eyelids were deflected plus or minus 1

1

degrees for elevator control and plus

or minus 8 degrees for rudder control

and the roll nozzles were deflected plus

or minus 60 degrees. In all the for-

ward-flight tests, the elevons were de-

flected plus or minus 18 degrees for

roll control. In the few forward-flight

tests in which the elevons and rudder

were used for longitudinal and direct-

ional control, the elevons were de-

flected plus or minus 13 degrees and
the rudder was deflected plus or minus
18 degrees.

Take-off tests were made by increas-

ing power to the model until it took
off. After take-off, power was reduced
until the model stabilized at a height

of about 10 feet.

Landing tests were started with the

model in steady hovering flight at

a height of about 10 feet. Power was
reduced slightly so that the model de-

scended slowly until the landing gear

was about 6 inches above the ground.

At this point power was cut off ab-

ruptly and the model dropped to the

ground.

Hovering-flight tests were made at

a height of about 15 to 20 feet in order

to study the basic stability and con-

trol characteristics of the model when
it was high enough to eliminate any
effects of ground proximity. In these

tests the ease with which the model
^uld be flown in steady hovering

flight and maneuvered from one posi-

tion to another was studied.

Transition flight tests were started

with the model in hovering flight in the

full-scale tunnel and, as airspeed was
increased, the controls were operated

so that the model tilted progressively

into the wind to maintain its fore-and-

aft position. These flights corresponded
to very slow constant-ahitude transi-

tions and covered a range of angle of

attack from the hovering attitude of

about 83 degrees to an angle of attack

of about 10 degrees. Since small cor-

rections or adjustments to the tunnel

airspeed could not be made quickly,

the pitch pilot and power operator had
to make adjustments continually in or-

der to hold the model in the center of

the test section.

Flights were also made in which air-

speed was held constant at intermediate

speeds so that stability and control

characteristics at constant speeds could

be studied. Constant speeds less than

25 miles per hour could not be main-
tained, however, because of speed con-

trol limitations in the drive system of

the Langley full-scale tunnel.

Artificial stability devices which pro-

vided damping in roll, damping in yaw,
effective dihedral, and directional sta-

bility were used one at a time in the

tests. The control surfaces were moved
approximately 3 degrees per degree per

second for the damping parameter and
3 degrees per degree of sideslip for the

directional stability and effective dihe-

dral parameters. The exact amount of

each of the stability parameters added
artificially is not known because no
force tests have been made to deter-

mine the control effectiveness.
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RYAN VERTUET: A NEW DIMENSION
FOR AIR POWER

The Air Force Ryan X-13 Vertijet-able to take

off and land on its jet thrust in an area half the size

of a tennis court— brings a new dimension to air

power. This revolutionary concept combines missile

mobility, helicopter maneuverability, and jet speed.

Not dependent on vulnerable runways or carrier

decks, jet VTOLs make possible wide dispersal of

aircraft in land theatres or on small ships in naval

task forces—and can reach fighting altitude before

most other jet planes can complete take-off.

Extensive Air Force flight testing of the X-13 has
dramatically demonstrated its ability to take off

straight up on jet thrust . . . move sideways and back-
ward at will . . . make the transition from vertical to

horizontal . . . and return back to vertical for a zero-

speed landing.

The unique performance of the X-13 is achieved

by its advanced jet reaction control system. A
product of Ryan engineering, it provides complete
control of the airplane during hovering, zero-speed

flight and in transition. Operated by conventional

pilot's controls, the system requires no higher level

of skill than that needed to fly a helicopter.

The X-13 opens a new chapter in aviation his-

tory. It began at Ryan ten years ago— the first jet

VTOL program in the world. Since then, working
in the closest cooperation with the Air Force and
the Navy, Ryan has successfully carried out one
of the most intensive and inventive engineering
research projects of our time.

This imaginative and energetic effort is typical

of Rvan's work— in every field of aeronautics.
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Ryan Firebee is a fast, evasive "enemy jet" to draw the "fire" of an Air Defense Command F-102A liigh in the sky over Eglin AFB.

FIREBEE €HA§E
Firebees sharpen the sights of America's Air Defense Team

BY LLOYD MALLAN

THIS IS THE STORY of a wild chase through the sky

at altitudes from 15,000 to 35,000 feet. It is also the

story of an airborne photographic mission about which

veteran jet pilots dubiously shook their heads. Even my
own pilot. Captain George Dowling, Mission Scheduling

Officer of the Air Force Operational Test Center, thought

it was impossible to get the pictures I wanted. But he was

willing to try.

I needed the photos to illustrate a chapter in my new
book, "A Day In The Life of a Supersonic Project Offi-

cer." The book is a behind-the-scenes report of how the

Convair F-102A, America's first supersonic interceptor,

was made combat-ready for Air Defense Squadrons. An
extremely important part of the project was ironing out

the "bugs" during actual intercepts. The fastest and most

maneuverable target available for these practice runs is

a little red bird with a turbojet engine called the "Ryan

Firebee." The Firebee (Air Force designation, Q-2A), as

everybody must know, is a pilotless airplane, flown from

a remote ground or air station by an electronic control

system. What everybody does not know is that the Firebee

is a hell-bent marvel of speed and maneuverability when

she takes to the air. Photos have been made of this bird,

of course, but they were always made when the Firebee

was in straight and level flight, at medium altitudes and

the controller was cooperating with the photographer. I

had to catch the bird in action during an intercept, re-

gardless of her altitude or speed. To further dramatize the

situation, I wanted the Firebee in the foreground of tlie

picture, with the F-102A making its intercept from be-



This slorr was espieially irriltcn for RYAIS REPORTER
by Lloyd Mallatt. noted aerial photographer and anihor
of a new book. "4 Day In The Life Of A Supersonic
Project Officer." photographs courtesy lloyd mallan

yond. It was this photo-situation that seasoned test pilots

at the Air Proving Ground said was absolutely impossible

to obtain. The F-102A would fire no rockets or missiles

on the intercept—cameras would record "hits" or "miss-

es." Otherwise, I am sure Captain Dowling would not have

been so willing to bring our T-33 right up alongside the

Ryan drone. My own enthusiasm for the picture, I must

admit honestly, would have been dampened somewhat

also.

The weather was "loud and clear" at 1800 hours

when we climbed into our T-bird at Duke Field—Aux-
iliary Field 3 of the Air Proving Ground and home base

of the 3205th Drone Squadron. A half-hour earlier, a

B-26 Invader had taken off from the same field carrying a

Ryan Firebee under each wingtip. Two drones are always

carried aloft. One is launched and the other is not only a

spare for emergency use but also provides ballast for the

mother ship on its ascent to altitude.

Launching altitude for the Firebee is 15,000 feet. The
B-26 was still climbing with its two little birds painted

red with white trim, when we broke ground and pulled

skyward at 1830 hours. As we climbed out over the Gulf

of Mexico, I could hear the ground controller talking by
radio with the B-26 pilot.

"How do you read me, Chainsteel? This is Devil

Three." Chainsteel is the code name given to the airborne

part of every drone target mission at Eglin Air Force
Base, where the vast Air Proving Ground is located. Devil

Three is situated five miles West of South from the Main
Base on the white sandy beach along that portion of the

Gulf. It monitors and controls every drone mission over
the water ranges, where such missions are scheduled for

safety reasons. (Continued on Next Page)

ROSE MALLAN

Author Lloyd Mallan (right) and Maj. Gen. Robert Burns, USAF,
Commander APGC (left), discuss Firebee Intercept flights with
Maj. Robert T. Goetz, USAF. who will fly Convair F-102A.

In less than half a second, the F-102A Delta Dagger can
unleash 24 deadly rockets when it closes in for a kill. It

also paclis the Falcon guided missile as its primary punch.

To test the skill of combat-ready pilots, B-26 "mother" planes of the 3205th Drone Squadron fly Firebees aloft for air launching.



Firebee "flying bulls-eyes" are shackled to B-26 Invader wings

af Duke Field which is home base for the 3205th Drone
Squadron and auxiliary field of Air Proving Ground Command.

Silhouetted against morning sky is an electronics ground
unit used for controlling aircraft and drones on take-off

end landing on the strips of the Air Proving Ground Command.

"I read you five-square," answered the B-26 pilot. "I

am passing through eleven angels." In the radio Brevity

Code, one angel equals one thousand feet of altitude.

"Ah, Rodge," came back Devil Three. "Let me know

when you level at fifteen."

"When I level at fifteen. Will do, Devil."

We sighted the B-26 just as it leveled off. It was 1845

hours. The sun was already far below us. The warm light

brightened the low clouds and cast into shadow the moth-

er ship with the two drones suspended from the wingtips.

Hovering to the left above the B-26, with speedbrakes

extended, was an F-IOOD Super Sabre. To the right was

an F-89H Scorpion. It was a lovely sight.

The F-lOO and the F-89 were "shotgun" airplanes.

Their job was to ride herd on the Firebee and Hterally

shoot her down if she went out of control after being

dropped. Otherwise, she might streak inland and fall on

a populated area when her fuel was exhausted.

The Super Sabre was having trouble maneuvering at

such slow speeds. I saw him fall away and jockey back

into position alongside the B-26. Despite his open speed-

brakes, the pilot was practically "sweeping out" the cock-

pit with his control stick to keep from stalling. The Scor-

pion pilot was having a little trouble too, but his airplane

was not as shaky. My own pilot, I must admit, went un-

noticed: I was concentrating too hard on the external

situation. In fact, I was viewing everything through the

camera viewfinder at the moment, tensely waiting for

something to happen that would make a good picture.

Ten seconds passed. "Start engine!" announced Devil.

The little Ryan Firebee hanging from the right wing of

the bomber trembled momentarily as her turbojet engine

ignited and fuel-flow was equalized with air pressure.

Then she steadied herself and strained forward, still held

back by a harness of latticed steel.

"Engine start, check!" called the B-26 pilot.

"Rodge," said Devil. "Chainsteel. be ready to drop

in one minute. Countdown from thirty seconds."

"Ro-ger!"

I gripped my camera more tightly and placed my

A split-second after "DROP", Ryan Firebee hovers under the B-26 before spurting forward with F-lOO, F-89 and T-33 in hot pursuit.
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PARACHUTE RELEASE", billowing while silk bursts from the Firebee and she noses up like a horse when the reins are jerked.

finger evenly on the shutter-release button. I'm sure the

B-26 pilot was equally tense with his hand on the drop-

lever.

"Coming up on thirty seconds," proclaimed Devil

Three. "Fifteen seconds . . . Ten seconds . .
."

I was staring straight at the starboard Firebee through

the viewfinder. The camera I use for all aerial photography

is a Canon V. It has a triggering mechanism that advances

film and automatically cocks the shutter for a new expos-

ure. I was hoping to get more than one picture of the

drop.

"Five seconds . . . four," radioed Devil Control.

"Thu-ree . . . tu-whoo . . . one . . . DROP!"
The little red and white Firebee seemed to fall very

slowly. She lazily fell away from the mother ship, nose

high, and seemed to float downward—an indication of

good aerodynamic design—for a thousand feet before she

was caught up by the ground controller. I had gotten

three pictures by the time the controller leveled her off.

Then the fun began. He raised her elevators for a sharp

climb. Before I knew what was happening, the amazing

little bird had shot forward and upward at 300 miles an

hour. My head was pressed back against the ejection seat

headrest as we swiftly accelerated in pursuit of the bird.

Ahead of us, the Super Sabre and the Scorpion were

plunging after her. The speedbrakes were now drawn into

the Super Sabre's sleek metallic beUy and two red glows

of flame from the rear of the Scorpion indicated that its

pilot had kicked in his afterburners for extra speed.

The Firebee had climbed to 20,000 feet and went into

a sharp bank. "Ninety-degree turn to the right," I heard

in my headphones. It was the Devil Controller. The Super

Sabre pilot, now alongside the little bird, called "Straight

and level."

"Rodge, Tango Chase. Will try ninety degrees to left."

The Firebee tilted over abruptly on a wingtip and
snapped smartly into a left turn. She came out of it in

perfect form.

"Straight and level," said the chase pilot.

"Up elevator?" queried Devil. The little jet bird

Settling evenly under her white parachute canopy, the Firebee
floats earthward while chase plane orbits. Firebees have
made hundreds of chute recoveries with negligible damages.

climbed like a missile.

"Straight and level," reported Tango Chase.

"Down elevator?" The drone nosed over into a

smooth descent that was also "Straight and level."

"Throttle forward," asked Devil.

The Super Sabre pilot had to move his own throttle

forward to inspect the bird. The Firebee spurted ahead
(Continued on Page 24)



BAIL
•Jet air age demands

i

HISTORY has not forgotten the per-

ceptive individual who stated that

flying is nothing more than hours of

endless boredom punctuated by mom-
ents of stark terror."" Ask any pilot or

aircrew member who has had to bail

out of an airplane, and he will likely

tell you that nothing can equal the

momentary panic caused by an im-

pending bailout. It's a bleak, numbing

fear and the icy realization that you

must act quickly and decisively does

little to dispel it.

The smart pilot rehearses himself

and his crew for this moment many
times and will probably react instinct-

ively. The not-so-smart aviator dis-

misses the probability of a bailout as

fantastic or remote, and his chances of

becoming another statistic increase

accordingly.

Many fighter pilots, who lived

through it, vividly recall the accepted

bailout technique of World War II.

Following canopy jettison, you

crouched low in the seat of the cock-

pit, then dove over the side," count-

ing on the slipstream to carry you

clear of the wing. Another technique

—

if you had the time, airspeed and alti-

tude — was simply to unfasten your

safety belt, put the plane in a loop,

and if you hadn't neglected to jettison

the canopy, you and your airplane

would part company at the top of the

loop.

But 12 years have passed since

World War II. Airplanes can now fly

at three and four times the speed of

the "hot"" planes of the last great con-

flict. Unfortunately, this tremendous

increase in speed has created a serious

problem in flight safety, for the once

Artist's version, courtesy The Texas Co-
ot high speed bailout sliows how helmet

with built-in face shield would protect

pilot from danger of severe wind blast.



OUT
iietter ejection eqiiipnieni

comparatively safe bailout has become

a serious hazard. Also, the advent of

vertical take-off and landing aircraft

has posed unique new bailout

problems.

VTOL BAILOUT

The Ryan "Vertijet" fighter-bomber

weapon system presents an opportun-

ity for a significant advance in this

field of flight safety. VTOL operations

have eliminated the high speed take-

off and landing problems of conven-

tional planes, and allow more pilot re-

action time than the inadequate reac-

tion time now available to pilots of

conventional airplanes. Because ap-

proximately 50 per cent of Air Force

fighter accidents occur during take-off

and landing, according to a survey of

jet fighter accidents, ample pilot reac-

tion time is a dominant factor in design

of ejection equipment.

Although the conventional ejection

seat could be used for low altitude

bailout during hovering and transi-

tional stages, the detachable capsule

merits serious consideration when the

(Continued on Next Page)

Emergency ejection seat escape from jet VTOL aircraft would eject pilot

upward on 45-de9ree angle during vertical hovering and transitional flight.

This method is possible because Vertijet seat is rotatable through 45 arc.

OFFICIAL U. S. NAVY PHOTO

Dummy hurtles skyward from rocket test sled traveling at high spe«d in seat method ejection tests conducted at NOTS, China Lalie.



Parachutist holds face curtain which acts as seat actuator and protects him from wind blast in Navy photo of subsonic bailout.

problems associated with high altitude

bailout are considered. The capsule

would have to meet two major require-

ments: Low altitude and low speed

bailout; high altitude and supersonic

bailout. Air Force experience indicates

that the low altitude problem is con-

siderably greater.

Tests at HoUoman Air Force Base

indicate that the most troublesome fac-

tor concerning supersonic escape is

linear deceleration, which is as great as

that encountered in a crash, but with

a duration 10 to 20 times as long.

Ryan engineers believe that launching

the escape capsule forward and up at a

45 degree angle, through inclusion of a

RATO unit, will reduce the linear

deceleration to a much more reason-

able rate.

The type of capsule contemplated

for use with the VTOL airplane makes

practically no change in the airplane

Plexiglas canopy is shattered as dummy
pilot is fired through it in Navy photo
of test at Naval Air Materiel Center.

contour and adds less than 200 pounds

to the gross weight. This capsule util-

izes the airplane canopy as its princi-

pal component. It becomes a sealed

unit with the retraction of a door

mounted below the pilofs seat. As the

door closes, the pilot's feet are auto-

matically pulled against the seat. The
door then closes against the canopy to

form a sealed container.

Since the capsule is aerodynamic-

ally clean, low decelerative forces re-

sult from the forward and upward (45-

degree) launching. In addition, the

semi-supine position of the pilot dur-

ing ejection will allow him to absorb

a higher "g" load than the regular

ejection position.

The forward portion of the capsule

would house the primary instrument

panel, radar scope and armament sight.

A fixed fairing, or pan. would extend

from the lower edge of the canopy on

one side across and under the instru-

ment panel to the canopy edge on the

other side. The lower door would seal

against this pan when closed.

The pilot's seat would be much
simpler than the regular ejection seal.



It could be quite narrow and pivoted

to allow rotation to the optimum posi-

tion when hovering. Seat rotation

would raise the pilot sufficiently to take

the place of separate vertical adjust-

ment when in horizontal flight.

The seat would normally be equip-

ped with a standard safety belt, a mul-

ti-directional inertia reel and shoulder

harness. A survival kit will be neces-

sary in the capsule, but it should be

located so that it is accessible while

the pilot is in the seat. A drawer in

the seat bottom might be the answer to

this problem.

Because an ejection seat is not re-

quired when a capsule is used, the

hatch for entry and exit can be reduced

in size. It would be located in the top

of the capsule, hinged at the rear and

capable of being jettisoned by a bal-

listic device in case of emergency. The
oxygen system should release oxygen

directly into the capsule "cabin," elim-

inating the cumbersome face mask. At
least a portion of the oxygen supply

should be stored in the capsule to in-

sure an adequate amount during des-

cent in an emergency.

Initiation of the escape system could

be by means of a "D" ring on the

front of the seat. The only effort re-

quired by the pilot would be to actu-

ate the device. All further steps would

be automatically sequenced. These

steps should include bottoming of the

seat, leg retraction and restraint, sep-

aration of electrical harnesses and con-

trols, sealing of openings from the cap-

sule to the airframe, firing of the de-

taching missile, deployment of recov-

ery system, and initiation of a post re-

covery locator beacon in the event the

pilot is incapacitated and unable to

operate his radio.

The capsule will be stabilized by

fins or tail boom to prevent tumbling.

The drag parachute, which would be

automatically deployed immediately

after the capsule is launched, will fur-

ther stabilize it and control its descent

untU an altitude of approximately

15,000 feet is reached. At that time,

a barometric switch will cause the main

recovery parachute to open, which will

lower the capsule the remaining dis-

tance at a rate of descent no greater

than 28 feet-per-second. A ground im-

pact or salt water switch will cause a

thruster to fire, which will open the

(Continued on Next Page)

Artist's conception of Douglas Aircraft Company's emergency escape capsule that

appears capable of permitting pilot escape at supersonic speeds at liigh altitude.

Tliis method of emergency escape requires pressuriiation of capsule, but spares

pilot from dangers of wind blast and tumbling encountered in seat ejection type.

Downward ejection in which seat is mounted on rails and driven by explosive

cartridge prevents occupant from striking vertical fin, but virtually rules out the

possibility of low altitude escape. Pilot or crew member would be in serious

trouble if emergency escape was necessitated at altitude of 1500 feet or below.



Ejection seat designed by Douglas Aircraft Company features vanes which tend

to stabilize seat in high speed escape. When attempting escape above 30,000 feet

pilots are subjected to severe tumbling which can result in loss of consciousness.

Vanes snap into position automatically immediately following the ejection.

hatch in the top of the capsule to ad-

mit fresh air.

For effective escape from a vertical

flight attitude, the capsule vi-ould be

In tests conducted at Wright Air Devel-

opment Center, volunteers conduct experi-

ments to determine amount of rotation
necessary to produce unconsciousness.

launched forward at a suitable angle

from the normal, in order to gain suf-

ficient altitude for parachute recovery.

This requires the development of a

quick-opening chute. This type of low-

altitude recovery seems feasible, using

the advantages of quick-opening chutes

and RATO (Rocket Assist Take Off)

devices, similar to those used in the

conventional flight escape system, for

detachment of the capsule.

SUPERSONIC

Pilots shudder at the thought of

having to bail out of an airplane travel-

ing at supersonic speeds. The reason

is "wind blast," a virtual brick wall of

air encountered when bailing out at

high speeds. The carnage and destruc-

tion that wind can wreak on the human
body is frightful. It can literally tear

off arms and legs, and the rapid decel-

eration it causes permit internal organs

to be torn loose and damaged.

Doctors and flight surgeons have

long known that high-speed bailout

was a dangerous operation even under

favorable conditions. "Favorable con-

ditions" may be construed as the pilot

having full control of his faculties and

the airplane at the time of bailout. But

under adverse circumstances, the re-

sults are more terrifying.

Consider the case of North Ameri-

can Test Pilot George F. Smith, who
is probably the only man who bailed

out of an airplane flying at supersonic

speed at low altitude—and lived to

tell about it. Smith's nightmare adven-

ture took place almost three years ago,

but it's a safe bet that he'll never for-

get it, because if he had waited two

seconds longer, he would not be among
the living.

Smith was requested to make one

test flight with an F-lOO Super Sabre

on the day of his near-fatal ejection.

Since it was only one flight, he neglect-

ed to put on his reinforced nylon flight

suit and boots, putting his parachute

and life jacket on over his sport shirt

and slacks. Just prior to take-off. it

seemed that stick action was stiffer

than normal, although hydraulic pres-

sures on number one and two systems

were satisfactory. Smith decided that

the difference in action was not enough

to worry about, so commenced his

flight.

He was at 35,000 feet when it hap-

pened. The airplane began to nose

over. Smith thought his trim motor

may have shorted out, running the trim

full nose down. It is characteristic of

airplanes going through the transonic

speed range to nose down slightly as

they exceed Mach 1 (the speed of

sound). To set the airplane back on

its original course and altitude, the

pilot must retrim the airplane. In at-

tempting this. Smith discovered that

the stick was in a locked position and

he couldn't budge it.

By this time, he was diving \ertic-

ally at a terrific rate, so he completed

his preparations to eject, \\ith his right

hand he pulled up on the arm-rest of

the seat, automatically ejecting the can-

opy. The last thing Smith remembers

is that the Mach meter on his instru-

ment panel read 1.05.

Engineers, later calculating his speed

and rate of descent came up w ith w hat

is one of aviation's closest margins:

they figured he must have been at

6,500 feet when he got out of the air-

plane, at which time the airplane was

descending at approximately 1,140

feet per second or 777 miles per hour.

If he had hesitated for two more

seconds, his parachute would not have

had time to open in the remaining dis-

tance to the water, for after ejection it

takes two seconds for the seat to auto-

(Continued on Page 2S)



SUPERSONIC STEEL
'Tissue paper*' steel smashes supersonic heat barrier

BY BRUCE MITCHELL
Ryan Structures Engineer

SUPERSONIC aircraft can be cither 25 per cent lighter

or withstand aerodynamic heating to 750°F without

added weight as the result of a three-year program of re-

search in lightweight structures design by the Ryan Aero-

nautical Company.

This began in the Summer of 1954 with a study of the

strength, stiffness and high temperature characteristics of

airplane structures. A weight penalty was expected and

considered justifiable in order to achieve satisfactory

structure for supersonic aircraft. During the course of the

study, honeycomb, foam, posts and closely-spaced stiffen-

ers were investigated as a means of achieving strength and

rigidity.

Any of these methods is quite satisfactory from a stiff-

ness standpoint and the temperature limitations are easily

established. The weight penalty seemed to be too severe

in every case, so the study rapidly turned into a weight

battle. If the weight is to be minimized all of the struc-

ture must be considered. All joints and attachments add
weight. All non-structural material, such as glue and ex-

cessive core material, add weight. For example, a single

glue line is equivalent to a sheet of aluminum .006 inches

thick.

All of these things were considered, tested, and an-

alyzed from a weight and strength efficiency standpoint.

A great deal of time and effort was spent trying to develop

satisfactory resistance-welded honeycomb. We also de-

veloped a sandwich with cone-shaped posts that looked

very promising. They all fell by the wayside when we
tried to apply our criteria that the material must work to

a stress near its yield point in the lightly loaded areas and
carry the same basic design into the high load structure.

THIN STEEL

Choosing the most efficient material is difficult when
you combine practical considerations with theoretical

weight advantages. We found that much of our material

had to be extremely thin and that steel is the only high

strength material presently available in extremely thin

sheet. Steel can be rolled into sheets as thin as .001 inches

and still be heat treated to develop the same high strength

as before. It has exceptionally good welding and forming

characteristics. Its properties at elevated temperatures

make it the number one material for structure in hot areas.

It is a relatively cheap material and should be used almost

exclusively for airframe construction.

(Continued on Next Page)
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One of the better steels for lightweight aircraft struc-

ture is 17-7 PH. It is particularly desirable for thin sheet

applications because it can be heat treated without scaling.

After annealing at 1750^F in preparation for transforma-

tion, the steel has a yield strength of 45,000 psi and elon-

gation of 35 percent. After transformation at -lOO'F it

has a room temperature yield strength of 110,000 psi.

The final aging treatment is given at 950"F, after which

it has a room temperature yield strength of 200,000 psi

and an ultimate tensile strength of 240,000 psi, with elon-

gation of 5 per cent.

STRENGTH-TO-WEIGHT

If this steel is to match the strength-to-weight value

of 6AL-4V titanium alloy at room temperature, a yield

strength of 250,000 psi is required. This difference is

less as the temperature increases until they are about

equal at 700-F, where the steel has a yield strength of

160,000 psi. Much of the theoretical advantage of ti-

tanium at room temperature is lost because of practical

considerations. The titanium alloy is unavailable in sheets

thinner than .025 inches, it is not easily welded or formed

and it is initially a very expensive material.

The theoretical strength-to-weight advantage of steel

over aluminum and magnesium at room temperature as

well as at elevated temperatures can be a practical ad-

vantage if we use the full, available strength of the steel.

The room temperature yield strength of 1 7-7 steel is 200,-

000 psi. This means that a piece of this steel one inch

wide and .001 inches thick can carry an axial load of 200

pounds. A one inch strip of this steel of the same thick-

ness as ordinary newspaper—.003 inches—can carry 600

pounds. In order to exploit this high strength we must

devise ways of stabilizing this sheet for compression loads

of this magnitude or of collecting the load and concen-

trating the material until stabilization is possible.

We have found from tests that the bucklina formula

Fc KE
(b)

where F,. = buckling stress, E = modulus of elasticity,

t = skin thickness, b = panel width, and K = empirical

constant, holds true for thickness at least as low as .002

inches. Calculations, using a K factor of 3.6, indicate a

required stiffener spacing of .50 inches for .022 skin or

.10 inches for .0045 skin if we wish non-buckling at a

stress of 200,000 psi. Practical considerations rule out

the use of individual stiffeners that are spaced closer than

'8 inches. This forces the consideration of miniature

corrugations as a practical means of obtaining closely

spaced stiffeners.

CORRUGATIONS

The design of the miniature corrugations shown in Fig.

1 was a compromise between theoretical and practical con-

siderations. These corrugations are symmetrical because

this is necessary for the details of structural assembly.

The .050 inches dimension of the flat face of the corru-

gation was dictated by welding requirements. Tests indi-

cated enough fixity in the comers to permit a K factor

of 5.3 in the buckling formula. Non-buckling up to a

stress of 200,000 psi established the corrugation depth.

The pitch was based on the non-buckling limits of a skin

of twice the thickness of the corrugation material. Prac-



Portable, pencil-like spotwelder is used by Ed Zone to join

corrugated sheets by reaching previously inaccessible spots.

Larrie Leech adjusts Ryan-designed multiple-head welding
unit which makes spaced spotwelds in thin steel skins.

tical considerations required a limitation on the number
of standard sizes. The three sizes shown in Fig. 1 were

arrived at after careful consideration of all of the factors

involved. Corrugation No. 1 has a top gage limit of .003

inches. No. 2 has a top gage limit of .006 inches and No.

3 has a top gage limit of .009 inches. Corrugations larger

than No. 3 are not desirable because individual stiffeners

become practical for stiffening sheet above .016 inches.

The structural design of the complete airplane should

follow a smooth pattern of gradual transition from lightly

loaded structure to highly loaded structure. Excess ma-
terial must be avoided wherever possible. Strength and

stiffness must be the only reasons for putting it in. The
designer must condition his thinking in terms of stress

and develop a feel for design with extremely thin sheet.

Miniature corrugations, when welded to thin skin, can

provide a very rigid surface covering for the airplane.

This combination is rigid in one direction only and very

(Continued on Page 32)

Blazing speeds of modern interceptors create metal-melting temperatures. New Ryan thin-skin steel will withstand heat up to 750° F.
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Army Lt. Jack O'Keefe; V. M. Bennett, Walter Scott, Charles Badewitz of Ryan: and Lt. E. C. Hendricks examine Model 108 antenna.

Army Automatic Navigator

Lightweight Model 108 navigator is examined by Owen S. Olds,

Chief Electronics Engineer, left; J. J. Bowden, Tech. Assistant,

center; and C. H. Gottwald, Asst. Chief Electronics Engineer.
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Self- contained Doppler

system is lightest

militarT navigator

RYAN HAS BUILT an advanced Doppler automatic

navigator for the U.S. Army and installed it in an

Army L-20 de Havilland "Beaver" airplane. With the

navigator installed, the plane has been flown from the

Ryan plant to the Army Electronics Proving Ground, Ft.

Huachuca, Arizona by 1st Lts. Elmer C. Hendricks and

Jack V. O'Keefe.

Designated the "Model 108". this electronic navigator

is a basic part of the Ryan "Model 120" integrated

navigational and flight instrumentation systems for which

Ryan was recently awarded a SI.5 million contract by

the Army.
The new Model 108 is believed to be the lightest self-



Portion of a typical assembly line in Ryan's Electronics Division,

as women assemble junction boxes for the automatic navigator.

Flush mounted antenna is rigidly fixed to aircraft resulting

in lower installed weight and smaller aircraft cutout area.

contained Doppler navigator in flight use by any military

service. It provides accurate navigational data on a world-

wide basis without the use of ground facilities or wind
estimates. Earlier this year, a demonstration system,

which was a forerunner of the Model 108, was successfully

flight tested by the Army at Ft. Huachuca.
The Model 108 employs continuous-wave Doppler

radar and is designed to meet all navigational requirements

of Army aircraft. It may be used for point-to-point navi-

gation, observation, traffic control, approach and landing

operations, and for a variety of other special missions.

The system comprises a basic Doppler radar, vertical

reference, speed and navigational computers and indi-

cators. The equipment may be integrated with dead

reckoning position indicators, flight directors and inte-

grated instrument systems.

Doppler radar makes use of the "Doppler Effect."

Briefly, this is the apparent change in frequency of waves

of energy (sound, light and radio) which seem to have

(Continued on Page 31)

Arrows (left) point to course, distance, ground speed and drift angle indicators. Arrow (right) shows navigational computer
indicator, which gives plane's position and destination in latitude and longitude, magnetic variation, wind speed and wind direction.
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THE man and the missile have been merged. They have

been brought together in the Ryan X-1 3 Vertijet which

created "piloted vertical flight." To meet the demands
of this new realm, a new area of human engineering must

be explored.

Under an Air Force contract to develop a suitable

combination of instruments and controls for jet VTOL
aircraft, Ryan engineers are conducting an intensive study

in the relatively new concept of human engineering. "The
design of equipment to fit the requirements and limitations

of the human body" is one accepted definition of human
engineering

—"Common sense engineering" is another.

The rapidly increasing complexity of aircraft as ultra-

sonic and thermal barriers are surmounted, coupled with

the split-second reaction demands on the human pilot.

leave very little margin for error during actual flight.

Today's military aircraft cannot be classed as "forgiving"

airplanes. Things happen faster; there is less time for

interpretation, for immediate planning, and far less time

for the pilot to arrive at a safe decision.

This is one of the problems facing the aviation industry

today . . . human engineering will be instrumental in help-

ing to solve it.

Under the supervision of G. E. Agnew, project engi-

neer; D. H. Williams, chief of design section; R. A. Fuhr-

man, chief, technical section, and N. W. Tillinghast, senior

aerodynamics engineer, a team of Ryan engineers and

technicians are currently conducting a series of studies

and tests which will ultimately result in the most appro-

priate combination of controls and instruments for the

Homo Sapiens: Jet Age
Old-fashioned people

get a hand from seienee

in devel<»ping jet-age

reactions

Bion Henderson, Ryan dynamics engineer, "flies" VTOL simulator through transition using current instrument-control combination.

14



Splif-second reaction demands on jet piiot are vividly illus-

trated by these two photos. Above, F-89 Scorpion twin-jet

fighter, barely visible to pilot through plane windshield.

The same F-89 only four seconds later, illustrating the brief

time interval between initial sighting and actual collision

with another airborne object when traveling at jet speeds.

jet VTOL concept.

The heart of the human engineering test set-up at

Ryan is the jet VTOL flight simulator. Design and con-

struction of the simulator is the result of a coordinated

effort between the hydraulics, fuselage structures, and

equipment groups of the design section and the engineer-

ing shop.

Augmenting the flight simulator is an impressive maze
of computing equipment, including two "GEDA" (Good-

year Electronics Differential Analyzers) and two "PACE"
(Electronic Associates Precision Analog Computing

Equipment) computers. Containing 160 operational

amplifiers, 20 multipliers, and 25 arbitrary function gener-

ators, these "electronic brains" represent a $200,000

investment in the saving of lives, time and money.

Electrical voltages from the computers impel the flight

simulator in pitch and yaw movement exactly as the plane

would respond to controls under actual flight test con-

ditions. Control movements in the flight simulator, such

as throttle, stick and rudder movements, are translated

into electrical voltages corresponding to the control forces

experienced in actual flight.

Simultaneously, with the channeling of these voltages

into the computers, flight information such as altitude,

airspeed and rate of climb is transmitted from the com-

puters back into the simulator's cockpit. This information,

displayed on the instrument panel, assists the pilot in

(Continued on Next Page)

Collins all-attitude indicator, mounted in upper center of

VTOL simulator instrument panel. The indicator was furnished
by Flight Controls Laboratory, Wright Air Development Center.

VTOL simulator with hood attached. Volunteer pilots were re-

quired to make 11 transitions and letdowns while flying on

instruments, "landing" the simulator within a 50-foot "circle."

15



Early configuration of instrument panel in simulator with ra-

dar position indicator at top of display panel. Circular in-

strument in center is attitude indicator; other gauges show
fuel remaining, thrust, airspeed, rate of climb and altitude.

judging how well he is executing a particular maneuver

and enables him to take necessary corrective action.

A major advantage of the flight simulator lies in its

ability to determine the flight characteristics of an aircraft

before the prototype is test flown. Data obtained from

wind tunnel, inertia and engine tests of an experimental

airplane design are translated into the computers which

recreate, in the simulator, the aerodynamic forces acting

upon an airplane in flight.

But the relatively new concept of VTOL human engi-

neering is beset with problems that computers and flight

simulators cannot solve. Unknown factors such as physical

and emotional strain and stress on a pilot are virtually

impossible to predict in advance. The location and place-

ment of instruments and controls in an airplane cockpit

play a vital part in the safe and efficient operation of the

plane.

Flight testing and laboratory experiments which have

been conducted over a span of years indicate that it is

usually desirable to provide the pilot of an airplane with

two types of information. These consist of "what the

aircraft is doing," or actual performance, and "what the

aircraft should be doing," known as desired performance.

The display of both kinds of information reduces the

pilot's memory requirements and improves his judgment

capability. This is highly desirable, since good judgment

(Continued on Page )1)

Unknown factors In new type planes are probed by this $100,000 analog computer at Ryan, manned by Blon Henderson and Herb Shear,
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Firebee drone missiles for Air Force and Navy roll from lines in Torrance plant which will also produce Douglas DC-8 jet pods.

Ryan Torrance Plant Doubled

RYAN'S LARGEST SINGLE plant expansion project

of recent years, bringing total floor space to 1,500,000

square feet, has been authorized by the board of directors

with award of an $814,000 contract to erect three large

structures at the Torrance, California division, T. Claude

Ryan, president, announced recently.

G. W. Rutherford, Torrance Division Manager, stated

that the project will provide 140,400 square feet of addi-

tional floor space, more than doubling the present plant

capacity at Torrance. Ryan acquired buildings totaling

137,000 square feet in floor space near the Torrance

Municipal Airport last May and immediately began

assembling Ryan Firebee target drone missiles there on

an accelerated schedule.

Additional space was required to provide more area

for Firebee missile production and Ryan's work on

Douglas DC-8 Jetliner jet engine "power packages" and

pylon assemblies, which are already being manufactured

in the San Diego plant. Eventually, assembly of these

major components will be transferred from San Diego to

Torrance as the new plant facilities become available.

Completion time has been set at four months on two

new factory structures, and 4Vi months on an office

building addition.

The three structures will include an assembly building,

180 by 400 feet; a shipping-receiving and tooling fabrica-

tion and repair building, 180 by 220 feet; and a two-story

addition to the present office building, 60 by 240 feet.

Successful bidder was the Carter Construction Com-
pany, Los Angeles.

The factory buildings will have steel framework, with

wood and stucco walls, and will be protected by a com-

plete overhead sprinkler system. Type of construction will

be similar to the new tooling fabrication building, recently

completed in the San Diego plant.

Expansion of Torrance facilities will result in enlarge-

ment of the work force there from the present figure of

400 to approximately 1,000 next summer and about 1,700

at peak early in 1959, according to present estimates.

In recent months, more than 130,000 square feet of

manufacturing and administrative space has been added

to Ryan's San Diego plant at Lindbergh Field, at a cost

of nearly $ 1 million. Among major structures erected here

are an Engineering and Research Center and a Toohng

Fabrication Building. To accommodate the fast-growing

electronics section, Ryan recently leased a new 30,000

square foot building on Kearny Mesa from Magnatron

Corporation of America.
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Thrust Control lor Vertijet'

Vertijet "bounce*" overcome >vith piloi- assist STstem

BY GEORGE W. SMITH
Ryan Research Group Engineer

@ Registered Trade Mark
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THE RYAN X-13 Vertijet is a single

place delta-wing research aircraft,

powered by a turbojet engine. The
airplane is designed to demonstrate the

flight regime between conventional

horizontal flight and hovering flight in

the vertical attitude.

The X-13 is provided with a system

of conventional aerodynamic controls

for use in horizontal flight, and a sys-

tem of jet reaction controls for use

during hovering flight as well as tran-

sition to and from the vertical attitude.

The jet reaction control system utilizes

jet stream diversion, to provide pitch

and yaw control, and engine compres-

sor bleed air diverted through air ducts

to elbows at the wing tips, to provide

roll control.

During the hovering portion of the

flight of a VTOL aircraft, accurate

control of engine thrust is desired.

In general, the accuracy obtainable

through manual control by the pilot is

marginal in meeting the requirements

of take-off and landing. During tests

on a Ryan hovering test vehicle, it was

found that the dynamic response char-

acteristics of a turbojet engine were

such that manual control of thrust by

the pilot could result in a system which

tended to "bounce" rather badly.

This is due to the "dead time" and

slow response of the engine. When
the pilot puts in a command to change

his rate of climb and nothing appar-

ently happens, he adds more thrust.

About this time the engine starts to

respond. The fact that the pilot has

over-controlled becomes apparent to

him; he then cuts back the throttle

and proceeds to over-control in the

other direction. The process is re-

peated, and the airplane "bounces."

To overcome this problem, it was

decided to put a servo system on the

throttle, which fed in a signal propor-

tional to the appropriate parameter of



aircraft motion, in such a manner as to

maintain the airplane in a constant rate

of ascent. To accomplish this objective

it was necessary to determine the dy-

namic response characteristics of tlie

engine.

A GEDA analog computer was
moved to the jet engine test cell, and a

crude simulation of a hovering aircraft

was made on the computer. Instrumen-

tation, consisting of strain gage pickups,

was installed on the engine to measure

engine thrust. A voltage was thus pro-

duced which was proportional to en-

gine thrust, and this voltage was fed

into the computer.

(In the hovering attitude, a jet

VTOL airplane can be looked upon as

a rigid body balanced on top of the

thrust force. Therefore, for the pur-

poses of this investigation, it was pos-

sible to simulate the airplane by a

one-degree-of-freedom system under

the action of gravity and thrust.)

A servo system with plus or minus

5 per cent of full thrust authority was

connected to the main throttle. Thus,

the throttle input to the engine con-

sisted of the input from the pilot's

throttle plus a plus or minus 5 per cent

increment through the servo system.

The servo throttle system received its

input from a linear accelerometer which
sensed fore and aft (vertical) accelera-

tion of the airplane. The accelerom-

eter sent a signal to the servo throttle

through an approximate integrator and
regulated the engine to maintain a con-

stant rate of ascent of the aircraft. This

system was referred to as the thrust

velocity control system.

In operation of the aircraft, how-
ever, it is necessary for the pilot to be

able to make changes in his rate of

ascent. To accomplish this, an input

to the servo throttle system from the

manual throttle is provided, which is

proportional to the rate change of the

manual throttle position. This provides

a temporary defeat of the thrust veloc-

ity control, and the airplane is acceler-

ated to a new rate of ascent.

In operation, the effectivity of the

control system is limited by the slow-
ness of the response of the engine in

its ability to produce a thrust change,
when a change is made in the throttle

setting. In the course of our investiga-

tion, the frequency response of the

engine to changes in throttle setting,

as well as to step changes in throttle

setting, was obtained.

BLOCK DIAGRAM
OF THRUST VELOCITY
CONTROL SYSTEM

THRUST
LAG RATE

INTEGRATOR
VtRTICAl ACCtlERATION

The data, from which the transfer

function for the turbojet engine was
obtained, resulted from frequency re-

sponse and step function response

tests on the actual engine.

Open loop frequency data, obtained

for engine operation at about 80 per

cent of full thrust, were plotted in the

conventional manner of amplitude ratio

in decibels versus frequency, and phase

angle in degrees versus frequency. The

amplitude ratio curve was found to

have a resonance at 8 cycles per sec-

ond. An extremely liberal interpreta-

tion might designate this resonance

the "organ pipe mode." It is speculated

that this resonance represents the com-
bustion chamber of the engine being

forced to oscillate as a so-called Hem-
holtz Resonator. The other feature of

the amplitude curve was the attenua-

(Coiithined on Page 31)
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BEATING THE HEAT

Flames from wicker chair surround engineer in 1200 F furnace as Minnesota Mining

and Manufacturing Co. demcnstrates tlie effectiveness of recently developed alumi-

num-coated fabric suit. Suit permits extended periods of time in high heat areas.

BY ALFRED F. HOFSTATTER
Ryan Metallurgist

As temperatures rise,

engineers fight to

save metals from

\«ithering heat

PROTECTIVE FINISHES for high

temperature materials cover three

categories—metallic coatings, paints,

and ceramic coatings. Base materials

include aluminum, magnesium and ti-

tanium alloys, alloy steels, stainless

steels, nickel alloys, cobalt alloys and

molybdenum. Depending on the con-

ditions of use, some of these may need

no protection, while other conditions

may call for some form of protective

coating.

Providing protective coatings on al-

uminum or magnesium alloys for serv-

ice above 650-F is useless, since they

do not exhibit enough strength to war-

rant usage at these temperatures. For

the most part, they have enough sur-

face stability to meet the environmental

conditions within their usable tempera-

ture range. For other alloys, under

certain conditions, it becomes neces-

sary to increase surface stability by

protective finishing.

METALLIC COATS
One of the oldest methods used to

protect structural metal is to cover it

with a skin of less active metal, as a

barrier against heat or oxidation. There

are a vast number of combinations and

methods for metallic coating in use.

Aluminum, chromium, nickel, silicon,

copper, silver, rhodium, tungsten, mo-

lybdenum, and stainless alloys are the

most commonly used metals for high-

temperature application. They may be

electroplated, diffused, dipped, sprayed

or clad onto the base material.

Aluminum

Aluminum becomes a protective

coating through two basic processes

—

diffusion, used primarily on steels: and

pure aluminum cladding, used on

aluminum alloys and steels.

Diffusion of aluminum into the
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Seething exhaust gases heat afterburner shell to red-hot glow
during General Electric temperature tests. Pyrometers indi-

cated that center of roaring flame hits temperature of 3400 F.

Ramjet surface-combustion effects on metal are studied by D. W.
Mole, NACA scientist, who measures high temperature flames

with multiple-point recording optical pyrometer and camera.

surface of steel (calorizing) to form

an iron-aluminum compound is an old

process, which has been modernized

with several new methods. The iron-

aluminum alloy coat which was formed

by tumbling parts in aluminum powder

and heating them to austenitizing tem-

peratures had excellent heat and cor-

rosion resistance, but was brittle and

easily spalled. Subsequent heating fur-

ther diffused the coating and provided

more ductility, while maintaining ade-

quate corrosion protection.

Recently, new methods have come
into use. Aluminum can be vapor de-

posited from aluminum chloride at

high temperatures to form a thin

aluminum-iron layer. Several metalliz-

ing processes have been developed for

spraying pure aluminum. Aluminum
painting, especially when the paint base

is a silicone, has become increasingly

popular.

Natural properties of pure aluminum

make it desirable for use as an undif-

fused coating. Cladding of aluminum

alloys is perhaps the most common
example of this. Cladding of steel sheet

by hot dipping and then rolling is also

finding wide application. There are

many new processes such as Aldip, a

General Motors process, Al-Fin, a

Fairchild process, and MoUerizing. All

deposit a layer of pure aluminum with

a diffusion layer between it and the

base metal.

Both calorized and clad parts will

withstand oxidizing atmospheres, espe-

cially combusion gases, up to 1400°F,

for long periods of time. Higher tem-

peratures may be used, but the useful

life is reduced accordingly. At lower

temperatures, where water vapor or

condensation is present, a clad surface

is better since calorized coatings fail

rapidly under wet conditions. Both

have exceptional heat reflective prop-

erties.

Typical applications are heat treat-

ing equipment, high temperature bolts,

engine exhaust components and jet

engine parts.

Chromium

Chromium finishes are applied by

electroplating and chromizing. Chrom-
izing is used only on a base of steel,

(Continued on Page 26)

From nose cone to nozzle, Ryan builds almost all of these turbojet parts. They "live" in a continuous explosion of jet flames.



^^MOLY" OETS A
Xeiv method simplifietMl

A PRACTICAL means for remov-

ing the oxides from Molybdenum
—a metal with a bright future in the

aircraft and atomic energy industries

—

has been devised by the Ryan Chemi-

cal Laboratory.

Because of its importance in high

temperature applications. Molybdenum
has been the subject of many investiga-

tions, recently, to overcome the prob-

lems of putting it into production. Up
to the present, there has been no good

low temperature means for cleaning the

metal, particularly for removing sur-

face oxides, prior to welding.

The Ryan process involves two che-

mical baths, which satisfactorily re-

move all oxides without attacking the

base metal. Because molybdenum is

resistant to attack from aqueous alka-

line solutions, the first bath consists of

a deoxidizer with sodium hydroxide as

its main constituent. By adding potas-

sium permanganate to this solution, a

Ryan Aeronautical Company's recently completed chemical processing laboratory provides best tocllltles of its kind in Ryan history.
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BATH
ilolybdenum cleaning

very strong oxidizing batii was ob-

tained.

Chemically, this bath converts the

oxides of molybdenum to a higher va-

lence state which is easily removed by

a pressure spray rinse, leaving only a

black smut on the surface of the base

metal. The second bath, consisting of

acids which do not attack molybdenum,

removes this smut and produces a che-

mically clean surface.

Previous methods for cleaning moly-

bdenum are not satisfactory because

they either unduly attack the metal,

are unsafe for personnel or possess

other undesirable features.

One method calls for a molten salt

bath of 70 percent sodium hydroxide

and 30 percent sodium nitrite, oper-

ating at a temperature of 500 to 700

degrees F. This method of cleaning is

hazardous to personnel because of the

dangers in using molten salts. The bath

attacks molybdenum and very close

control is needed to prevent excessive

metal loss. Losses up to three mils have

been experienced with five-second im-

mersions.

Following descaling of the molybde-

num with molten salt, a bath consisting

of concentrated sulfuric acid contain-

ing 3.5 percent of a saturated sodium

dichromate solution is used for chemi-

cal cleaning of the metal. The molten

salt bath achieves descaling, but a sec-

ondary cleaning operation is usually

necessary.

An anhydrous bath has been sug-

gested, composed of 95 percent sul-

furic acid, 4.5 percent nitric acid, and

0.5 percent hydrofluoric acid, opera-

ted at 195 degrees F. This bath is not

completely satisfactory in its cleaning

operation and it is difficult to keep the

solution anhydrous.

A 25 percent nitric acid, two per-

cent hydrofluoric acid by volume de-

oxidizing bath works quite well to re-

move the oxide, but readily attacks the

molybdenum after the oxide has been
(Continued on Page 29)

Chemist inserts molybdenum sheet in alkaline bath. Bath consists of 10

percent sodium hydroxide, 5 percent potassium permanganate and 8S per-

cent water by weight. Solution is kept at 150-180 degrees Fahrenheit.

Ryan technician deoxidizing molybdenum by means of vapor blasting. This

operation is generally not considered feasible because of the high cost

arising from the number of man hours which are expended for each part.
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FIRE6EE CHASE
(Continued from Page i)

at 450 mph. "Gained two thousand

feet that time," the chase pilot re-

ported. "Doing three-nine-zero knots.

Straight and level."

"Throttle back?"

The speed brakes came out again on

the Super Sabre and the Scorpion pilot

cut his afterburners as the Firebee

slowed back to 275 mph. "Straight and

level," radioed the Scorpion pilot. "But

she's heading directly into a cloud at

angels twenty-one and one-eight-three

degrees."

Before the ground controller could

correct the Firebee's heading, both

chase pilots called, "She's gone pop-

eye." They climbed swiftly in forma-

tion above the cloud. One of them ra-

dioed: "We're now at angels twenty-

three with a one-thousand-foot quilt.

Same heading as popeye. Waiting for

her to emerge." "Popeye" and "Quilt"

are also words from the radio Brevity

Code. The first means "climbing

through the clouds" and the other in-

dicates the distance below the pilot of

a cloud cover.

"Rodge, Tango Chase One and

Two," radioed Devil. "I'm bringing her

up and out at one-eight-zero."

Although Captain Dowling was hav-

ing trouble keeping up with the two

faster chase planes in our T-bird, we
managed to come alongside just as the

Firebee emerged from the clouds. The

two chase planes, with us tagging

along, followed the Ryan jet drone

through a number of other maneuvers

until all flight checks were completed.

Devil Control finally radioed: "We
have full control of the drone now.

Tango Chase One, do you still have

her in sight?"

"Rodge. She's at twenty-five angels

on a heading of three-one-zero degrees

at two-eight-zero knots."

"Ah, Rodge, Tango Chase. Tango
One and Two, proceed to your orbit

points and await further instructions.

Photo Chase, we're ready for the in-

tercept."

"Rodge," answered Captain Dowl-
ing from the cockpit in front of mine.

"We have the bird in sight also. Ready
and waiting."

As the two chase planes pulled away
and headed for their respective orbiting

points inland, where they would wait
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on the alert in case anything should

go wrong, we surged forward to over-

take the drone. We were about two

hundred yards away from the little

drone as Captain Dowling dipped and
turned, lifted the T-bird's nose and
dropped it, each time asking me if the

position were right. When I finally

told him to hold it, he slid in to within

a hundred feet of the drone without

altering the camera angle. It was a re-

markable bit of flying. Even more re-

markable was the sight of an airborne

Firebee sitting there in space so close

up that I had to re-focus my camera to

keep the image sharp. We followed the

little red bird through the vast purplish

blue sky of six miles up without ever

HOTO BY LLOYD

"A DAY IN THE LIFE

OF A SUPERSONIC

PROJECT OFFICER"

In FIREBEE C.H.\SE, Uoyd Mal-
lan shares his exciting experiences
at Eglin AFB, getting material for
his new book A DAY IN THE LIFE
OF A SUPERSONIC PROJECT OF-
FICER. Off the press in Januarj-,

1958, the book is a dramatic storj-

of a typical day in the life of Major
Robert Thomas Goetz (shown
above), Project Officer of Opera-
tion Sundial at Eglin.

Mallan and Coetz take the reader
into the cockpit of a supersonic
interceptor, through a flame-out at

40,000 feet, through the sound bar-

rier, into an intercept with a Fire-

bee jet drone and on an evening
mission into the substratosphere lo

find an "enemy" jet bomber. \S ilh

sparkling photographs and brief,

non-technical text, the new book is

a stimulating look behind tlie

.scenes of .America's air defense pro-
gram.

deviating from our close position.

We had switched our radio over to

Demon Control, which is the Ground
Control Intercept station at the Air

Proving Ground. From sixty miles

away we could hear the Intercept Di-

rector guiding the F-102A pilot to the

target by radar. Suddenly we saw the

delta-winged interceptor streaking up

from the gently curved horizon of the

sea. At first the F-102A was a mere

dot trailing black smoke against the

distant clouds, but within seconds it

grew large enough for positive identi-

fication. It swept up out of the South

to make a perfect intercept on the

drone. Then it sped ahead, made a

quick turn and came back for a second

intercept—just for my sake, the inter-

ceptor pilot later told me. In fact, he

repeated the maneuver a third time, to

make absolutely sure. I got several pic-

tures of each of all three intercepts

—

thanks to the flying skill of Captain

George Dowling and the rapid eflft-

ciency of the Canon V camera.

Technically, the mission was over.

Photographically, the "impossible" had

been accomphshed. But actually, the

toughest part of my self-imposed as-

signment was yet to come. This was

getting a series of pictures of the Fire-

bee as it was parachuting back to

earth.

We followed the little jet bird as the

Devil Three controller "flew" her in-

land and guided her to a position in

the sky above Auxiliary Field 8. Here,

a recovery crew was waiting to pick up

the drone immediately.

The controller at Devil Three an-

nounced that he was cutting the little

bird's engine and would release the

chute. A moment later, the Firebee

slowed down and a streak of white

silk exploded out of her, pulling her

nose up like a horse's nose when the

reins are abruptly jerked back. As the

parachute blossomed the little drone

swung to and fro for an instant, then

settled evenly under her white silk can-

opy for a perfectly balanced ride earth-

ward.

The chase planes had gone home, as

had the B-26 mother ship. We had the

sky to ourselves—the Ryan Firebee,

the Lockheed T-bird, Captain Dowling

and I. We were at 10.000 feet when
the drone's chute was popped. A 14-

knot wind was causing the Firebee to

drift rapidly down the sky, but the con-

( Continued on jNV.v/ Page)



FIREBEE CHASE
(Continued from Page 24)

troUer had considered wind velocity

when he released the parachute. The
drone was in good shape, heading in

exactly the right direction.

Captain Dowling swung the T-bird

around and around the drone in a

tight orbit. Each time the Fire-

bee slipped by my viewfinder, the pull

of gravity plunged me deep into my
seat and plumped the camera, like a

ton of lead, smack onto my knees. We
were pulling about 3.5 Gs. By the

time we had reached 5,000 feet I had

become so exasperated with frustration

that I loosened my shoulder harness,

put all my strength under the camera

and shoved hard against the force of

the G-weights the next time the Fire-

bee crossed my viewfinder. It took ef-

fort to press the shutter-release button,

but 1 managed it and got a picture. By
now I had learned to anticipate the

approach of maximum G-weights as

we orbited. 1 would hold the camera

as high up as possible and as gravity

pulled it down, try to coordinate the

dropping camera with the movement
of the Firebee so that I would always

have her in the viewfinder at the right

moment for a good picture. In this way
I managed to obtain half a dozen ex-

posures. Then I ran out of film.

During the remainder of the flight

I was a mere passenger, marveling at

Captain Bowling's skill as he contin-

ued to circle around the Firebee all

the way down. Ryan"s little bird land-

ed with hardly a tremor less than a

mile away from the Field 8 runway.

However, it had landed in a field over-

run with brush. There were no roads.

A few trees hid the spread-out white

parachute from the view of those at

ground level. For the next twenty min-

utes we orbited about the spot at 100

feet of altitude to mark the Firebee's

position for the ground recovery crew.

When we saw the dust being kicked

up by the crew's jeep and trucks. Cap-
tain Dowling swept down to within 20
feet of the ground exactly over the

little drone and pulled up into a sharp

climb. He repeated this maneuver
many times, until we noticed the

crane-truck break away from the mo-
tor caravan and head out through the

roadless brush. When it was recovered,

the Ryan Firebee barely showed a

dent.

Cameraman catches the Air Force-Ryan X-13 Vertijet as it hovers a few feet above

the airport at Edwards Air Force Base. Flights of the X-13 were combined with

San Diego Ryan plant shots for series.

VERTIJET STARS IN CBS SHOW
The spectacular .4ir Force-Ryan

X-13 Verlijet was the star of the
show, Sunday, December 1. The
new aircraft was featured on CBS-
TV's new series on air power
"Twentieth Century."

CBS-TV, which reaUzed the tech-

nological breakthrough which the
airplane represented, showed mov-
ies of the Vertijet's flights at

Edwards Air Force Base and at the
Pentagon, taken by Ryan, Air Fore*
and CBS-TV photographers.

Included in the show were films
of the VTOL test vehicle, which was
used for several years in develop-
mental work on the Vertijet, and
several scenes of preflight briefings
with Pete Girard, Ryan's chief engi-
neering test pilot.

Also displayed on the show was
Ryan's Vertiplane, a VTOL aircraft
being developed for llie U.S. Army
and the Office of Naval Research.
The Vertiplane is scheduled for
flight in early 1958.

James Faichney (left) Associate Producer for CBS-Television, directs the CBS
camera crew as they photograph a Ryan engineers' huddle on the X-13 Vertijet

which is featured in the new CBS-TV series on airpower, "Twentieth Century."
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BEATING THE HEAT
(Continued from Page 21)

while electroplating has been applied

to almost any base metal.

Hard chrome plate, obtained from

electrolysis in a chromic acid bath, is

used as a corrosion and erosion inhib-

itor for temperatures up to 2000°F. It

has an extreme hardness of 900 KHN
at room temperature but this falls off

to 200 KHN at 2200°F. Other useful

properties are anti-galling, low coef-

ficient of friction and non-wetting.

Although chromium can be plated on

aluminum, magnesium and titanium

alloys, the high temperature applica-

tions are few because tensile properties

fall off before protection is needed.

One use of hard chrome plate is on

rocket motors where temperature, cor-

rosion and erosion are high, but of

short duration. A more common appli-

cation is for increasing wear resistance

at elevated temperatures.

Chromizing is very similar to vapor

deposition of aluminum, except that a

gaseous chromium compound reacts

with steel by substituting chromium
for iron on the surface. The end prod-

uct formed on the steel depends on

the carbon content. On low carbon

steel, a layer similar to annealed fer-

ritic stainless will form. On steels with

higher carbon content, chromium car-

bides will form, resulting in a hard

surface layer. It is relatively easy to

obtain the type of chromized layer de-

sired on any base material by either

carburizing or decarburizing prior to

chromizing. The low carbon chromized

coats are good for service at tempera-

tures around 1600°F under oxidizing

and erosion conditions, but chromium
carbide finishes find very little use for

high temperature applications.

A new process is being developed

in which a chromizing mixture, along

with glass frits, is painted on the sur-

face of steel. Heating in air allows the

glass to fuse and form a protective

layer while the chromium is diffusing

into the base metal. During coohng,

the glass flakes off leaving a clean

chromized surface. Low carbon steels

processed in this way can be bent,

formed, or welded and have withstood

scaling up to 2100°F in air.

Nicker

Electroplated and electroless nickel

coatings can be applied to steel, alum-

inum, magnesium, titanium and other

metals. Although nickel is costly, the

good throwing power of the plating

solutions as compared to chromium
make it a better coating to use.

Electroless plating, which is depos-

ited by the auto-catalytic reduction of

nickel salts, is harder and less porous

than electroplating, and is better for

high temperature applications. For ap-

plications where abrasion is a consider-

ation, electroplate is not useful above

500°F, but electroless retains good
hardness up to 750°F. Both are very

corrosion resistant and protect against

oxidation up to 2000°F for short

periods.

Silicon

Siliconizing is the impregnation of

silicon into low carbon steel to form

an iron-silicon solid solution on the

surface, containing about 149f silicon.

MOLYSDENUM

CAST COBALT AUOY

SUPER AtLOYS

300 STAINLESS STEEL

; 400 STAINLESS STEEL

ALLOY STEEL

CARBON STEEL

TITANIUM ALLOY

MAGNESIUM AUOY

ALUMINUM ALLOY ^
5 30 400 700 800 W) (OOO 1100 1200 1300 1400 1500 1600 17!» J800j

Approximate maximum temperatures for using various metals under load.
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It is obtained by heating steel in the

presence of silicon carbide, or ferro-

silicon, at 1750'^F with chlorine gas

as an atmosphere. A case depth of

.030 inches, very uniform in silicon

content and which can be ground with-

out sacrificing properties, can be ob-

tained after two hours of treatment.

Siliconized cases are about Rockwell

B-90 but cannot be machined or cut,

although they can be easily ground.

Case properties cannot be enhanced by

heat treatment and are not affected by

heat treating the base metal. Good
ductility up to the elastic limit of the

base metal, non-galling, low coefficient

of friction, resistance to acid attack,

and good resistance to scaling to 1800°

F in air are some properties of sili-

conized surfaces.

A recent development is a process

similar to paint chromizing. in which

a slurry of grass frits and metallic

silicon are fused to steel at 1750-F.

This requires more research prior to

successful use but the elimination of

chlorine, which it provides, is a vast

improvement.

Copper

Electroplated copper offers little ad-

vantage at high temperatures due to

the thickness required to overcome its

porosity. Except as a stop-off for

nitriding or carburizing, it finds little

use.

Copper clad steel, produced by

pouring molten copper around a steel

ingot and then forming the copper clad

ingot, has been in use for a long time.

Applications for use above 500"F are

very specialized where the thermal or

electrical properties of copper are

needed.

Tungsten

Tungsten cannot be plated by itself.

A cobalt-tungsten alloy, however, has

been successfully electroplated and

shows great promise. The tungsten-

cobalt plate can be age-hardened and

has hardness properties equal to stel-

lite, but the aging cycle is ver>' long.

It consists of heating to 2200 F and

aging for 100 hours at llOO'F. At
1500'^F an aged plate will have a hard-

ness of 180 DPH while an unaged

one at the same temperature will have

only 53 DPH. Up to 1500T the

tungsten-cobalt plate will have a

thermal expansion closely approximat-

ing that of steel. Above 1500^F it

increases five-fold, causing a plastic

( Contimied on Sext Page)



strain that gives the plate a permanent

set upon coohng. This condition Hmits

use to below 1500°F. Since the process

of plating tungsten-cobalt is expensive,

compared to other methods of apply-

ing a hard metallic finish, it is not

widely used.

Molybdenum

A new process, called "Sprabond",

sprays molybdenum on steel or titan-

ium for building up surfaces or for

wear resistance. Molybdenum may
also be plated from molybdenum car-

bonyl vapor at 1000°F. Above 750°

F, both of these coatings have limited

corrosion resistance in the presence of

oxygen, since molybdenum begins to

oxidize at a rapid rate above this tem-

perature, causing deterioration of the

coating. The largest use of molybden-

um spraybonding is in building up

worn surfaces. Molybdenum also has

good electrical conductivity and has

been used successfully to face spot-

welding electrodes for increased life.

Stainless Alloys

The 18-8 types of stainless steel,

along with some of the nickel base

alloys such as Inconel, have been used

as cladding material for mild steel or

copper plate. In most cases, the clad-

ding is accomplished by either pressure

welding or brazing.

PAINTS

There are a limited number of paints

available for the purpose of high tem-

perature protection. The paints that

are usable consist, in general, of sili-

cone resins, or inorganic binders as

the vehicle and metallic powder as the

pigment.

Silicone

Silicone content in available paints

varies from 100% to as low as 5%.
The high silicone paints perform well

at high temperatures, with commercial

white enamels retaining a good film at

temperatures up to 750°F. However,

at these temperatures metal pigments

are normally added to the silicone.

Most popular of these is aluminum-

silicone paint. In this combination the

silicone protects the base metal at

temperatures up to 700°F. If the tem-

perature increases to 900°F, the sili-

cone slowly volatilizes but the residue

holds the aluminum powder in place.

At temperatures above 900°F, the

aluminum begins to diffuse into the

base metal resulting in a "calorized"

surface. Such a coat may give service

up to 1500°F. Metallic pigmented sili-

cones are finding wide use in heaters,

combustion chambers, exhaust systems

and furnaces.

Inorganic Binder

Stainless steel powder and water-

glass can be combined in a baked-on

coating for high temperatures protec-

tion from heat, oxidation, or combus-

tion products. The dried film, which

can be applied to almost any metal, is

extremely hard and remains unchanged

at 1500°F, welds to the base material

at 1700°F and will not flow at 2000°

F. Its main uses are in the sealing of

fire walls in aircraft engine compart-

ments and JATO exhaust tubes. Cop-

per, nickel and chromium powders

may also be used in conjunction with

waterglass, and find wide application

in the heat treatment of alloy steels as

an anti-seizing compound or for pro-

tection against carburization or decar-

burization.

CERAMIC COATINGS
Because of the critical alloying ele-

ment shortage during World War II

the government turned to coating mild

steels with ceramics to increase surface

stability. The largest application was

on aircraft engine exhaust manifolds.

Today, with the production of power-

ful jet and rocket engines, the field of

ceramic coating has become very im-

portant. Ceramics can be used in three

basic forms—pure oxide refractories,

mixed refractories and cermets or

mixtures of ceramic refractories and

metals.

While type 321 stainless steel has

a melting point of 2550-2600°F, some

pure oxide refractories will tolerate

temperatures as high as 5300°F.

Further, unlike metals that begin to

oxidize and decompose far below their

melting points, refractories gradually

deform at, or near, their melting points

without prior decomposition. However,

the IR coefficients of expansion are

about half that for steel. This differ-

ence makes it difficult to produce a

metal-to-ceramic bond that will with-

stand thermal cycling.

These pure oxides cannot be fused

to metal parts by the normal dip and

bake method, because this would mean
heating the slurry-coated part to the

ceramic melting point, which is far

above the melting point of the base

metal. A fusing method has been de-

vised using flame spraying equipment

similar in principle to metallizing. A
rod of fused oxide or powdered oxide

is simultaneously melted and sprayed

by being fed through a high velocity

oxy-acetylene flame of 5000°F. The
molten particles cool rapidly while

traveling from the gun to the work,

but are still fairly plastic and deform

on impact to produce a uniform, dense

coating. The most common oxide used

is aluminum oxide as it has good

thermal shock properties, low porosity

and very high hardness. For one shot

applications of short duration these

refractories can probably be used as

high as 3000°F, but under repeated or

constant use it is the bond, not the

material, that fails. Other oxides, es-

pecially those of zirconium and silicon,

are being adapted to spraying for

further investigation.

Anodizing aluminum and magnesi-

um is a form of ceramic coating, and

almost all aluminum and magnesium
alloys can be anodized with an accom-
panying increase in abrasion and oxi-

dation resistance.

Mixed Refractories

A-418 refractory, a mixture of the

oxides of barium silicon, calcium, zinc,

iron and chromium, is most extensively

used today for the protection of stain-

less steel parts. It is applied to a clean

metal surface as a slurry or slip, dried

at room temperature, and baked at

1860°F for 10 minutes. When cool, it

is a nonporous hard shell, .001 -.002

inches thick, that will withstand tem-

peratures up to 1700°F for long peri-

ods. It has been shown, from tests on

exhaust manifolds of aircraft, that

coated 19-9DL stainless steel performs

equally well or better than uncoated

super alloys of nickel or cobalt, thus

reducing the need for critical alloys.

Cermets

A compromise of desired properties

can be obtained by combining the high

temperature properties of ceramics

with the good thermal shock resistant

properties of metals. The most popu-

lar combination is a 92 percent tung-

sten-carbide and 8 percent cobalt mix-

ture that is flame sprayed. In spite of

the high spray-gun temperatures the

surface temperature of the work does

not exceed 400°F during spraying,

which means that the base material

will not be affected. This cermet has

been used in jet engine seal rings where

it acts as a wearing surface, operating

dry at 800°F. Coatings .002 inches

thick have withstood 500 cycles of

(Continued on Next Page)
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DEFENCE J^Ell. ?l!EES VERTIJETS
Neil H. McElroy, Secretary of Defense, inspects tlie two Air Force-Ryan

X-13 Vertijets at Edwards Air Force Base, wliere the world's first jet

vertical take-off and landing aircraft have been undergoing testing for

the Air Force. McElroy is shown in above photo, fourth from left. Both

Vertijets are shown in this unusual picture, one in vertical position on i^s

ground service trailer, the other in horizontal position, supported by wheels.

BEATING THE HEAT
(Contimied from Page 2''

j

rapid heating and cooling from 1350°

F, proving good thermal shock resist-

ance.

A nitrided case is essentially a cer-

met. It consists of metallic nitrides,

mainly aluminum, with the base metal

as a binder. Nitriding, which is lim-

ited to certain grades of steel, forms

an extremely hard case (1000 DPN)
which is not subject to fatigue and

which retains hardness up to 1000°F.

At the present time the most

pressing need for a high temperature

coating is for molybdenum. It is

stronger at temperatures above 1600°

F than any of our present super alloys

and the alloys of molybdenum show

even more promise. Above 1400°F,

however, its surface stability in the

presence of oxygen is such that the

oxide sublimes as rapidly as it forms,

thus leading to catatrophic deteriora-

tion. Many methods and types of pro-

tective coatings have been tried and

some, such as electroplated chromium,

sprayed alloys of Al-Cr-Si or Ni-B-Si,

diffusion layers of silicon and ceramic

coatings, show promise.

It was recently revealed that ceramic

coatings affect the creep strength of

super alloys at high temperature. It

is quite possible that other protective

coatings also add to the physical

strength of the parts they cover.

Although there is still much room
for improvement on the processes now
in use or development, considerable

progress has been made. Examples

are: The use of paint chromizing and

siliconizing; the continually rising up-

per temperature limit of silicone resins:

the greater number of refractory cer-

amic coats and cermets.

Presented at the Aircraft Indus-

tries Association meeting of Na-
tional Aircraft Standards Com-
mittee at Dallas. Texas

BAIL OUT
(Continued from Page H)

matically detach itself from the pilot,

and another two seconds before the

automatic release opens the chute.

When picked up. Smith was in ter-

rible condition. His shoes and socks

were gone and his clothes were in rib-

bons. He was bleeding from cuts on

his forehead, chin and feet. From the

time he was first brought to the hos-

pital, doctors concentrated on keeping

him alive and bringing him out of the

severe state of shock which left his

heartbeat so weak that his pulse was

barely noticeable. The whites of his

eyes were not white at all. but solid red

from subconjunctival hemorrhages. In-

ternally, his stomach was swollen and

his lower intestine was injured. In ad-

dition, his liver was seriously damaged.

His weight, 215 pounds at the time of

the accident, dropped to 150 before

he fully recovered.

Information obtained from medical

studies made during Smith's recovery

substantiated many theories about the

action of the body during high speed

bailouts that had previously been only

guesswork.

Greatest physical damage to a pilot

occurs from the tremendous "G" forc-

es which are inflicted on him as he

slows down by several hundred miles

an hour in a matter of one or two sec-

onds. It has been estimated that Smith

had a decelerative force of 40 ""G's"

inflicted on him as he catapulted out

of the airplane—equivalent to increas-

ing his weight to 8.000 pounds in a

split-second. This is the cause of many
hemorrhages in the body, because the

pilot's blood becomes many times

heavier than normal.

Wind blast is just one of the wor-

ries facing pilots of high-performance

jet and rocket planes. Increased speed

means higher temperatures due to air

friction. The body of an automobile is

six-tenths of a degree hotter when it

is rolling along the highway at 60 miles

an hour than when it is standing in the

driveway. At 300 m.p.h.. an airliner's

fuselage is 16 degrees hotter than when

the plane is on the runway. .A. pilot fly-

ing at sea level at an indicated speed

of 1500 m.p.h. would see the wings of

his plane warp from heat of air fric-

tion.

These phenomena demand that high

(Continued on i<e\t Page)
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speed aircraft fly at very high altitudes,

where air is thinner and air friction is

less troublesome. But, a pilot can live

only two minutes in this cold, rarified

atmosphere and stay conscious only

30 seconds without artificial aids.

Above 50,000 feet, an oxygen mask

does nothing for a pilot who is forced

to bail out. Air pressure above that

altitude is so low that the pilot must

be supplied with artificial pressure in

the form of a pressurized cockpit, pres-

sure suit, or both. If he were to bail

out at 63,000 feet and his pressure

suit malfunctioned, the pressure of

waste gases in his body would cause

his blood to boil out of him like steam

leaving a hot teakettle.

CAPSULE
Generally speaking, at altitudes be-

low 1,000 feet there is insufficient time

for the pilot to eject and have his para-

chute open. Above 30,000 feet, tumbl-

ing and spinning present serious haz-

ards. With present equipment, the pilot

is not stabilized following ejection.

Tests have shown that a spin of only

90 r.p.m. can cause excessive nausea,

and 12 seconds' spinning at 160 r.p.m.

will produce unconsciousness. Spin-

ning at 200 r.p.m. for two minutes has

proved fatal to animal subjects.

So the problem boils down to getting

the high-flying pilot away from his

stricken aircraft without damaging him
or his equipment by windblast; pro-

tecting him against lack of oxygen,

pressure and intense cold; and bringing

him quickly and smoothly down to

lower altitudes.

Many aircraft designers feel that the

detachable pod or capsule would fully

meet these requirements. The capsule

would have to be pressurized, and

there is the problem of additional

weight, but the consensus is that these

problems can be surmounted.

Ejection seats developed by Britain's

Martin Baker Aircraft Company have

performed very well, even at ground

level. At a recent demonstration at

the Navy's Air Test Center, Patuxent

River, Maryland, a pilot of the Royal

Air Force made a ground level ejection

in a Martin Baker seat from a Grum-
man F9F-8T just before the plane be-

came airborne while traveling down the

runway at an indicated speed of 120

knots. The ejection seat and parachute

performed perfectly, and although the

pilot struck the ground on his head and

shoulders, he appeared none the worse

for his experience.

The seat is fully automatic and fit-

ted with stabilizing equipment which

prevents tumbling and spinning fol-

lowing bailout at high altitudes. It is

designed to protect the face from wind

blast, and keep arms and legs strapped

tightly in place to eliminate flailing.

American designers are experiment-

ing with fully stabilized seats which in-

clude a skip flow generator, a device

that acts much as a "bug deflector"

mounted on the hood of an automo-

bile. The skip flow generator is de-

signed to reduce wind blast affecting

the pilot to an appreciable degree

Horizontal vanes, which extend auto-

matically, stabilize the seat in flight.

Downward ejection is being investi-

gated also, but the problem of survival

following an extremely low altitude

bailout is inherent in this system.

In the final analysis, where speeds

and altitudes exceed those for which

the ejection seat can be used as a

means of escape, the cockpit capsule

provides the simplest and most effec-

tive method of survival. The capsule's

drag-to-weight ratio indicates that it

could conceivably offer an escape

method for aircraft with speeds far

beyond those in existence today.

^p^l^

Fokker Reps. Here
Representatives of the Royal

Netherlands Fokker Aircraft Fac-

tories recently visited Ryan during

their nationwide tour of U. S. air-

craft plants. They are shown with

John van der Linde, factory man-
ager, standing right, himself a native

of the Netherlands, and Robert
Chase, standing left, assistant to

van der Linde. Examining a photo
of Ryan's X-13 Vertijet are the vis-

itors, left to right, A. J. van der

Ploeg, works manager, and J. in 't

Veld, assistant works manager.

"MOLY" GETS A BATH
(Continued from Piiy^e 2i)

removed. Electropolishing of molybde-

num in 80 percent sulfuric acid and 20

percent phosphoric acid by volume has

been tried, and although deoxidizing

was accomplished, a great amount of

metal attack was observed.

It is also possible to deoxidize moly-

bdenuni by mechanical means such as

sandblasting or vapor-blasting. How-
ever, this operation is not feasible on

complex formed parts, because of the

possibility of sand entrapment. And its

high cost, which arises from the num-
ber of man-hours expended per part,

often makes its use prohibitive.

The Ryan alkaline bath consists of

10 percent sodium hydroxide, 5 per-

cent potassium permanganate and 85

percent water by weight. The solution

is kept at 150-185 degrees F, with

length of immersion time set at five

to ten minutes.

The range of operation of this oxide-

converting bath is quite wide, and is

more dependent on the concentration

of the sodium hydroxide than the po-

tassium permanganate. At the present

time, it appears that the ratio of so-

dium hydroxide to potassium perman-

ganate cannot be less than two to one

if an efficient bath is to be attained.

The success of the bath comes from

the formation of a highly oxidizing

mangani-manganate complex which is

formed from the reaction of the sodium

hydroxide with the potassium perman-

ganate. This complex can also be ob-

tained if sodium hydroxide is fused

with manganese dioxide, then dissolved

in water.

The smut-removing bath is com-
posed of 15 percent sulfuric acid, 15

percent hydrochloric acid, 70 percent

water plus six to 10 percent weight/

volume of chromic acid. The solution

is kept at ambient temperature with

immersion time set at five to 10 min-

utes. The bath is adequate if the oxide

is completely converted by the caustic

bath.

Ryan chemists have found the baths

to be satisfactory for deoxidizing prior

to fusion welding and believe them to

be applicable wherever deoxidizing is

required in the fabrication of molybde-

num.
Of the many uses attributed to moly-

bdenum, that of an alloying contsitu-

( Continued on Next Page)
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Ryan has moved its entire Electronics Division into this modern, new plant located

San Diego's new industrial area, just jive miles from Ryan's main plant.

RYAX EXPAIVDS ELECTRONICS

DIVISION INTO NEW PLANT

Ryan took the initial step in a major

expansion of its eleetronics section by

moving its avionics activities from the

company's aircraft plant to a 30,000-

square foot Kearny Mesa building

leased from Magnatron Corp. of Amer-

ica, Inc.

The new structure, which had not

previously been used, is north of

downtown San Diego, and near the

new Convair Astronautics Division

plant on Kearny Mesa,

It will provide almost double the

present space utilized by the Ryan
electronics division at the Lindbergh

Field location. Although a new 10,000-

square foot, two story structure was

erected two years ago at the west end

of the main administration building,

the growth of electronics activites has

been so rapid that the area has become

congested in recent months.

With no additional spare available

on the plant grounds, it became neces-

sary to seek outside facilities.

The entire electronics section moved

to the Kearny Mesa building, which is

surrounded by ample parking area.

The building was built especially for

electronic development work and man-

ufacturing and provides an excellent

facility for Ryan's growing electronics

activities. Room for further expansion

on the same site is available.

The Ryan electronics production

line is now manufacturing automatic

navigators for the Navy and Army

:

ground speed indicators for Sikorsky

helicopters, and guidance systems for

the Air Force. Electronics experts

under Owen S. Olds, chief electronics

engineer, are developing new devices

and concepts which hold promise in

both military and commercial fields

and prospects are bright for continued

steady growth of this phase of the

company's engineering activities.

'MOLY" GETS A BATH
(Continued from Page 29)

ent is probably the most extensive.

When added to low alloy steels in

amounts from 0.1 to 0.4 percent, it

greatly improves their hardness pro-

perties. Resistance to corrosive attack

of 18-8 stainless steels in aqueous me-

dia, is considerably increased by the

addition of two to four percent moly-

bdenum.
Molybdenum is also used extensively

in sheet form as the plate element in

vacuum tubes, and in wire form as

heating elements for electric resistance

furnaces. Because of the unusual phys-

ical properties of molybdenum, the

pure metal is used for many new appli-

cations. Included among these are its

use in high temperature components

for gas turbines, ramjets and rockets.

High strength at elevated temperatures

is one of molybdenum's desirable pro-

perties for these applications.

Molybdenum has a low thermal neu-

tron absorption cross section; i. e., 2.4

barns. This factor, combined with its

ability to withstand temperatures above

1600 degrees F, may qualify it as a

new material for construction of nu-

clear reactors.

The physical-mechanical properties

of molybdenum are, as with most me-

tals, dependent upon its past history.

Augmenting these properties can be

obtained only by mechanical working.

At room temperature in the recrystal-

lized or annealed condition, molybde-

num's strength, hardness and bend duc-

tility are low, while its tensile elonga-

tion is better than in any other con-

dition.

By "working"; i. e.. rolling or forg-

ing the metal just below the recrystal-

lizing temperature, the tensile strength,

hardness and bend ductility are in-

creased. This is commonly referred to

as the "worked" or work-hardened'"

condition. It has been found that

worked molybdenum, with a minimum
of 60 percent reduction of area by

warm working, gives optimum ductil-

ity. Therefore, by leaving molybdenum

in the worked condition or by anneal-

ing it, the desired mechanical proper-

ties can be obtained within the basic

limits of the metal.

Due to its high melting temperature

of 4730 degrees F, molybdenum is

much "colder" at room temperature

than is steel or aluminum. Some metals

exhibit a transition temperature, below

which their ductility rapidly diminishes.

For the majority of these metals, this

transition temperature is below room

temperature, but for molybdenum it is

about 400 degrees F. Therefore, nor-

mal fabricating operations on molybde-

num should be done at elevated tem-

peratures.

Molybdenum's most valuable physi-

cal property is its ability to resist heat

without loss of strength. If given sur-

face protection from oxygen, it can be

used at temperatures where many al-

loys and pure metals are molten.

At room temperatures, molybdenum

is stable in air or oxygen. However, at

temperatures above 930 degrees F, it

forms molybdenum trioxide which is

volatile, dense, white smoke. In prac-

tical applications this may soon be

overcome by coating the molybdenum

with a protective material such as nic-

kel or chromium.

Resistance to molten metals such as

lithium, sodium and sodium potassium,

which have been proposed as cooling

media for nuclear reactors, is also a

property attributed to molybdenum.
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HOMO SAPIENS: JET AGE
(Continued from Page 16)

is one quality of the human being that

cannot be emulated by mechanical

means.

In the case of jet VTOL flight, Ryan
engineers must devise a foolproof all-

weather instrument system that will

allow the pilot to fly the plane safely

through transition to a vertical hover-

ing attitude, and then let down in a

comparatively small prescribed landing

area. In order to accomplish this,

instruments in the display panel should

indicate "actual" and "desired" per-

formance.

It is generally conceded that the

critical phase of flight with a conven-

tional airplane occurs during take-off.

Usually the plane will be at its maxi-

mum gross weight, and the time re-

quired for the plane to reach an alti-

tude at which the pilot can throttle

back to normal cruise settings will vary

from one to 15 minutes. Complete

or partial engine failure during the

time required for a heavily loaded

plane to climb to a safe altitude gener-

ally results in severe crash damage to

the airplane and serious or fatal injury

to the pilot.

With jet VTOL aircraft the circum-

stances are completely reversed. Be-

cause of the plane's abiUty to rise ver-

tically at a phenomenal rate of climb,

it is out of the "danger envelope" in a

matter of seconds. By the time a con-

ventional jet is airborne at the end of

a 15,000 foot runway, a combat ver-

sion of the Ryan X-13 Vertijet start-

ing at the same instant could be 15,000

feet high—with much of its altitude

gained at supersonic speeds.

As opposed to the take-off hazard

of the conventional jet aircraft, the

chief difficulty in the VTOL field

occurs during the final stages of the

flight—the transition to vertical atti-

tude and letdown to a landing. If the

plane has been on a long mission and

has a low fuel state, time spent in

making the transition to vertical atti-

tude and letdown must be held to a

minimum.

The ideal altitude for the jet VTOL
airplane to make an approach for

transition and letdown is roughly 400
feet. At any height exceeding this,

time spent in hovering and let down
will uimecessarily expend fuel and

time, thus adding hazards to pilot and

plane. If the approach is made at a

lower altitude, engine failure taking

place at any time during transition and

initial hovering stages will make it dif-

ficult for the pilot to use his escape

capsule.

The ultimate goal of the Ryan
human engineering team is to aid the

pilot as much as possible during the

final phase of jet VTOL flight with a

comparatively simple, accurate instru-

ment and control combination that will

enable him to expedite transition and

letdown to a safe landing.

To make this system eflicient, the

information must be presented in a re-

lated, readable and interpretable form.

There should be no need for the pilot

to compute or translate the information

into usable form. It must be presented

in terms of use or in terms of the con-

trol action that the pilot must take.

Eight months of extensive prepara-

tions have been devoted to the setting

up of equipment and organization of a

syllabus for the human engineering

tests. As progress became evident, a

request for volunteers was made to

Ryan employees who formerly had

been military aviators in various

branches of the armed forces. A total

of 47 ex-service pilots responded, of

whom 23 were chosen at random.

Eighteen of the former pilots (of

whom the writer was one) were defi-

nitely scheduled for the experiment,

with the remaining five acting as alter-

nates. The pilots were then divided

into three groups of six, with each pilot

scheduled to spend one full day in the

flight simulator laboratory. Because

it was important to have "unbiased

subjects," none of the pilots were

familiar with the VTOL simulator.

The schedule called for three differ-

ent instrument-control combinations

to be tested, with each group of six

pilots evaluating one of the systems.

The pilots were given a minimum of

two hours' familiarization in "flying"

the simulator, practicing transitions

and letdowns. Following this, each

subject attempted 1 1 actual transitions

and letdowns, endeavoring to "land"

the simulator within a 50-foot "circle."

For this final phase of the test, all the

pilots went "under the hood," and de-

pended solely on instruments to effect

a safe transition and letdown.

Each pilot's individual performance

was charted by means of analog com-
puters, and from the information com-
piled, Ryan engineers hope to devise

an effective instrument-control combi-
nation for jet VTOL planes. The
nature and arrangement of these con-

trol instruments will be presented to

officials at Wright Air Development
Center, Dayton, Ohio, in the form of

a full-scale functional airplane cockpit

mockup which has already been
designed and is presently under con-

struction.

Today's pilot, even with his grfeat

adaptability, cannot be effectively

changed, and because of his extensive

capabilities, he cannot be eliminated

or replaced. He can, however, be

assisted by the intelligent application

of human engineering, and to this end
the Ryan engineers are dedicating their

efforts.—John K. Pellow.

THRUST CONTROL
(Continued from Page 19)

tion of this curve with increasing fre-

quency. The phase curve showed the

characteristics of a system with dead
time. That is, the phase shift of the

engine is proportional to the forcing

frequency. This characteristic was dif-

ficult to detect at higher frequencies due

to presence of noise on the data.

Amplitude and phase were plotted

on a Bode plot, and a transfer function

which approximates these curves was
determined. The step function of the

turbojet engine was also obtained ex-

perimentally. Engine response is char-

acterized by an exponential rise with

a lightly damped oscillation superim-

posed upon it. This lightly damped
osciUation corresponds to the "organ

pipe mode" previously mentioned.

AUTOMATIC NAVIGATOR
(Continued from Page 13)

higher frequency when projected from
a source that is moving toward an

observer, and lower frequency when
the observer is moving away from the

radiating source. The amount of fre-

quency change is proportional to the

relative motion between observer and
source.

The Model 108 Doppler radar em-
(Continued on Next Page)
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AUTOMATIC NAVIGATOR
(Continued from Page 31

)

ploys narrow cfeflcil-Iike beams of

electromagnetic''^radiation, fixed with

respect to the aircraft. The basic

navigator uses two radar beams.

Visual displays include present posi-

tion and destination in terms of latitude

and longitude, magnetic variation, wind

force and direction, bearing and dis-

tance to destination, ground track,

ground speed ancLdfi?t^angle.

The basic navf^^tion s>'Stem is

signed to operate atlirti'tildes ranging

from sea level to 25,000 feet above the

terrain, and will function efficiently

without conventional navigational aids

now in use, such as aerological data,

star fixes and ground facilities. Also,

the Model 108 radar system is ade-

quately immune to radar countermeas-

ures.

Continuous - wave transmission is

used since it permits the most reliable,

simple, lightweight and accurate sys-

tem. Because it is capable of opera-

tion at very low altitudes, it enjoys a

distinct advantage over pulse-type

Doppler systems, which must revert to

c-w operation to proyide low altitude

capability. ^--v,_^

The antenna system is ri|idtv fixed

to the aircraft and is not ".wiggly",

that is, it is not mechanically statpilized.

Advantages achieved by this feature

include higher reliability, lower in-

stalled weight, smaller aircraft cut-out

area, lower volume, lower power con-

sumption, ease of calibration and

greater attitude coverage.

The Model 108 receiver-transmitter

is a small, completely sealed unit,

which transmits two narrow beams of

micro-waves to the ground. A portion

of this energy is reflected from the

ground back to the receiver-transmit-

ter, where the Doppler frequency shifts

are detected.

Because the receiver-transmitter is

moving in an airplane, the frequency

of the radar beam will be changed

when it is reflected back to the ground.

The amount of change is measured

with precise accuracy and indicates the

plane's ground speed.

Model 108 is the first of a series

of automatic navigators that will be

constructed for the Aviation Depart-

ment of the Army and evaluated at

the Ft. Huachuca Proving Ground. It

is constructed of production-type units.

Although the Model 108 is a basic

part of the Model 120, the latter also

includes a heading reference system, a

dead reckoning position indicator and

an integrated flight instrumentation

system. In addition, special units, in-

cluding a helicopter hovering indicator,

are available which can be added to

extend the speed range coverage to

include negative speeds and speeds less

than 25 knots.

strong locally. The corrugations are

too shallow, however, to have good

column characteristics. It is not prac-

tical, in most cases, to attempt to pro-

vide enough supports to get the column
length down to the short column need-

ed for high stress. This corrugation-

skin combination has good bending
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ON THE COVER
Nothing shows the speed, range,
duration of the Ryan Firebee like

this Lloyd Mallan photo of a jet-

to-jet intercept of a Convair F-102A
and Ryan Q-2A over Eglin AFB.

stiffness in one direction and can be

used very effectively to beam the pres-

sure loads to the spars. This pressure

loading is based on a unit width of

beam parallel to the corrugations and

passing over many supports. The

maximum moment at midspan and over

the support is:

^--12-

Suppose we have a pressure loading of

10 psi. The required spar spacing for

No. 1 corrugation is 6 inches for a

skin gage of .005 inches and corruga-

tion gage of .003 inches. The required

spar spacing for No. 2 corrugation is

12 inches for a skin gage of .007 inches

and corrugation of .006 inches. We
could have used a spar spacing of 5

inches with .004 inches skin and .002

inches corrugation for the No. 1 com-

bination. Since the total weight of the

structure must include the spar and

rig weights, many trials are necessary

to arrive at the best combination.

SUPPORTING STRUCTURE

In order to use high strength steel

efficiently we must carry this stiffened

foil construction into all of the sup-

porting structure. This can be demon-

strated by looking at a typical spar,

shown in Fig. 2. At the spar tip the

shear load is practically nil and the

bending moment is zero. The shear

web will start as a corrugation made

from .001 inch gage. It is attached to

the spar cap by two attach angles for

stability. As we follow it inboard the

shear load increases and forces an in-

crease in the corrugation gage or the

addition of a sheet or both as shown

in Fig. 2. A further increase in shear

may require the second sheet shown in

Fig. 2 and, finally, for extremely high

shear loads the corrugation may give

way to individual stiffeners. Similarly,

the spar cap may be the doubler corru-

gation plus the skin and skin corruga-

tion. As the moment builds up the

axial load will increase to where the

beam cap shown in Fig. 2 is required.

This beam cap can start at about .004

inches thick and .50 inches wide and

increase in thickness and width as the

load requires. This cap is well stabi-

lized and can work at a stress of 200.-

000 psi. If the axial load should in-

crease to 200.000 pounds we would

have a full inch of material in the

spar cap.

(Continued on Se\t Page)
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STABILIZING FORCE

There are cases where there may be

a relatively low shear load and a high

bending moment. In such cases the

beam deflection will put a compres-

sive load into the shear web that must

be accommodated. The caps may be

curved geometrically and require addi-

tional stiffening in the shear web to

offset the directional change of the cap

load. After both of these things are ac-

counted for there is one more stabiliz-

ing force for which to provide. This

stabilizing force is given as a pressure

because it is a uniform force across the

full width of the spar cap, which is con-

sidered to be made up of a series of

short columns, whose length is deter-

mined by the radius of gyration of the

cap and the column stress in the cap.

The pressure alternates in direction

from one node of the column to the

next. At a cap stress of 195,000 psi

this stabilizing pressure is 100 psi and

is critical only for the attachment and

buckling of very thin webs. A narrow

cap width will reduce this pressure and

is recommended where the strength of

the attachment of the web to the cap

may be critical.

This type of structure is readily

adaptable to integral fuel tanks. Seam
welds or overlapping spots make a

fuel-tight joint. Multiple spar construc-

tion will keep the tension loads on the

spots within safe limits and final

closure of the tank can be made by ex-

ternal fusion welding.

BUILT-UP TRUSS

In deep beams with low shear loads

it is more economical to use a built-up

truss rather than full depth webs. This

follows the basic design principle of

gathering the light loads into enough

concentration to use the full strength

of the material. We have not settled

on the best structure for these trusses

beyond the consideration of tubes with

the miniature corrugations running

lengthwise.

Assembly of structure built up from

sheet has not presented serious diffi-

culties even though the gages range

from .001 to 1.00 inches. These as-

semblies are easily built up from

smaller sub-assemblies with the only

limitation on size being accessibility

for welding. Production spot welding

of the corrugation to the skin can be

done with multiple welding units with

a roller running in each corrugation.

IF YOU HAVE MOVED, WE'D LIKE TO KNOW!
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CITY -STATE_
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A certain amount of hand work is re-

quired for final assembly. This can be

simplified by careful design. A variety

of tips can be made for the Poke type

welder for use in touch-up work or

for welding in places that are hard to

reach. Good welds are consistently

made as long as clean, matched sur-

faces and correct machine settings are

used. The problem of welding thin

sheet to heavy bar was successfully

solved, with one limitation, by our

weld laboratory. The thin sheet must
be less than .016 inches thick. The
thick one can be an inch or more thick.

Fusion welding of .002 inches foil has

been satisfactorily accomplished but

better equipment will be required be-

fore it becomes regular shop practice.

We have not tried to anticipate or

solve all of the problems that may be

encountered in designing and build-

ing with high strength steel foil. These

problems are better handled on specific

designs rather than as general solu-

tions. There is no good way of making

a weight comparison between this type

of design and the more conventional

skin-stringer or honeycomb design,

except by comparing direct calcula-

tions of the total material used in

comparable designs intended for the

same purpose. The designer can be

sure his weight is a minimum if he has

achieved a taper effect in material that

matches the applied load for his prim-

ary structure and if his supporting

structure contains the least possible

material needed to prevent buckling of

the primary load members. He must

also use a material with a high strength-

to-weight ratio and be able to develop

stresses near the yield strength of the

material.

FABRICATED PARTS

We have made many design studies

on existing structures in which we fol-

lowed the design methods outlined

here. In every case, a large saving in

weight was easily made. In several

cases the weight was cut in half. These

studies included structure formerly de-

signed for aluminum, titanium, and

steel. Some of these parts have been

built. Right and left hand panels that

were formerly made with brazed honey-

comb now have Zee stiffeners made
from .006 inch 17-7 steel. The Zees

are welded to .010 inch 17-7 steel

skins at spacings of .625 to 1.25 inches.

This represents a weight saving of 18

percent.

Firewalls have been made from .002

inch type 321 sheet steel welded to

No. 1 corrugation made from the same

material. This represents a weight sav-

ing of 60 percent over the .016 inch

steel firewall originally planned for

this job.

A lightweight steel tailpipe has been

fabricated that is 14 inches in diameter

and 1 2 feet long. It is made from type

321 sheet steel .002 inches thick weld-

ed to No. 1 corrugation of the same ma-
terial. The cylinder is stiffened radially

by ring bands of steel that are .030

inches thick and .375 inches wide.

These bands are approximately two

feet apart. The total weight of this

tailpipe is 14.7 pounds, and it replaces

a design that would have weighed 35

pounds.

The design philosophy discussed and

illustrated here leads logically to the

use of very thin sheet. The problem of

stiffening this thin sheet leads logically

to miniature corrugations. The require-

ment of a great many points of at-

tachment leads logically to spot weld-

ing for production assembly.

High strength steel can be used for

both structural and non-structural parts

with a resultant saving in weight of

more than 25 percent over past de-

sign with aluminum, titanium or steel.

This saving is possible because the full

strength of the material can be used.

If high strength steel and this method

of design is used for the complete air-

plane its structure can be either 25

percent lighter or it can withstand

aerodynamic heating up to 750°F with

no increase in weight.

Presented by the author at the SAE
National Aeronautic Meeting in Los

Angeles. California, October 3, 1957.
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RYAN BUILDS GIANT SECTIONS
FOR JET TANKER-TRANSPORTS

The largest aircraft structure ever subcontracted

for quantity production is being volume-produced
by Ryan. Giant mid and aft fuselage sections for the

Air Force KC-135-the nation's first jet tanker-

transport — are steadily flowing from Ryan to

Boeing's Seattle-Renton plants. Comparable sec-

tions are also being built by Ryan for the famous
Boeing 707, America's first commercial jet airliner.

Ryan's ability to meet the myriad of new and
exacting requirements of this huge project and pro-

duce and deliver on schedule, is the result of team
"know-how" and drive based on many years' expe-

rience. This includes 7 years of volume production

of similar fuselage sections for the predecessor to

the KC-135, Boeing's propeller-driven KC-97
Stratofreighter. To meet this new challenge. Ryan
specialists developed a whole repertoire of new
techniques, including the most extensive and
advanced use of resistance welding ever applied to

basic airframe construction.

Ryan's unique capabilities — precision planning,

close coordination with customers and quality pro-

duction—are important factors contributing toward

the ideal of maximum utilization of the nation's

most efficient industrial capacity for defense pro-

duction.
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CONSTRUCTION of Ryans unique

new research airplane, which is de-

signed to take off and land vertically,

hover and fly forward, was completed

recently. Designated the Model 92

"Vertiplane," the VTOL aircraft has

been designed and built for the Army
under the technical direction of the

Office of Naval Research.

Unlike the "tail-sitter" type of

VTOL aircraft, such as the Ryan X-13
Vertijet, the Vertiplane is a "level-lift"

airplane. On the ground, it assumes

a nose-high attitude because of its ex-

tended landing gear. In all phases of

flight, including take-off, landing and

both vertical and horizontal flight, the

Vertiplane operates in the conven-

tional, horizontal attitude.

Conventional in appearance, the Ver-

tiplane is a true VTOL aircraft, taking

off and landing without any ground

run. It employs the "deflected slip-

stream" principle. It has two large

Prior to successful taxi tests, Chief Pilot Peter Girard warms up Vertiplane's gas turbine as "Ace" Nesbitt monitors intercom.



Vertiplane tail-pipe, mode of Ryan "Miniwate" steel structure, Is examined by Ray Palmer. Tall-pipe weighs only 14.6 pounds.

propellers, powered by a Lycoming

T-53 gas turbine engine located within

the fuselage, and double retractable

wing flaps which extend far below the

wing trailing edge. When extended,

these flaps bend the propeller slipstream

downward, providing vertical lift for

take-off, hovering and landing. For

transition into horizontal flight, the

flaps are retracted as the plane picks up

speed and the slipstream then flows

horizontally.

The Vertiplane has been developed

in response to a need by the Army for

a medium-speed liaison, reconnaissance

or utility plane which can operate from

rough terrain without runways. Using

its propeller-wing combination for lift

in vertical take-off and

vertical descent and its

wing for lift in horizontal

flight, the Vertiplane pos-

sesses the advantages of

the helicopter yet will far

exceed rotary-wing aircraft

in speed and range capa-

bility.

With this performance,

the Vertiplane will also

have good potential for

Navy Anti-Submarine
Warfare applications and

for commercial use as an

executive plane and as a

feederline transport to

convey passengers between

airports in short haul traffic.

In sponsoring the development of

the Vertiplane, the Army is advancing

the state of the art of deflected slip-

stream knowledge and capitalizing on

the research done in this field by the

Office of Naval Research, the National

Advisory Committee for Aeronautics

and Ryan. Although this new aircraft

is a departure from conventional plane

design, it employs two well proved

elements as its basic features; the

propeller and wing flap. For this rea-

son, Ryan engineers are confident it

represents a sound approach to a solu-

tion of the Army's need.

The Vertiplane is flown with con-

ventional stick and rudder pedals. In

Where LIFT is paramount and range and

performance are not important

factors, the HELICOPTER is the

best device.

Where RANGE is paramount and a rea-

sonable load and performance are

required, the PROPELLER-WING
I Vertiplane) is the best.

Where PERFORMANCE is paramount and

range and load are secondary, the

JET VTOL plane is best.

addition to the usual flight controls,

special provisions have been made to

insure adequate control during hover-

ing flight. In landing, the pilot makes

an approach with power on and some

flap deflection. Then, he extends the

flaps and adds power until touchdown

is made at zero forward speed. Drag

from the flaps helps to accomplish a

smooth landing transition at almost

constant altitude.

An unusual feature of the Verti-

plane is the end plates at both ex-

tremities of the wing. These provide

structural support for the large flaps

and confine the propeller slipstream to

the flap span for better flight efficiency.

Because it is a research airplane,

designed to explore a new
realm of flight, its weight-

per-horsepower ratio was

kept to a minimum. For

instance, helicopters are

designed to an empty
weight of five pounds per

horsepower. The Verti-

plane. with an 825 shp gas

turbine engine, has an aU-

up weight of about 2600

pounds, or slightly more

than just three pounds per

horsepower.

The Vertiplane's engine

is mounted in the fuselage

with a special gearbox

(Continued on Page 28)
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For The Future

IVe^f Ryan VTOL ('«»ii<*ept geared it* inilitarT and <*oininereial ne«'ds

ONE of the more interesting stories

in James Michener's great book

"Tales of the South Pacific" — at least

from the aircraft designer's point of

view — dealt with the terrific prob-

lems the U. S. Navy SeaBees ran into

in developing an airfield on a tiny is-

land in the Pacific.

First, the logistics problem. The Sea-

Bees had to haul in bulldozers, earth-

movers, graders, and all the rest of

the paraphernalia used in building an

airfield.

Second, they had to build that field

in a hurry, and had to battle Japanese,

mosquitos, and topography to get it

done. Thousands of tons of coral had

to be ripped from the sea around the

island, carried to the strip site, and

smoothed and graded.

The operation took time, took lives.

In wartime you don't count money.

This operation was just one of thou-

sands of airstrip building feats carried

on all over the world by the SeaBees

and the Army's Aviation Engineering

Battalions. While these fields were

built primarily for fighter aircraft and

bombers, both services needed run-

way room for troop evacuation planes,

flying ambulances, liaison craft, and

artillery spotters. Some came easy,

(Continued on Next Page)

Vertiplane (left page), as combat transport, could move in and out of hastily cleared fields, or (above), act as air-sea rescue airplane.

3



A hotel "Rooftop" elevator and a Vertiplane would provide all the means of travel necessary to carry passengers from city to city.

some came very tough. All took time,

most cost lives.

Since then, a great deal of engi-

neering time and a great deal of money
has been spent developing an air-

craft that could dispense with the ne-

cessity of hacked-out hard-fought-for

airstrips.

The services needed an airplane that

could land in rough terrain, with little

or no forward roll, and with enough

speed and carrying capacity to be of

real military value.

Aircraft engineers, in efforts to find

a compromise between the high for-

ward speed and cargo capacity of the

conventional plane and the vertical

flight and performance of the helicop-

ter, have turned to a variety of config-

urations. One of the most promising of

these is Ryan's Vertiplane, now being

developed under a research contract for

the U. S. Army and the Office of Naval

Research.

The Vertiplane. in an operational

configuration, with its ability to land

or take oflf from practically any sur-

face, including cargo ships or attack

transports, will be invaluable in com-

bat operations.

In observation work and artillery

spotting, the \'ertiplane could earn,-

both radar and television, in addition



to normal radio communication. Its

hovering ability makes accurate spot-

ting and observation easier, and its

high rate of forward speed gives it

excellent danger-spot to danger-spot

mobility.

Coupled with this observation work
is close support of ground troops, espe-

cially in invasions or forward assault

movements. Here again it would pro-

vide radar and television coverage, as

well as a considerable amount of fire-

power — bombs, rockets, cannon, na-

palm.

This observation and close support

Vertiplane would carry a crew of 2 or

3, up to 5,000 pounds in armament,

would have a range of about 1000

miles, and a maximum speed of about

450 knots at sea level. The services

would have the equivalent of a World
War II light bomber, but with the

added and extremely valuable capabil-

ity of hovering and sitting down any-

place where there was space enough

for the wings. The Vertiplane would

considerably simplify the job of hiding

the airstrip. There wouldn't be any to

hide.

The transport planes which would

develop from the Vertiplane would be

able to carry troops rapidly to any

potentially dangerous situation. Their

ability to spot-land in small areas

would make them invaluable as troop-

carriers in "backing-up" operations, or

for troop evacuation in redeployment.

In anti-submarine warfare, the Verti-

plane concept has very distinct advan-

tages over both the helicopter and the

lighter-than-air ship. The helicopter is

highly restricted as to forward speeds

—

current development being about 150

knots maximum. The lighter-than-air

ship, of course, is even slower and more
vulnerable to damage from gunfire.

Further, the Vertiplane, in ASW con-

figuration, could carry more armament,

and could get from danger area to

danger area faster than either the heli-

copter or the blimp. It could out-

range the 'copter by a considerable

margin, although it would have to bow
to the blimp.

Both the troop transport version and

the ASW configuration could be car-

rier based.

Another adaptation of the Verti-

plane would be as an air-sea rescue

plane, which would combine the func-

tions of the helicopters now flown by

the U. S. Coast Guard, and the life-

boat-carrying B-29's flown by the Air

Force rescue teams. This Vertiplane

would have the ability to fly about 750
miles, pick up a total of 1200 pounds

while hovering, and then return to

base, with a top speed of about 430
knots at sea level. Here would be the

high speed so essential in successful

rescue work at sea, plus the helicopter's

straight-up take-off and hovering

ability.

The utility version of the Vertiplane

would probably be the smallest version

—and one of the most useful. It would

be valuable for such duties as light

transport, radar calibration, ambulance

work, search and rescue, and would be

especially adaptable to search and

rescue work in mountainous and
heavily forested areas, where the heli-

copter is restricted by altitude, and the

ordinary light plane by lack of suit-

able landing strips.

The Vertiplane concept offers sig-

nificant potential for commercial ap-

plications. Its use in future aviation

commercial travel is pointed up by
this old epigram:

"You can get from Anywhere to

Anyplace quicker by air than you can

get from Anywhere midtown to Any-
where Airfield by automobile."

This situation will be aggravated by
the big new jets, which, while cutting

the time spent in the air, will make
passengers even more impatient with

the time spent in getting to the air-

port. These big fellows will require

expensive shock-resistant runways, for

take-off and landing, even with boun-

dary layer control devices, thrust re-

versal mechanisms, and powerful

brakes. Comparatively few airfields

in existence have the facilities for

handling multi-jet passenger aircraft.

This is where the Vertiplane enters

the picture. With its ability to take off

and land vertically and fly at good
forward speeds, the Vertiplane will

offer destination-to-destination speed

comparable with the commercial air-

liners, especially in the short-to-

(Continued on Page 27)

High cargo capacity, high speed and hovering ability of the Vertiplane will make it

invaluable to commercial operations in hard-to-reach places, such as offshore drilling.



Sea water pours from downed Ryan KDA-1 Firebee as HUS recovery helicopter from Navy's Ream Field lifts it from ocean off San Diego.

VlI-3 and HfJ-l give Navy jets ^^something HOT to shoot at^'

By EDWARD L. HAYES

Lima One and Two have streaked

westward from the runway. Starflower

Charlie has flung his ponderous bulk

into the air. Clementine has confirmed

standby condition, as Anyjace signals

"Range Clear."

This is standard operational pro-

cedure for Squadron VU-3 at the

Navy's Brown Field air station in the

extreme southwest corner of the U. S.

Radio call signals, designed for clar-

ity of air-to-air voice communication,

can be colorful as well as graphic, and

are limited only by the imagination of

the pilots involved.

Lima One and Lima Two are the

calls of the JD-I patrol planes assigned

to air launch the Navy's KDA-1 Fire-

bee drone missile targets.

These Ryan-built jet-powered tar-

gets are designed to train jet intercep-

tor pilots, radar and missile crews in

the millisecond techniques of super-

sonic aerial combat.

Today, rocket firing F8U-1 Cru-

•;aders from N.A.S. Miramar will try

their skill—and luck—against this elu-

sive quarry. Optimistically, their radio

call is "Killer." Lima One and Lima
Two reach launch altitude and swine

out over the gunnery range.

Starflower Cliarlie. the P2V control

plane, is on station about fifty miles

astern of the JD-l's. ready to command
the airborne activities of these fleet

Firebee jet bull's-eyes.

Clementine, the HUS recovery heli-

copter at Ream Field, is waiting for the

signal to rendezvous on the Coronados

Islands, prepared to retrieve the

KDA-1 when its mission is completed

and parachute recovery is commanded.
Anyjace. the P5M "Range Traffic

Policeman," has signalled his permis-

sion to begin . . .



Preparation for today's operations

started yesterday at Brown Field. Even
before the squadron secured in the eve-

ning, flight-ready KDA-l's were on the

line. The gleaming red and white Fire-

bees were fueled, checked out, pre-

pared for early take-off. Today, short-

ly after sunrise, purposeful groups of

men moved to their varied tasks.

Command held a briefing session for

airborne, ground control and retrieval

personnel. Line crewmen converged

on P2V, JD-1, KDA-1, for a last min-

ute re-check before flight time. Word
was passed to the flight line, pilots and
air crewmen manned their planes. Tele-

phone calls coordinated tower, range

safety, ground control, radar and re-

covery units. Moments later the

launch planes were reaching for opera-

tional altitude.

Now radar antennas of ground and
airborne control stations begin to pulse

in their search for the Firebee on its

launch plane, then lock on as it ap-

proaches the firing range and pre-

launch checks begin.

Remote command control of the

KDA-1 provides for climb, dive, turn,

course trim, level flight at constant alti-

Five beautiful but deadly Navy F8U Crusaders are caught in the lens of author Ed
Hayes' camera as they speed to firing practice with Ryan Firebee target drones over
the Pacific. F8Us are part of Navy Squadron VF-154 from Moffett Field, California.

tude, change of throttle setting, smoke
signals, directional control while in

glide phase, and parachute recovery.

These commands, which are initiated

by the "beeper" pilot through a remote

control box, are relayed by an ARW-
55 transmitter to an ARW-59 com-
mand control radio receiver set within

the KDA-1.
In flight, control of the Navy Fire-

bee can be accomplished in four ways.
This adaptability of control iUustrates

another phase of KDA-1 versatility.

First, from the ground.

Second, in the air from the P2V
when it is used as a launch and control

plane.

Third, launch from a JD-1 and con-

trol from the P2V, and fourth, "in

sight" control from a fighter type air-

(Continued on Next Page)

To give the Navy's fastest fighters "something to shoot at." Squadron VU-3 from Firebee is gently lowered to the ocean
Brown Field, Calif, launches a Ryan Firebee from a JD-1 off the California coast. under 70-foot canopy of main parachute.
Firebee can maneuver over one hour with speed, climb, altitude of "enemy" jet plane. Firebees have made over 750 recoveries.



craft which will rendezvous with the

launch plane and assume control of the

target just prior to launching.

In the ground control type of opera-

tion the KDA-1 is launched from the

JD-1. The track and control func-

tions are accomplished from the re-

mote ground station, as intercepting

aircraft are vectored into the target

from ground control intercept.

With the P2V launch and control.

Navy carrier gets set to eatapult its

F8U Crusaders aloft. Powered with J-57
turbojet, F8U can top 1000 mph speeds.

two KDA-1 's are carried aloft and

checked out enroute to the drop area.

Track and control are accomplished

from the P2V utilizing the APS-20
radar aboard the P2V and the DPN-
17 beacon incorporated in the KDA-1.
The P2V remains clear of the firing

area, not to exceed a distance of 80
miles from the Firebee. Firing aircraft

are vectored as necessary by the P2V
or remote G.C.I. Station to close on the

target.

Another procedure permits launch

from JD-1 aircraft and control from a

P2V.
An "in sight" control aircraft, usual-

ly an F9F, may also be used, as the

primary command control system or

as a "back up" system to the other

methods of control.

"Ready to launch" is signalled by

Lima One. At Miramar Naval Air Sta-

tion a rattle of commands over a loud

speaker triggers the organized chaos

of a scramble, and in a matter of min-

utes the interceptor group is scorching

the atmosphere.

Four F8U-1 Crusaders smash their

way into the air and form up for the

search, and the kill; higher than sight,

faster than sound.

Pre-launch check-out of the Firebee

has been completed as the count down

begins, "Ten-nine-eight-seven-six-five-

four-three-two-one-launch!", and the

Firebee drops away from the launch

plane in a graceful curve. It loses alti-

tude for a moment, accelerates to Mach
.85, then climbs to mission altitude

and begins its elusive game of strato-

spheric hide and seek with the quest-

ing fighter planes.

A turn with a tactical diameter of

15,000 yards under normal conditions

makes the KDA-1 a difficult airplane

to chase, and an evasive adversary to

kill. The KDA-1 flies at speeds in ex-

cess of 500 knots at 30,000 feet and
has flown at altitudes in excess of

45,000 feet. It has a rate of climb

of from 5,000 to 10,000 feet per min-

ute depending on gross weight and alti-

tude.

During the next hour the steady

hand of the pilot at the controls of the

Firebee— at remote control in Star-

flower Charlie — has put the target

through its operational paces.

"Tally-Ho" has sounded as Killer

One, Killer Two. Killer Three, and

Killer Four have jockeyed into launch

position, pushed the button that has

lanced the sky with a rocket trail, and

streaked for home.

Use of inert missile warheads and

utilization of parachute recovery usual-
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After unique helicopter retrieval directly from sea, Ream Field Squadron HU-1 returns Firebee to base for cleaning and re-use.

ly permits reuse of the Firebee even

after successful firing runs by the inter-

ceptors.

Mission accomplished, the drone is

guided to the recovery area and para-

chute deployment is commanded.
Meanwhile, another unit of this

Navy operational team has moved ef-

ficiently into place. As "launch" was

signalled for the Firebee, a specially

equipped HUS recovery helicopter left

Helicopter Utility Squadron 1 at Ream
field and took station. With the "Para-

chute Recovery" signal, Clementine

took a fix from the information fur-

nished by the control station and head-

ed toward the point of recovery. Visual

contact is often made while the KDA-1
is still descending on its recovery chute,

or has just touched down.

The KDA-1 is equipped with a

modified parachute suspension bridle

which is contacted with the helicopter

(Continued on Page 21

)

Brown Field, Calif, sailors begin dis-

assembly of KDA-1 Firebee after flight.

Tiny parachutes indicate flights made.

Firebee in flight is followed on radar plotting board at ground control station. At
NOTS, China Lake, Calif. Naval observers watch Firebee coursing over desert on trial

run. Man at left is "flying" the Firebee with tiny "stick" of electronic black box.



MORE HASTE -LES^
Hyan steps up maehining speeds on

Thundering power, flashing performance of modern jets develops inside these huge
rings of stainless steel. Machining them to high precision standards presents difficult
problem. New Ryan techniques speed production, save tools, reduce rejection, rework.

By J. N. Wl LLITS
Ryan Manufacturing Engineer

METALS in missiles have to with-

stand terrific temperatures and

stresses. The searing heat in jet en-

gines, the blast of pressure in rocket

motors, and the heat and consequent

strain generated in nose cones and

control surfaces by supersonic and hy-

personic speeds have caused aircraft

engine and airframe manufacturers to

turn to harder and ever harder metals.

Old-time techniques and tools won"t

work in machining these new metals.

Inconel, Monel, and stainless steel, un-

der ordinary machining processes

work-harden, glaze and gall. Tool

breakage is high, and machining time

soars.

At Ryan, where more than a quar-

ter-century has been spent in precision

machining of hard-to-work parts, a

thorough investigation of new tech-

niques and new tools for working these

tough metals has been conducted.

As a result of these investigations.

Ryan machinists are now using speeds

triple those formerly used in machin-

ing stainless steel and high temperature

alloys. Throw-away carbide inserts

are extensively used, and special grind-

ing machines, which give finer and

more accurate cutting edges, have been

installed.

The Ryan investigation into the

problem covered three points—higher

speeds, tool costs, and improved

quality.

As to speed. Ryan tooling engineers,

headed by H. F. Wallen. Chief Tool

Engineer, found that precise finish

machining of these stainless steels

worked best at speeds up to 1000 sur-

face feet per minute, and roughing cuts

could be made at approximately 500
s.f.p.m. These high speeds are used on
free machining stainless steels, but the

high-strength heat-resistant alloys were

also turned at proportionately higher

speeds than had been used before.

It was found that normal speeds.

10



WASTE
tough alloys

especially with interrupted cuts, caused

work-hardening, and a consequent

glazed surface that was practically im-

possible to machine. High speeds pre-

vented this glazing and appreciably

lowered machining time.

These higher speeds were especially

effective in machining large diameter

jet engine components, where lack of

part rigidity presented a special prob-

lem. Switching to specialized fixtures

and throwaway carbide inserts gave

better finishes, higher speeds and long-

er tool life.

During the investigation, some inter-

esting variations from conventional

methods were used. It was noted that

exceptionally high rake angles, espec-

ially for straight roughing, gave the

best results. In machining interrupted

cuts, reducing the rake angle and using

a negative rake shear-type tool worked

very well. This applied both to the
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Purposely destroyed in long series of tests were these ceramic throwaway tool bits.

Under certain conditions, ceramics cut well and long, and failed early under others.

Eight metals, including three kinds of stainless, four alloys, were used in the tests.

conventional brazed tool and to the

throwaway tool.

Milling machine performance also

improved with these new techniques.

Negative rake carbide insert milling

cutters will cut better at, or above,

cutting speeds used in turning opera-

tions. At slower speeds, rake angles

should be increased. All milling opera-

tions should be climb-cut wherever

possible.

In investigating drilling, tapping and

reaming these high-strength metals it

was found that with sheet metal,

piercing is preferable to drilling when-

ever the hole size is one-and-one-half

times the thickness of the metal, or

more. Piercing is practically manda-

tory in the 400 series stainless steels.

In working with heavier materials

Ceramic cutting tool bit bites into stain-

less steel jet engine casing. Weld seams
in casing caused tool bits to fail early.

and forgings, some economy was ob-

tained by using nitrided M3-type two

high-speed drills with a 135° included

angle and a crankshaft grind. Although

a properly thinned web drill is prefer-

able to the crankshaft grind, it's hard

to get consistent grinds with the web
drills because they must be ground off-

hand.

In the high temperature alloys,

small holes are practically impossible

to drill accurately. This problem was

solved with the use of an Elox Disen-

tegrator, which drilled holes to rivet

tolerances in about seven minutes.

Another machining technique which

has received intensive investigation at

Ryan under the direction of Manufac-

turing Engineering is the use of ceramic

throwaway cutters. Ceramic tools pos-

sess two distinct and important advan-

tages—price and availability. Made of

sintered aluminum oxides, these tools

would not, in the case of a national

emergency, cut into stockpiles of stra-

tegic materials such as tungsten and

nickel.

Although these ceramics had been

(Continued on Next Page)
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Mirror-bright finisli gleams on surface of tough stainless steel

billet as ceramic throwaway cutting tool bit strips off metal.

Finish cuts were run at 500 s.f.p.m., with good tool life.

Variations in machining techniques caused variations in chip

formations. Use of chip breakers caused tight spirals; loose

ones from some metal, same speed, were taken without breakers.

used with success in normal machining

operations, practically nothing was
known of their use in machining the

high-temperature high-strength metals.

To get this information, Ryan engi-

neers set up a test program which de-

liberately tested these tools to destruc-

tion, in order to find out just how well

they could machine tough missile

metals.

Eight metals, including three kinds

of stainless steel, four alloy steels, and

SAE 4140 were used in the test pro-

gram. Ceramics failed early under

some conditions, and cut well, with

long service life, under others.

In one series of tests, ceramic tools

were used to machine the flange and

interior bands of a jet engine case. The
ceramic inserts performed fairly well

in facing the flange of the part, but not

as well as comparable carbide tools.

The interior bands of the weldment

told a different story. Ceramics could

not compete with carbide inserts, since

the welded seams of the bands caused

severe damage to the ceramic insert,

ranging from point chipping to com-

plete fracture of the insert. Ceramic

tools, in machining these metals, can-

not withstand shock loads.

In another series of tests on the

ceramic inserts. Ryan engineers at-

tempted to rough- and finish-machine

a billet of Type 347 stainless steel. Re-

sults, as compared to the work done

on the welded case, were much more
favorable.

Tests proved, however, that ceram-

ics cannot be asked to perform ade-

quately on out-of-round work, or for

heavy cuts, or on work-hardened

surfaces.

The billet, when inserted into the

lathe, was out-of-round, and the cer-

amic tools failed rapidly. The piece

was trued up with a titanium carbide

tool, and heavy cuts were attempted.

Again the ceramic tool failed quickly.

However, when finish machining

was attempted on the billet, it was

found that the ceramic tool could out-

perform the carbide inserts. The cer-

amic tools gave finishing cuts at higher

s.f.p.m. than carbides, with comparable

tool life.

High speed techniques developed in test

program go into service on regular pro>

duction lines as jet engine casings ore
spun on massive Bullard vertical lathes.
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ACONTRACT totaling more than

$6V4 million for advanced model

KDA-4 Firebee jet drone missiles has

been awarded to Ryan by the Navy.

T. Claude Ryan, president, said that

additional funds allocated by the Navy
for KDA-4 spare parts will boost the

total value of this contract to over $8

million.

The new contract will extend Fire-

bee production well into the latter part

of 1959 and will be phased in with

Ryan's volume production of KDA-1
Firebee target drones for the Navy and

Q-2A models for the Air Force.

Fabrication of Firebee parts is done

at Ryan's main plant in San Diego,

with final assembly being accomplished

at the company's new factory at Tor-

rance, California.

At an increasing number of military

bases, Firebees are regularly flying

high-speed, high-altitude missions of

an hour or more duration. These

swept-wing pilotless jet target planes

are capable of 600 m.p.h. speeds and

altitudes up to 50,000 feet. Air-

launched, and recoverable by para-

chute, they are used for training crews

operating the air-to-air and ground-to-

air missiles of the nation's air defense

system.

Ryan Firebees are also widely used

in connection with the development of

new weapons systems in testing and

evaluation phases, plus crew training

and proficiency phases. They have the

maneuverability and high performance

of modern jet aircraft and the endur-

ance "on station" over the gunnery

range which permits a firing exercise

to be completed.

Development of even more advanced

versions of the Firebee for both the

Air Force and Navy, and of specialized

auxiliary equipment, is proceeding

along with present production on cur-

rent models. Ryan engineers are work-

ing on new "missile compatability" pro-

grams to broaden the Firebee's useful-

ness with missile systems and to extend

its capabilities to keep pace with stepped

up performance of new weapons.

FIREBEES TO CANADA

The first Ryan KDA-1 Firebee will

be delivered to the Royal Canadian
Air Force early this year. Accord-
ing to AIRCRAFT magazine, of Can-
ada, this will be the initial delivery
of a quantity of 30 Ryan KDA-1 Fire-

bees which were ordered last year
through the U.S. Navy.

The Firebees used by the RCAF
will be air launched from Lancaster
"mother" planes which are being
modified for their new role by the
Fairey Aviation Co. of Canada, Ltd.

The Lancasters will be operated by
the RCAF's Central Experimental &
Proving Establishment. Probable
base of operations will be the RCAF
Station Cold Lake, home of the Air

Force's weapons firing range.
Previously, the RCAF had an-

nounced that the KDA-1 Firebees
will not replace targets then in use

but will serve as realistic targets
for testing and evaluating present
and future weapon systems. The
KDA-1 is powered with a Fairchild

J-44 1000-pound-thrust turbojet en-

gine and incorporates a built-in flo-

tation system to make it fully

recoverable from the water, after it

is parachuted to earth.
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CONSTRUCTION OF THE

RYAN X-13 iCRTIJCT
Tomorrow's ideas, today's techniques built world's first jet VTOL airplane

THE combat version of the Ryan
X-13 Vertijet, will, like most other

high-performance interceptor aircraft,

have a lean and hungry look. Leaner,

probably. It won't need the bulk usually

provided as space for the cumbersome
and heavy landing gear.

The X-13 — purely a research air-

plane — is not sleek and deadly look-

ing. It wasn't designed to be. To most

people, it's an odd-looking, close-cou-

pled plane with an overly large tail fin.

and with peculiar little "outrigger" end

plates on the wing tips. To the men
who designed it, built it, and success-

fully flew it, however, it's a beautiful

bird. They don't have to look ver)'

hard to see the designs of the future

combat versions.

14



In fact, the engineers behind the

X-13 kept in mind that the design

shouldn't require too much change for

conversion into the VTOL fighter of

the future, even though the X-13 was

purely a research plane whose function

was to prove that a jet-powered air-

plane could take off and land vertically.

So, even though combat capability

wasn't of immediate concern, the X-13

was designed to demonstrate principles

that would apply to future combat

versions.

In addition, the Vertijet had to de-

monstrate that a complete mission —
from take-off, through horizontal flight,

and back to landing—could be accom-

plished with nothing but those items

essential to actual flight aboard. No
wheels, no brakes, no struts or shock

absorbers. Their equivalents were

left on the ground in the form of a

(Continued on Next Page)
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Landlocked in jigs and scaffolding, the bird begins fo take shape as a Ryan mechanic, deep in the fuselage rib cage, adds a new part.

ground service trailer. The only items

connected with landing the airplane

were a nose hook and bumper pads lo-

cated amidships. Since extremely high

speed was not a consideration, these

were not made retractable.

In order to achieve supersonic flight

with the present-day interceptor, the

designer has to find room to tuck away
this cumbersome, heavy landing gear

and its accessories. He adds a bit here,

stretches a bit there, and eventually

achieves the necessary sleek and slen-

der look. And, invariably, the airplane

weighs more than the thrust provided

by its jet engine. In contrast, the X-13,

in take-off configuration, telemetering

equipment, pilot and fuel aboard, had

to weigh less than the 10,000 pounds

of thrust provided by its Rolls-Royce

engine.

16

Because the X-13 is short, or close-

coupled, good directional stability dic-

tated the use of a large tail fin, nearly

47 square feet in area, as well as

wing-tip fins, each with an area of

about eight square feet.

The Vertijet also differs from most

military aircraft in the position and

construction of its 60'^ delta wing. The
wing is mounted on top of the fuselage,

and is a unitized structure — a con-

tinuous unit in which heavy localized

point attachments are eliminated.

Aerodynamics, as well as weight and

strength considerations, plays an im-

portant part in the shape and place-

ment of the wing. The X-13 must fly

at angles of attack varying from zero

to 90°. and the delta wing, which is

becoming increasingly familiar, per-

forms this duty nicely. Further, the lo-

cation of the wing on top of the fuse-

lage provides least interference with

the function of the engine air inlet

ducts, which have to deliver maximum
inlet capacity at zero forward speed

and through widely varying angles of

attack.

Although the X-13 is essentially a

conventional airplane in its construct-

ion, some deviations from standard

practice were adopted. In most cases,

these deviations followed the "make it

clean, make it simple, and where pos-

sible, make it do double duty" school

of thought. Most probably, these in-

novations will be followed, not only

in constructing future combat versions

of the Vertijet, but perhaps in building

more conventional aircraft as well.

For example, since the firewall in

the X-13 is unstressed, commercially



pure titanium replaced the heavier

stainless steel normally used. Titanium

also replaced stainless steel in all but

the aft portion of the engine shrouding.

One other striking feature of the

Vertijet was due to reasons of econ-

omy and ease of maintenance. Brazier-

head rivets, seldom seen on modern

aircraft, were used extensively. Since

extremely high speed wasn't required,

dimpled skins and countersunk rivets

weren't necessary, aft of the main spar.

Aside from the weight-saving tech-

niques, the X-13 is a conventionally-

built aircraft. The wing is of semi-mon-

ocoque skin and stringer construction,

with sufficient chordwise ribs to main-

tain wing contour and to allow the use

of practical skin panel sizes. High

strength aluminum alloy is used in

most wing parts. The wing carries the

entire fuel supply in an integral tank

located amidships. Fire extinguishing

equipment is carried in a wing space

just aft of the cockpit.

The large vertical fin, with its rud-

der and yaw damper, is of semi-

monocoque construction, using high

strength aluminum alloy. The rudder

is of single spar construction, and is

attached to the vertical tail with three

hinges. Rudder movement is controlled

by the usual bell-crank and push rod

system. The yaw damper, hydraulically

operated, is located directly beneath

the rudder.

The fuselage, like the wing, is of

A ticklish maneuver, and a momentous day. The X-13 talies the first big step to be-

coming an airplane as the partially completed delta wing is slid onto the fuselage.

semi-monocoque construction. It con-

sists of three pairs of side longerons, a

bottom keel longeron and the usual

frames and bulkheads. The skin is of

high strength aluminum alloy, except

in those areas where titanium was used

for weight saving purposes, and except

for the Fiberglas in the inlet ducts.

The X-13 is a unique airplane, and

many of its construction features are

unique. Some of these new methods of

construction will probably be followed

in construction of combat versions of

this new weapon. Massive looking, nose landing hook is

deceptively lightweight. it's made of

sheet metal, formed to shape and welded.

This version never got off the ground. A wooden mock-up, it

was fully detailed and fully scaled, duplicating X-13 exactly.

Mo wooden mock-up, but the rea
ground beautifully. Stability set

thing, this version got off the

need for unusually large fin.
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^'MAXXED MISSILES ^^

General O. P. Werland, USAF, Commander of the

Taetieal Air Command, speaks of the advantages

of vertical take-off jet aircraft

//pY advancing a bit further into the future, we
^ will be coming into an era of vertical take-off

jets. I find myself thinking of such aircraft in terms

of manned missiles. These will be missiles with hu-

man beings controlling them from within. These will

be missiles rising vertically from forests and desert

areas or underground shelters, traveling at supersonic

speeds, armed with atomic or thermo-nuclear weapons

to seek out and destroy targets.

"Such vertical take-off jets will be actual missiles

for all practical purposes. But with one essential

difference. They can locate and hit the target and

return to their hidden bases for a second and a third

or an indefinite number of missions. They can bring

back a human assessment of the situation, perform

military reconnaissance, and do a dozen things the

missile will not do in a tactical situation.

"Such manned missiles will give us a tactical ad-

vantage never before realized. We can achieve true

dispersion in a combat theater through the acquisition

of such aircraft.

"W^ithin the foreseeable future we will arrive at

a technological point where we can revise the doctrine

of dispersion in a military theater of operations.

"True dispersion does not exist today for any air

force in the world. Nor can it exist. Aircraft are tied

to an air base complex. The disadvantages of such

bases balance out in that everyone faces the same

problems in base defense.

"The employment of a vertical take-off jet in

modern warfare will brin^ about as revolutionary a

change in tactics and strategy as the jet engine itself.

"But here again is a job for the Information Of-

ficer. He must present the need for such manned

missiles in such a way that it can be readily grasped

by those people who come in contact with him in his

daily business. His reasoning must be sound and un-

biased. He must have more than a working knowl-

edge of the probable demands of future conflicts.

He must then present this information to the Ameri-

can public for it is they who make the final decision

on what we need in defense."

This is an excerpt from an address given by General Wey-
land at the Information Services Seminar last fall in

New York City.



^TISTS CONCEPT OF COMBAT VERSION OF RYAN X-13 VERTIJET
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Gkaming Firebee target drones are air-launched from B-26 "mother" planes over firing range. Drones are dropped at 15,000 feet.

Firehee draws new missile fire at Hoiloman AFB range

I four, three, two, one . . LAUNCH
DRONE!"

Ten thousand feet above the deso-

late terrain of the Air Force Missile

Development Center near Alamogor-
do. New Mexico, a gleaming red Ryan
Firebee jet target drone drops lazily

away from the wing rack of a B-26
launch plane.

As the B-26 banks away from the

drone, the Firebee continues its gentle

nose-down glide for about five seconds

as the around controller allows it suffi-

Six-foot drag chute "pops" as Firebee
commences two-stage parachute recovery.
A barometric switch arms main chute when
drone descends to 15,000-foot altitude.

cient time to stabilize. The controller

electronically commands the drone to

climb to its assigned mission altitude

and the Firebee flashes upward through

the cold air. closely followed by its

F-lOO chase plane. Another strato-

spheric game of hide-and-seek is un-

derway, with the Firebee as the quarry.

HOLLOMAN AFB

The Air Force Missile Development

Center at Hoiloman Air Force Base

is a beehive of activity five days a

week as the newest in offensive and de-

fensive weapons are being evaluated.

Operating on the grim premise that an

enemy air attack will come with little

or no warning. Air Force planners in-

sist on realistic appraisement of de-

fense systems. Because fighter pilots,

radar operators, guided missile and

gunnery crews cannot be trained to



deliver split-second counter attacks with

old World War II targets to practice

on, the simulated "enemy" must have

the modern performance capabilities of

high speed jet aircraft. The Firebee fills

these requirements.

Successful Firebee flights demand
close cooperation between Air Force

personnel and Ryan Service Represen-

tatives assigned to the missile develop-

ment center. Ryan representatives work

long hours to insure that the drone

target will do the job for which it is

designed . . . provide a realistic "ene-

my" target.

Ryan personnel assigned to the cen-

ter include W. H. "Bill" Berry, senior

representative, who has been at Hollo-

man for nine years; J. O. "Jack" Rath-

geber, a veteran of five years at the

center, and Bill Sved, the "junior"

member of the trio, with the drone

program for one year.

The Firebee activity at Holloman is

divided into two divisions; Operational

and Research and Development. The
operational portion is assigned to Sved,

while Rathgeber is connected with the

research and development end. Berry,

as senior representative, maintains a

close liaison with both divisions.

Operational drone flights are per-

formed by the 3225th Drone Squad-

ron, which is under the tactical com-
mand of the 3205th Drone Group, at

Eglin Air Force Base, Florida. The
3225th Drone Squadron launches, re-

covers and maintains all drones which

are in operational use at the center.

Operational flights are flown in sup-

port of guided missile projects, with

the Firebee used as a target.

The Research and Development

phase is closely coordinated between

Ryan and the Air Force Test Branch.

The emphasis in this division is on

drone improvement and performance.

The Research and Development divis-

ion is responsible for "proving out"

new Firebee components or augmen-
tation devices. Once the merit of a new
component has been established, it is

produced and furnished to other Fire-

Rotor blades flail the air as Vertol H-21
"Flying Banana" helicopter returns re-

trieved Firebee to base. Parachute re-

covery syttcm allowt r«peat«4 4r«n« *}«.

bee bases throughout the country.

Several flights weekly are scheduled

at Holloman, some for operational pur-

poses and the remainder for research

and development.

FIREBEE MISSION

Initial preparations for a typical

Firebee mission are completed on the

day before the flight. Flight-ready

drones are secured in place on the

launching racks of the B-26. Sway
braces are adjusted and drone cir-

cuitry is connected to the launch air-

(Continued on Next Page)

Supersonic interceptor pilot illustrates

comparative size of air-to-air missiles

now in use. Hughes "Falcon," (right)

dwarfs older 2.75 "Mighty Mouse" rocket.



Ryan service representatives at Holloman Air Force Base examine Firebee's recovery
battery, which provides power to activate drone's two-stage parachute recovery sys-

tem. Left to right are W. H. "Bill" Berry, J. O. "Jack" Rathgeber and Bill Sved.

craft by means of an umbilical con-

nector. The Firebees are checked out

and prepared for an early morning

take-off.

"King-One" and "Roger-Forty" are

ground control stations at Holloman
from which the Firebees can be re-

motely controlled. "King-One", manned
by Air Force and Army personnel, will

monitor and control today's mission,

which is in support of a missile pro-

ject. The flight schedule calls for high-

speed Lockheed F-104 interceptor

planes to fire missiles at the Firebee.

The mission will be flown at an alti-

tude of 30,000 feet.

The direct controller, stationed in

the B-26, will observe and control the

drone until it is launched. Once the

drone has been dropped, command
will be assumed by the remote con-

troller at the radar site.

The four-channel telemetry system

utilized by the remote controller will

furnish him with the drone's roll refer-

ence or angle, engine rpm, altitude and

airspeed. Control of the drone in flight

will be accomplished by means of an

airborne AN/APW-llA Radar Bea-

con and a ground MSQ-1 or SCR-584
tracking radar into which has been

plugged a Firebee remote control box,

for use by the remote controller or

"beeper pilot".

With the remote control box, the

"beeper pilot" can electronically com-

mand the drone to increase or decrease

speed, climb, dive, turn left or right,

trim left or right and initiate recovery,

which is by two-stage parachute. It

has a four-inch "control stick" which

operates exactly as its counterpart in

an airplane.

Shortly before take-off time, a pre-

flight briefing is held for airborne,

ground control and retrieval personnel.

Down on the flight line, a last minute

check is made of the Firebee. Sched-

uled operations are coordinated by tel-

ephone with the tower, range safety

officer, ground control officer, radar

and recovery units.

(Continued on Page 26)

Lockheed F-104 "Starfighter," supersonic interceptor, takes off for mission with deadly "Sidewinder" missiles visible on wingtips.
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"Smokestacks" of stainless steel are lowered onto mandrel by Ryan machinist Larry Poe. Huge tubes handle furious thrust of ramjets.

Q-5: QUICKSILVER QUARRY
RYAN-BUILT combustion chambers

for Marquardt ramjet engines are

being used to power yet another super-

sonic missile for the U. S. Air Force.

The new missile, dubbed the Q-5, is a

target drone designed to test the ac-

curacy of the nation's newest anti-

missile weapons.

The new "bird," built by Lockheed,

can simulate a vast array of supersonic

missiles and planes, at extremely high

altitudes. It records near misses and

theoretical hits without itself being de-

stroyed. Like Ryan's famed "Firebee"

target drone, the Q-5 is recoverable

from flight by parachute.

Weighing more than 7600 pounds,

the missile is nearly 39 feet long and

has a wingspan of 10 feet. It is 20

inches in diameter.

The Q-5 is an offspring of Lock-

heed's experimental "silver splinter"

test vehicle, the X-7. This meteor-

quick missile, also powered by Mar-

quardt ramjets, with Ryan thrust

chambers, recently set three new rec-

ords in flights at the Holloman Air

Force Base, N.M. The X-7 flew faster

than any ramjet missile, ground-con-

trolled missile, or recoverable missile.

In addition to the Q-5 and the X-7,

Ryan combustion chambers provide

push for Boeing's Bomarc, a super-

sonic interceptor missile that the Air

Force has placed into quantity produc-

tion.

7600 pounds of light-

ning-fast target is given

a last-minute check be-

fore flight. Big Lockheed
bird can simulate super-

sonic missiles and planes,

will sharpen shooting
eyes of both airborne
and ground defense
units. Like Ryan Fire-

bee, it is recoverable.
i
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Dull, beat-up tool bit gets a quick accurate fix from Ryan's James R. King as lie re-sharpens cutting edge in Anocut-equipped grinder.

ELECTROLYTIC SHA
ANEW application of an old principle is saving time

and money at Ryan, and turning out a better product

at the same time. The old principle—electroplating; the

new application—tool grinding.

Ryan is one of the country's first-line producers of

"hot-parts" aircraft components, most of which are made
from hard-to-machine metals. Consequently, Ryan has

always had a large amount of precision tool grinding. The
installation of an Anocut Electrolytic Grinding System,

the first such installation on the West Coast, has dra-

matically cut the tool grinding burden.

Tool grinding time has been cut more than one-third;

grinding wheel replacement has been cut 90 per cent, and

tool life has been considerably increased.

An added bonus, which doesn't appear on cost sheets,

is the decrease in fatigue on the operator's part, which

shows up in greater attention to precision work. In addi-
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tion, a finer cutting edge is produced, due to the higher

finish produced with the Anocut system.

Grinding wheel replacement has also been drastically

cut. The diamond-impregnated steel wheel has ouUasted

ordinary grinding wheels by ten to one. with a consequent

saving of more dian $2500 since the system was installed,

six months ago.

According to Lloyd Barrett and T. A. Grabowsky,

Ryan Methods Engineers who supervised the installation

of the new process, conversion of the Hammond Grinder

to which the Anocut system is attached saved a machine

tool that was slated for replacement, and changed it into

one of the most efficient units in the department. Con-

version of the grinder was a relatively simple matter. The
major addition was the installation of nylon insulating

bearings which were fitted on the spindle of the grinder.

The Anocut method is an application of electroplating,



but with one important difference. As with any conven-

tional electroplating bath, metal is removed from the

anode—in this case the part being ground. However,

unlike conventional electroplating, metal is not deposited

on the cathode—the grinding wheel. Insulating abrasive

particles, imbedded in the face of the steel wheel, speed

the removal of metal from the part, prevent metal buildup

on the grinding wheel, and provide precision control of

metal removal.

An electrolytic fluid flows between the tool and the

wheel, and a high ampere, low voltage current serves to

dissolve or de-plate the tool. Fully automatic controls

regulate current density, and material is removed far

faster and with much greater precision than is possible

with conventional grinding methods.

Work is completely automatic, and any trained grinder

operator can shift to the Anocut process with only a few

minutes of instruction. Since the grinding is accomplished

electrically, the operator does not have to exert pressure

and resultant fatigue is considerably reduced. Ryan has

experienced practically no tool rejection since the unit

was installed and work output has substantially increased.

Results have been so impressive that Ryan has ordered

a second Anocut unit. The new unit will be used to re-

grind "throw-away" carbide tool bits. These tool inserts,

which are used only once, are thrown away after use be-

cause of the difficulty experienced in resharpening them,

due to their extreme hardness. Barrett and Grabowsky

estimate that the Anocut process can refinish these inserts

for less than an eighth of their replacement cost.

High performance built into these jet engine turbine casings
demands precision machining. Very close tolerances are easier
to maintain with ultra-sharp edges put on by a new process.

In considering the new process for machining produc-

tion parts, Ryan engineers reason that the problems en-

countered in machining extremely hard metal, including

tungsten carbide, titanium, and special alloy steels may be

considerably lessened. Since Anocut is a cold process,

and a quick one, work is free from spot annealing, or

work hardening, and work finishes are smooth and scratch

free.

RPENER Electrons beat diamonds in putting
keen edge on Rgan cutting tools

Photomicrographs show ragged, sawlike edge produced with

conventional method (below) and smooth-as-silk cutting edge of

tool bit sharpened by new process (right). Gouges and scrapes

on side of tool, caused by old method, also contrast sharply
with clean finish produced by new method, which "floats" metal
off tool with electrolytic action, rather than by grinding.
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KtlllO^ TO TOKKAXCi:
P'iiiri'liild representative William Russell (tenter) congratulates G. W. Ruther-
ford (left) and C. F. Martin upon production of the 100th Ryan KDA-1 Fire-

bee (powered with Fairchild J-44 turbojet engine) by the new Torrance plant.

Rutherford is Division Manager of Ryan's new Torrance facility; Martin is

Manager of Contract Administration, Military and Customer Relations. KDA-1
is fast, jet-powered Navy target in operational use with both Atlantic and Pacific

Fleets.

JET BULL'S-EYE
(Conliniied from Page 22)

TAKE-OFF

The B-26 is poised at the end of the

airstrip, two Firebees suspended be-

neath its wings. In the event the sched-

uled drone does not check-out properly

on its pre-launch tests, the other will

be used. Seconds later, the launch

plane takes to the air, the brilliantly

colored red drones providing a sharp

contrast to its silvery surfaces.

As the launch plane climbs, the di-

rect controller starts his final pre-

launch checks on the drone. Ailerons

and rudder are tested for freedom of

movement. The engine is started and

run up to 100 per cent power. A final

check is made of the parachute recov-

ery system. Far below, the ground con-

troller, who is satisfied that the Firebee

is ready to drop, has been monitoring

the direct controller's pre-launch checks.

The missile test range at Holloman
runs from north to south. Although

the range extends 60 miles, only one-

half of it will be utilized for this mis-

sion.

The count-down begins. Seconds la-

ter the drone is dropped. On top of

the ground control building, the giant

circular antennas of the tracking radar

swivel in unison as they "lock-on".

They have a curiously detached ap-

pearance, like monster unseeing "eyes".

The Firebee zooms up to 30,000 feet,

still visible through the glasses at

"King-One".

On the airstrip, the thunderous roar

of afterburners fills the air as the fleet

interceptors break clear of the runway,

like a group of angry hornets. Deadly

rocket-powered missiles are slung be-

neath their wings. In a matter of min-

utes the chase begins.

FIREBEE ATTACK

A pilot commences his run, having

been vectored in towards the Firebee

by ground intercept control. Then his

own radar "locks-on" the target and

he swings the plane into firing position.

A missile is fired, momentarily envel-

oping the plane in a white sheath of

smoke and condensation. The Firebee

lurches drunkenly as a hit is registered,

then rolls over out of control. One of

its wings, cleanly sheared off, lazily

spins earthward. The drone automati-

cally initiates its own parachute re-

covery.

The Firebee"s six-foot drag chute

streams out. It will remain open for

six seconds or until the drone falls to

15,000 feet, where a barometric switch

will arm the main chute. As the drone

passes through 15,000 feet, the main

chute, 70 feet in diameter, emerges.

Initially, the main chute is held in a

reefed condition, which allows it to

stream for four seconds. This lessens

the shock of sudden deployment, thus

avoiding damage to the chute caused

by high speed air impact. The line

which holds the main chute in a stream

position is severed by two reefing cut-

ters which are timed devices using an

explosive powder charge to drive the

cutting knife, allowing the chute to

blossom.

Suspended beneath the billowing

chute, the wounded drone drifts earth-

ward at 20 feet per second. Upon im-

pact with the ground, a swivel release

separates the parachute from the Fire-

bee, preventing the drone from being

dragged over the ground. Mission over,

the drone will be picked up and taken

back to the hangar to be repaired and
flown again.

Ryan representatives Berry, Rath-

geber and Sved will inspect the drone

and make a written report of the flight

details, which will provide invaluable

data in future drone plans. They serve

as "eyes" and "ears" at Firebee oper-

ating bases. They provide much need-

ed information for use in designing im-

proved target drones which will meet
tomorrow's changing requirements.

.IOIX« IIYAX

Herbert E. Ryker, with many years
in the aircraft industry as vice presi-

dent-manufacturing and materiel of

Lockheed Aircraft Corp., adminis-

trative consultant to Hughes Air-

craft Co., and vice president and
general manager of Chase Aircraft

Co., recently joined Ryan as assist-

ant to the executive vice president,

G. C. Woodord.
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FIREBEES WITH THE FLEET

(Continued from Page 9)

retrieval hook in an ingenious tech-

nique which permits direct retrieval of

the Firebee from the water, without the

use of surface ships. As the helicopter

hovers near the surface of the sea, the

retrieval boom is extended, the ball

and socket pivot yoke lowered to oper-

ational position and the hook is deftly

nudged into contact with the suspen-

sion bridle. This specially designed

hook is so weighted that it will swing

to face a point of contact. Once hook-

on is made, the self locking tongue

engages, the retrieval boom disengages

from the hook and is retracted into the

helicopter which hovers to a point di-

rectly over the KDA-1, and lift-off

begins.

The KDA-1 suspension bridle is

fastened to the HUS external cargo

sling by a manually and electrically

controlled safety hook which permits

release on command or in emergency.

The Firebee is held at low altitude

to permit drainage of excess water and

then rapidly transported to the recov-

ery airfield, gendy lowered to the apron

and decontamination begins. The heli-

copter recovery system usually permits

retrieval within a few minutes of touch

down and decontamination can fre-

quently be initiated in an hour or less.

The quiet of Brown Field is shat-

tered in the late afternoon as JD-l's

and the P2V roar up to the line for

fuel and maintenance, and a truck

bearing the duty KDA-1 backs into

the decontamination area. Waiting

maintenance crews move instantly into

efficient action as they disassemble,

clean, test, assemble, load and check

the KDA-l's in preparation for tomor-

row's mission.

FUTURE YERTIPLANES

(Continued jrom Page 5)

medium range hauls. Eventually. Ver-

tiplanes may operate from roof-top

"Vertiports" located in downtown
areas. It's entirely possible that some-

day passengers will be able to move
from, say, the Mayflower Hotel in

Washington to New York's Waldorf-

Astoria without traveling in anything

CHAMPION FIREBEE

Here is the champion of all Ryan Firebee drone missiles, Drone No. 1518,

which has made 19 successful flights and recoveries at the Air Force Mis-

sile Development Center, Holloman AFB, N.M. Three of these flights have

been for more than one hour each. More than 750 remote-controlled flights

have been achieved by Ryan Firebee drones. Shown with the Firebee at

Holloman AFB: (left to right) U. Jack Hill, engineering officer, 9-2 test

project; Capt. Robert Merritt, project officer; Bill Berry, senior Ryan serv-

ice representative; and Jack Rathgeber, Ryan service representative.

but a Vertiplane and the hotel "Roof-

port" elevator. And save time too, by

taking advantage of the Vertiplane's

speed and vertical flight facility, and

avoiding the time-consuming delays

experienced in traveling between

Washington's National Airport and

New York's Idlewild by car.

A comparison of passenger-mile

costs will show substantial advantages

for conventional aircraft, using to-

day's equipment. But this is not the

whole story. Since the Vertiplane

doesn't require costly runways, air-

ports and many supporting facilities,

the over-all cost picture may favor

the Vertiplane in certain operations.

Also, the Vertiplane has the flexibility

to serve out-of-the-way places and

change schedules to meet traffic de-

mands. Conventional aircraft are tied

to conventional airports.

Much of the work presendy being

done by the helicopter and the light

plane will be done by the Vertiplane

in the future. The high cargo capacity

of the Vertiplane, and its greater speed,

will give it plenty of work in hauling

machinery and supplies to formerly

inaccessible places. Offshore oil rigs,

mining operations in jungles or in high

mountainous country, oil and gas line

maintenance and repair surveys, and

photogrammetry will all use the new

plane to advantage.

Fish and wild life survey teams and

conservation crews will employ the

Vertiplane for restocking streams,

hunting predatory animals, noting

eroded and deforested areas, and fight-

ing forest fires. Firefighting equipment

and tools could be moved from danger

area to danger area quickly. "Smoke-

jumping," the method presently in use

by the Forest Service, where para-

troops are dropped into burning areas,

would be eliminated.

The Vertiplane, with its combina-

tion of vertical take-off and landing,

and hovering, combined with a high

forward speed, adds a new dimension

to aircraft capability.
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I\AVAL OFFICERS VISIT RYAX

Headed by Rear Adm. Redfield Mason, commander of the Pacific Fleet

Training Command, this qroup of Navy officers recently toured the Ryan
plant and were briefed on the company's projects. Mason, who won $100,-

000 on a television quiz program for his knowledge of ancient mythology,
is shown at extreme left.

RYAN YERTIPLANE
(Continued from Page 1)

which reduces shaft speed, splits the

power, and directs it to a pod-mounted

gearbox and propeller on each wing.

The shaft between the main gearbox

and propeller gearbox is fully exposed

with a barrel spline on each end to

correct misalignment due to wing de-

flection. A vibration dampener is lo-

cated about two-fifths of the length of

the shaft from the fuselage, to prevent

the small diameter shaft from whip-

ping.

The engine is fitted with a bell-

mouth, and draws its primary air from

a plenum chamber. The air is ad-

mitted to the plenum chamber by

means of a perforated door located on

top of the fuselage.

A combination fuel and oil tank is

located just forward of the engine,

high enough to permit operation with-

out a fuel boost pump. The tank has

a narrow vented and drained air space,

to prevent the fuel and oil from con-

taminating each other and to detect

any leakage.

The engine is supported with the

conventional trunnion mounts with a

third point for a steady rest. Being of

reverse flow type, the necessity for

shrouding is eliminated. The firewall

is made of .002", type 321 CRES
(stainless steel) sheet spotwelded to a

corrugated sheet of the same material.

The air for cooling the aft section

of the fuselage is scooped in at the
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bottom of the fuselage, between the

flaps. This arrangement provides a

constant flow of air even when the air-

plane is hovering.

The tailpipe is also made of .002"

type 321 CRES sheet which is spot-

welded to a corrugated sheet of the

same material. The corrugated sheet

is on the exterior with the corrugations

extending lengthwise down the entire

length of the tailpipe. Diameter of the

tailpipe, which is 14 inches, is main-

tained by flanges at the front and rear

and by intermediate rings. The front

flange is designed to receive a Marmon
clamp which fastens the tailpipe to the

engine. The rear flange acts as a cyl-

inder wall for a piston-type sealing

ring. An insulating blanket, which ac-

tually weighs more than the tailpipe it-

self, is wrapped around the assembly

to protect the aft end of the fuselage.

The tailpif)e assembly is an example
of the advanced work which Ryan has

accomplished in fabricating light-

weight, high temperature structures. It

involves new Ryan techniques for spot-

welding very thin gauge corrosion-

resistant steels while maintaining high

structural strength properties.

The nozzle, which is designed as a

separate unit, is rigidly attached to the

fuselage, thus supporting and allowing

the tailpipe to expand into it. The
nozzle incorporates a movable, conical

plug which can deflect the Jetstream at

right angles, through a circumferential

slot, to eliminate all forward thrust.

A fully-gimballed cover is added to the

nozzle and connected to the rudder and

elevator systems. Pitch and yaw con-

trol is achieved, when the Vertiplane

is hovering, by shielding one side of the

nozzle and forcing the Jetstream out

the opposite side.

To achieve roll control, the projjel-

ler pitch control is connected to the

control stick in such a way that, when
the flaps are extended, the ailerons ac-

tuate the propeller pitch control. This

permits differential pitch control be-

tween the propellers, under hovering

flight conditions, while still maintain-

ing uniform pitch control for normal

flight.

The Vertiplane is 27 feet. 8 inches

long; 10 feet. 8 inches high and has a

wing span of 23 feet, 5 inches. The
plane is designed to accommodate two

people and to have a gross weight of

approximately 2600 pounds.
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with gas turbine.



What is

OFTT i>

Just as PAYROLL is the amount collected from the

customer ON BEHALF OF THE EMPLOYEES (including

executives)

;

1 2 '^ 6

just as TAXES are the amount collected from the cus-

tomer ON BEHALF OF GOVERNMENT;

just as DEPRECIATION is the amount collected from
the customer TO REPLACE THE TOOLS as they wear out;

PROFIT is the amount collected from the customer ON
BEHALF OF THE PEOPLE WHO PROVIDE THE TOOLS.

In other words, profit is the COST OF USING THE
TOOLS and nothing else.

It is the payment of this cost that makes American in-

dustry so progressive.

The necessity to collect this payment from the free cus-

tomer is what makes American industry so efficient.

The opportunity to make savings earn money is what

makes so many Americans willing to practice the self-denial

that must precede the investment in tools. If people merely

wanted to avoid loss they would put their money in a safe

deposit box.

But the American investor risks his savings because he

is convinced that they will grow, and he is not ashamed of

wanting as large a profit as the tools can honestly EARN.

Call it what you will, this way of life has developed an

economy in which 95 % oi" the work is done by the tools and

85% of the product goes to the workers who use the tools.
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HOT PARTS TO WITHSTAND
A SUPERSONIC HEAT WAVE

Literally blown through space by a continuous
explosion, today's Mach-busting planes depend
upon the precision and quality of their jet engine
components for top performance. Building these

"hot parts" requires intimate knowledge of metals
plus highly specialized production know-how.
Ryan's unique capability in this field derives

from three decades of experience and an advanced
program of metallurgical research to make Ryan
hot parts "live longer" in the seething infernos of

jet engines, afterburners, ramjets and rocket motors.
Working with more than 30 high temperature

alloys in the laboratory and in all phases of pro-

duction. Ryan thoroughly understands the prob-

lems of fabricating super alloys to meet the tortuous

demands of jet engine performance.
Through close coordination between laboratory

and factory. Ryan is skilled and equipped to build

experimental components for new engines, then

streamline these prototype designs for low cost,

volume production.

Because Ryan continually tackles and achieves

difficult, challenging jobs, leading engine makers
depend upon the company not only for production

of current models but for development of complex
components for first models of new power plants.
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Combat version Vertijet blasts straight up out of pit hangar, on intercept mission. Camouflaged sliding roof hides "air base.'

VIGILANT VERTIJETS
Ea.«T to coneeal, easr to tran.«port. and highir

diKpersible. the Vertijet gives a nevv

dimension to aerial ivarfare



".
. . two mighty monarchies

Whose high iipreared and abutting

fronts

The perilous narrow ocean parts

asunder."

William Shakespeare,
Prologue to Henry V

IN the present time, the "mighty

monarchies" of the United States and

Russia face each other across the land

mass of Europe and the seas of the

Atlantic— an "ocean" made terribly

narrow by the incredibly swift missiles

of modern warfare.

Both nations have at hand the mas-

sive capability of utterly destroying

each other, using weapons that startle

the imagination. The philosophy of

the West prevents it from striking first.

The fear of instantaneous, certain re-

taliation stays the masters of Russia.

Part of the instrument of retaliation

is the organization called NATO —
the North Atlantic Treaty Organiza-

tion. Within quick striking distance of

the Russian heartland, the NATO
countries have huge complexes of fixed

bases from which to launch the fight-

ers, bombers and interceptors which

would ward off, or strike back at, the

Russian blow.

These bases, with their miles-long

runways, necessary to handle the mod-
em high-speed jet bombers and fight-

ers, are obviously prime targets. Tar-

gets that are difficult to conceal, diffi-

cult to defend, and easy to destroy.

^

Thrust required for vertical take-off gives the Vertijet tremendous extra boost of

power for interception at high altitudes, and enables it to carry extra armament.

Reducing an airbase to rubble today

doesn't require strafing attacks and

several passes by bombers. It requires

only a near-miss by one atomic bomb.

Thus, with the accuracy of the short-

er range guided missiles becoming ever

more precise, these huge fixed bases

become hindrances rather than aids.

Each base, and its hundreds of air-

craft, can be negated as a striking force

by one atomic warhead. Retaliatory

capability can be reduced in almost

direct ratio to the amount of near-

misses scored.

Since force has always been, and

perhaps will always be, an inevitable

part of human affairs, the West must

find an alternate to these huge bases.

Fortunately, the alternate is at hand.

Vertical take-oflf and landing air-

craft, such as the Air Force-Ryan X-13
Vertijet, offer a solution. Rather than

being confined to one large easily de-

(Continued on Next Page)

Submarine carrier, on reconnaissance mission, heaves to off hostile coast as camera-equipped Vertijet is readied for take-off.
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stroyed base, they can be deployed in

individual units in hundreds of small

mobile bases, capable of a high degree

of concealment and harder to knock

out of operation. Further, the use of

atomic weapons in sufficient number
to completely wipe out all these indi-

vidual bases would cancel the main

reason for waging war—to seize, oc-

cupy and make use of the enemy's

territory. Atomic-blasted land is rather

inhospitable.

Since both sides in this global strug-

gle, however, seem to be coming to the

realization that nuclear warfare would

cause complete cataclysm, there is an

increasing danger of limited, or peri-

pheral, warfare. These, already waged
in Korea and Indo-China, now threaten

the Malay states and the Middle East.

If the Western nations are to remain

free peoples, these peripheral wars

must be won.

In many of these underdeveloped

areas, the bases required to deter ag-

gression cannot be built, either because

of the political situation, or because

of time or topography.

Further, assuming that political and

topographical obstacles can be over-

come, the United States simply cannot

afford to establish these costly bases

in every trouble spot the Kremlin stirs

up. The distance alone, from the

United States to these trouble spots,

presents an incredibly difficult logistics

problem.

Unmanned missiles, which may
prove to be the answer of the future,

are still very much in that future. In

the type warfare which occurs in these

areas, keeping in mind that atomic

weapons negate the purprase of war,

unmanned missiles may prove to be

of little value in ground strafing ac-

tivity, in low-level pinpoint bombing,

in bomber protection, and in fighter

attack. In the present state-of-the-art,

the best solution is manned VTOL
aircraft.

In fact. General O. P. Weyland,
Commander, Tactical Air Command,
has characterized jet VTOL aircraft as

manned missiles. Recently he stated:

"Such vertical take-off jets will be ac-

tual missiles for all practical purposes.

(Continued on Page 28)

No runway required. Fighter version of Vertijet stands poised and ready in mountainous terrain inaccessible to ordinary aircraft.
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Samples of MiniWate "float" around Ryan Chief of Structures Bruce Mitchell, principal designer of the heat-resistant structure.

RTaii's iiei^f' super-strength

light-^veight structure

%¥ins **best-o£-show"

at Chicago meeting

RYAN WON first prize in a nationwide product design

competition for the best use of materials, topping 150
other manufacturers of industrial and consumer goods,

recently.

The award, for Ryan's new "MiniWate" method of

fabricating paper-thin, high-strength steel alloy into strong

structures that can resist supersonic heat friction while

maintaining the extreme light weight characteristics re-

quired of vehicles in speed ranges up to the space travel

category, was presented April 15 at the National Design
Engineering Show in Chicago.

"MiniWate" is Ryan's name for the ingenious com-
bination of corrugated and flat skins of thin gauge steel

alloy adaptable for immediate use in such structures as

tail pipes for jet engines, and skins for supersonic aircraft

and missiles, and applicable ultimately to space vehicles

of the future traveling at speeds of more than 15,000
miles an hour.

Bruce MitcheU, Chief of the Structures Section, Ryan
(Continued on Page 29)



Nearly $1 billion in orders for this sleek 600 mph Jetliner are represented by the seventeen insignia behind its towering tail.

DOUOLAS D€-8 DEBUT
Jetliner, vviih llTaii-biiilt pods and prions,

meets public in impressive eeremonies at Long Beaeh



Past, present and future. Ryan-built pod and pylon looms
behind Donald Douglas, Sr. (left) and T. Claude Ryan, two
aviation pioneers who still head the companies they founded, as
they discuss the future of the new commercial transport plane.

Ryan Works Manager Robert L. Clark, Torrance Division Man-
ager G. W. Rutherford, President T. Claude Ryan, and Customer
Relations Division Director Clark Hickerson pose before DC-8
pod and pylon during the Long Beach roll-out ceremonies.

ON April 9, in Long Beach, Cali-

fornia, an eagerly awaited event

in world aviation occurred. The new
Douglas DC-8 Jetliner was rolled out

into the California sun for its first pub-

lic showing. As the huge white bird

slowly emerged from its mammoth
hangar, a gasp of admiration swept

through the hundreds of spectators

from aviation dignitaries, press and pub-

lic gathered to witness the event.

Waving from the cockpit windows,

as the big ship rolled forward, were the

Donald Douglases, Senior and Junior.

As the sleek plane cleared the hangar

doors, hundreds of cameras began

clicking and whirring, recording for

press and television the airplane which

represents an investment of $200 mil-

lion — an investment which testifies

to Douglas' faith in the DC-8 and

in the future of commercial jet avia-

tion. Douglas" faith has been seconded

by 1 7 major airlines, who have ordered

138 of these airplanes, at a cost of over

two-thirds of a billion dollars.

The most prominent features of the

massive, sleekly streamlined DC-8 are

the four jet engine pods which thrust

forward from pylons suspended below

the Jetliner's swept-back wing. Ryan
builds the pods and pylons, containing

the powerful jet engines which will

drive the DC-8 through the skies at

600 miles per hour.

Roll-out of the first DC-8 climaxed

two and a half years of intensive en-

gineering and construction work at

Douglas and Ryan. Almost 100 Ryan
engineers worked closely with Douglas

experts for nearly two years at the

(Continued on Page 28)

Gleaming white Ryan-built pods sheath DC-8 engines, whose tremendous power will hurtle plane through air at 600 mph.



TITANIUM BY THE TON
Ryan tames a maverick metal for the Douglas DC-S Jetliner

A POSITION of leadership in titanium

fabrication will be achieved by

Ryan in the production of jet pods and

pylons for the new Douglas DC-8 Jet-

liner, rolled out on April 9, 1958.

Ryan will be the largest producer of

finished titanium parts in the industry,

using approximately nine tons of ti-

tanium a month, when the DC-8 pro-

gram reaches peak production. One
of the most expensive metals used in

industry, titanium costs $15 a pound

($30,000 a ton), or more than silver.

Each set of pods (engine pack-

ages) and pylons (structures which

support the engines from the wings)

which Ryan builds for the DC-8 con-

tains 1667 titanium parts, or almost

7000 components of this modem metal

for each four-engined Jetliner.

Titanium brings unique advantages

to the DC-8. It combines light weight

with high strength and high heat re-

sistance. As strong as most steels, ti-

tanium weighs 44 percent less. It is

far superior to aluminum in retaining

its strength in applications where tem-

perature is a factor, such as engine en-

vironment areas. However, the fabri-

cation of titanium structural parts

required entirely new methods and

processes — a development in which

Ryan has pioneered and acquired ex-

tensive experience.

For the Douglas DC-8 program,

Ryan fabricates titanium parts in a

wide variety of thicknesses, running

from .016" to .060". Extremely close

tolerances are required to permit in-

terchangeability of pods and pylons be-

tween Jetliners. This has required

carefully controlled manufacturing fix-

tures and assembly techniques and

special giant titanium presses at Ryan.

Although a major portion of the as-

semblies are of titanium, the complex

pods and pylons also contain substan-

tial amounts of stainless steel, alumi-

num and magnesium in the 3500 parts

which go into each set.

Smooth shell shapes up on DC-8 engine on Ryan production line. Jetliner-te-Jetliner part interchangeability is keynote of program.



Air Force, Navy, Army, Marine Corps, RCAF officers are welcomed by Curtis Bates, Ryan Ass'f. Chief Engineer, Symposium Chairman.

FIREBEE SYMPOi^irM
Expanded missile target roles for Ryan Firebee covered in conference

AMERICA'S jet "bull's-eye," the Ryan Firebee drone

missile, was the subject of a two-day symposium
sponsored by the Ryan Aeronautical Company on April 8

and 9 at San Diego, California. One hundred and fifty

ranking officers from the Air Force, Navy, Army, Marine

Corps, Royal Canadian Air Force and key personnel from

various missile system contractors attended. The sym-

posium was followed by a one-day conference on April 10,

conducted by the Air Force.

Because of the widespread use of the Firebee by the

military services, the symposium was arranged to familiar-

ize military personnel with all phases of Firebee target

systems. Presentations were made by military personnel

covering uses of the Firebee in the U. S. Air Force, Navy,

Army and RCAF. Ryan engineers outlined the technical

(Continued on Page 31

)

Grouped around nacelle panel from Firebee which completed 19
flights are, left to right, Curtis L. Bates, Cdr. N. J. Steven-
son, BuAer; Capt. R. B. Hutton, Army Air Defense Command;
Sqdn. Leader W. McLeish, RCAF and Lt. Col. P. E. Joyel, USAF.

Firebee diorama is examined by Bruce Smith, Ryan Vice Presi-

dent of Engineering and Military Relations; Col. M. H. Ashkin,

73rd Air Div. Commander; Col. B. H. King, 4750th Air Defense
Grp. Commander, and Maj. V. S. Walker, 4756th Drone Squadron.



SKY-HIOH SERVICE

Millions of miles of exfra range for the Air Force's bombers, fighters and interceptors will be stored in these huge Ryan-built
fuselage sections, shown getting finishing touches before shipment to Boeing. More than 100 of them have been turned out so far.



NOT yet three hours out of Los An-
geles, a McDonnell Voodoo RF-

lOIC fighter plane, flashing high over

the gently rolling hills of Pennsylvania,

is eased into position behind a giant

Boeing KC-135 jet tanker plane. In

another few minutes, the first half of

"Operation Sun Run" will be com-
pleted, and a new west-to-east speed

record of three hours, five minutes will

be hung up. A little more than three

hours later, the Voodoo will flash over

its starting point, and a round trip re-

cord of six hours, 42 minutes will be

set.

In Texas, the Air Force's new Con-
vair B-58 makes a rendezvous with

another KC-135. Tests prove the com-
patability of the two airplanes during

refueling maneuvers, and the Air

Force's new 1500 mph weapon gains

the range necessary to its mission.

Two sailors on board a radar pic-

ket ship, far out in the Pacific, stare

(Continued on Page 31)

At SOO knots, thirsty RF-100 "Voodoo"
gulps fuel from giant KC-135 tanker
as "Voodoo" nears the end of the west-
to-east dash of "Operation Sun Run."

STATION Production lines at Ryan have rolled off 100th

fuselage section for Boeing KC-135 jet tanker

Big ships need big tools. Ryan installed these
portable on-the-line paint spray exhaust booths.

35,000 feet over Pennsylvania, McDonnell RF-100 "Voodoo" fighter,

with tanks topped off, gets set to break away from KC-135 tanker.



Ryan jet VTOL cockpit is checlced by Col. J. L Martin, Chief of Flight Controls Lab.. WADC. and George Yingling. Chief, Operations.
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JET VTOL COCKPIT
Rjan develops optiniiim instrument and control

system for all-vveather jet VTOL fighter

ANEW VTOL cockpit, which makes all-weather instru-

ment flight in jet aircraft possible, has been developed

by Ryan human dynamics engineers under sponsorship of

the Flight Controls Laboratory of Wright Air Develop-

ment Center.

The new cockpit is the result of an 18-month study

conducted at Ryan to determine the optimum control and

instrument system for piloting jet aircraft in the three

regimes of vertical, horizontal and transitional flight. A
mockup of this cockpit has been shipped to the Wright

Air Development Center, USAF, for evaluation by the

Flight Controls Laboratory at Dayton, Ohio.

Ryan conducted the studies and tests by subjecting

a group of engineer-pilots to simulated flight in a unique,

rotatable flight simulator, controlled by electronic com-
puters. The program was under the supervision of G. E.

Agnew, project engineer; D. H. Williams, chief of design

section; and N. W. Tillinghast, senior aerodynamics engi-

neer. The cockpit mockup was constructed in the Ryan

Engineering Shop.

Basically, the new cockpit confirms that piloted jet

VTOL flight can be accomplished with conventional in-

struments and controls by pilots trained for conventional

jet flight, with little modification. However, certain changes

are recommended for optimum pilot efficiency.

Flight instruments, particularly altitude and attitude

indicating instruments, must be more sensitive and faster-

acting than their conventional counterparts.

Similarly, engine throttle control must be sensitive and

fast in response because of the need for precise thrust con-

trol in vertical attitudes. This can be achieved through the

use of a thrust control system, keyed to the throttle, such

as the Ryan X-13 Vertijet employs.

Ryan engineers have installed vertical indicating instru-

ments, instead of dial types, wherever possible, to provide

quicker, clearer reading. A tiltable pilot's seat, which ro-

tates through a 45-degree arc, is used to give the VTOL
(Continued on Page 12)

Ideal altitude for VTOL Instrument approach Is 400 feet. Pilot commences transition to vertical attitude at the marker beacon.

GROUND DISTANCE FEET 4000

11



This fully rotatable cockpit model, forerunner of the X-13 Vertijet, provided Ryan engineers with valuable data for X-13 design.

pilot the greatest comfort in adjusting to flight in both

horizontal and vertical attitudes. Another innovation use-

ful for VTOL flight is the use of the "side stick" control,

rather than the centrally located "stick", which allows the

jet VTOL pilot more freedom in the cockpit.

In developing the necessary controls and instrument

displays for vertical flight, Ryan engineers have made ev-

ery effort to make the cockpit as simple, neat and con-

ventional as possible, so that any well-trained jet pilot

can easily make the transition to VTOL flight.

COMPUTER EQUIPMENT
The VTOL flight simulator has played a major part

in determining what instruments and controls are used

in the all-weather cockpit. The "heart" of the simulator

is the impressive array of analog computing equipment

which impels the flight simulator in pitch and yaw move-

ment exactly as a plane would respond to controls under

actual flight conditions.

The computer installation consists of four major com-
puting consoles, together with a wide variety of sine boxes,

square root boxes, multipliers and other auxiliary equip-

ment. Lateral and longitudinal equations of motion are

set up on two of the computers, while aerodynamic forces

(Continued on Page 32)

Original Vertijet cockpit mockup has limited instrumentation.
It was greatly improved for actual installation in Ryan X-13.

Incredible maze of computing equipment used in VTOL flight

simulator duplicates Vertijet's performance in actual flight.
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RYAX CO-SPONSORS HIGIH SPEED
SYMPOSIUM

Manned rocket to girdle

globe discussed in

Ryan paper

RYAN co-sponsored a Symposium

on High Speed Aerodynamics and

Structures, recently, along with the Air

Force (Air Research and Development

Command), Convair Division of Gen-

eral Dynamics and the University of

California. Military and civilian aero-

nautical and astronautical (space trav-

el) authorities from throughout the

country attended this three-day con-

ference, where most of the information

exchanged was of a secret nature.

One of the symposium highlights

was a technical presentation by a

Ryan engineer proposing the "slingshot

launching" of a theoretical manned,

globe-girdling hypersonic rocket glider

capable of outdistancing interconti-

nental ballistic missiles.

The paper was presented by Vjeko-

slav Gradecak, Yugoslavia-born Ryan
structures engineer. It described a pi-

loted, long-range rocket glider which

would travel at near satellite speeds,

with around-the-world range, to give

scientists the opportunity to explore

space.

Ryan's recently developed "Mini-

Wate" method of fabricating a paper-

thin, lightweight, high strength steel

alloy may provide the structural means

by which the rocket glider could resist

the tremendous friction heat generated

in ascent and re-entry into the dense

atmosphere, Gradecak explained. '"Mi-

niWate", a combination of welded cor-

rugated and flat skins, creates the re-

quired strength for the least weight,

he said.

The hypersonic glider would be

launched from a sled platform on a

rail two miles long. Rockets on the

platform would be fired in sequence

by the pilot through an "umbilical

cord" connection from the glider to

provide smooth acceleration to about

(Continued on Page 30)

After "sling-shot" launching from railed rocket-powered sled, hypersonic rocket
glider zooms for altitude, then hits near-satellite speeds, in this artist's concept.
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RANAV* 120



A ne>v Rj^an Continuous-Wave Doppler Radar System

for Army navigation

ANEW automatic navigator and

flight control system, one of the

simplest, lightest and most reliable

available, is being produced by Ryan
for the U. S. Army. Designated

RANAV Model 120, the electronic

navigator uses continuous-wave Dop-
pler radar. It will be used in both

Army fixed-wing aircraft and helicop-

ters.

A unique feature of the RANAV
Model 1 20 system is its inherent adapt-

ability to low altitude "nap of the

earth" operations. The new Ryan sys-

tem gives Army aircraft and helicop-

ters pin-point navigational facility even

while flying at the extremely low alti-

tudes needed to escape enemy surveil-

lance radar.

The RANAV Model 120 can oper-

ate anywhere in the world, over all

types of terrain and with all-weather

capability. It is accurate, automatic

and continuous in operation. It is com-
pletely self-contained and requires no
ground facilities or aerological data. It

computes and displays ground speed,

drift angle, ground position, ground
track, wind speed and direction, course

and distance to destination, aircraft at-

titude and heading.

RANAV 120 equipment installed in De
Havilland "Beaver" generates two radar
beams earthward from receiver-transmit-
ter, flush-mounted in plane's fuselage.

The system may be used for point-

to-point navigation, observation, traf-

fic control, approach and landing and

many other missions. It is adequately

secure from enemy detection and
countermeasures and contains effective

counter-countermeasures.

An outgrowth of Ryan's 12-year

program of research and development

in continuous-wave radar, the RANAV
Model 120 is the third electronic navi-

gational system which Ryan has pro-

duced for the Army. It was preceded
by the Model 103 in October, 1956
and the Model 108, which was de-

livered to the Army in February, 1958.

The Model 103 was successfully

flight tested in Army aircraft at the

Army Electronic Proving Grounds,
Fort Huachuca, Arizona, while Model
108 is currently being evaluated at

that facility. The success of this pro-

gram led to the present RANAV Model
120, which is being installed in Army
L-20 De Havilland light aircraft, and
H-19 and H-34 helicopters. It will be

flight tested in a variety of missions

under all weather and simulated combat
conditions.

Major components of the RANAV
120 include a receiver-transmitter, am-
pUfier assembly, signal data converter,

ground speed computer, navigational

computer-indicator and bearing and

distance indicator. In addition, the

system incorporates a contact analog

Helicopter hovering indicator provides
all-weather capabilities and is used
for Anti-Submarine Warfare operations.

navigational display device called the

dead reckoning position indicator, plus

an integrated flight instrument which
furnishes the pilot with pitch and roll

angle, turning rate and aircraft head-

ing.

The receiver-transmitter generates

two radar beams from a single as-

sembly. The receiver-transmitter con-

sists of a divided reflector, radome,
installation shroud, wave-guide, klys-

tron transmitter and microwave crystal

mixers. The components are rigidly

joined to form a compact sealed-beam
assembly, and the entire unit is flush-

mounted on the underside of the air-

craft fuselage. Four radar beams, re-

quired for helicopter hovering capa-
bilities, are achieved by addition of

(Continued on Next Page)

Integrated flight instrument furnishes
pilot with the plane's pitch and roll

angle, turning rate and aircraft heading.

Bearing and distance indicator mounted Navigational computer indicator displays
on the plane s instrument panel, obtains present and desired latitude and longitude
information from navigational computer. ^^ ^g,, ^^ ^^^ ^-^^^ ^^j g„j direction.
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another smaller antenna to the re-

ceiver-transmitter.

The major function of the dual-

channel signal data converter is to

measure the center frequency of each

Doppler spectrum corresponding to the

center of each antenna beam, and to

provide outputs suitable for the analog

computation system.

The ground speed computer stabi-

lizes the Doppler signal data for air-

craft pitch, roll and vertical speed. The
outputs of this unit provide heading

and drift speeds, and are orthogonal

components of the aircraft ground velo-

city. These components are supplied

to the navigational computer indicator,

which resolves them about the true

heading to obtain North-South and

East-West speed data. This data is

integrated and converted to changes

in latitude and longitude.

The navigational computer indicator

also determines wind speed and direc-

tion. A memory feature provides ac-

curate navigation based on last avail-

able wind data and true air speed

during periods of radar silence or

signal loss. The unit also computes

the plane's course and distance to

destination, with the information being

displayed on the bearing and distance

indicator, mounted on the plane's in-

strument panel.

The receiver - transmitter radiates

two narrow beams of continuous-wave

energy downward and outward. They

can be directed ahead of or behind the

plane's line of flight. A portion of the

energy which reaches the earth is re-

flected back to the antenna. Because

the aircraft has components of velo-

city along these radar beams, the re-

turned energy experiences an apparent

shift in frequency which is directly

proportional to a component of the

plane's velocity. This frequency change

is called the Doppler effect.

The detected signals from the re-

ceiver-transmitter are fed to the signal

data converter which automatically

searches for, acquires and tracks the

signals to provide analog outputs pro-

portional to the Doppler frequencies.

For level flight, the sum of these fre-

quencies is proportional to the aircraft

speed over the ground. The difference

between the frequencies is proportional

to the speed in the drift direction.

With continuous-wave radar, trans-

mission and reception of radar energy

occur simultaneously, which makes it

necessary to "separate" these functions.

The simplest and most reliable method
of separation is called "space duplex-

ing." Conventionally, separate an-

tennas are used for transmission and
reception. By ingenious design, Ryan
engineers have achieved space duplex-

ing of two beams within a single re-

ceiver-transmitter unit in the RANAV
Model 120. The radar reflector is di-

vided into two parts by a partition or

septum, which also contains the micro-

wave circuitry.

Doppler signals are detected by a

direct-to-audio technique. With this

method, a small portion of transmit-

ted energy is coupled into the micro-

wave crystals to serve as the local

oscillator signal, or reference energy.

The returned energy, changed in

frequency by the Doppler effect, mixes

with the original reference energy to

produce an audio Doppler signal. There

is no intermediate frequency; IF am-
plifiers, local oscillators, and automatic

frequency control have been elimi-

nated in the RANAV Model 1 20. The

RANAV MODEL 120 SYSTEM COMPONENTS

DRIFT
SPEED

SIGNAL DATA
CONVERTER

GROUND SPEED
COMPUTER
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result is the simplest, most reliable

method of signal detection.

Because the RANAV Model 120

employs continuous-wave techniques,

transmitted energy is concentrated at

a single frequency, rather than being

spread over a broad spectrum of fre-

quencies, such as resuks from pulsed

transmission. Also, the serious "alti-

tude hole" problems encountered in

pulse-type radar do not affect a con-

tinuous-wave system.

The antenna system on the RANAV
Model 120 is rigidly fixed to the air-

craft and data stabilization is used. The
result is higher reliability, lower in-

stalled weight, smaller aircraft cut-out

area, lower volume, lower power con-

sumption, ease of calibration and
greater attitude coverage.

A two-beam antenna system is used

for normal navigation because it is a

small and lightweight system. In heli-

copters, four beams are used. This

allows for very low speed operation

where vertical speed indications and
hovering capabilities are required.

A direct-to-audio detection system
is provided to achieve reliability, sim-

plicity, minimum weight and maximum
sensitivity under anticipated environ-

mental conditions. Ratio type a-c ana-
log computers are included to ac-

complish required computations using

an absolute minimum of weight and
space. The two-beam RANAV Model
120 system weighs only 150 pounds,
while the system utilizing four fixed

beams of radiation is 15 lbs. heavier.

One of the unique design features

of the RANAV Model 120 is its abil-

ity to transmit and receive two con-
tinuous wave radar beams using only

a single antenna. Another outstanding

design feature is that the receiver-

transmitter contains no moving parts

and requires no adjustments. Also,

unlike other systems, the radome is

furnished as an integral part of the

Ryan equipment.

On a long-range mission, the navi-

gational computer-indicator is placed

in the "reset" mode and present and

destination coordinates are set in. The
set-in present position then becomes
the base of operations. The selector

on the navigation computer-indicator

is set to "destination," magnetic varia-

tion is set in, and the bearing and

distance along the shortest route to the

destination.

The Army pilot flies the aircraft

with the bearing-to-destination needle

in the 12 o'clock position. Thus the

bearing of the target coincides with

the ground track, or course flown. De-

viation from the desired bearing might

be necessary to avoid mountains or

areas of enemy concentration in "nap

of the earth" operations. However,

the system continues to indicate the

shortest route to the destination, re-

gardless of ground track being flown.

Destination coordinates can be reset

at any time during the flight.

After the destination is reached or

at any time during the mission, the

bearing back to the aircraft's base can

be displayed by the navigation com-

puter-indicator by switching to "Base"

position. The pilot is guided back to

base in the same manner as he is di-

rected to the target.

For a short-range mission, the dead

reckoning position indicator can be

used in lieu of the navigational com-

puter-indicator. The dead reckoning

position indicator has a "bug" in the

form of an illuminated arrowhead

which indicates the plane's heading and

present position on a map or scaled

coordinate grid.

The equipment is energized prior to

take-off and the "bug" is set to the

present position of the aircraft. Varia-

tion between magnetic and true north

or grid north is also set in. Throughout

the entire flight, the pilot is provided

with "how am 1 doing" and "what

should I do" navigational information.

He can see at a glance what his rela-

tive position is with respect to the

target, the base, or any other points

of interest. He is provided with present

position, course and distance to desti-

nation and base, as well as aircraft

heading and attitude. Enemy areas or

flight obstacles can be marked on the

indicator and avoided by the pilot.

The first RANAV Model 120 was

delivered in April, 1958. It will be

evaluated in a variety of missions

under all conditions in order to demon-

strate the improved mission capabili-

ties that can be achieved by use of a

self-contained integrated navigation

and flight instrumentation system.

Dead-reckoning position indicator, whicli can be used for sliort-range missions.
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Jim Mandyck, John Williams and Bob Thiess, of laboratory instrument section, at work on pressure instrument calibration testing.

NEW TOOLS OF SCIEN
Laboraiorr becomes oraele of fast-moving air age

NINETEEN years ago a unique

experiment was launched by tlie

Ryan Aeronautical Company. A Ma-
terial and Process Laboratory, consist-

ing of two employees and occupying

an area 20 by 40 feet, commenced op-

eration. From its inception in 1939,

the laboratory has exhibited a steady

growth and development. Today, it

plays an important role in Ryan re-

18

search and development projects.

The comparatively meager ensemble

of technical equipment and facilities of

the early days has been markedly im-

proved. Now located on the main floor

of Ryan's modern new Engineering

and Research Center, the laboratory

provides Ryan with the most complete

testing apparatus in company history.

Two factors play a prominent part

in the Engineering Laboratory's activ-

ities. One is keeping abreast of current

knowledge, developments and new ma-
terials. The other is the application of

"free thinking" in order to develop new
products, materials and processes, and

improve on the present ones. One of

the laboratory's basic responsibilities is

to apply the products and knowledge

gained bv research to the ad\antase of



Ryan customers.

As aviation continues to surmount

new barriers, materials used in aircraft

fabrication must be continuously evalu-

ated and new materials must be sought

to withstand the high temperatures and

stresses imposed by supersonic flight.

The stringent demands of high-speed

flight have required the accumulation

of specialized information on the prop-

erties of structural alloys.

For several years, Ryan has been a

Clara Aldrich, researcfi analyst, makes
carbon analysis on metal sample using
induction furnace for heat. Furnace
produces temperatures up to 3,000°F.

CE

leader in the investigation and research

of the structural applications of titan-

ium. In this respect, Ryan has provided

key research data for metal producers

which guides them in the evolution of

new alloys tailored to meet industrial

needs. Research has been conducted

on the fabrication of typical aircraft

sections of titanium alloy to evaluate

(Continued on Next Page)

Test Engineer Thurman Johnson, hydraulic test section, checks aircraft hydraulic
components with recorder and Rucker hydraulic test bench. Accurate tests

are conducted on actuators, motors, etc., used in modern, high-speed jets.

Technician Edwin Kimbrough conducts test to find tensile strength of titanium

sample on Baldwin stress machine In physical test lab. Ryan has been a leader

in the investigation and research of the structural applications of titanium.
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Larry Anderson, Senior Test Engineer, adjusts oscilloscope prior to running vi-

bration tests on components of Ryan automatic navigator. Signal data converter
is mounted on vibration exciter jig, lower center, for horizontal vibration test.

Electronics Engineers Fred Schoelkopf and Maurice Kelly ready temperature-humi-
dity-altitude chamber for tests. Used for environmental testing, chamber eon
simulate altitudes up to 100,000 feet; relative humidity from 20 to 95 percent.

strength, temperature, weight and cor-

rosion resistance qualities as compared
with magnesium, stainless steel and
aluminum alloys.

Under a current Air Force contract,

Ryan metallurgists are conducting stu-

dies and tests to determine manufac-
turing and processing techniques re-

quired to fabricate titanium alloys con-

taining aluminum, vanadium and tin.

Tests included channel section roll

forming characteristics, drop hammer
forming techniques, hydropress form-
ing procedures, sizing methods, heliarc

weld sample properties and descaling

and cleaning procedures.

In the field of plastics, Ryan chemists

have perfected a "plastic foam" com-
posed principally of polyester resin and
isocyanate. The foam is inserted in the

flotation compartments of the Ryan
"Firebee", jet target drone missiles,

and keeps the drones afloat after water

immersion until recovery by helicopter

or boat. Cost of the foam is much less

than that of commercial preparations,

formerly used in the Firebee. In addi-

tion, the laboratory has developed such

products as insulation for pneumatic

ducting, electroformed waveguides,

advanced printed circuits and a com-
pletely salt water-resistant protective

coating for the Firebee.

Research now being actively pur-

sued includes the development of plat-

ing baths with improved cathode effi-

ciency to reduce hydrogen embrittle-

ment of high tension steels. Sulfamate

nickel and electroless nickel baths are

two such preparations which are under

investigation.

In the development field. Ryan la-

boratory personnel are continually

searching for new processes, products,

devices and materials. Maintaining and
improving the quality of existing pro-

ducts by process control and the re-

duction of production and maintenance

costs are of paramount importance.

In its successful 19 years of exist-

ence, the laboratory has graphically

illustrated the modem concept of pio-

neering by teamwork. Its emphasis on
development work has not only en-

abled Ryan to keep pace with com-

petitive developments, but has en-

hanced the enviable reputation Ryan
now enjoys in the field of high tem-

perature metal fabrication.



FRAME, BRAIN AND MUSCLE
R^an experience covers the three phases of missile technology

MODERN missiles have not only changed the concepts

of global strategy—but also the concepts of heat,

speed and power. The incredible fuel consumptions, ac-

celerations and temperatures of these man-made meteors

have made manufacturing methods obsolete. Tiny imper-

fections can cause a missile to run amok through violent,

unstable combustion or wildly erratic guidance.

Ryan is not only well equipped to meet the challenge

of the new missile era—Ryan has been an experienced

producer in this exacting field for many years. Ryan en-

gineering and production teams work in all three areas

of missile technology: "Frame" (aerodynamics), "Brain"

(electronics guidance) and "Muscle" (propulsion).

Officially designated a "drone missile" by the Air

Force, the Ryan Firebee has missile capability in that it

can carry a 500-pound payload which could be devoted to

a warhead and an electronic "brain" to seek out and

destroy an enemy. Ryan engineers designed the Firebee,

which is the highest performance "flying bull's-eye" in

operation with the armed services, and designed the elec-

tronics system for controlUng and guiding it.

For five years, Ryan has been producing the powerful

liquid-fuel rocket motors for the Army's Corporal guided

missile and the ramjet combustion chambers used in the

Air Force's potent Bomarc interceptor missile. In the

field of propulsion, Ryan experience goes back to the

first commercially-built afterburner, in 1946, and thous-

ands of important jet engine components in service today.

For 12 years, Ryan has concentrated in the field of

continuous-wave Doppler radar, achieving industry lead-

ership in applying these principles to the solution of com-
plex navigation and guidance problems. From this re-

search, the Ryan Electronics Division is producing auto-

matic navigational systems for both Navy jet planes and

helicopters and Army aircraft and helicopters. Here, also,

an advanced system of guidance for a supersonic missile

is being developed from special Ryan electronics

knowledge.
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Miles of wire, numbered, pre-eut, pre-tinned, hang in specially designed racks witliin easy reach of Eunice La Berge and Cora Weyer.

WIRE !$ERVI€E
Custom-designed work areas and pre-cut wires speed Firebee production

by ALAN G. DIMOND, Supervisor, Inspection Department, Ryan Torrance Division

Wire streams smoothly post Mildred Snider at numbering and
cutting station. Electronically-controlled machine stamps
wire with right number, unreels correct length, then cuts it.

Giant's comb— a specially designed finger rack— holds cut
and numbered wires in order in which they'll be used. Nelda
Mussar feeds wires into stripping machine, then pre-tins them.
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Parts pile up on tier of trays. Dispatcher Dean Miller keeps
rack filled, smooths out flow of plugs, small parts, and sub-
assemblies from stock room shelves to assembly work stations.
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Joe Potti pumps potting compound into back of plugs to insure
insulation. Peg boards, which hold harnesses during time com-
pound sets, are counterbalanced for easy raising and lowering.

NEW techniques in production have cut more than 75

per cent of the time needed to assemble the intri-

cate electronic harnesses on Ryan's jet-powered Firebee

target drone. The new methods were introduced when
the Firebee assembly line was moved to the Ryan Tor-

rance Division plant.

The harnesses are loops and lengths of wire that con-

trol the flight of the fleet jet "bull's-eye." They act as a

sort of "nervous system," activating jet engine controls,

and aileron, elevator and rudder servomechanisms. Upon

Intricate harness, part of Firebee "nervous system," gets fin-

ishing touches from assembler Lorraine Holinghaus, as she dis-

cusses wiring problem with electric shop foreman Bessie Berry.
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completion of the drone's mission, they activate the para-

chute which saves the drone for further flights.

An analysis of the methods formerly used to make up
the harnesses showed one very promising area for cor-

rective action. Wire number searching and wire sorting

at assembly work stations amounted to a large amount
of assembly time. Elimination of this searching and sort-

ing would break a major bottleneck in the production

set-up.

First step in smashing the bottleneck was the installa-

tion of a wire numbering machine. To it was added an

electronically-directed wire cutter, which cuts individual

wires to proper length. A finger rack, resembling a giant

comb set on edge, completed the equipment.

Wires come off the numbering and cutting machine
in the order in which they'll be attached to the harness

plugs. This same sequence is followed in loading the

wires, in bundles, into the finger rack.

Another time-saver, a work station which strips and
tins all wires before they move into the assembly work
stations, is the next step in the production line. The sta-

tion, using a pneumatically operated stripper and a hot

solder pot, eliminates this job at the final assembly bench.

After stripping and tinning, the wires are reloaded on the

finger rack.

A loading station is the next step. The cut wires are

placed in vertical frames, still in the order in which they'll

be used. The frames, together with trays containing plugs

and sub-assemblies, connectors, pins, and other purchased
parts, are put into racks in back of each work station.

These racks do double duty, since the work stations are

(Continued on Page 30)
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OFFICIAL U S iiR FORCE PHOTO

Just prior to take-off at the Pentagon, an Air Force camera catches Peter Girard, Ryan Chief Test Pilot, making cockpit cheek.

"'•STANDING ON A TAIL OF

The world's most experienced jet VTOL
pilot, Peter F. Girord, eloquently de-
scribes Ryan Vertijet performance with
pilot's sign language — hand talk.

24

Peter Girard tells the "Pilot's Story*" oti

(AS TOLD TO JOHN K. PELLOW)

//THERE'S no sweat to flying a

I Vertijet . . . just be sure you know
the airplane's systems and capabilities."

This is the way Peter F. Girard,

Ryan Chief Engineering Test Pilot, de-

scribes flight in the X-13 Vertijet, the

world's first jet VTOL airplane. Gir-

ard, who has made 125 flights in the

Vertijet, is the only pilot who has

flown a jet plane through a complete

VTOL mission: Vertical take-off, tran-

sition, horizontal flight, transition and

vertical landing.

"Every flight takes careful planning,"

Girard states, "as if you are preparing

for an instrument flight in a conven-

tional airplane.

"Flying the X-13 might be compared

to flying a combination jet and heli-

copter. I feel that my flight time in a

helicopter has been valuable to me in

handling the Vertijet. although many
pilots may not find it necessary. Con-

trol harmony and response in the X-13
are very good. Maneuverability, par-

ticularly in the vertical hovering atti-



tude, is excellent—comparable to that

of a helicopter.

"Below 10,000 feet altitude I can

out-maneuver and out-climb any con-

ventional jet fighter in the Vertijet,

even though it is an experimental

plane. It was not designed for high

speed flight, so its high potential in this

category has not been explored.

"There are two control systems in

the airplane. The jet reaction control

system is used in vertical flight and

hovering. For conventional flight, the

aerodynamic control system used is

very similar to that of any other delta

wing airplane.

PRE-FLIGHT CHECKS

"Before each flight, I make a care-

ful walk-around inspection of the air-

plane to check all control surfaces, the

jet stabilization system, hook assembly,

dampers and damper actuators and

other components.

"I climb into the cockpit while the

Vertijet is in horizontal position on its

ground service trailer and make a thor-

ough cockpit check. The engine is

started, and while the airplane is being

raised to a vertical attitude, I make the

necessary instrument checks. It is im-

portant to spend as little time as pos-

sible on these checks in order to save

fuel. Because the X-13 is a research

airplane and carries a lot of test equip-

ment, it doesn't carry as much fuel as

HOT GAS"
lying the RTan Vertijet

an operational version would.

"The four instruments which are

most important to me in flying the

X-13 are the turbine tachometer, air-

speed indicator, altimeter and vertical

velocity indicator. For vertical velo-

city indication, we use a sailplane vari-

ometer which is quite sensitive. In a

pinch, I'd fly the Vertijet without the

use of any instrument we have, except

one. I wouldn't want to fly the air-

plane without a tachometer that was

(Continued on Next Page)

Vertijet's engine is started before the bed of the ground service trailer

is raised to a vertical position, virhile pilot makes last-minute checks.

History is made as the "high stgn" is signaled to Girard marking the end of
first flight, as Ryan X-13 hooks onto cable. Pilot's seat on the Vertijet is

rotatable through 45-degree angle, allows pilot greater ease of control.
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Thrust exceeds weight as the X-13 seemingly defies the law of gravity. In

this photo, Girard has just lifted the plane off the trailer suspension
cable, and will "bock" the plane away before transitioning to level flight.

working perfectly. It's the one indis-

pensable instrument because it tells me
'how I'm doing" in terms of thrust, and

it's thrust, and thrust alone, that keeps

me in the air when I'm flying in a ver-

tical attitude.

"When the airplane is completely

vertical, my feet are raised above my
head, even though we have the seat

made so it tilts forward 45 degrees, to

accommodate the diflFerent positions for

vertical and horizontal flight. This

feet-high position gives you a strange

sensation at first, but after a few flights

you get used to it. Ifs not unduly un-

comfortable or fatiguing, because you
spend only a few minutes in this atti-

tude at any time.

TAKE-OFF TECHNIQUES

"To take off, I graduaUy add throt-

tle, getting more engine thrust, until

delivered thrust slightly exceeds the

weight of the airplane. At this mo-
ment, the Vertijet rises and the nose

hook breaks free from the cable. Now
I'm hovering, standing on a streaming

column of hot jet exhaust gas. When I

first tried this maneuver, I was natu-

rally concerned about controllability.

However, the jet reaction control sys-

tem in the X-13 is extremely respon-

sive and effective. The airplane has

excellent maneuverability, as the mo-

tion picture footage proves. In the

vertical hovering attitude, it almost

puts a helicopter to shame.

"Then, I "back" the plane away from

Unusual series of photos made by Fairchild Sequence camera shows the Vertijet transition from vertical to horizontal flight.
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the trailer. This is done by easing

back on the stick, and holding the rud-

der neutral. To turn the plane around

for the transition, I kick right rudder,

and the plane rolls about the longi-

tudinal axis to the right. Wind veloc-

ity affects the Vertijet slightly, but not

nearly as much as it did the propeller

VTOL planes. What I do is to 'lean'

the airplane in the direction of the wind
to compensate for it.

"I generally make the transition to

horizontal flight between 100 and 150
feet altitude, although I have made it as

low as 50 feet. I make it a practice to

complete the transition as quickly as

possible to save fuel. The actual tran-

sition is like shifting gears in an auto-

mobile. Thrust is added, and the plane

is gradually pitched over. Throughout

the entire transition, I watch the

ground, glancing into the cockpit once

or twice to check the air speed.

HOW IT FEELS

"The transition to level flight is an

enjoyable experience. During the early

stages, I find that the airplane buffets,

much like a high speed stall in a con-

ventional airplane. Caused by sepa-

rated air flow, the buffeting is not ob-

jectionable, and also serves as a guide

to the progress of the transition. As
the airspeed increases, the buffeting

vanishes quite abruptly. I'd compare
it to driving a car at high speed down
a rough dirt road, and then suddenly

breaking out on smooth concrete.

(Continued on page 32)

First published photo of X-13 cockpit
with the classified jet stabilization in-

strument panel blacked out. All other
instrumentation on the panel is standard.

At this stage of the transition, lift from the plane's delta wing is still

negligible. Lift becomes apparent at 130 knots, transition is complete at

180-200 knots. Girard compares transition to "driving a car down a rough

dirt rood at high speed, then suddenly breaking out en smooth concrete."
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VIGILANT YERTIJETS
(Continued from Page 2)

But with one essential difference. They

can locate and hit the target and return

to their hidden bases for a second and

a third or an indefinite number of mis-

sions. They can bring back a human
assessment of the situation, perform

military reconnaissance, and do a dozen

things the missile will not do in a tac-

tical situation."

VTOL aircraft, in this situation, of-

fer two distinct advantages. One, if

small bases can be established in the

threatened area, VTOL aircraft can

spearhead the deterrent forces without

the expense and time necessary to con-

struct complex bases. Two, if bases

cannot be established, in time, VTOL
aircraft, operating from aircraft car-

riers, cargo ships, attack transports,

and in fact, virtually any naval vessel,

can almost instantaneously erect a

shield against attack.

Two other compelling reasons —
safety and economy — argue for the

adoption of VTOL aircraft. Conven-

tional aircraft are being designed for

higher and higher airspeed;. Take-off

and landing speeds rise higher, pilot

reaction time becomes more critical

and the margin of safety during take-

off and landing is reduced accordingly.

An airplane destroyed during take-off

is not an effective weapon. The long

landing roll makes the miles-long run-

way an expensive necessity, and one

easy to detect and put out of action.

In an effort to reduce ground speed

and increase lift, increasingly complex,

heavy and expensive equipment is be-

ing added to modern aircraft. Wings,

in addition to their basic structure, now
often carry leading edge slats, flaps,

speed brakes, and boundary layer con-

trol devices. Parachutes are deployed

to assist in reducing ground roll. To
handle the enormous shock of landing

the modern 30,000 pound interceptor

at upwards of 150 knots, the wheels,

tires, supporting members, struts and

shock absorbers are carrying greater

loads. To keep the silhouette of the

aircraft compatible with supersonic

flight, this gear must be hidden within

the airplane, usually in the wing, which
is already burdened with lift augmen-
tation devices. To the landing gear are

added retraction mechanisms, locks,

doors, actuators, hydraulic systems,

shimmy dampers and controls. Every

German Air Chief

Visits Ryan Plant

The head of a West German Air

Force Mission to the United States,

Lt. Gen. Joseph Kommhuber, sec-

ond from left, is shown conferring

with Ryan officials during recent

visit to plant, where he and seven

other German officers were briefed

on the Ryan Firebee, automatic

navigator, and Vertiplane projects.

Ryanites in photo are, left to right,

Fred Landgraf, chief of airplane

projects; Adm. C. F. Coe, USN, ret.,

assistant to the vice president, en-

gineering division; and Bruce Smith,

vice president, engineering and mili-

tary relations.

unit of this mass of material is subject

to failure, and each failure is contrib-

utory to placing the aircraft out of

action.

Moreover, the weight of this equip-

ment subtracts from the airplane's ca-

pability. Either speed is reduced, arm-

ament is reduced, or fuel load, and

thus operating radius, is reduced.

Fortunately the X-13 Vertijet leaves

landing gear and accessories on the

ground. The extra thrust provided

to fly the Vertijet vertically can be de-

voted to higher performance in tactical

operation in horizontal flight. And the

weight saved can be used to increase

operating radius or armament. The re-

liability of the aircraft has been en-

hanced by the elimination of take-off

and landing components.

In containing the threat of either

all-out nuclear war or f)eripheral war,

the West has found a new and valuable

weapon system. A system which can

relieve the enormous task of building

and maintaining expensive, hard-to-

supply bases, and a system which can

be moved from trouble area to trouble

area with a minimum of difficulty. This

system has been developed, tested and

appraised. It is not in the future. The
Vertijet is here.

DOUGLAS DC-8

DEBUT

(Continued from Page 5)

Douglas Santa Monica plant in the de-

sign and layout phases of the pods and

pylons, while fabrication was getting

under way in San Diego. Designs were

engineered to provide pod structures

for three different types of engines

—

Pratt & Whitney J-57s, Pratt & Whit-

ney J-75s. and Rolls-Royce Conways.

The J-57s will power the big ship on

domestic routes, while the J-75s and

Conways will provide thrust for inter-

continental versions.

An important feature, and one very

welcome to airline operators, is the

interchangeability of parts in the DC-8.

Pod and pylon parts are alike from

plane to plane, substantially reducing

maintenance overhead and airplane

downtime in the event of replacement.

This demanded precise fabricating

techniques, calling for all the skill that

Ryan has achieved in more than

twenty years of fabricating aviation

metals.

Eleven DC-8s are now on the Doug-
las production line. Production will

accelerate until six DC-8s will roll out

of the plant at Long Beach each month,

all of them equipped with Ryan-built

jet pods and pylons.

Before the plane goes into scheduled

airhne service, a comprehensive test-

ing program for C.A..'\. certification

will be carried out. Douglas will use

a total of nine aircraft in this flight

test program.

When the DC-8 enters commercial

service, it will whisk 176 passengers in

luxurious comfort from coast-to-coast

in less than five hours. The intercon-

tinental versions, with a fuel capacity

of 21,600 gallons, will be able to fly

non-stop from Paris or London to

New York against a 70-mph headwind

with a full payload of 36.000 pounds.

Cruise speed will be 590 miles per

hour.



MINIWATE
(Continued from Page 3)

Engineering Division, who spear-

headed the intensive three-year re-

search and development program cul-

minating in "MiniWate," received the

first prize and a plaque at a banquet

in the Drake Hotel, Chicago, a high-

light of the Design Engineering Show,

which attracted 25,000 product design

experts to the International Amphi-
theater April 14-17.

"MiniWate" samples were displayed

at the exhibit of Armco Steel Corp.,

supplier of the steel foil, and at the

exhibit of the national trade magazine,

"Materials in Design Engineering,"

sponsor of the annual product design

competition.

The award to Ryan was for "sound,

imaginative and progressive use of

engineering materials" and for "sig-

nificance in terms of setting new
trends in use of engineering materials."

Judges were John P. Nielsen, Chair-

man, Department of Metallurgical En-

gineering, New York University; Peter

Thomson, Industrial Designer, Ray-

mond Loewy Associates; Joseph L.

Bonanno, Chief Engineer, Lionel

Corp., and Victor F. Sepavich, Man-
ager of Research and Development,

Crompton and Knowles Corp.

A potential use of "MiniWate" is

foreseen for hypersonic rocket gliders,

capable of traveling around the world

non-stop after "slingshot launching"

from a rocket sled on the ground.

Such use was outlined recently by

Vjekoslav Gradecak, Ryan structures

engineer, to the Symposium on High

Speed Aerodynamics and Structures,

conducted in San Diego by the Air

Force, the University of California,

Convair and Ryan.

Mitchell's "MiniWate" development

was summarized for the first time to

the general public in the article, "Sup-

ersonic Steel," published in the "Ryan

Reporter" last December, and stem-

ming from a paper originally presented

earlier at a Society of Automotive

Engineers meeting.

Mitchell, 52, has been in the aircraft

industry for more than 30 years. He
joined Ryan in 1953, and was respon-

sible for stress design on the X-13
Vertijet, the Vertiplane and the

Firebee.

DC- 8 POD AXD PYLO]\ PROGRAM
AT RYAX STARS IX DOUGLAS MOVIE

A Douglas Aircraft Company mo-
tion-picture crew, complete with

giant flood-lights, carbon-arc lamps,
and all the rest of the parapher-
nalia usually associated with Holly-

wood film productions, moved into

Ryan's San Diego plant recently.

Star of the show was the Douglas
DC-8 Jetliner pod and pylon pro-

Cl.iic Grounds (left) Douglas Chief

Cvueramaii, and John Mahon, Doughs
Producer-Director, discuss camera angle

during shooting of movie at Ryan.

duction program now underway at

Ryan. Supporting stars were Ryan
workers. Producer-director was John
Mahon, Jr., of Douglas, and Chief
Cameraman was Clare Grounds, Jr.,

also of Douglas.
Purpose of the film is to describe

to Douglas customers the precision
workmanship used by Ryan in

building the pods and pylons for
Douglas' new giant of the skies.

Tliis attention to precision pays
off for the airline operator. Parts
in the pods and pylons are inter-

changeable from Jetliner to Jet-
liner, keeping downtime to a mini-
mum.

The camera crews covered every
phase of the production program,
from plaster pattern making to
final assembly. Every facet of the
job went on film, from individual
part fabrication to sub-assembly,
from nose cowls to side panels,
from engine building to fitting

smooth skin sections in place.
Under that super-smooth skin lie

skeletons of tremendous strength,
composed of thousands of individ-
ual parts. Each part, in line with
the Douglas policy of interchange-
ability, had to be accurate to with-
in five one-thousandths of an inch.
They not only had to look alike,
they had to be alike. Tlie camera
will help prove that they are.
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FIRST KDA-4 FIREBEE COMPLETED
The first Navy Firebee drone missile to be designated KDA-4 is shown

coming off the assembly line at the Torrance plant this month. The suc-

cessor to the KDA-1 is equipped with an improved autopilot system. Shown

giving the drone, No. 161. a final checkup are, left to right, O. L. Vance,

aircraft assembler general. Department 800; and D. L. Crisp, drone

assembly foreman.

WIRE SERVICE

(Continued from Page 2i)

arranged back-to-back, with the racks

between the stations.

Now, rather than search among a

thick bundle of wires for the right one,

the assembler has only to reach behind

her, pull a single wire from the frame

in its proper sequence, and attach it

to the proper connector in the plug.

The wire has already been cut to the

proper length, and its ends have al-

ready been stripped and tinned.

After single plugs are wired, the

plug is moved to a harness assembly

board. The board contains the phy-

sical layout of the harness, so that it's

no trick to complete a complicated

harness. The board also has holding

pins and plug connections so that a

test lamp can be used to give an im-

mediate check for circuit continuity

after the harness is completed.

When the harness has been com-

pletely assembled, an insulating com-

pound is forced into the hollow back

of the plug, around the pin connectors.

This compound, which is purchased in

a frozen condition and kept hard in a

deep freeze at 20 degrees below zero,

is softened by allowing it to come to

room temperature. An air gun, work-

ing at 90 psi, is used to force the com-
pound into the plug. Curing of the pot-

ting compound is accomplished by

raising the harnesses, which have been

placed in special boards and frames

built for this purpose, into an infra-

red lamp bank. The frame is counter-

balanced for easy raising and lowering.

The construction of the flight con-

trol electrical system presented a dif-

ficult problem. Since the flight con-

trol box uses wires which are much
shorter and smaller in diameter than

the rest of the Firebee, a color code is

used, and the wires are hand-cut.

However, the same system is used.

Each flight control box is sent to an

assembly station with the proper num-
ber of wires, pre-cut to the proper

length. The assembler need only at-

tach the wires to the correct points.

Measuring, cutting and sorting have

been eliminated.

HIGH-SPEED SYMPOSIUM
(Continued from Page 13)

500 miles an hour in approximately

25 seconds at a force of only 1 G
(
gravity )

.

"When airborne speed is reached,

the pilot cuts in the glider's own power,

consisting of liquid fuel rockets, almost

simultaneously releasing the latches se-

curing the vehicle to the platform,"

Gradecak said.

"A steep angle of ascent, of about

35 to 40 degrees, would be quickly

attained through pilot control. On its

own rocket power, the vehicle would

climb to about 100,000 feet, then level

off, and gain speed in a more gradual

climb.

"Maximum speed would be attained

in burn-out of the rockets at about

200,000 feet altitude, where the glider

would be traveling at between 15,000

and 18,000 miles an hour.""

From this point, the glider would

enter a ballistic course, like a bullet,

at a very gentle angle of descent be-

yond aerodynamic control in the thin

upper atmosphere. With the glider"s

trajectory "rigidified"", the pilot would

be able only to perform corrections of

its attitude to prevent tumbling,

through use of a small amount of fuel

to supply jet nozzles in the wing.

"During the long glide back to earth,

the pilot would be able to make ob-

servations according to his mission,"

Gradecak said.

"As altitude and speed are lost in

the approach to denser atmosphere,

the aerodynamic controls become ef-

fective again, and the pilot would be

able to maneuver the glider fully when
it is slowed down to a speed of 2.000

miles an hour at about 100.000 feet

altitude. Through his side windows, he

could see his destination 100 miles

away, and aim at his landing place

at subsonic speed.

The "slingshot" method of launching

eliminates the tremendous amount of

fuel required to get a tail-sitter rocket

off the ground, Gradecak explained.

"Bypassing the need for fuel within

the vehicle to attain airborne speed

saves an enormous amount of weight."

he said.

"The manned hypersonic rocket gli-

der is a vehicle that bridges the re-

search gap between aeronautics and
astronautics. It is an intermediate but

essential step before true interplane-

tary travel. By such means will we

learn the biological and psychological

problems confronting man so that this

body of knowledge can be incorporated

into a space vehicle proper.""

Rocket gliders designed for "short"

hops of 6,000 miles would be useful

as intercontinental passenger aircraft;

when boosted to a range of 12.000

miles, they could be used for global

travel, with any part of the earth with-

( Continued on Sext Page)
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in its nonstop range, Gradecak de-

clared.

"Beyond that, a 24,000-mile, globe

girdling glider would be capable of ex-

ploring space dynamics and the reac-

tions of man to space environment,"

he said.

The pilot would be protected from

the extreme environmental conditions

by air conditioning and insulation of

the capsule, and by a space suit (al-

ready developed) which would help

control pressure, humidity and temp-

erature.

FIREBEE SYMPOSIUM
(Continued from Page 7)

phases of Firebee operations and dis-

cussed advanced Firebee missile evalu-

ation systems. Curtis L. Bates, Ryan

Assistant Chief Engineer, was chair-

man of the symposium.

In operational use with the Air

Force and Navy, the Firebee realistic-

ally "stands in" for enemy jet aircraft

in testing the performance of air-to-air

and surface-to-air missiles. Over 1000

Firebee flights have been made, many
of them at speeds of over 600 mph,

altitudes above 50,000 feet and for

durations of more than one hour.

Firebee Drone Squadrons and

groups are operating at Vincent AFB,
Arizona; Air Force Missile Develop-

ment Center, New Mexico; Eglin

AFB, Florida; Tyndall AFB, Florida;

NAS Chincoteague, Virginia; NAS
Brown Field, California; Navy Ord-

nance Test Station, China Lake, Cali-

fornia; and Naval Air Missile Test

Center, Pt. Mugu, California.

SKY-HIGH SERVICE

STATION
(Continued from Page 9)

up as two contrails converge. One trail

is made by a Boeing B-52 bomber, the

other by a KC-135 tanker. The B-52,

armed and loaded, is part of the re-

taliatory striking force so vital to the

nation's defense.

In dramatic, well-publicized speed

runs such as "Sun Run", and in every-

day, unheralded tasks such as the B-52

performs, the KC-135 extends the

range and combat potential of the Stra-

tegic and Tactical Air Commands of

the United States Air Force.

The great jet-propelled tanker re-

places the smaller, slower, piston en-

gined Boeing KC-97. As flight speeds

of combat planes rose, mid-air refuel-

ing from the KC-97 became awkward,
necessitated drops in speed and range.

The KC-97 refueled at 15,000 feet at

220 mph. Slowing down the 1,000

mph fighters posed some real flight

problems. Today, with the KC-135,
refueling is accomplished at 35,000
feet, at 520 mph.
The Air Force has ordered hundreds

of the big jet-fast ships, and Ryan, as

it did with the KC-97, is building the

aft fuselage sections. These 40-foot

sections are the largest subcontracted

on a mass production basis in the air-

craft industry.

A few weeks ago, as production at

the Ryan plant began to slip into high

gear, the 100th section rolled out of

the factory, bound for the Boeing plant

in Seattle, Washington. There, due to

the close production tolerances held by

Ryan, the fuselage section would mate
perfectly with its forward fuselage

counterpart.

Ryan, in tooling up for the job, ex-

panded the facilities which had pro-

duced 875 fuselage sections for the

KC-97. New deep-throated spotweld-

ers and positioning tables, the largest

in the industry, were moved into po-

sition, and new techniques, including

the use of television cameras, were in-

troduced.

With Boeing, Ryan helped to make
the KC-97 Stratofreighter the most
useful "workhorse" of the Air Force.

Now, Ryan is joined with Boeing in

building "flying gas stations" that can

keep up with the new jet Air Force.

RYAX EIVGIIVEERS WRITE
AIVALOG COMPUTING ROOK

Two Ryan engineers are putting
the finishing touches on a weighty
manuscript which has been accepted
for publication by McGraw-Hill, one
of the nation''s leading technical

book publishers.

The co-authors are George W.
Smith, research group engineer and
Roger C. Wood, dynamics engineer,
who have organized a wealth of
material into an authoritative vol-

lune on "Analog Computing."
The book, designed as an ad-

vanced text to be used in university

classes and for reference purposes,
will contain more than 400 pages
and will sell for about $8. The pub-
lisher estimates a sale of about

15,000 copies over a period of

several years. Publication is sched-

uled about 9 months from now.
Much of the information utilized

by Smith and Wood was acquired

during their electronic analog com-
puter work at Ryan in connection

with flight control system analysis

on the X-13 Vertijet project.

Collaborators on a new textbook "Analog Computing" to he published by McGraw-
Hill are. left to right, Ryan engineers Roger C. Wood and George If". Smith, shown
at analog computer as they check their bulky manuscript.
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JET YTOL COCKPIT
(Continued from Ptige 12)

and the stabilization equipment are set

up on the other two.

Cockpit instrumentation is obtained

directly from the computers. Signals

proportional to the desired quantities

are obtained from the equations of

motion, and are fed to various galva-

nometer type meters on the simulator's

instrument panel.

When the pilot moves the stick in

the cockpit, the actual hardware being

controlled responds. The amount of

movement is transmitted to the analog

equipment for inclusion in the equa-

tions of motion.

TEST METHODS

In developing an all-weather VTOL
cockpit, a successive refinement pro-

cedure was used in dealing with im-

provements. First, a "shakedown" dis-

play was built. Adjustments and re-

visions to the shakedown display were

freely made. Once this phase was com-

pleted, 14 pilots evaluated various in-

strument-control combinations under

controlled test conditions.

The pilots were all former Air Force,

Navy or Marine pilots, none of whom
had previous VTOL simulator or ac-

tual VTOL flying time. Instructions

on how to fly the simulator were given

to the pilots by means of a tape re-

corder. They were thoroughly briefed

in all phases of simulator "flight" be-

fore actually flying it.

During the simulator tests, provision

was made to permit scoring of the

various pilots' performance by geome-

tric means. Each pilot was required to

commence his flight "under the hood"

4,000 feet away from a landing circle

and at an altitude of 400 feet. He was

then required to fly through transition

to a hovering attitude and let down
for a landing within a 50-foot circle

in order to qualify for the grade of "A".

Altogether, five different instrument-

control combinations were evaluated.

The best features of each display were

combined in successive arrangements,

culminating in the combination engi-

neers deemed most feasible for all-

weather VTOL flight.

The instrument considered to be the

most important in all-weather VTOL
flight is the Flight Attitude Indicator.

It provides the Vertijet pilot with pitch
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T. CLAUDE RYAN

Horatio Alger

Ai^ard to Ryan

The "Horatio Alger" success
story of T. Claude Ryan, company
president, has won national recog-
nition from the American Schools
and Colleges Association.

Ryan was one of eight industrial
and civic leaders named by the As-
sociation to receive its 12th annual
Horatio Alger Awards at ceremonies
in the Waldorf Astoria, New York
City, May 8. The 1958 winners
were chosen by ballots distributed
to 3,000 campus leaders in 500
colleges throughout the United
Stales.

The awards, dedicated to the free
enterprise system, are given to

.\niericans who have demonstrated
this nation's tradition of equal op-
portunity by rising from humble
beginnings to achieve success
"through hard work, honesty and
determination."

Among winners in previous years
are former President Herbert
Hoover, Bernard Barueh, C. L. Ket-
tering, Dr. Ralph Bunche, Dr. Mil-
ton Eisenhower, General David Sar-
nolf , Conrad Hilton and Capt. Eddie
Rickenbacker.

The conimitlee sponsoring the
awards also makes scholarship funds
available to deserving students in

schools and colleges.

The Horatio .\lger award recalled
how Ryan began his aviation career
36 years ago by selling his Model-
T Ford and cleaning out his bank
account to purchase for S400 a war-
surplus Jenny with which he made
sightseeing flights, gave instruction
and barnstormed from a postage
stamp-sized air field along San
Diego's waterfront.

Today the onetime barnstormer
heads one of tlie nation's most di-

versified aviation development and
production complexes, with annual
sales of S75 million and over 7.000
employees.

and roll angle, flight path and azimuth

steering information. The attitude in-

dicator is "quickened" in that it tells

the pilot what he should be doing, not

what he has done. In addition, it po-

sitions him in flight and enables him
to fly directly over the landing area

with no outside visual reference. The
VTOL pilot can make an instrument

approach, transition to vertical atti-

tude and let down for a landing en-

tirely through the use of the flight atti-

tude indicator.

Although the Ryan X-13 Vertijet

has pioneered in an entirely new field

of flight, engineers have proved that

no additional instrumentation need be

developed to make all-weather flight

as safe in a VTOL aircraft as it is in

a conventional airplane.

"STANDING ON A

TAIL OF HOT GAS"
(Continued from Page 27)

"At a speed of 180-200 knots, the

transition is completed, and the air-

plane is flying with conventional con-

trols. On most mission flights. I make
a low altitude fly-by to demonstrate

the extreme speed range of the Vertijet.

"The transition from level flight back

to vertical flight and let-down is more
diflJicult than the transition following

the take-off. Greater judgment is re-

quired because the airplane must be

brought to a complete stall, without

"zooming" or losing altitude.

""The landing pattern which I use is

surprisingly similar to that employed

by conventional jet fighters. For the

entry transition, I keep the plane at an

altitude of 150-200 feet. As I let

down and commence the approach to

the ground service trailer. I use the top

of the trailer, with reference to the

horizon, as a visual aid. Once the

X-13 is close to the ground and in a

vertical attitude. I rotate the airplane

to the right, with the wing chord plane

at 45 '^-5 5*^ to the approach path, which

gives me excellent visibility out the left

side of the cockpit.

'"The last 50 feet of the approach

are covered slowly. By this time. I

feel as though I've 'got it made." and

have developed a quick-scan method,

frequently shifting my eyes from cock-

pit instruments to outside visual refer-

(Cominued on Sext Page)



"STANDING ON A

TAIL OF HOT GAS"
(Co)itiniied on Piige i2)

ences. Just before hooking on, I rotate

the wings parallel to the face of the

ground service trailer. After the hook-

has engaged the cable, and the plane s

keel bumpers come in contact with tiie

ground service trailer, I cut the engine.

SAFETY ASPECTS

"I have been asked if the X-13 is as

safe an airplane to fly as the 'Century'

series fighters. This is not a fair com-

parison to make, because the Vertijet

is an experimental airplane, while

planes of the "Century' series are opera-

tional. However, I think that an

operational Vertijet with increased fuel

capacity and other production improve-

ments would be as safe ... or safer

. . . than planes of the later 'Century'

series.

"Another point to remember is that

the conventional jet plane has inherent

disadvantages which the X-13 does not

have. For instance, on final approach,

the pilot of a conventional jet has to

decide whether to make a final com-

mitment to land the plane on the run-

way, or take a wave-off and go around

again. Sometimes, a wave-off is im-

possible to negotiate. In the X-13,

I never have to take a wave-off be-

cause I can make radical course adjust-

ments and altitude corrections, as

needed, until I've engaged the cable of

the ground service trailer.

"Also, when the conventional jet

pilot makes his final commitment to

the runway, he is traveling at a speed

of anywhere between 125 and 200

knots, and is in an airplane which pos-

sesses a high amount of kinetic energy.

This means that the slightest error in

his judgment can be disastrous. In

the X-13, I don't have to make a com-
mitment to the runway and I am land-

ing in an aircraft which is traveling at

a very low speed, possessing very little

kinetic energy.

"The feeling of security and of hav-

ing complete control of the X-13 is a

function of the pilot's confidence level.

After a string of 15 or 20 flights, you
not only jeel as if you have complete

control; you do have complete control.

FIREBEES IX USE
WITH BOTH FLEETS

First squadron to receive Ryan KDA-1 Firebee drone missiles for operation with
the Atlantic Fleet is Squadron VU-4 stationed at Chincoteague, Va. Naval Air
Station, shown above. Ryan KOA-1 Firebees are in use with the Pacific Fleet with
Squadron VU-3 at Brown Field, San Diego and helicopter retrieval squadron HU-1
stationed at Ream Field, California.

I have actually reached the stage where

I fly the X-13 largely by the 'seat of

my pants.'

"I think the strangest sensation I

experienced in flying the Vertijet was

while practicing transitions high above

the ground at Edwards Air Force Base.

It was like sitting in a chair, suspended

in space 5,000 feet above the ground.

I was hovering completely motionless,

could hear the racket of the engine, but

had the feeling there was absolutely

nothing supporting me in my perch.

"The Vertijet's a lot of airplane, and
it has a lot of capabilities. But as I

said . . . just be sure you know the air-

plane . . . and there's no sweat to flying

it."
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A huge port, for an aircraft atomic
engine, is precision-machined at

Ryan by L. R. Yaung. Assembly
is for the Nuclear Propulsion De-
partment of General Electric Co.
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another example of how 'IMANMUILDS BETTER

FIREBEE: "ENEMY" JET OVER AMERICA
The most realistic "enemy" in the skies over

America today is the Ryan Firebee. This jet-fast,

elusive target drone is being used to sharpen the

sights of the men who man the nation's air

defense system and to evaluate the missiles

upon which they rely.

The Firebee flies at the high speeds and alti-

tudes required to test the performance of the

newest, most deadly air-to-air and ground-to-

air missiles. It possesses the maneuverability

and extended duration needed to realistically

simulate "enemy" intercept problems.

Developed by Ryan for the Air Force (Q-2A),

Navy (KDA-1) and Army (XM21), the Fire-

bee is in volume production and operational use.

It is being fitted with special radar and infra-red

reflective devices for simulating varied target

characteristics and providing broader missile-

target compatability. The Firebee can be
equipped with wing pods to carry added fuel . .

.

a warhead . . . photo or television reconnaissance

gear.

The Firebee is an example of Ryan's skill in

blending advanced aerodynamic, jet propulsion

and electronics knowledge to produce a highly

successful solution to a complex a\dation prob-

lem . . . meet a vital military need. Other exam-

ples are the Air Force-Ryan X-13 Vertijet and
Navy-Ryan AN/APN-67 automatic navigator

for global jet flight.
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Av SYSTEMS HAVE THE

ADVANTAGES OF CW
Continuous wave (CW) radar

is superior to other types for airborne

Doppler navigation systems because it

provides lighter, simpler, more reliable

and more compact equipment for com-

parable flight requirements. A recog-

nized leader in the development of

continuous wave radar techniques,

Ryan Aeronautical Company is demon-

strating these advantages in producing

CW radar navigators for Army and

Navy aircraft, and hovering systems

for Navy helicopters.

The advantages of CW Doppler ra-

dar lie in the inherent features which

make it the most straightforward me-

thod for measuring the ground velocity

of an airplane in flight. All other ap-

proaches involve compromises to over-

come innate obstacles which are not

encountered in a well-engineered CW
system. These compromises require

more components, more power, more

weight and more complexity.

In addition to the inherent advan-

tages obtainable with CW, Ryan elec-

tronics engineers have pioneered many

system designs and basic components

which also give RANAV continuous

wave systems greater accuracy, simpli-

city, reliability and light weight. These

include the single receiver-transmitter

unit, direct-to-audio signal detection,

flush-mounted fixed antenna with no

moving parts, a single microwave gene-

rator and a-c analog data stabilization.

Continuous wave and pulse type

Doppler navigators use the "Doppler

effect," named after an Austrian phy-

sicist, to obtain essential navigational

data for an aircraft in motion. This

requires the transmission of radar

energy from the aircraft and the recep-

tion of the reflected waves which

bounce back from the earth or sea.

By measuring the apparent shift in

frequency of the reflected energy, due

to the movement of the airplane, an

accurate measurement of ground velo-

city can be obtained.

Continuous wave radar systems can

transmit and receive this energy simul-

taneously and continuously. Pulse type

radars cannot. They must transmit ra-

dar energy in short pulses, or "bursts,"

then stop to "hear" the returning

echoes. This means that CW systems

receive data 100 percent of the time

—contributing to highest accuracy.

Pulse systems have a lower data re-

ceiving rate, and under certain altitude

conditions receive none at all.

ALTITUDE LIMITATIONS

Inherently. CW systems have no alti-

tude limitations. Ryan RANAV navi-

gators operate efficiently from zero

Ryan employee Merri Lee Carr graphically illustrates light-

weight receiver-transmitters used with RANAV continuous wave
systems. Both units can transmit and receive simultaneously.

Breakthrough in CW development is this tiny Klystron tube,

glowing in evacuated bell jar, which was created by Vorian
Associates to generate CW transmission for Ryan systems.



RADAR
altitude to above 70,000 feet. This

capability makes Ryan systems unique-

ly useful for low altitude helicopter anti-

submarine missions. These hovering

operations require precisely patterned

flight, usually at altitudes below 200

feet. Ryan CW systems are also being

used in Army aircraft for low altitude

"nap of the earth" operations—a con-

cept designed to prevent detection by

enemy radar.

Because Ryan CW systems operate

from time of take-off to any altitude,

there is no "dead" period during

which the aircraft must gain sufficient

operating altitude for navigational

errors to accumulate.

On the other hand, pulse type sys-

tems cannot operate at very low alti-

tudes, or below 200-300 feet, because

they cannot transmit and receive at the

same time. At these low altitudes, the

Navigator operates Ryan RANAV installation in Navy WV2 Constellation plane

on radar early warning duty. RANAV pinpoints plane's position while it flies

on long range patrols to detect surface or air targets with search radar.

transmitted pulse is reflected back so

quickly that it arrives while the trans-

mitter is operating and the receiver is

shut down. The receiver, then, is

"blind" to this echo energy. These

dead areas of reception are called "al-

titude holes." They occur at succes-

sive higher altitudes whenever the time

required for the transmitted pulse to go

from the aircraft to ground and return

coincides with the intervals between

pulses, or multiples of them.

In addition to the signal loss experi-

enced in altitude holes, there is also

an accuracy loss. The detected Dop-

pler spectrum becomes distorted when

a portion of the received energy is

(Continued on Next Page)

Chart shows the lower efficiency of pulse radar and the effect of "altitude holes" which reduce signals at various altitudes.
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Ryan CW ground velocity indicator is "intelligence" which permits Navy HSS-1N
helicopter to hover in all weather without visual reference. With low altitude
facility, CW radar is uniquely useful for anti-submarine sonar operations.

gated out. Thus, the measured center

of power of the distorted Doppler sig-

nal may be appreciably in error.

Elaborate techniques have been de-

veloped for reducing the altitude hole

effects. These result in greater equip-

ment complexity with inherent reduced

reliability, and do not improve low

altitude performance.

Continuous wave systems require

less power to operate. Because the

transmitter and receiver are operating

continuously, their average efficiency

is 100 percent. Pulse type systems re-

quire that the transmitter be shut off

while awaiting returned energy reflec-

tion by the receiver. In a typical pulse

type system the transmitter is opera-

tive only 25 per cent of the time, which

means that its average efficiency is

only one-fourth that of CW radars.

Broadly speaking, there are two

ways by which the efficiency of pulse

type systems can be increased. One

method is to increase the "peak power"

of the transmitter. This creates a

stronger signal, but requires more

power. The other means is to increase

the pulse width, in an attempt to ap-

proach the CW concept. This method

also requires more power, and the ef-

ficiency level is still below that of a

CW system, which is operating con-

tinuously.

(Continued on Page 28)

Chart showing losses in "sideband" dissipation when radar energy is pulsed. CW uses all energy at transmission frequency.
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RCAF TO LAUXCH
FIREBEES I^

CANADA

U. S. Xavy Firebees

fly v^ith iiein^

"'mother plane*'

CANADA will be the first foreign

nation to use the Ryan Firebee jet

drone missile for testing and evaluat-

ing its present and future weapons

system.

The Royal Canadian Air Force has

completed tests at Brown Field, Naval

Auxiliary Air Station, near San Diego,

to confirm the feasibility of employ-

ing British Lancaster heavy bombers

of World War II fame as "mother"

launching aircraft for Firebees.

The huge bomber's handling char-

acteristics were checked in flight with

two Firebee drones suspended be-

neath the wings. At the Naval Ord-

nance Test Station, China Lake, Cali-

fornia, Firebee drones were launched

in flight by the Lancaster.

Results of the tests proved highly

satisfactory, and standard operating

procedures for drone launching have

been established by the RCAF.
First Firebees will be delivered this

summer to the RCAF Station at Cold
Lake, Alberta, major weapons firing

range for the Canadian Air Force.

The Lancasters, which have been

modified for their new role by the

Fairey Aviation Co. of Canada, Ltd.,

will be operated by the RCAF's Cen-

tral Experimental and Proving Estab-

lishment.

U. S. Navy and RCAF personnel check Ryan Firebee slung under wing of British-

made Lancaster bomber, at NAAS Brown Field, Calif. RCAF air launch tests will

pave way for operation of Canadian Firebees, under production at Torrance plant.

The KDA-4 type Firebee being ac-

quired by the RCAF is powered by

a Fairchild J-44 1 ,000-pound-thrust

turbojet engine and incorporates a

built-in flotation system to make it

fully recoverable from the water after

it is parachuted to earth on comple-

tion of each target mission.

Hundreds of Firebees are now in

use at U. S. Air Force and Navy bases

throughout the country as "flying

bull's-eyes" to test the accuracy and

efficiency of America's complex air-

to-air and ground-to-air missile sys-

tems.

More than 1,000 remote-controlled

missions have been flown by Firebees,

mostly at speeds in the 500 to 600

miles an hour range at altitudes up to

50,000 feet and for durations of more

than one hour before parachute re-

covery.



Ready to roar, jet engine in Ryan test cell gets last minute adjustment from Ed
Pye and Larry Welch, before start of Douglas-Ryan investigation into jet noise.

i^IGHTED SOrND,
SHOT SAME
Eii^ineer-phoio^raplier team

develops unique t«'ehuique

to see sound

//QLOW down and shut up!" This is

*^ a pretty tough order to enforce,

when it's given to a 197,000 pound

giant that whistles in at landing at more

than 120 knots, and takes off with an

ear-bursting shout. To make the order

stick, a Douglas Aircraft Company en-

gineering and research team came up

with some highly effective thrust re-

versal and sound suppression devices

for the new Douglas DC-8 Jetliner.

To test the efficiency of various

types and designs of devices, Douglas

enlisted the aid of Ryan, who is

building the pods and pylons for the

DC-8. Ryan, at Douglas" request, set

up unique testing and appraisal facili-

ties.

As landing speeds increased with

the use of the jet engine, the increased

length of landing roll became a major

headache to aircraft designers. And
the big jets brought the noise problem

into sharp focus. Compounding the

problem is the fact that the rise in noise

isn't just directly proportional to the

rise in thrust or speed. Noise rises as

the eighth power with increases in su-

personic jet stream velocity.

The long landing roll problem was

partially solved by the military with the

use of drogue chutes. Several things

Stainless steel "corks" on Douglas DC-8
Jetliner hold howl and screech of huge
engines down to airport acceptance level.



Turbojet, not panotela. Jet smoke rings show silencing effect. Diffused rings indicate quieter design. Sharp rings mean noise.

about the drogue chute make it unac-

ceptable to the commercial operator,

however.

If the chute is released too soon, it

may stall the airplane. It's a one-shot

operation, so that if a go-around be-

comes necessary, the chute must be

jettisoned, and thus is no longer avail-

able for final landing. It requires

trained personnel for re-packing, re-

installation, and servicing, and replace-

ments must be stored at every airport

the airplane touches on its route.

It became obvious that the technique

that had worked so well with piston-

engined planes — thrust reversal —

would have to be used on the big jets.

Calculations indicated that at least 40

per cent of the jet thrust should be

used as a brake.

An acceptable thrust reversing de-

vice had to meet several criteria. It

had to be lightweight. It had to be

foolproof in operation. It had to fit

neatly into the aircraft structure, and it

had to withstand the terrific pounding

and withering heat of the jet's exhaust.

Finally, it had to have a minimal effect

on engine life and engine accessibility.

The device which was finally selected

by Douglas met all criteria success-

fully.

Since the thrust reverser would be

in such close proximity to, and would

probably work in conjunction with,

the noise suppression device, the same

Ryan-Douglas team also studied the

problems of quieting the DC-8. Thir-

ty eight full-scale, 350 twenty-percent

scale and 500 ten-percent scale vari-

ations of devices were made and tested.

On the first DC-8, now undergoing

flight testing, the sound suppression

system is based on a design developed

by the Rolls-Royce Company of Eng-

land. Douglas believes that this multi-

port suppressor reduces the loudness

(Continued on Page 29)

Sighting in, photographer aims camera as technician readies exhaust nozzle. Slit on searchlight lens cuts into smoke, slices rings.
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Sunday punch of the free world's retaliatory force, Strategic Air Command B-52E
roars skyward to begin its test flight after take-off from Seattle's Boeing Field.

By WILLIAM J. KAIROT
Ryan Welding Engineer

I. D. Cordon watches welding machine pour metal into seam between end fitting and
barrel of a B-52 thrust brace, as it spins slowly in a massive three-jawed chuck.

Ryan-built thrust

braces on massive

bomber soak up
landing shocks

TOP operational bomber in the world

today is the Boeing B-52. The big

ship, manned by crack crews of the

U.S. Air Force Strategic Air Com-
mand, is on "round-the-clock, 'round-

the-world duty, as an ominous promise

of instant retaliation against aggres-

sion.

The 400.000-pound bulk of the big

bomber, and its 150-knot landing speed

give it a concrete-cracking landing im-

pact that's measured in the millions of

foot-pounds. Four sets of massive

landing gear help soak up the punch

and ten Ryan-built thrust braces of

\anadium steel help carr>' the load

from the landing gear to the fuselage.

Ryan has supplied Boeing with these

thrust braces since 1952.

Since the difference between a suc-

cessful landing and a washed-out multi-

million dollar bomber lies in the abili-

ty of these thrust braces to take this

day-in, day-out jarring, these thrust

braces are tough, well-designed, pre-

cision-made, and vePi' thorouglily in-

spected. Both Magnaflux and X-ray



^FORTRESS SHOCK STOPPERS

are used in every step of manufacture.

At first, manufacture of the braces

to these high standards was a tough

problem. Customer

^^K^^ specifications called

^^^^m for the braces to be

{ ]fc ^1 r made in four parts;

'
. ; ' two half shells,

which were welded

together longitudin-

w. J. Kairot 3%' to form the five

foot barrel, and two

end fittings with attaching points,

which were welded on each end of the

barrel to complete the assembly.

Joining the barrel halves was to

have been done by butting the halves

together and holding them in position

with a chill bar attached to the under-

side of the joint with studs. Initial

production units indicated that this

method would be unsatisfactory, be-

cause the barrel halves in the area of

the studs cracked, necessitating grind-

ing and fill welding of the crack. Fur-

ther, since metallic arc welding was

used, porosities developed where the

weld was started or stopped each time

the short welding rod was used up.

These showed up in X-ray films, and

had to be ground out and fill-welded.

(Continued on Page 27

)

Ryan's I. D. Cordon fires welds into jaws
of snolce of steel, adds attaching points

to the end fitting of B-52 thrust brace.

Racked up for a rough finish. Milling machine operator makes rough cut on attachment point bushing in near-final assembly step.



Equipped with Ryan hovering radar, Navy HSS-1N helicopter hovers over its natural "enemy," the atomic submarine Seawolf.

Ryan radar takes the weather out of hover

RYAN is producing continuous wave

Doppler radar ground velocity sys-

tems which help to give Navy HSS-IN
heUcopters all-weather capability in

anti-submarine warfare, under a con-

tract received from the Sikorsky Air-

craft Division of United Aircraft Corp-

oration.

Based on Ryan's advanced work in

continuous wave radar, the new equip-

ment is designated the AN/APN-97.
It is a major item among several de-

vices which enable a helicopter, for

the first time, to automatically achieve

and maintain a hovering position over

land or sea under all weather condi-

tions.

Basically, the equipment is an air-

borne self-contained ground velocity

indicator system. It automatically

measures the heading, drift and vertical

components of aircraft velocity. It

functions without the aid of ground

stations, wind estimates or true air

speed data.

The basic concepts of the AN/APN-
97 were conceived by Ryan, with the

development of the equipment sup-

ported by Ryan and the Navy Bureau

of Aeronautics. Systems are currently

being delivered to Sikorsky at Strat-

ford, Connecticut, for operational use

in Sikorsky helicopters.

The equipment comprises two units;

a radar receiver-transmitter and a

power supply-signal data converter. A
hovering indicator can be provided to

permit the pilot to monitor aircraft

speed. Features of the system include

a unique, fixed antenna providing vir-

tually 100 percent reliability; a direct-

to-audio Doppler detection system

which requires no intermediate fre-

quency amplifiers or automatic fre-

quency control; and a dual-mode zero-

crossing counter to provide good ac-

curacy over the full speed range.

Both a.c. and d.c. outputs are pro-

vided for tie-in with helicopter auto-

matic stabilization equipment, ground

position, and course and distance com-

puting and indicating equipment. The

AN/APN-97 is particularly applicable

to helicopters, airships, and other low-

speed aircraft.

Weighing only 30 pounds, the sys-

tem employs four fixed beams of radi-

ation. It is designed for low altitude

hovering and navigation. Hovering sen-

sitivity is plus or minus one-half knot,

which enables the helicopter pilot to

maintain an absolute hover, either

manually or automatically.

Although accuracy is a function of

altitude, the APN-97 possesses the in-

herent capabilities of providing accu-
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rate outputs suitable for navigation.

Altitude capabilities may be extended

and the accuracy improved by the

addition of a narrow-band frequency

tracker.

The applications of the AN/APN-
97 are numerous. Helicopters equipped

with this system can now perform tasks

which were previously impossible be-

cause there were no means for main-

taining a helicopter in hover without

visual ground reference. The equip-

ment is particularly suited to the anti-

submarine warfare mission, where the

helicopter locates and destroys a sub-

marine.

When tied in with automatic stabili-

zation equipment, and a radar alti-

meter, the system will guide a heli-

copter automatically from normal

cruise condition through transitions in

both speed and altitude to a hover.

The capability of maintaining hover

(Continued on Page 32)

"Hovering!" Intersection of indicator crosslines (arrow) tells pilot that
helicopter is in motionless hover — o requirement for sonar submarine detection.

Automatic equipment brings helicopter to hover without manual pilot control.

Sikorsky helicopters, a major deterrent against submarine aggression, shown taking off from anti-sub Essex carrier, USS Tarawa.



80-TO-l
SHOT

Sure-thing long shot. Ryan experience with Anocut grinding system really paid off

when system, plus Ryan-designed tool holder, was used to re-sharpen these "throw-
away" carbide tool bits. Resharpening thirty bits cost less than price of a single new one.

Throwaway" tool bits aren't

thrown away at Ryan
any more, thanks to fast.

highly accurate tool

grinding process

A ONCE obsolescent grinder, to

which Ryan added the Anocut

electrolytic grinding process, is now do-

ing double duty and doing it spectacu-

larly well. Ryan is using the grinder

to reclaim tool inserts.

With the Anocut process, these in-

credibly hard carbide "throwaway"

tool inserts, previously used once and

thrown away, are being put back on

the production line in fractions of a

minute. These tool inserts, costing a

dollar or more each, are re-sharpened

and refaced at about one-thirtieth their

replacement cost by grinding a "chip

breaker" type of step around the periph-

ery of the insert, producing new cut-

ting lips.

The method is extremely fast and

highly accurate. In one time test, a

triangular one-half inch inscribed circle

tool insert was completely renewed in

twenty seconds. In another test, a four-

sided three-quarter inch tool was com-

pletely renewed in less than one min-

ute.

Design and fabrication of a sjjccial

tool holder, which will allow 12 or

more inserts to be ground simultane-

ously, is now being accomphshed. It's

estimated that with the new tool

holder, inserts can be renewed for ap-

proximately three-tenths of a cent

each.

The Anocut grinding process is

actually an apphcation of electroplat-

ing, differing from ordinary plating in

that it removes metal, rather than ad-

ding it. An electrolytic fluid flows be-

tween the face of the diamond-embed-

ded grinding wheel—the cathode, and

the part being ground—the anode.

Fully automatic controls regulate a

high ampere, low voltage current, and

material is removed from the piece h)e-

ing ground much faster and with far

greater precision than is possible with

ordinary grinding.

When Ryan engineers first installed

the Anocut process, they utilized a

double end grinder headed for the

scrap heap. Hooking up the Anocut

equipment to the grinder was a rela-

tively simple matter. The major addi-

tion was the installation of nylon in-

sulating bearings which were fitted oa

the spindle of the grinder.
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Up until now, Ryan, like most other

manufacturers, had found it unprofit-

able to attempt to re-face and sharpen

throwaway tool inserts. Now, Ryan

tool engineers estimate that more than

60 per cent of all the throwaway tool

inserts can be reclaimed by the Ano-

cut method.

Further conservation is effected by

utilizing this method for sharpening

brazed carbide single point lathe tools,

as well as for throwaway inserts. At

Ryan, the brazed inserts, brazed to the

steel shank of the cutting tool, are

used primarily as form tools.

The rapidity with which the Anocut

process refaces tool inserts is one phase

of Ryan machining techniques based

on accelerated speeds in dealing with

the hard metals required to endure the

extremely high temperatures in such

items as rocket motors, nose cones and

control surfaces of supersonic and hy-

personic vehicles.

Use of carbide inserts, as well as

special grinding machines is enabling

Ryan machinists to triple speeds for-

merly used in machining stainless steel

and high temperature alloys. High

speed machining, it has been learned,

prevents glazing of surfaces which may
occur at normal speeds, especially with

interrupted cuts.

For instance, in the machining of

large diameter jet engine components,

where one of the major problems was

lack of part rigidity, use of specialized

fixtures and throwaway carbide inserts

is now giving better finishes as well as

longer tool life. In addition to carbide

inserts, Ryan has done extensive in-

vestigation into the use of ceramic

throwaway cutters, made of non-stra-

tegic sintered aluminum oxides.

Since Ryan is one of the country's

top producers of aircraft components

made of tough-to-handle metal—stain-

less steel, titanium, and similar alloys

—it uses thousands of tool inserts . . .

both throwaway and brazed. Dollar

savings with the new Anocut-equipped

grinder will be measured in five figures

annually.

Dull tool b'-i zips across wheel of Ano-
cut-equipped grinder, gets new edges in

twenty seconds under watchful eye, sure

hand of Ryan Assistant Foreman R. J. Evey.

Machining age-of-flight steels chews up thousands of tool bits at Ryan. 70 per cent of them are saved by new sharpening process.





LONG, lean, and deadly, the U. S. Army's Corporal

surface-to-surface guided missile stands guard

against aggression in Europe today. The 40-foot, 10-

ton missile has an effective range of 100 miles, far

beyond the range of the heaviest artillery, and it packs

an awesome punch. The warhead of the Corporal can

carry either high explosive or nuclear devices rated at

10, 20, 50 or 100 kilotons. Four battalions equipped

with the Corporal can deliver the equivalent of the

firepower of all the artillery on all fronts in World

War II.

Ryan has built the rocket motors for the Corporal

since it first entered service more than five years ago.

The 20,000 pound thrust, xylidine-fueled powerplant

in the big missile moves it along at better than Mach 3,

and boosts it to a ceiling of 50 miles, far above inter-

ception range.

(Continued on Next Page)

Artillery with 100 mile range. Rocket motor, getting final

inspection check from Jim Sherbundy (left) and J. H. Smith,

resembles barrel of artillery piece missile far outreaches.

MUSCLE for MISSILES
R^an rocket motors move U.S. Arm;^'s Corporal

guided missile at supersonic speeds

Rocket motors, each packing 20,000 pound thrust, move down Ryan's assembly line. Motors hurl 10 tons over 100 miles at Mach 3.
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Giant pencil can write sudden finish to enemy ground action. Corporal rolls into firing position on special tronsporter-erector.

Constructing this powerplant so that it behaves prop-

erly under the tons of pressure and metal-melting blasts

of heat is a tough job, calling for the highest order of

precision metal handling. Tolerances reach into the ten-

thousands of an inch range; extra-heavy metal, requiring

special welding and forming techniques, must be used;

rigorous inspection techniques, including X-ray and a

special Ryan-developed hydro-test machine, are called into

play.

Because proper construction of these motors is critical,

Ryan has had to develop special tools, jigs and fixtures to

insure that weld seams are smooth, fuel-tight, and porosity

free, and that parts fit each other perfectly.

The stainless steel head of the rocket is pierced with

dozens of tiny holes, drilled at increasing degrees of angu-

larity from the center so as to cause jets of fuel and

oxidizer to meet at a common point at just the right dis-

tance from the head. To obtain maximum performance,

the angularity of the holes is held to extreme tolerances,

(Continued on Page il)

Throat of rocket motor, where out-of-tolerance assembly may
mean missile malfunction, gets final cheek from Ryan Inspec-

tor J. H. Smith with Ryan-designed adaptation of planimeter.

Mach 3 begins here. A. L. Glaudini holds hole size, direc-
tion to .002-inch tolerances for maximum rocket performance.
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Flawless and fuel-tight. Foreman W. L. MeCanna scans X-ray,

makes certain that braied corrugation seams are porosity-free.



Rocket-powered manned glider hits high point of flight three minutes after take-off, flicks through rest of journey in two hours.

GLOBE GIRDLING GLIDER
Feather-heavy RTan MiniWate is key to global range

By VJECKOSLAV GRADECAK, Ryan Senior Structures Engineer

QILOTED, long-range rocket gliders, which would travel

' at near satellite speeds with around-the-world range,

are within technical reach. Ryan design studies indicate

that present-day structural designs, metals and rocket

powerplants are capable of hurling gliders around the

world in Uttle more than two hours, at altitudes of 40

miles or more.

Such rocket gliders would offer an opportunity to put

men into space for extended periods, so that the biological

effects of space travel may be studied. Unlike launched

satellites, rocket gliders would return the human "guinea

pigs" safely to earth and provide data needed before long-

range space travel can be attempted.

In order to obtain the high velocities necessary for

around-the-world non-stop flight, glider weight at rocket

bum-out must be no more than 10 per cent of the gross

weight at take-off. Since present-day high speed aircraft

average a structure-to-gross-weight ratio of 25 per cent,

it is evident that a design criterion of .10 ratio is not

beyond practicality, although such a ratio must utilize

special design methods. A major contributing factor to

*Trademaik (Continued on Next Page)
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Nose and wings of stainless steel model begin to glow nine'

tentlis of a second after 7,000 foot per second jet blast hits

n two and a lialf seconds, nose and wings melt under the fierce

heat. Plane is at simulated 50,000 feet, flying at 4,500 mph.

attaining a .10 ratio would be the use of Ryan Mini-

Wate, a paper-thin, light-weight, high-strength stainless

steel structure made by spotwelding stainless steel foil

skins to stainless steel foil corrugations.

A typical rocket glider mission would consist essen-

tially of four distinct parts—subsonic climb, hypersonic

climb, hypersonic glide and subsonic glide.

To protect the pilot from excessive G-loads during

take-off, the glider would be launched from rocket sleds,

which would accelerate smoothly down a track to about

500 miles per hour in approximately 25 seconds at an

acceleration of only 1 G. Rocket sled take-off would

conserve fuel energy for climb, and would also relieve

the rocket of carrying take-off structure.

At the end of the take-off run, as the sled reaches the

500 mph mark, the pilot simultaneously cuts in the gUder's

rocket motors and detaches the glider from the sled. The

glider, powered by rockets using fuel with an exhaust

velocity of 12,000 feet per second — a velocity within

practicality — will reach an altitude of 1 1 0,000 feet in

140 seconds. During this climb, the pilot will hold the

angle of ascent at 37°. The glider will reach a speed of

4,400 feet per second. Primary aim of the subsonic climb

is to lift the glider to stratospheric altitude with minimum
fuel expenditure.

Having reached altitude, the pilot slows the rate of

climb by reducing the angle of ascent to 6^. He applies

thrust in excess of vehicle weight and hypersonic climb

begins. This is a very flat climb, nearly approximating

the curvature of the earth's surface. This leads to the

appearance of inertial forces, and at the end of hypersonic

climb the centrifugal force predominates. The trajectory

becomes rigid because the motion is nearly gravitational.

At the peak of hypersonic climb, the glider will have



In five seconds fuselage glows and wings crumple. Small size

of model, shown in NACA photos, intensified effect of hot |et.

Two inches from twenty-eight hundred degrees. MiniWate tube
remains cool to touch as end melts, in heat dissipation display.

a maximum velocity of 24,500 feet per second. Total

time during hypersonic climb will be 86 seconds, total

distance before rocket burnout will be 1,600 miles, and

the glider will climb to a peak of 240,000 feet. At this

point hypersonic glide will begin.

Hypersonic glide is the longest part of the trajectory,

due to the great potential and kinetic energy of the vehicle

which has to be gradually consumed by aerodynamic drag.

Hypersonic glide, before aerodynamic forces cause a slow-

ing to subsonic speed, will last for 7250 seconds, and the

glider will travel 20,900 miles.

Subsonic ghde starts at about the same altitude as

the end of subsonic climb, 120,000 feet. From this alti-

tude, down, the potential energy of the glider is the sole

source of motion against the drag. The speed of the

glider at the start of the subsonic gUde will be about 2,100

feet per second, gradually decreasing to a landing speed

of 250 feet per second, or about 170 miles per hour.

Through the high speed regimes of the flight the pilot

will be able to make small adjustments to prevent the

glider from tumbling. Not until he slows to subsonic

speeds will he be able to exercise sufficient control to

maneuver to his landing spot.

Aerodynamic heating will be a major problem. In

evaluating the temperature of the average surface, a Rey-

nolds transition number of the order of 15x10' was used.

This number is a reasonable assumption—supported by

recent wind tunnel tests—in the high speed regions of Mach

7 and implies that the fuselage nose, the wing leading edges

and a certain forward portion of the glider will be subject

to a laminar heat-transfer process and only the aft part

of the structure will experience turbulent heat-transfer

rates.

(Continued on Next Page)



Chordwise stations at 1 foot, 10 feet, and lOO feet

from the wing apex were considered in evaluating tem-

peratures. Ryan investigations show that, utilizing a

Reynolds transition number of 15x10'% the following peak

temperatures could be expected at these stations during

a typical global mission: The 1 foot station would reach

2040'F; the 10 foot station would reach 1340'F; and the

100 foot station would reach 3640'^F. These extremes

would be experienced for very short periods at from 180

to 210 seconds following take-off. Temperatures at these

stations would stabilize at values considerably below these

peaks for the rest of the mission. The temperatures at

the 1 foot station and at the 100 foot station indicate that

these would require both special insulation and special con-

struction, which, however, are not beyond present techno-

logical means.

Of special advantage in the construction of the high

(Continued on Page 31

)

Hardest metals flash into liquid in searing heat of induction
furnace. In NACA photo, scientists examine metal designed for
use in nose cone of rockets, where metals will reach high heat.

3,000 miles above the earth, nuclear-powered space ship coasts to a stop at satellite station, in this concept by W. C. House of
Aerojet-General Corporation, Information gathered by gliders in stratosphere flights will be invaluable to future space travel.
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Friendly foes! Douglas F4D "Skyray," sleek Navy fighter, closes on stern quarter of Ryan Firebee in simulated missile attack.

MISSILE LURE
Versatile Ryan Firebee keeps pace vvith modern missiles

THE Ryan "Firebee" . . . high performance, jet-powered

target drone . . . will become even more effective as

the result of a product improvement program inaugurated

by Ryan engineers, under Air Force and Navy sponsor-

ship. Overall purpose of the program is to make the

Firebee, now in production for the Navy and Air Force,

fully compatible with a broad array of advanced missile

weapons systems.

Modern missile weapons systems are demanding speci-

fic target reflectivity and more positive identification to

approach "enemy" aircraft simulation. Successful evalu-

ation of missile systems requires that the target be capable

of peak performance at specific altitudes and airspeeds.

It must include radar augmentation, which will enable it

to present the correct radar image to an interceptor or

missile, and scoring devices to report the "miss-distance"

of missiles that are fired against it.

The Firebee improvement program is divided into two

phases: Phase One provides for development of interim

"kits" to augment the basic drone now in production.

These include radar reflector pod kits, scoring pods and

the L-band beacon kits which permit accurate ground

tracking of the Firebee.

Phase two involves improving the Firebee itself, with

better overall systems, increased thrust for the engine

and greater internal storage space for augmentation and

scoring devices. These improvements will give the Fire-

bee higher performance even with extra equipment for

target missions. Phase Two improvements will be incor-

porated in new advanced versions of the Firebee.

PHASE ONE IMPROVEMENTS

For missiles which use radar guidance, Ryan engineers

have "increased" the Firebee's radar image by the use of

radar reflectors mounted in wing pods. The Ryan-de-

veloped reflector pods employ speciaHzed geometric de-

(Continued on Next Page)
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Firebee suspended beneath wing of B-26 launch plane with ra-

dar reflector pod attached to wingtip. Parachute decals on
drone's fuselage indicate number of successful recoveries.

Five-foot monostotic reflector pod aids ground tracking ra-

dar in monitoring Firebee flight. Unlike bistatic reflector,

monostotic pod reflects energy only on a reciprocal course.

Universal pod illustrates interchangeable units. Bottom left

is bistatic reflector, mounted in nose section of pod. To
right of center is Traid "500" camera for scoring missiles.

sign, and can be attached in various positions on the

Firebee wing for optimum radar energy reflection.

When radar energy strikes the Firebee, a focusing ef-

fect takes place which redirects the energy back to the

transmitting source, permitting the radar to "see"' the

Firebee at greater ranges.

Some of the missiles in use by the armed services rely

on radar reflectivity to "home"" on the target. For instance,

an air-to-air missile fired by an intercepting aircraft may
approach the target from above and behind. It follows

that the reflected radar energy from the target must be

directed outwards on a reciprocal course to that of the

incoming weapon. This directional reflection is achieved

by mounting the reflector pods on the Firebee so that

successful attacks may be made from abeam, above or

U. S. Air Force photo of deadly Hughes "Falcon" missile. Falcon Is launched in flight from wing pod of Northrup F-89 Scorpion."
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Ryan engineer installs Traid "500" camera in pod housing.

Camera is equipped with 165 degree lens, holds 200 feet of

16 mm film, and is set for speed of 200 frames per second.

Lt. W. C. Kieffe (left) and Ryan engineer R. A. Donselman
inspect Firebee model prior to testing in 10-foot trans-sonic
wind tunnel, Wright Air Development Center, Dayton, Ohio.

below the target.

For certain types of weapons making a stem approach,

tail-facing reflectors are mounted in the tailcones of the

Firebee wingtip pods. In the case of a missile executing

a head-on approach, forward facing reflectors are mounted

in the nose of the wing tip pods.

The various missile systems to be employed against

the Firebee use many different types of radar equipment,

and most of them vary in their approach pattern. Pro-

viding forward reflectivity may be satisfactory for one

mission, but not for another. Through the use of a Ryan-

designed "universal pod" with interchangeable sections,

Ryan engineers can install different radar reflector devices

to suit each particular need.

(Continued on Page 32)

Infrared flares aid heat-seeking missiles in homing on Fire-

bee. Flares are attached near tailpipe so that heat is con-
centrated in one area. Flares are ignited by remote control.

A heat-seeking missile would fly "right up the tailpipe" of this F-89 "Scorpion." Eerie glow is caused by afterburners igniting.



Two where hundreds stood. W. F. Kairot examines Ryan's unique liquid oxygen and argon system, which replaced hundreds of tonics.

GAS SHRIXKER
I\e>v liquid oxTgen-argon STstem gives

K>i>ii more gas in less space

THE space saving which results by

' compressing oxygen to its Uquid

form has made Uquid oxygen highly

attractive to aircraft designers. One

thousand cubic feet of gaseous oxygen

Linde's Don Blotnili "pours" oxygen into

Ryan tonic, using Linde-developed immer-
sion pump. Pump, completely submerged
in liquid, keeps supply in pure form.

—five of the faniihar four-foot-long

tanks — can be compressed into 10

gallons of liquid o.xygen, and tucked

into a sphere about the size of a bas-

ketball. This is a uemendous saving

in weight and space in high altitude

aircraft.

Recently Ryan put this compressi-

biUty feature to good use with the in-

stallation of the most compact, high

capacity oxygen storage system in in-
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dustry. Because Ryan is also one of

the nation's largest users of argon gas,

this installation also incorporates liquid

argon in the same facility. Ryan is the

first company to obtain this Linde

"Driox" system, consisting of two

giant vacuum bottles, containing 180,-

000 cubic feet of liquid oxygen and

argon.

Ryan consumes gargantuan quanti-

ties of oxygen and argon in welding

aircraft components and high tempera-

ture engine parts. More than 2,500,-

000 cubic feet of oxygen, and more

than 1,500,000 cubic feet of argon

pour through the Ryan plant each year.

Storage and handhng facilities for

this amount of gas have been a prob-

lem since World War II. During

World War II, Ryan installed a "cas-

cade" system of piping to carry oxygen

throughout the plant. The system was

fed from a common source of 45 giant

tubes, equal in volume to 315 cylin-

ders—about 60,000 cubic feet of oxy-

gen. The cascade system made it un-

necessary to haul cylinders to and

from work stations, and so saved a

considerable amount of man-hours.

The installation took about one and a

half hours to fill and required approxi-

mately 800 square feet of space.

In 1953, as the consumption of ar-

gon—an inert gas used in welding

—

grew, Ryan put in a cascade system

—

first on the West Coast—to handle the

flow of argon. The argon system, un-

der a working pressure of 2500 psi,

held 83,000 cubic feet of gas, and re-

quired nearly 400 square feet of space.

As demand for Ryan products grew,

it became apparent that these systems

weren't enough. Either additional

tanks would have to be installed, tak-

ing space not readily available, or a

better solution would have to be found.

Ryan found the better solution with

the Linde Driox system. In October,

1957, the liquid argon system went

into service. Containing 90,000 cubic

feet of 99.995 per cent pure gas at a

temperature of —302°F., it occupies

less than 200 square feet of space, half

of that previously required.

In February, 1958, the liquid oxy-

gen system was put on the line. It

contains 90,000 cubic feet of oxygen,

can be re-charged in one-half hour

Once a star, now just a stand-in. Ryan
engineers 0. L. Heyser and J. R. Fuller-

ton check one of few remaining tanks-on-

a-cart units, now held for emergencies.

(one-third of the time needed to fill

the giant tubes) and requires about

200 square feet of space, less than one-

fourth the space required by the pre-

vious system.

William Walter (left) and Afton Church moke final check before 186-tank bank of argon gas disappears into single vacuum bottle.
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Management trainees at Ryan get instruction trom D. S. Clark. Left to right are Car! Schirmer, Charles Kiel, William Hamm, Jack
Albright, Clark, Ray Pierce, Charles Seiby, Dean Menard and William McClure. Program is considered unique in industrial field.

TRAINED for TOPSIDE
by CARL PLAIN, San Diego Union Financial Editor

A ne%¥sinan looks at Ryan's management trainee program

Typical of young trainees at Ryan is Jack Albright (right)

conferring with Ryan Assistant Chief Engineer Curtis Bates.
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Albright discusses the Ryan Firebee jet target drone with

M. M. McDanlel, Assistant Chief of the missiles section.



Drop hammer forming of sfoinless steel parts is explained
to Albright by J. D. Kinner, Fabricating Division foreman.

From Walter Jaeger, general foreman, Albright learns how
Ryan produces the jet pods and pylons for DC-8 Jetliners.

/'rVE been with Ryan for 20 years, but these young

men know more about the company than I do."

The official was discussing a group of young college

graduates who are earning while learning about Ryan
under a two-year management trainee program.

In at least two respects, the program is unusual, if not

unique. First, it gives the trainees opportunity to become

acquainted with every major phase of company operations.

And secondly, it exposes them to the thinking of top-

echelon management.

"In developing a strong management organization, we

found a need for people having broad experience and

broad exposure. We think this program will fill those

needs."

Donald S. Clark, Ryan training supervisor, explains

why the program avoids specialization common to most

other industrial training programs

:

"We aren't trying to teach these boys each facet of

the business, but to teach them about each facet."

(Continued on Page 30)

O. H. Mendenhall (left), Ryan tabulating unit supervisor
briefs trainee on operation of automatic office equipment.

Checking fabrication of huge Boeing KC-13S aft fuselages
with E. A. Dukes, Superintendent of the airframe division.
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JETLINER
JUMPS OFF ON
FIRST FLIGHT

D€-8 maiden cruise lasts

invo hours over Pacific

RYAN jet pods and pylons, built for the DC-8, flew for

the first time May 30 when the Douglas Aircraft Com-

pany's giant new Jetliner took to the skies on its maiden

flight. The big ship, airborne after a run of only 3,250

feet, lifted off the runway at Long Beach Municipal Air-

port in front of a crowd of more than 100,000.

The DC-8 flew for two hours and five minutes, mostly

out over the Pacific Ocean, before landing at Edwards

Air Force Base. It was just the beginning of an accelerated

and intensive flight test program, which will lead to CAA
airworthiness certification. Eight more Jetliners, now on

Douglas assembly lines, will join the first DC-8 in the

flight test program.

One hundred forty-three of the DC-8"s have been

ordered by the world's major airlines. Ryan is accelerat-

ing its pod and pylon production program to meet these

growing demands.

Because a major portion of the pods and pylons are

made of titanium, Ryan has installed in its San Diego

plant several new hot presses to insure high precision in

forming and sizing DC-8 parts. These presses form ti-

tanium to close tolerances, essential to the requirement

that pods and pylons be completely interchangeable be-

tween Jetliners.

With Ryan-built |et engine pods and pylons (foreground), the Douglas DC-8 Jetliner takes off from Long Beach on its first flight.
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SHOCK STOPPER

(Continued from Page 7)

An attempt was made to join the

halves with hand heliarc welding, but

the slow speed caused overheating,

which also caused porosity. Ryan

solved the welding problem by secur-

ing seamless tubing with the ends

swaged down to accommodate the end

fittings.

Attachment of the end fittings to

the barrels was the next problem to

be attacked. At first, they were welded

to the barrels in short passes, filling

up the seam area. As with the barrels,

a porous spot developed at each place

the weld was started and stopped, and

these porosities had to be ground out

and filled.

In solving this problem, Ryan set

up three special fixtures. The first was

a portable pre-heat oven which heated

the tubes and fittings to 200°F. The

second was a holding fixture which sup-

ported the barrel and end fitting while

the fitting was tack-welded in position.

Two one-half inch welds were used to

secure the fitting to a back-up chill

ring which was in turn secured to the

barrel with two more one-half inch

welds.

The third unit was a rotating, three-

jaw chuck which clamped the barrel

and the end fittings under an automatic

heliarc welding machine. The machine

feeds a one-sixteenth inch diameter

welding wire continuously, at 5 to 8

inches per minute, eliminating the por-

osities caused by starting and stopping

with short rods. The machine is also

equipped with a floating electrode

head, electrically controlled to re-

spond immediately to change in arc

voltage. The head raises or lowers au-

tomatically whenever the arc is short-

ened or lengthened—which occurs as

the arc passes over the short tack

welds, and as the weld seam fills up.

The seam is approximately five-

eighths inch deep, and the machine fills

it in 22 minutes, without porosity. Fif-

teen passes are required to complete

the weld. The thrust brace, before

welding, is purged with argon gas, and

An .III- I'^nce helicopter "fishes" a Ryan Firehee on/ / //'i (,ulf of Mexico,

where u has been dropped by parachute on conclusion uj a ljr^i.1 flight mission

out of Tyndall Air Force Base.

FirebeeiS Assigned to Air Base

on Gulf of Mexico Coast

Ryan Firebee reinote-conlrolled

jet target drones are being assigned

to Tyndall Air Force Base, on the

Florida coast of the Gulf of Mex-

ico, to test accuracy and effective-

ness of the latest missile weapons

of the Air Force.

The high-speed, high-altitude

Firebees enable the Air Defense

Command to determine the skill of

its faster-than-sound fighter-inter-

ceptor pilots in hitting an elusive,

swift target under simulated enemy

attack conditions.

The 4756th Drone Squadron has

been formed to operate the Fire-

bees at Tyndall AFB. Other Air

Force Firebee units are stationed at

Vincent .AFB, Ariz., Holloman AFB,

N.M., and Eglin AFB, Fla. At all

three of these bases, a long and in-

tensive series of evaluation missions

have been performed.

A B-26 plane is used for re-

leasing the drone, which is con-

trolled from a ground station by

radio and radar as it flies on its tar-

get mission over tlie Gulf of Mex-

ico.

At conclusion of each drone mis-

sion at Tyndall AFB, the Firebee is

remotely guided back toward base

and is dropped by parachute either

on land or into the Gulf of Mex-

ico near the shore for recovery by

helicopter.

Ervin Bailey is Ryan's field rep-

resentative at Tyndall AFB, assist-

ing military personnel in testing

and operation of the Firebees.

the temperature is not allowed to drop

below 200°F.

This technique virtually eliminated

porosity and drastically reduced weld-

ing time. Weld time per thrust brace

was dropped from 10 hours to one

hour. The necessary rework required

to bring rejected units up to standard

has dropped from 84 per cent to less

than one half of one per cent. Overall

tolerances and standards were so excel-

lent that Boeing tore up their own
specifications and accepted the Ryan
specifications as standard.

Net result? A better product at a

reduced price — a typical example of

Ryan skill, imagination, and experi-

ence.
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ADVANTAGES OF

CW DOPPLER
(Continued from Page 2)

The signal utilization factor for a

continuous wave system is far greater

than that of pulse systems. With pulse

radar, the pulse is formed by the fun-

damental pulse repetition frequency

plus multiples of this frequency. These

frequency multiples cause narrow

bands of dissipated energy called "side-

bands," which results in a utilization

factor for some systems of less than

12 percent of the available signal. The

underlying cause for this inherent

drawback in a pulsed system is the

fact that it cannot transmit and re-

ceive simultaneously. Because CW ra-

dar has this capability, all of the re-

turned signal is available.

Continuous wave systems are more

reliable because they are not as com-

plex as other systems. Pulse radars

require local oscillators, automatic fre-

quency controls, intermediate frequency

circuits and transmitter-receiver de-

vices, none of which are essential to

CW systems. This not only results in

more weight and bulk for a pulse-type

radar, but the possibilities of malfunc-

tion are increased due to the additional

components involved.

The Ryan CW direct-to-audio detec-

tion technique employs a microwave

crystal mixer and a Doppler amplifier.

In addition to the received signal, a

small portion of the transmitter energy

HVl^H
/' X GROUND SPEED '

'C' \1
174 Ww 3~]
A DRIFT-AMCLE • f

is coupled into the crystal for proper

excitation. Thus, the difference fre-

quency, or Doppler signal, is obtained

directly from the crystal output. Inter-

mediate frequency rejection filters are

not required, and the installed micro-

wave circuitry is simple.

RYAN DEVELOPMENTS

Ryan's application of CW radar to

navigational and guidance problems

spans a period of more than 12 years.

As a direct result, Ryan electronics en-

gineers have made significant contri-

butions to the advancement of CW
Doppler techniques.

In 1946, Ryan engineers were

searching for a guidance system for

Ground speed and drift angle indicator
provides the pilot with accurate ground
speed; enables him to report precise ETA.
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Bearing and distance indicator, mounted
on the plane's instrument panel, obtains

information from navigational computer.

the Ryan "Firebird," first air-to-air

missile developed for the Air Force.

Too small for pulse type guidance, the

missile required a lightweight, compact

system. CW provided the answer.

With increasing emphasis being

placed on the Doppler effect as a navi-

gational aid, Ryan electronics special-

ists began work with the U.S. Navy to

pioneer continuous wave radar in these

applications, even though many basic

CW components had not been de-

veloped. Most companies elected to

remain with pulse Doppler, because the

necessary hardware, perfected during

World War II, was available.

In 1951, after more than five years

of research and development by Ryan,

Varian Associates, and the Kollsman

Instrument Corporation, the first Navy-

Ryan CW Doppler automatic navigator

(AN/APN-67) was introduced. Fol-

lowing Ryan specifications, Varian As-

sociates developed the first CW Kly-

stron transmitter. A variety of RANAV
systems have been produced since the

AN APN-67. All of them incorporate

unique basic features of Ryan CW de-

sign, conceived to meet the require-

ments of special missions.

One of Ryan's most significant

achievements is the development of a

simple, lightweight receiver-transmitter,

which permits simultaneous trans-

mission and reception of multiple

beams of radar energy in a single com-

pact unit. The Ryan-designed antenna

is divided in the center by a partition,

or septum. One side is used for trans-

mission and the other for receiving

Doppler signals. Symmetrical beams

are provided by special shaping of the

reflector. The simple microwave cir-

cuitry, a result of the use of CW trans-

mission and direct-to-audio detection,

has no moving parts, requires no ad-

justments and virtually no mainten-

ance.

Complete Doppler data stabilization

is simply achieved with the electrical

analog ground speed computer. Basic

computer elements consist of trans-

formers, resolvers, amplifiers and

servos. This type of stabilization is

(Continued on Sext Page)

Navigational computer indicator displays

present and desired latitude and longitude

as well as the wind speed end direction.



less costly, lighter, and easier to main-

tain.

Unlike navigational equipment that

depends on ground facilities or aero-

logical data, RANAV systems are com-

pletely self-contained. This feature is

a requisite for global military sys-

tems and provides greater flexibility of

operation to commercial operations.

SMOKE RINGS
(Conlhiiieii from Piige >)

of the airplane to the same levels as

that of any other commercial jetliner.

This system will be supplanted by a

more efficient device, which is an

original company development, accord-

ing to Douglas engineers. The newer

system is ready for production and will

be part of every DC-8 entering airline

service.

It consists of a nozzle whose cross

section resembles a "daisy" with eight

petals, plus a retractable cylinder which

engineers call an "ejector." In normal

flight, the cylinder becomes part of the

engine pod. During take-off, the cylin-

der — or cowling — is extended rear-

ward to a position a few inches beyond

the end of the "daisy" nozzle.

Tests indicate that the "ejector"

added to any type of primary nozzle

would further suppress the noise and

would, in effect, increase the power

available for take-off sufficiently to off-

set the loss which occurs with any

modified nozzle.

In looking at the problem, the en-

gineers determined that most of the

objectionable noise associated with the

jet comes from the turbulence set up

when the high-speed, very hot blast

of exhaust gas shears across the rela-

tively cold and still air at the tail pipe

exit. Establishing this fact gave three

fundamental approaches to creating an

efficient noise reduction device.

Since noise is energy in the frequency

band audible to most people — from

20 to 18,000 cycles per second — one

approach was carefully explored. The

human ear becomes increasingly less

sensitive to noise at frequencies above

4000 cycles per second. Raising the

pitch frequency of the jet noise can be

C. G. Habley

Selection Made For
Xew Post In

Military Relations

Charles G. Habley, whose affilia-

tion with the aircraft industry dates

back 23 years, joined Ryan recently

in the newly created post of Direc-

tor of Military Relations.

He reports to Bruce Smith, Vice

President, Military Relations.

A graduate of Massachusetts In-

stitute of Technology in engineer-

ing, Habley did graduate work in

physics and psychology at the Uni-

versity of Chicago for 2*^4 years.

He instructed physics, analytical

mechanics, descriptive geometry and

calculus at the college level for 2

years before entering the aircraft

industry with Boeing Airplane Com-
pany.

Habley was with Boeing for 13

years, leaving in 1948 to join the

Rand Corp., Santa Monica, as exec-

utive assistant aircraft director and
later as its Dayton, Ohio, representa-

tive for 5 years. His most recent

assignment was with Lockheed Air-

craft Company, Burbank, which he

served as military sales representa-

tive for 4^4 years to the present.

In his new post, Habley will direct

the close liaison maintained between

the company and its military custo-

mers.

accomplished by the use of long pipes

pierced with thousands of holes. While

this is an economical and eflScient

method for ground silencing, no prac-

tical means has been found for using

this concept in flight.

Noise can also be reduced through

the use of a by-pass type of engine.

The by-pass alters the density of the

exhaust, reducing the velocity of the

jet stream while still maintaining the

thrust. The use of this type of engine

was ruled out due to lack of immedi-

ate availability of an engine with a cor-

rect proportion of by-pass, to effec-

tively lower the noise level.

A third method, which was even-

tually used, consisted of causing the

air to mix with the jet stream at an

earlier point than it would with the un-

altered exhaust outlet. This changed

the severity of the shearing interaction

between the blast of hot gas and the

cold stationary air. With this idea in-

corporated, the final DC-8 suppressor

muffles the noise of the Jetliner to

satisfactory levels without sacrificing

take-off performance.

In arriving at the geometry of the

best device, the Douglas-Ryan team

found that while noise meters could

give final answers, spectrum analyses

at several locations were too time-con-

suming. To supplement the meters

they set up a unique system of evalu-

ation. In effect, they worked out a

method of seeing noise as well as

hearing it.

Dr. John McKee, Douglas Power

Plant Group Engineer, Carmon Auble,

Douglas Power Plant Engineer, Verne

Harrison, Ryan Power Plant Engineer,

and Don Stearns, Ryan Test Engineer,

working closely with Don Doerr and

Dave Gossett, Ryan photographers, set

up a camera and a searchlight near an

operating model of a jet engine nozzle.

The searchlight's piercing beam was

narrowed to a slit by a mechanism de-

signed by Dwight Moore, Ryan Power

Plant Engineer. Heavy smoke was gen-

erated in the exhaust flow by the in-

jection of oil. As the smoke was forced

through nozzles of varying geometry,

the narrow beam of the light sliced

through the smoke, in effect cutting

the exhaust into smoke rings, which

the high-speed camera recorded.

By correlating the smoke ring pat-

terns with the noise levels picked up

at the microphones, the engineering

team was able to evaluate the jet

stream mixing effect on the noise. Con-

siderable time was saved in arriving at

the optimum design by the use of this

smoke photography.
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Air Force, IVavj Officials Inspect Ryan

High-ranking civilian officials of Navy and Air Force activities re-

cently familiarized themselves with Ryan facilities on a tour of the plant.

Shown inspecting empennage of a Firebee jet target drone are, left to

right: William Carlin, contract section, Navy Bureau of Aeronautics, West-
ern District, Los Angeles; Col. P. H. Kemmer, Ryan military relations;

William Collins, assistant branch head, purchasing and contracts, Bureau
of Aeronautics, Washington, D.C.; Harry J. Rheem, assistant head, contact
clearance branch, production division Office of Naval Material, Washing-
ton, D.C.; and J. N. Maclnnes, Ryan military relations.

TRAINED for TOPSIDE

(Continued from Page 25)

Key management men who comprise

Ryan's education committee that moni-

tors the course are convinced it will

prepare many of the company's fu-

ture leaders.

Ryan's program is well known at

San Diego State College where a com-

pany team interviews potential trainees

each spring. Ryan has focused on this

college because most of its students

have roots in San Diego and have some

knowledge of the company.

Even so, applicants from other

campuses and from the firm's own

employee ranks are sought. For

instance, Jack Albright, a State grad,

had been a Ryan employee four years

before applying and being accepted as

a trainee. He took a salary cut in

order to do this, since trainees draw

30

less than "direct" employees in com-

parable brackets.

A trainee should catch up to a di-

rect employee in pay in three or four

years and move ahead in five.

START AT $400

Trainees with B.A. degrees start at

$400 a month. Those with an M.A. or

two years of aircraft experience start

at $425. Those in each group receive

a 5 per cent raise every six months

and get a two-week vacation after a

year. At the end of 24 months, the

pay is $486 for a B.A. and $516 for

an M.A.. or two year aircraft man.

How fast a graduate advances there-

after will depend upon his competence,

initiative and talent. Clark's depart-

ment and the education committee will

keep close tab on each man's progress,

believing a feedback of information

will help improve the program.

What does the training department

look for in its screening of applicants?

Clark lists some checkpoints: ade-

quate educational background, per-

sonality, abihty to think, appearance,

general character, leadership, courage.

INITIATIVE STUDIED

The education committee which

makes final selection of trainees, says

a man's initiative and creative side

also are studied closely. Weight is

given to their dependability, as well as

ability.

Clark says he's trying, above all, to

teach the youths to use the tools of

learning they possess. Most are in

their early mid-20s. Some are mar-

ried and a few have children.

All are aware they have been

handed rare opportunities because of

the potential the company sees in them.

Costs of the management training

program are just about what the

trainees draw in salaries.

This exceptional economy, coupled

with other features, would seem to

make the plan ideal for widespread

adaptation to a variety of businesses

and industries.

Individually, all the trainees show

staunch loyalty to the company. They

admit they gripe among themselves

about some company policies and

practices as they see them. But should

an "outsider" voice criticism, they rise

quickly to the company's defense.

Throughout their two-year course,

the trainees record facts and their in-

terpretations of various Ryan opera-

tions in notebooks. The training super-

visor checks the notebooks monthly

and finds they contain valuable sug-

gestions for improvement of the pro-

gram and other operations.

PLAN DESCRIBED

Here's how the training plan works:

After reporting each morning to

the training department, the trainees

go to their current assignments. The
job might be in quality control, pub-

lic and employee relations, materiel,

contract administration, customer re-

lations (sales), finance, manufactur-

ing, or engineering.

On the job they work for the par-

ticular department, the same as do

other employees. They transfer from

(Continued on Sexl Page)



TRAINED for TOPSIDE

(Continued from Page iO)

one section to another every three or

four weeks.

Like many other Ryan employees,

the trainees attend supplemental
classes arranged by the training de-

partment. These deal with such sub-

jects as work simplification and usual-

ly take two hours a week—half com-
pany and half employee time.

PROBLEMS REVIEWED

Every Friday afternoon the trainees

get together to talk out problems.

Each man takes a turn at leading these

conferences. Constructive criticism is

welcomed — and expressed — at the

sessions.

"What we're trying to do," ex-

plained Clark, "is encourage these

boys to think."

Once a month the trainees meet as

a group with the education committee
consisting of the company assistant to

the executive vice-president; secretary-

treasurer; vice president and chief en-

gineer; controller, works manager; and
public and employee relations director.

These executives represent five of

Ryan's eight operating divisions.

Committeemen question the trainees

and are questioned in return. This in-

terchange gives the learners a rare

insight into management reasoning and
affords management a feedback of

fresh ideas from alert young minds.

At a recent session, a trainee posed
this question; "Is a production control

department necessary? If so, why?"
Carl L. Schirmer, a second-year

trainee, concedes the question may
seem elementary. But he adds that

the answers covered many ramifica-

tions and opened eyes around the

table.

Schirmer, 26, is a "56 San Diego
State graduate and is married. He
majored in banking and finance at col-

lege, but says that if he had a choice

of Ryan departments at this time, he'd

go into production control because it

involves a broad, over-all outlook.

Schirmer now is working toward a

master's degree in industrial manage-

ment at school, has completed 12 of

30 units and hopes to finish in two

years.

MUSCLE FOR MISSILES

(Continued from Page 14)

and the hole size diameter is held to

within .002-inches.

Ryan borrowed a tool from another

trade to check another part of the

rocket assembly. From civil engineer-

ing, Ryan adapted a planimeter, an

instrument which measures and com-
putes areas of irregular boundaries by

rolling a small wheel around the peri-

phery of the area to be measured. By
adding some special tools of its own,

Ryan is able to measure the center to

center distance of the corrugations in

the throat area of the rocket, and keep

tolerances within .002-inches.

Because a rocket once fired is a

rocket gone forever, Ryan final-tests

the Corporal rockets by "firing" them

with water. Two tons of filtered water

per minute are gushed through each

motor while flow rates and pressures

are measured. Measurements are then

converted to actual performance rates.

Each motor, when shipped from the

Ryan plant, carries its pedigree—the

X-ray photo, inspection documents,

and hydro-test results. The men who

will fire it will know exactly how it

will perform.

GLOBAL GLIDER

(Continued from Page 18)

speed gliders, due to the extremely high

temperatures which will be generated

by air friction, is MiniWate's high rate

of heat conductance. Tests, to deter-

mine the possibility of corrugation

buckUng due to extremely rapid heat-

ing, showed that the high joint con-

ductance between the skin and the cor-

rugation, as well as the small depth of

the corrugation prevented the appear-

ance of any significant temperature

gradients. Neither skin nor corruga-

tion buckling occurred up to the tem-

perature test limit of 2000°F.

It also appears that these rocket

gliders will have to be equipped with

powerplants capable of delivering a jet

velocity of 12,000 feet per second. If,

for instance, two gliders with similar

weight ratios and coefficients of lift,

but with powerplants delivering jet

velocities of 12,000 feet per second

and 10,000 feet per second, respec-

tively, are launched simultaneously

from a rocket sled, the rocket with the

12,000 feet per second powerplant will

travel 20,385 miles, while the second

rocket will travel but 8399 miles. Total

travel time (including glide time) of

the first glider will be two hours,

seven minutes; total travel time of the

second will be one hour, 22 minutes.

Selection of available propellants

capable of delivering 12,000 feet-per-

second velocity is presently limited to

oxygen-hydrogen reaction types, with

some possible additives. Highly exo-

thermal chemical reactions, which

would deliver velocities of from 13,000

to 30,000 feet per second are not yet

available for practical applications.

A suitable hypersonic wing profile,

which has acceptable characteristics at

subsonic speeds, should be of triangu-

lar shape. Wind tunnel test data ob-

tained at subsonic speeds, with tri-

angular profile wings, show a relative-

ly high value of lift at large angles of

attack. The corresponding lift/drag

ratio is poor, but when the angle of

attack is 4°, a lift/drag ratio of 5 is

obtained, which Is sufficient for take-

off, subsonic climb, and landing.

Lift/drag ratio also determines the

optimum fuselage configuration. In-

vestigations into this area by several

aerodynamicists have shown that lift/-

drag ratio is about 3 for a flat-bottom

body. When the flat-bottom surface

is incorporated into the wing structure,

forming a continuous surface, the lift/-

drag ratio at an angle of attack of 6°

will be 5, again sufficient for take-off

and climb.

The delta wing, which has been

proved on a number of supersonic

planes, is also a part of the overall de-

sign, and differs from them only in that

the apex of the wing and the fuselage

tip are coincident.
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X-13 MOCK1TP SPOTLIGHTED

Full-size mockup of Ryan's X-13
Vertijet recently was featured at
two big public events. It is shown
in top photo, complete with local

beauties and an airman, at the Air
Force "Power for Peace" display at
Las Vegas, Nev. In lower photo, Lt.

Col. C. R. Douglass, chief of the San
Diego Air Procurement District,

points out model to Jane Berth at
the Science and industry Conference
and Exhibit, Balboa Park. Mockup
was presented by Ryan to Orienta-
tion Group detachment, Norton Air
Force Base, San Bernardino. Mount-
ed on a flatbed trailer, it can be
shown in a vertical position (lower
photo), hanging from a simulated
launching cradle, as well as in hori-

zontal position. The mockup was
used for several years at Ryan dur-
ing construction of the successful
Vertijet, world's first all-jet plane
capable of vertical landings and
take-offs.
Pholo Courtesy San Diego Evening Tribune

ALL-WEATHER "EYE"

(Conliniied from Piige 9)

over a given location has been shown

to be excellent.

With automatic stabilization equip-

ment, the pilot is relieved of the ex-

tremely fatiguing task of maintaining

constant helicopter control. He is in

a position to simply monitor his in-

struments and has the opportunity to
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make external observations.

Another important application,

which is aided by the Ryan equipment,

is in rescue work, wherein the heli-

copter must hover for the length of

time required to pick up disaster vic-

tims, in spite of gusty wind conditions

and inclement weather.

A number of completely blind land-

ings have been successfully executed

with the aid of the AN APN-97. Thus,

a helicopter low on fuel returning to

base can effect a safe landing even

though the base might be "socked in."

Still another specific application is

in the transport field. In this instance,

both pickup and delivery of an extern-

ally carried load can be accomplished

with a substantial savings in time

realized by the use of automatic hover-

ing capability. Also, potential damage
to the equipment being transported in

this fashion is greatly reduced.

Introduction of the unique, light-

weight AN/APN-97 into the heli-

copter field permits virtually a "'hands-

off" flight capability with far-reaching

implications.

MISSILE LURE

(Continued from Page 21)

INFRARED RADIATION

For use with long-range "heat-seek-

ing" missiles, infrared augmentation

through use of flares on the Firebec is

necessary. A successful attack by a

heat-seeking missile is dependent upon

the heat energy radiated by the engine

of the target rather than by radar re-

flectivity.

Infrared radiation is proportional to

the 4th power of the absolute tempera-

ture of the object producing the radia-

tion. As an example, a large jet en-

gine tailpipe at a temperature of 500

degrees C can be simulated on the

Firebee by a comparatively small flare

operating at several thousand degrees

C. Flares are installed in the lower aft

jxirtion of the engine nacelle, so infra-

red output from flares and engine are

combined.

SCORING SYSTEMS

Two methods are used in computing

"miss-distance" of missiles launched

against Firebees. One means is the

PARAMI electronic system developed

by the Ralph M. Parsons Company of

Pasadena, California. It accurately

measures "miss-distance" between the

missile and Firebee, within 10 feet.

The PARAMI system consists of a

target transponder mounted in a Fire-

bee wing pod, a missile transponder lo-

cated in the warhead of the missile,

and ground receiving and recording

(CoHtitued on Page ii)



MISSILE LURE

(Continued from Page 32)

equipment which suppHes digital "miss-

distance" data.

During a target mission, the Fire-

bee continuously emits a high fre-

quency pulsed transmission. When
this pulse is received by a launched

missile, it triggers a transmission from

the missile transponder which, in turn,

is transmitted back to the Firebee at a

higher frequency. When the Firebee

receives this new signal, it transmits

another signal which is picked up and

monitored by the ground scoring sta-

tion. As the missile approaches the

Firebee, its emitted signal rises in fre-

quency and is translated through the

Firebee, to the ground station, in terms

of distance. The "miss-distance" in

feet is then recorded on a paper tape.

Scoring results are available 10 sec-

onds after missile firing.

Installation of the PARAMI equip-

ment on the Firebee is made in one

pod, using universal pod sections. The
antennas are installed in the pod tail

section and the transponder and power

supply in the nose and center sections.

This leaves the other wing tip pod free

for radar reflectivity requirements.

Another method of scoring missile

"miss-distance" is through use of a

Traid "500" camera. The camera is

equipped with a 165-degree wide-angle

lens, and has a capacity of 200 feet

of 16mm film. The film speed is ad-

justed for 200 frames per second,

which allows camera operation for a

total of 40 seconds. The camera is

operated by remote control for the de-

sired scoring period.

The camera is designed so that fil-

ters for either black and white or color

film can be used. Color film is more
desirable due to the increased contrast,

which provides easier interpretation for

scoring. Scoring with the Traid cam-
era is accomplished by an image com-
parison method. By using calibration

data for the camera and missile ob-

tained during ground tests, it is com-
paratively simple to compare the image
size of the missile against true missile

dimensions and arrive at the "miss-

distance."

TRACKING EQUIPMENT
Improved Firebee tracking capability

for the Ground Control Intercept sta-

tions is achieved through addition of an

L-band radar beacon. Use of the bea-

con permits the GCI stations to iden-

tify and track the comparatively small

target, and relay position information

obtained to the intercepting aircraft.

This enables the interceptor to execute

better approach for firing with less de-

lay.

The beacon is a compact transpon-

der and is similar in operation to the

standard IFF (Identification, Friend or

Foe) beacon equipment. Addition of

the L-band beacons provides tracking

capabilities at ranges up to 150 nau-

tical miles at an altitude of 15,000

feet. Another advantage of the L-

band beacon lies in its ability to pro-

vide tracking radars with continuous

information during parachute descent

of the Firebee. With this information,

it is possible to vector retrieval heli-

copters or surface recovery craft di-

rectly to the drone's point of impact.

For safety reasons, it is necessary to

positively identify the target before

launching a missile. Because of the

inability of ground optical equipment

to visually identify the Firebee at oper-

ating altitudes, this must be done with

special visual identification devices.

The use of smoke generators, which

discharge titanium tetrachloride into

the exhaust stream of the Firebee en-

gine, is one means of identification.

When actuated, dense white smoke is

generated when the titanium tetra-

chloride combines with moisture. The
"smoke" in this case is actually ti-

tanium oxide. The device is fitted with

a timer system which will produce

short bursts of smoke for any com-
mand sequence. In this way, total

operating time can be extended to

four minutes.

Another system which can fulfill the

requirement for visual identification is

the high intensity flashing lamp. This

system uses a xenon condenser dis-

charge lamp like those used by photo-

graphers. The xenon light is similar

in appearance to that produced by an

electric welder or trolley wire flash, and

has a very high color temperature. Be-

cause it has the full color spectrum, it

can penetrate fog or haze better than

common incandescent light.

The flashing light appears larger to

the eye than it really is, especially at

great distances. As an example, a four-

inch flashing light reflector appears to

be two feet in diameter at a distance

of three to fifteen miles. This is be-

cause the atmospheric moisture par-

ticles act as small prisms to refract

and converge the full wave spectrum

of the light towards the observer. It

offers advantages over other visual

identification systems in that it is light-

weight, has a low power consumption,

is low in cost and simple to operate.
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Why Ryan C-W Doppler Navigators Are Lightest,

Simplest, Most Compact, Most Reliable

Because of its pioneering work in continuous-wave

(c-w) radar in cooperation with the Navy and Army,
Ryan is producing Doppler navigational systems that

have four distinct advantages for both military and
commercial applications.

Proved through extensive flight tests over land and sea,

in all kinds of weather, Ryan systems provide ground
speed, drift angle, present position, ground track,

course- and distance-to-destination, course error and
other information for special purposes. They are:

LIGHTEST — Ryan Doppler navigators are lightest

because c-w radar requires less power for comparable
performance and eliminates the need for many com-
ponents required by pulse radars. Also, Ryan naviga-

tors use a unique lightweight non-gimballing antenna
system.

SIMPLEST — Ryan c-w Doppler navigators require no
if (intermediate frequency) amplifiers or automatic

frequency control circuits. Only one microwave gen-

erator is used and the systems have less tubes and
components.

MOST COMPACT— Inherent simplicity of c-w radar sys-

tems plus the ingenuity of Ryan design has enabled
Ryan to take most advantage of subminiaturization

and transistorization, creating compact systems with

advanced modular units and etched circuitry.

MOST RELIABLE — Ryan c-w Doppler navigators are

most reliable because they are simple, rugged, transis-

torized, use a long-life transmitter and feature a fool-

proof, nonwiggly (fixed) antenna with no mo\'ing parts

and no adjustments.
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RYAN FIREBEE
AT

PROJECT WILLIAM TELL

Firebees score another **first*' as

jet targets for USAF Weapons Meet

Ryan Firebees were selected as the

exclusive "flying bull's-eyes" for the

first weapons meet

to use free-flying jet

targets — Project

"William Tell."

Scheduled for Octo-

ber 20-30, 1958,

Project William Tell

is the Interceptor

Phase of the Air Force's Sixth Annual

World-Wide Weapons Meet. At Tyn-

dall Air Force Base, Florida, ninety-

eight Firebee jet drones tested the

pilots, planes and missiles of Ameri-

ca's Air Defense system under the

most realistic "combat" conditions,

short of actual warfare, ever achieved.

Firebees not only drew the fire of

the nation's crack Air Force pilots:

they also scored the results in mid-air

with a new electronics system
(PARAMl) which was used for the

first time at a weapons meet. A run-

ning record of hits, misses and near-

For Proiect William Tell, 11 Ryan Fire-

bees per day are air-launched into a

race-course pattern over the Gulf of

Mexico and retrieved by helicopters.



misses was instantly transmitted from

Firebees in flight to ground station

scorekeepers. Certain Firebees were

fitted with special scoring cameras

(Traid) to photograph unleashed

rockets boring in—or streaking away

if they fail to score a "hit."

Pitted against Ryan Firebees at

Project William Tell were 12 top Air

Defense interceptor teams flying Con-

vair F-102 (4 teams). Northrop F-89J

(3 teams) and North American F-86L

(5 teams) aircraft. They fired Hughes

GAR-1 Falcon guided missiles, Doug-

las MA-1 Genie rockets and salvos of

Aerojet 2.75-inch folding fin rockets.

As many as eleven target missions

a day were flown by the 600 mile-an-

hour Firebees at the ten-day weapons

meet. Capable of flights above 50,000

feet altitudes, Firebees were flown in

low (5-15,000 feet) and high (above

30,000 feet) missions without warn-

ing. They were launched into a "race-

course" target pattern over the Gulf of

Mexico water range, while the inter-

ceptors were scrambled and vectored

into firing position. With a record of

more than 1400 successful flights, in-

cluding scores of flights of more than

one hour duration, Firebees are ideally

suited for realistic evaluation of inter-

Launch planes are B-26s, fitted with Ryan 9-^ Firebees and manned by crews
from the 4756fh Drone Squadron at Tyndail Air Force Base. Retrieval is made
from the water, without the aid of surface craft, by Vertol H-21 helicopters.

ceptor aircraft and air-to-air missiles.

All Firebees are recovered, by

means of their two-stage parachute re-

covery systems, from water or land

ranges. Parachute recovery can be

commanded at any time; is automatic

in case of a direct hit, fuel depletion

or loss of electronic control.

At Project William Tell, the Fire-

bees were air-launched by planes from

the 4756th Drone Squadron of the Air

Force Weapons Center, Tyndail Air

Force Base, Florida. A typical target

mission went like this:

One hour before "on range" time,

a B-26 "mother" plane, with a bright

red Firebee under each wing, breaks

ground and pulls skyward. The B-26

pilot talks with the Firebee ground

control station. (Continued on Next Page)

- TO EIGIN AFB FLORID
PANAMA CITY

MISSILE IMPACT AREA



Uninhabited Firebee tries to "outwit" Convair F-102 jet interceptor, armed with deadly Falcon missiles, high in the Florida sky.

"How do you read me, Chainsteel?

This is Devil Three." Chainsteel is the

code name for the Firebee carrier

plane. Devil Three is ground control.

"I read you five-square," answers

the B-26 pilot. "T am passing through

eleven angels." In radio Brevity Code,

one angel equals a thousand feet of

altitude.

"Rodger. Let me know when you

level at fifteen."

As the B-26 climbs, a technician

checks out the Firebee's controls, us-

ing power from the mother plane. The

ground controller makes a similar

check-out of the drone. Next, the

Firebee is ready for "fire-up". The

B-26 is flying at 230 mph and the

drone's engine is windmilling. The

Continental J-69 turbojet whirls into

action and the Firebee is at 15.000

feet, ready to drop.

"Ready to launch. Devil," calls the

pilot.

"Roger, Chainsteel. Will count

down from 30 seconds."

"Thirty seconds . . . fifteen . . . ten

Unleashed missiles streak toward Firebee target (1)—Explode in plume of flame (2)—as missiles and quarry disintegrate (3).
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. . . five . . . one . . . DROP!"

The Firebee drops lazily from the

wing . . . falls 400 feet in level attitude.

Then, the red "bird" comes to life . . .

shoots forward and upward at high

speed, as the ground controller takes

command. Radar antennas on the

ground pulse into action, lock on the

drone, as ground control "beeps" com-

mands — "climb"
—

"turn"
—

"straight

and level"
—

"high speed" at 30,000

feet.

The Firebee is in the firing range

course. Ground fighter control (GCI)

issues commands to the F-102, F-89J

or F-86L aircraft to SCRAMBLE. Air

Force fighters smash their way into

the air for the search, intercept and

kill of the "enemy" target. GCI vec-

tors the interceptors to precise posi-

tions as they zoom to altitude, to save

precious time. Airborne radars scan

space, lock on the target. Pilots press

missile firing buttons and wait for

automatic firing as the range closes.

"WHOOSH".

In a stream of fire and smoke a

deadly missile or rocket is unleashed

at the elusive Firebee. As the ball of

fire bores in, the drone picks up the

missile's range and transmits a running

record of its fast-closing distance to

the ground scoring station. With elec-

tronic speed and precision, the "miss-

distance" is recorded on paper tape as

the missile streaks by the Firebee and

boils out to sea. Because the drone is

Firebees are welcomed by pilots of target tow planes who no longer need fear being

shot down, like ducks at a duck hunt, by leading gunners and faulty proximity fuses.

a "stand-in" for larger enemy aircraft,

a "hit" might be registered even

though the red "bird" is not touched.

Or, the Firebee might be clobbered by

the supersonic collision.

If airworthy (Firebees have flown

on with shrapnel-ridden fuselages and

broken turbine blades), the drone will

stay aloft for about one hour while

more firing runs are made against it.

Then, the signal for "parachute" will

be commanded and the 70-foot white

chute will blossom out, jerking the

drone up like a horse reined in. As the

drone floats gently to the sea, an Air

Force Vertol H-21 helicopter will

circle out to pick it up from the water

and return it to base for cleaning and

re-use.
Key man in air defense is interceptor

pilot who scrambles through a technical

"hell" to kill enemy—yet stay alive.

Firebees ore lined up by 4750th Drone Squadron, Vincent AFB, Ariz., to celebrate 42nd consecutive flight averaging over an hour.
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ELECTRONIC SCORING
THE use of realistic, jet free-flying Ryan Firebees, in-

' stead of slow, towed targets is an important advance in

weapons system evaluation. Another is the employment
of accurate electronic and camera scoring systems, which

also make their weapons meet debut at Project William

Tell.

Designated the "PARAMI" system, the electronic

scoring system is a product of the Ralph M. Parsons

Company. The device is an accurate, effective means of

determining the "miss-distance" by which a missile goes

wide of the Firebee target. Because the destructive range

(Continued on Page 24)

Sleek pods, fitted to Firebee wing-tips (above) contain
electronic and camera devices and radar reflectors. Elec-

tronic pod (left) "senses" missile approach and continu-
ously transmits its distance to the ground scoring station.

TRACK RADAR

Firebees are fitted with electronic (PARAMI) devices v^hich

continuously detect distances to Genie rockets and Falcon
missiles and instantly transmit data to Ground Scoring
Station. Firebee cameras (Troid) photograph 2.75 FFAR
rockets in flight.

Firebees are controlled through radio link by Ground Con-
trol operator who uses radar plotting board to check Fire-

bee position.

Firebees ore equipped with "S"-band beacons, for re-

sponse to Ground Control radar, and "L"-band beacons to

provide Ground Fighter Control (GCh with positive position

for vectoring interceptor aircraft.

ELECTRONIC
SCORE BOARD



MACH 3 METAL
]^liniWa<p vutfi through the thermal thirket

ANEW structural concept—Mini-

Wate*—has emerged from the

Ryan engineering laboratories with the

high strength-to-weight characteristics

and high temperature properties need-

ed to make the Mach 3 airplane a

reality.

Advances in powerplant engineer-

ing, in aerodynamic theory, and in

electronic research have brought the

Mach 3 airplane within reach. Until

recently, however, one stumbling block

remained—heat.

The metals and methods of fabrica-

tion used in today's Mach 1 aircraft

cannot withstand the elevated air-

friction temperatures of above 600°F

encountered in 2200 miles per hour

flight. The lighter metals—aluminum

and magnesium—soften like wax in

the sun at these high temperatures,

and the heat resistant metals—steel

and nickel—seemed to be too heavy

to employ, using conventional fabrica-

tion methods.

In 1954, Ryan, anticipating that

aluminum and magnesium and con-

ventional methods would have to be

replaced before high Mach number

flight could be achieved, began re-

search into the problem.

The company set out to achieve

a structure that could be made of any

weldable high temperature alloy; that

could be easily cut, formed and con-

toured; and that could be readily in-

Pretty Ryanite Arlene Cherry easily holds

aloft huge jet engine tailpipe weighing
13 pounds. Made by usual methods, pipe

would have weighed three times as much.

tegrated into aircraft design and as-

sembly.

Further, the ideal concept would be

aerodynamically smooth; the method

of assembling the structure would add

no weight; dissimilar metals, with

differing co-efficients of expansion,

would not be used; and current means

and standards of inspection would be

all that would be necessary.

The result of the four-year research

program is MiniWate, essentially the

ultimate refinement of standard air-

craft structure design—skins attached

to stringers—in which closely spaced

stringers are replaced by continuous

miniature corrugations, which are then

attached to foil-gage sheet metal skins.

Attachment is made by spotwelding,

so that the structure is homogeneous,

avoiding the problems arising from

brazing, which introduces a different

metal.

Spotwelding adds no weight, is

aerodynamically clean, can be done

with machinery readily available, and

may be inspected quickly and thor-

oughly. Large furnaces and compli-

cated, expensive fixtures are not re-

quired for MiniWate fabrication. No
expensive, time-consuming methods

of inspection, such as sonic. X-ray,

or infra-red are required. All compo-

nents of MiniWate are available for

visual inspection, unlike honeycomb

which becomes buried from view un-

der its covering skins of sheet metal.

The MiniWate concept also offers

a wide range of strength-to-weight

ratios. Buckling strength, when the

material used is 17-7PH stainless steel,

can be in excess of 200,000 psi, de-

pending on the thickness of the ma-

terial chosen and the size of the cor-

rugation. Stainless steel is particularly

(Continued on Next Page)



Slamming through space at 2000 knots, Mach 3 aircraft will encounter temperatures to render today's aircraft metals soft as wax.

"Sewing machine"—spotwelder built to

Ryan designs—stitches skin and corruga-
tion together as Dick Rozelle operates it.

adaptable because it is a high strength

material which is available in ex-

tremely thin sheet and because of its

exceptionally good welding and form-

ing characteristics.

17-7PH Stainless is particularly de-

sirable for thin sheet applications be-

cause it can be heat treated without

scaling. After annealing at 1750°F in

preparation for transformation, the

steel has a yield strength of 45,000

psi and elongation of 35 per cent.

After transformation at minus 100°F

it has a room temperature yield

strength of 110,000 psi. The final

aging treatment is given at 950°F,

after which it has a room temperature

yield strength of 200,000 psi and an

ultimate tensile strength of 240,000

psi, with elongation of 5 per cent.

This versatility enables the aircraft

designer who works with MiniWate to

tailor it to a particular assembly—to

closely approach the ideal design ob-

jective, in which all of the material

used is operating at 100 per cent of

its limit load. Wherever possible the

structural design of the complete air-

plane should follow a smooth pattern

of gradual transition from lightly

loaded structure to highly loaded

structure. For this purpose, MiniWate

is ideal.

Of special interest to the electronics

industry are the weight savings,

coupled with high strength and heat

dissipation advantages, made possible

with MiniWate. Experimental designs

developed at Ryan have indicated that

as much as 56 per cent of the total

weight of a typical electronic "black

box" has been pared off. and the new
black box, being made of steel, was

much stronger than the original de-

sign in aluminum. The container, like

its aluminum predecessor, was capable

of being pressurized. Since the penal-

ties for weight are so high, both in

10



20,000 pounds of thrust is readied for reaction control tests as Ryan research
mechanics Dicic Snyder (left) and Bill Haynes moke final adjustments to huge engine.

Smooth transition from vertical to hori-

zontal flight was made possible by jet

reaction control system in world's first

jet VTOL aircraft, Ryan X-13 Vertijet.

cessory equipment have been installed,

and the first jet reaction control com-

ponent to be tested with afterburner

will be the nozzle, which diverts the

exhaust stream for pitch and yaw con-

trol. Actual engine test runs in the

test cell began in May.

The X-13, because of its experi-

mental status, did not employ an after-

burner, which would be needed in tac-

tical use for extra surges of power.

Encouraged by the success of the

Ryan X-13 Vertijet, which impressed

Congressional leaders and Pentagon

officials in flights in Washington, D.C.,

last summer. Ryan engineers have been

developing design proposals for various

tactical versions of VTOL aircraft for

the military services.

T. Claude Ryan, president, has ex-

pressed certainty that the cost of de-

veloping and producing jet VTOL
interceptors and fighter-bombers would

be no greater than for conventional air-

craft. "Yet we can attain substantial

improvement in performance by using

VTOL techniques, and eliminating the

landing gear," he said.
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FROM strategic regional offices, Ryan field service and

customer relations men cover the nation from Seattle to

Key West, from Boston to Lx)s Angeles, and to points over-

seas. Their mission—to insure that Ryan products live up

to the company slogan
—"Ryan Builds Better." They make

certain that the company's customers obtain the benefit of

Ryan's twenty-five years of experience in handling hard-to-

work metals.

The services offered by Ryan field men cover complete

weapons systems, such as the famous Firebee. This fast jet

drone is in service with the Air Force, Army and Navy at

many bases in the United States, and in Canada with the

Royal Canadian Air Force. Ryan field personnel instruct

in the proper methods of maintaining, servicing and repair-

ing the fast, evasive target missile, and gather important

suggestions for improving the Firebee's role in our national

defense system.

A typical field service suggestion, which was incor-

porated into the Firebee, was the addition of extra explosive

charges in the firing chambers which release the parachute

at the end of each mission. Since it is nearly impossible to

test a charge without actually firing it, a "fail-safe" condition

was established by the addition of the extra squibs.

Ryan is a pioneer in the design and manufacture of stain-

less steel exhaust systems. Since the first Ryan exhaust sys-

tem was produced more than twenty-five years ago, thous-

ands have been installed on commercial airliners, bombers,

fighters, training planes, lighter-than-aircraft, tanks and

landing craft.

And, wherever these exhaust systems have been placed

in service, Ryan field service men have been on hand. The

long history of success of these systems derives from these

men in the field, who confer with the customer's power plant

engineering and maintenance personnel on all details of

maintenance and performance. The field representatives

brief maintenance crews on the best method of installation

and removal, and keep detailed notes on the system's per-

formance as it proves itself in service.

As repairs become necessary, Ryan field service men in-

struct maintenance crews on welding techniques and proper-

ties of materials. This close liaison between customer and

factory insures that new designs, new metals and new me-

thods of manufacture will be used as they become applicable

and available.

The concern over—and pride in—the performance of

Ryan products has carried over into the jet age part of the

company's business. As with the long-wearing exhaust sys-

tems, customer relations men and field engineers precede

and follow Ryan-built parts to their destinations. Ryan hard

metal experience has been utilized in building jet engine

parts, ramjet combustion chambers, and complete rocket

motors.

On production lines in the Ryan plant at this time are

pods and pylons for the Douglas DC-8 Jetliners. As a ma-

jor subcontractor in this program, Ryan is responsible for

the power packages for the big airliners. Ryan installs jet

(Continued on Page 29)
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HE MOVE - FROM RYAN

Have briefcase — «vill travel anv^vliere —

is the ereed of the 4S meia who

make Kvan Field Service

outstanding
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Mightiest bomber to flash off the decks of an aircraft carrier, big A30 Skywarrior carries nuclear weapons, flies at 600 mph.

RYANAV To Guide Skywarriors
R^an receives million dollar eleelronies contract

Accurate ground speed and drift

ing—are transmitted to Skywarrio

r\OUGLAS A3D-2 Skywarriors will soon be even more
^^ potent. Designed to deliver nuclear weapons, the jet

attack bomber will soon be using Ryan's new electronic

system—Model 114 RYANAV* Ground Velocity Indi-

cator, as a vital unit

of the bombing system

of the Navy's most

potent single striking

force.

Due to a recent con-

tract for more than $1

million, received from

the Norden Labora-

tories Division of

Norden-Ketay Corp. at

White Plains, N.Y. (re-

cently acquired by

United Aircraft Corp. )

,

Ryan has started a pro-

duction line at its Elec-

tronic Division for the

Model 1 1 4. Deliveries

of the new systems will

start late this year.
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angle data—vital to precision bomb-

r pilot by compact RYANAV indicator.
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The Model 114 is a lightweight, all-weather, con-

tinuous wave Doppler radar, self-contained airborne sys-

tem which enables pilots to reach their destinations with

pin-point accuracy and without time-consuming manual

computations.

The system accurate-

ly, automatically and

continuously computes

and displays ground

speed and drift angle

without the aid of

ground stations, wind

estimates or air sjjeed

data.

The A3D jet attack

bomber is the mightiest

ever to operate from an

aircraft carrier. It is

rated in the 600-700

mile-per-hour class and

flies long-range mis-

sions above 40.000

feet.

*Tratiemark



Ryan Vertiplane is promising development in Army search for
badly needed VTOL-STOL aircraft with ability to carry troops
or cargo at high speeds and operate from unprepared terrain.

Big-gunned, fast, and heavily ormored tanks in today's pentomic
Army can launch swift, savage counterattack. Huge engines in

these steel thoroughbreds equipped with Ryan exhaust systems.

ing and testing major advances in avia-

tion, such as the Ryan VTOL Verti-

plane. While the aircraft now in service

in the Army are the best that can be

produced at this stage of the state-of-

the-art, the Army is continually seek-

ing new aircraft, and improving old

ones.

On the battlefield, basic army needs

haven't changed in hundreds of years.

The old maxim of "move, shoot, com-

municate" will be as appropriate on

the atomic battlefield as it was at

Crecy and at Agincourt, where Eng-

land's Edward III and Henry V de-

stroyed the best that France and Italy

had to offer. At Crecy the Genoese

crossbowmen failed to communicate

to the French leadership, and were

utterly devastated. At Agincourt the

English were able to shoot—massively,

with the terribly accurate English

longbow, and thirty thousand French-

men laid down their lives to less than

a third as many Englishmen.

Today's Army will largely use air-

craft to "move, shoot, communicate".

Aircraft will observe; will carry troops

and supplies rapidly; give air mobility

to ground reconnaissance; provide

command control and liaison; and

evacuate battle casualties.

For these missions, the Army needs

aircraft capable of true battlefield

(Continued on Page 28)

Far-sighted giant. So big it won't focus at
less than 500 yards, huge camera will re-

cord battlefield movement 30 miles away.

Double duty Shawnee H-21, with Ryan exhausts, delivers troops to hot spot, rises and pins down enemy with machine gun and rocket.
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Precision welding of titanium DC-8 com-
ponents is done with specially developed
portable spotwelder under skilled hands,
watchful eyes of E. Helton and G. L. Rush.

10,000 pounds of jet thrust is wrapped
in titanium in Ryan-built pods and pylons
of Douglas DC-8 Jetliners, now under-
going CAA certification flight tests.

PUTTING TITAXIUM TO
DYAN has been taming tough metals

for 25 years. The company's ex-

perience runs from the first piston-

engine exhaust system to come off a

production Hne to today's hquid fuel

rocket motors, and today Ryan han-

dles more different alloys (80) in

production than any other aircraft

company.

This rich and varied background

was recognized by the Air Force sev-

eral years ago when it awarded Ryan

a contract to study the best methods

of fabricating titanium and its alloys

in sheet form. Titanium, aviation's

Cinderella metal, was threatening to

revert to a scullery maid role because

of production problems. Although it

Big two-engined Sikorsky helicopter, equipped with Ryan titanium exhaust systems (left) lifts heavy C-ration cargo in Army tests.



enables the interceptor to execute a

better approach for firing, with less

delay.

The beacon is a compact trans-

ponder and is similar in operation to

the standard IFF (Identification,

Friend or Foe) beacon equipment.

Addition of the "L"-band beacon pro-

vides tracking capabilities at ranges up

to 150 nautical miles at an altitude

of 15,000 feet. Another advantage of

the beacon lies in its ability to pro-

vide tracking radars with continuous

information during parachute descent

of the Firebee. With this information,

controllers at Project William Tell

meet can vector retrieval helicopters

directly to the drone's point of im-

pact.

For the ground remote controller,

who is responsible for control of the

Firebee while in flight, an "S"-band

tracking radar is used. Designated the

MSQ-IA, this radar furnishes the con-

troller with continuous information on

the drone's altitude, range and bear-

ing from the remote controller.

With "L"-band radar, information

on the Firebee's range and bearing is

furnished every 20 seconds. This is

because the radar's antenna operates

through a 360-degree sweep, and will

"pick up" the Firebee three times a

minute. The 'S"-band radar has an

antenna which "locks on" the drone and

tracks it continuously, which enables

the remote controller to "see" the

Firebee at all times, and to command
parachute recovery if that becomes de-

sirable.

PROJECT WILLIAM TELL

CARRIERS AND WEAPONS
(Continued from Page 6)

role in America's air defense system

because it backs an atomic punch.

Its armament includes the first air-to-

air atomic missile, the Douglas

"Genie" rocket.

The plane's characteristic "Scor-

pion" silhouette is due to its unique,

up-swept tail assembly. This arrange-

ment places the horizontal stabilizer

well above the jet exhaust and airflow

of the wing. The Allison jet engines

are equipped with afterburners which

enable the "Scorpion" to climb to alti-

tudes above 45,000 feet.

Capable of long range, the "Scor-

pion" carries both a pilot and radar

observer. "Scorpions" are now flying

top cover for the Air Force at many

bases in the United States, Alaska and

the far north.

The Douglas MB-1 "Genie," air-to-

air nuclear rocket, was first fired by

an F-89J "Scorpion" in July of 1957

at the Atomic Test Site in Nevada.

The "Genie," which has been de-

scribed as the most important air de-

fense development since the introduc-

tion of radar, was developed by the

Douglas Aircraft Company in coopera-

tion with the Air Research and De-

velopment Command. Hailed as prob-

ably the "safest weapon ever devel-

oped," the missile remains inert in a

nuclear sense until it is armed in the

air, only a few moments before the

firing.

The negligible extent of radioactive

fall-out from the relatively small

"Genie" atomic explosion was demon-

strated when Air Force observers

stood directly beneath the detonation

point of the weapon for an hour, yet

suffered no ill effects. The weapon

was exploded at an altitude of 15,-

000 feet, and produced a large smoke

ring rather than the mushroom cloud

usually associated with an atomic ex-

plosion.

The explosive power of the "Genie"

has been described as "well below

nominal." A nominal weapon is equiv-

alent to 20,000 tons of TNT, similar

to the bombs dropped on Hiroshima

and Nagasaki at the end of World War

II. "Genie" is powered by a solid pro-

pellant rocket motor manufactured by

the Aerojet-General Corporation.

DELTA DAGGER—FALCON
The supersonic Convair F-102 all-

weather jet interceptor is the primary

weapon of America's continental air

defense. The sleek delta-winged air-

plane was the first interceptor to utilize

the "coke bottle" or area-rule fuse-

lage.

Named the "Delta Dagger," the F-

102, when armed with a combination

of GAR-1 "Falcon" missiles and fold-

ing fin aerial rockets, has the built-in

capabiUty for intercepting enemy

bombers at any time, in any weather.

The plane's advanced electronic arma-

ment control system is manufactured

by the Hughes Aircraft Company,

which also produces the "Falcon"

missile.

In operation, the F-102's electronic

control system searches for and locates

the target at long range. Then it directs

the pilot on the correct attack course

for launching the GAR- 1. At the pro-

per instant for intercept, the electronic

control system arms and fires the mis-

siles automatically. The "Falcon's"

radar guidance system seeks out and

pursues the target until it is overtaken

and destroyed.

The single place F-102 climbs like

a rocket to combat altitude within a

very few minutes from the first alert.

The unusual delta wing and area-rule

fuselage make the airplane an extra-

ordinarily stable, yet highly maneuver-

able supersonic platform from which

the "Falcon" can be launched, even

in the thin air above 50,000 feet.

The "Falcon" has a length of 6Vi

feet, weighs only 125 pounds. It has

small forward fins and large aft stabi-

lizers, with control surfaces attached

to the rear of each stabilizer. A
rounded nose, which is transparent to

microwaves, fairs into a cylindrical

fuselage terminating in the aft por-

tion, which houses the exhaust nozzle

of the rocket engine. The soHd-pro-

pellant engine produces enormous

thrust for a brief interval, accelerating

the missile to a velocity in excess of

Mach 2.

Guidance, control and auxiliary

systems are installed in a space no

larger than a few feet of "stovepipe,"

and are capable of withstanding the

harshest of environmental extremes.

Accuracy of the "Falcon's" design has

been proved by the number of Fire-

bees destroyed during developmental

tests, even though the missiles carried

telemetering equipment instead of tac-

tical warheads.

SABRE JET—MIGHTY MOUSE

The famed F-86L "Sabre jet" in-

corporates advanced electronic equip-

(Continued on Next Page)
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EiMPLOY.>ll]l\T IllSI^Ci 11\ ]\EWLY
COIM^iOLIUATEU ELECTRONICS

DIVISION
Rapidly inoreasing demand by the military services for Ryan airborne

electronics systems has catapulted the company's Electronics Division into
the greatest expansion program of its history.

Scores of electronic engineers and other highly skilled personnel
are coming to Ryan as a result of the slepped-up employment programs
in these areas. Meanwhile, plans are being made for enlargement of
engineering, research and development, and sales facilities in the San
Diego area, and for establishment of production lines in the Torrance

plant, where the principal product
to dale has been the famed Ryan
Firebee remote-controlled jet target
drones.

Recent consolidation of the for-

merly separate Torrance and Elec-
tronics Divisions into a single Elec-
tronics Division under G. W. Ruth-
erford, former Torrance Manager,
emphasizes the growing importance
of electronics in Ryan's future.

This unprecedented growth of
the Electronics Division is described
by company officials as the direct

result of many years of pioneering
research and development that has
led to the creation of superior con-
tinuous-wave Doppler radar systems
needed by the military services for
applications in automatic naviga-
tion, guidance and instrumentation.

Typical of the Ryan electronics
systems for which recent orders
were awarded are the RVAIN'AV*

(Ryan Automatic Navigator) Model 120A integrated automatic navigation
and flight controls systems for the U. S. Army and the Model 114 Ground
Velocity Indicator for the U. S. Navy.

The Model 120A order, first phase of a program expected to become
much larger in scope, provides accurate, automatic and continuous navi-
gational information without relying upon any ground facilities, and is

adaptable for use in both Army fixed-wing aircraft and helicopters over
all types of terrain and in any weather.

The Model 114 is being supplied to the Norden Laboratories Division
of the Norden-Ketay Gorporation of White Plains, N. Y., to be installed as
a vital unit of the bombing apparatus of the Navy Douglas A3D "Sky
Warrior" jet attack bombers.

Several other contracts are in negotiation by the Electronics Division,
which looks ahead to a steadily expanding growth for years to come.

To fill the newly created post of Operations Manager of the Torrance
plant, Hans M. Schiff, 37, former Work Manager of Manufacturing of
Motorola, Inc., Chicago, recently joined the Ryan organization. At Moto-
rola, he had directed 3,000 employees in four plants manufacturing
military electronics equipment, automobile radio tuners, automatic gear
shift transmission controls for automobiles, and printed circuit chassis
and fabrication.

Owen S. Olds, veteran engineer and executive in the Electronics
Division, has assumed the post of Director of Engineering and Customer
Service, and is responsible for all functions at the Division's Kearny Mesa
(San Diego) plant, except Contract Administration and Estimating, and
Accounting.

G. W. RUTHERFORD
Electronics Manager

PROJECT WILLIAM TELL

CARRIERS AND WEAPONS
(Continued from Page 25)

merit, new extended wing leading

edges, and new wingtips that add a

foot to each wing. These changes pro-

vide the airplane, which proved its

superiority over the Russian MIGs in

Korea with a kill ratio of 14-1. with

greater maneuverability, lower take-

off and landing speeds, and deadlier

accuracy against moving targets.

The electronic modernization im-

proves the "Sabre Jet's" target detec-

tion capability, reduces pilot fatigue,

and simplifies ground control. The
airplane utilizes a unique "flying tail"

in which elevator and stabilizer are a

single controllable unit. Designed as

a high-speed, all-weather interceptor,

the airplane is armed with 2.75-inch

"Mighty Mouse" rockets.

The "Mighty Mouse" is a folding

fin rocket which contains no guidance

system. In principle, these rockets

employ a "shotgun" technique. If

enough of them can be fired into a

given volume of space, it is mathe-

matically impossible for a target to

escape at least one hit. Since each one

of the rockets packs a wallop equivalent

to that of a 75 mm. cannon shell, it is

doubtful that even the largest aircraft

could survive a single hit.

The F-86L carries 24 "Mighty

Mouse" rockets, and can release them
in a single volley. Powered by a solid

dual propellant, the "Mighty Mouse"
is capable of a maximum velocity of

2,600 feet per second, or Mach 2.7 at

altitude.

MACH 3 METAL
(Continued from Page 11)

conductance between the skin and the

corrugation, as well as the small depth

of the corrugation, prevented the ap-

pearance of any significant tempera-

ture gradients.

MiniWate is available in three stan-

dard corrugations. Corrugations larger

than No. 3 (.324 inches across the

widest part and .25 inches deep) are

not used because individual stiffeners

then become more practical for stiffen-

ing sheet stock of larger gage. The
problem of welding thin sheet to heaxy

bar has also been successfully solved

by the Ryan Welding Laborator>

\

This achievement by Ryan metal-

lurgists and welding engineers gives

the final dimension necessary to Mach
3 flight. The dexelopment of Mini-

Wate has been considered so impor-

tant a contribution to aerodynamic

design that Ryan was recently aw arded

First Prize in a nationwide competi-

tion among 150 entrants for the best

use of material in design engineering.

*Trademark
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PUTTING TITANIUM

TO WORK
(Coyitiniied from Page 21)

You can't do that with titanium.

Titanium will crack in the area of the

work-hardened metal.

Willits adopted a new nibbler blade

geometry and offset the blades, so that

the nibbler cut completely through the

titanium. Now, the metal is cut right

to the pattern line, and a light pass

with a belt sander removes burrs. The

new method cuts a given amount of

titanium in ten ininutes, against the

four hours required by the old method.

New methods and new machines are

continually being installed at Ryan, as

more aircraft manufacturers begin to

take advantage of titanium and of

Ryan's experience and facilities in

handling it.

These new machines, most of which

are in use in hot-forming titanium,

include several new presses, ranging

in size from a Dake arbor press with

a platen area 24 inches square, to two

giant Dake presses capable of forming

a titanium sheet 3 feet wide and 12

feet long.

Built to Ryan design is a Hufford

stretch press, used specifically to form

ribs made of titanium. The giant ma-

chine exerts a tremendous pressure

over a platen area of 36 inches by 72

inches.

This emphasis on hot forming is due

to titanium's "plastic memory." Titan-

ium, if cold formed, has a distinct

tendency to return to the original posi-

tion. If, however a titanium part is

formed under pressure at elevated

temperatures (IOOO°F) this plastic

memory is removed, and the part re-

mains exactly as formed.

This is extremely important in

building the pods and pylons for the

DC-8 Jetliner which Ryan produces

for Douglas Aircraft Company. Doug-

las requires that pod and pylon com-

ponents be interchangeable between

Jetliners, which means that component

parts must be held to extremely close

tolerances.

An indication of the care with which

C. A. STILLWAGEN
t ice President-Finance

H. E. RYKER
Vice President-Operations

I^EW VICE PRESIDEXTS EOR
EII\AXCE AND OPERATIONS

Creation of two new Vice Presidencies—for Finance and for Oper-

ations—to meet administrative demands of Ryan Aeronantieal Company's

rapidly expanding activities was announced recently by T. Claude Ryan,

President.

C. A. Stillwagen has been advanced to Vice President, Finance, and

Treasurer. He formerly was Secretary-Treasurer.

H. E. Ryker has been promoted to Vice President, Operations. He
formerly was assistant to the Executive Vice President, G. C. Woodard.

Both Stillwagen and Ryker report directly to ^'oodard.

Stillwagen joined Ryan 19 years ago as head of the Ryan School of

.Aeronautics accounting department. During World War II he was co-

ordinator of the school's military operations in San Diego and Hemet,

California, and Tucson, Arizona. Later he was named Controller of the

company and then was advanced to Secretary-Treasurer. He is past presi-

dent of the San Diego chapters, National Office Management Association

and National Association of .Accountants.

Ryker joined Ryan early this year after 15 years at Lockheed Air-

craft Corporation, where he was Vice President-Manufacturing and Ma-

teriel, and later as an administrative consultant to Hughes Aircraft Com-

pany and Vice President and General Manager of Chase Aircraft Company,

an affiliate of the Kaiser organization.

Ryan approaches titanium fabrication

is the construction of the forming dies.

Since titanium and the meehanite from

which most dies are made have differ-

ent rates of expansion, the dies are

constructed to compensate for this

difference—an amount measured in

ten-thousandths of an inch.

In addition to the important Doug-

las program, Ryan has for several

years made titanium exhaust equip-

ment for Sikorsky's big HR2S twin-

engined helicopter. Weight is critical

to efficient 'copter performance, and

substitution of titanium for the stain-

less steel called for in the original de-

sign saved 50 per cent of the original

design weight.

These two programs, with other

smaller ones, make Ryan the country's

largest producer of finished titanium

parts.

A new development at Ryan, using

a newly developed high strength tita-

nium alloy is the fabrication of Ryan

MiniWate* structures from titanium.

At the present time MiniWate is made

of stainless steel. Titanium alloy

MiniWate structures will offer com-

parable strength at only 56 per cent

of the weight of stainless steel.

''Trademark
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IWDISTRY VETERA]\
l^EW rillEF

Will L. Wheeler, 41, who for the

EXGIXEER
'M

pa!<t 20 years has held iniportaiil

engineering responsibilities at North .M

American Aviation, Inc., has been

named Chief Engineer of Ryan, .M '*' ->\
reporting directly to Frank W. amg\ \ t

Fink, Vice President-Engineering. WKk3 ^tThe entire Engineering Division, in-

cluding Advanced Design, will be

msmmiSmlKtKm t*^^^^ i

>under Wheeler's direction.

A native of Medina, N. Y., t
Wheeler received his bachelor's de- i
gree in aeronautical engineering

from Carnegie Tech, Pittsburgh. His i
first job in the aircraft industry was WILL L WHEELER

as a junior engineer at Lockheed New Chief Engineer

from 1937 to 1938, when he joined

North American Aviation, liis only can's Seattle office when plans were 1

other employer until he became under way to join in the B-29 pro- |

affiliated with Ryan. duclion program early in World 1

At North American he began as War II. In 1942, Wheeler v as sent 1

a flight test engineer, and rose to to England as North American's |

other key posts. He was power plant representative at the Rolls Royce 1

design engineer, co-pilot on the plant during installation of the 1

B-25 flight lest program, also par- Merlin engines in the P-51 Mustang.
ticipated in basic trainer and obser- From 1942 to 1951, he was group
vation plane flight test programs. leader of power plant development
and was engineering representative at North American's Los Angeles 1

at the National Advisory Committee plant, and for the past seven years 1

for Aeronautics installation in Lang- he was assistant chief engineer of |

ley Field, Virginia. the company's Columbus, Ohio,

Later, he managed North Ameri- division.

THE MOBILE GLOBAL U.S. ARMY
(Continued

maintenance—aircraft tiiat can be kept

in a flyable condition with a minimum

of tools, by combat personnel working

under highly unsuitable conditions.

The Army needs fixed-wing aircraft

capable of true short take-off and

landing, with relatively high forward

speeds and with a worthwhile cargo

capacity. For all its aircraft, fixed and

rotary wing, the Army needs all weath-

er capability. Attaining this all-weather

capability involves development of bet-

ter instruments and better navigational

and air traffic control systems.

Ryan is actively engaged in manu-

facturing and research in helping the

Army attain the aircraft it needs, and

the instruments the aircraft need for

the all-weather capability that the

from Page 19)

Army demands. At present, Ryan is

wind-tunnel-testing the Vertiplane, a

turbo-prop VTOL research airplane.

Ryan is supplying to the Army the

RYANAV Model 120, an automatic

navigator and flight control system

using continuous-wave Doppler radar.

Of special value to the Army is

RYANAV'S adaptability to "nap of

the earth" low altitude operations.

The RYANAV Model 120 can oper-

ate anywhere in the world, over all types

of terrain and with all-weather capabil-

ity. It is completely self-contained, re-

quiring no ground facilities or aerologi-

cal data. RYANAV may be used for

point-to-point navigation, observation,

traffic control, approach and landing

and many other missions. Secure from

enemy detection and countermeasures,

it contains effective counter-counter-

measures.

For the Army's modern Cavalry, the

helicopters, Ryan has for years made

plenum chambers and exhaust systems.

For the Army's modern Armor, Ryan

has made exhaust manifolds for Con-

tinental and Allison tank engines.

Ryan exhaust systems are also made
for the long-range wings of the Army
—the Air Force's big transports.

Douglas C-124, C-54, C-47, and A-20

troop transports are all equipped with

Ryan manifolds, while Ryan-built tur-

bine hoods are on the Fairchild

C-119's.

As part of the Army's arsenal of

weapons, the Corporal rocket-pow-

ered, atomic warhead-equipped missile

stands at the ready in battle stations

all over the world. The rocket motors

of the big missile are made by Ryan.

The Army's role in the defense of

the Free World has become incredibly

difficult, and the weapons it must use

on tomorrow's battlefields have be-

come exceedingly complex. Even more

than in the past, the dictum of disper-

sion must be meticulously obeyed, so

that an opposing force will never have

a target of opportunity on which to

use atomic weapons. Aviation will play

a most important part in this tactic of

dispersion. Ryan, as one of aviation's

pioneers, will continue to assist the

Army in obtaining the best weapons of

the air.
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ON THE COVER
Flying faster, higher, longer,
Ryan Firebees have added another
"First" to their record. They are
first get targets to be used at a

weapons meet — Project Wm. Tell.
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NAVY FIREBEE

CAN TAKE IT

(Continued from Page 23)

as America's fastest free-flying jet tar-

get capable of evasive action simulat-

ing enemy planes, Firebees have flown

more than 1,400 missions over desert

areas, the Pacific and Atlantic Oceans,

and the Gulf of Mexico. Flights have

lasted more than one hour and in ex-

cess of 150 miles from the ground con-

trol station. The parachute recovery

system has enabled use of the same

Firebee as many as 19 times before it

has been expended.

ARMY DOPPLER CONTRACT
(Continued from Page S)

facilities. Information provided by the

Model 120A includes ground speed,

drift angle, position in latitude and

longtitude, wind speed and direction,

course and distance to destination,

ground track, a map display, and air-

craft altitude and heading.

Adaptable for use in both Army

fixed-wing aircraft and helicopters, the

RYANAV Model 120 can operate any-

where in the world, over all types of

terrain and with all-weather capability.

Secure from enemy detection and

countermeasures, the system may be

used for observation, traffic control,

approach and landing, and many other

missions in addition to point-to-point

navigation.

This is the third electronic naviga-

tional system Ryan has produced for

the Army. The Model 103 was first

delivered to the Army in October,

1956, and the Model 108 in February,

1948. Both were successfully flight

tested at Fort Huachuca.

The latest order is one of several

contracts in negotiation with the De-

partment of Defense which will re-

quire doubling the personnel of Ryan's

Electronic Division by the end of the

year. Several hundred additional

highly skilled electronics engineers,

technicians and supporting employees

are being sought in a nationwide em-

ployment campaign.

300th Firebee Flight Xoted

The 300th mission of a Ryan Fire-

bee was celebrated recently by the

4750th Drone Squadron at Vincent

Air Force Base, Yuma, Ariz., com-
manded by Maj. O'Dale Cook, center

above, who points his thumbs at the
two officers who fired Falcon air-

to-air missiles against the speedy
target drone on this historic oc-

casion. At left, Capt. Mathias Raab,
radar observer, and at right, Capt.
W. H. Grisham, pilot of Northrop
F-89H Scorpion, hold Firebee models
presented them by Ryan officials.

Firebee on which they are leaning

has flown 15 missions, as indicated

by parachute recovery decals. In

lower photo, Maj. Cook is joined at
celebration by Bruce Smith, Ryan
vice president-military relations, at
left, and Walter A. Hite. chief of

missiles projects, in lineup of eight
Firebees ready for operational use.

MAN ON THE MOVE-FROM RYAN

engine controls, hydraulic, pneumatic,

oil and fuel lines; mounts various ac-

cessories, such as the fuel pumps and

generators; and installs the electrical

systems.

Before the production program

started, and long before the first DC-8

flew, Ryan field service men spent

many hours in Douglas training classes,

learning every technical facet of the

power package structure and function.

When the DC-8's go into world-wide

service, Ryan field representatives,

equipped with a complete knowledge

not only of the systems and engine ac-

( Continued from Page 14)

cessories, but also of the engine itself,

will carry out a service program.

Few military and commercial air-

craft in service today do not contain

some part made by Ryan. Thrust

braces for the big Boeing B-52 bomb-

ers; aft fuselage sections for Boeing

KC-135 jet tankers; titanium exhaust

systems for Sikorsky H-37A helicop-

ters; and exhaust systems for prac-

tically every American made commer-

cial transport airplane flying today,

roll off Ryan production lines. Every

part benefits from Ryan service

throughout its service life.
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OCT. 20-30. . .PROJECT WILLIAM TELL

RYAN FIREBEES TEST AMERICA'S AIR DEFENSE
IN FIRST WEAPONS MEET TO USE JET TARGETS

Ryan Firebees are the exclusive flying "bull's-eyes"

for the Air Force Project "William Tell'"— first wea-

pons meet to use free-flying jet targets. 100 Firebee

jet drones will test the pilots, planes, and missiles of

America's air defense system under the most realistic

"combat" conditions ever achieved.

Firebees will not only draw the fire of the nation's

crack Air Force pilots: they will score the results in

mid-air with a new electronics system. A running
record of hits, misses, and near-misses will be instantly

transmitted from Firebees to scorekeepers on the
ground. Other Firebees will phonograph missiles boring

in — or streaking away if they don't score a "hit."

Pitted against the Firebees in this world-wide

weapons meet vnW be the top Air Defense Command
squadrons, flying Convair F-102, Northrop F-89J and
North American F-86L interceptors. They will fire

deadly Falcon guided missiles, and Genie (atomic) and

"Mighty Mouse" rockets.

Only the Firebee — the most advanced target drone

— has the high performance, reliability, and extended

duration needed for realistic weapons evaluation. In

service with the Air Force. Navy, and Army, Firebees

are flying in greater numbers and for more hours than

any other jet target drone.

The Firebee is another outstanding example of Ryan
skill in blending aerodynamics, propulsion, and elec-

tronics knowledge to produce a superior product.


